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RODDY FRAME *A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS 

QUEEN*DR.FEELGOOD*MATT BIANCC 
SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS *WELLER 



' Pap - frill&CiDY atAKER. Seprerabe is, mu 

• I 2/ 

3 1 8/ 
4 1 51 

5 1 7/ 

6 1141 

FIZZEHM 
1 I 11 1 JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU  

. Stevie Wonder/Motown 

.. George Michael/Epic 
Ray Parker JnriAnsta 

. Miami Sound Machine/Epic 

  Elton John/Rocket 

CARELESS WHISPER 
GHOSTBUSTERS 

DR BEAT 

PASSENGERS 

MADAM BUTTERFLY 

Malcolm McLaren/CharismaNuipn 
7 (12) MASTER AND SERVANT   Depeche Mode/Mute 

8 61 LIKE TO GET TO KNOW YOU WELL  

  Howard Jones/WEA 
9 1 4) AGADOO  Black Lace/Flair 

10 1131 ELL FLY FOR YOU  Spandau Ballet/Reformairon 
11 (181 BIG IN JAPAN  Alphaville/WEA 

12 I 3) SELF CONTROL  Laura Branigan/Atlantic 

13 I-1 PRIDE   U2/Island 
14 ( 9) WILLIAM, IT WAS REALLY NOTHING  

 The Smiths/Rough Trade 
15 (16) MOTHERS TALK Tears For Fears/Mercury 
16 (27) HOT WATER   Level 42/Polydor 

17 I 1 LOST IN MUSIC    Sister Sledge/Cotillion 
18 1301 TALKING IN YOUR SLEEP  Bucks Fizz/RCA 

19 Ill/ TWO TRIBES Frankie Goes To Hollywood/ZET 

20 (21) SUNSET NOW  Heaven 17/Virgin 
21 1151 WHATEVER 1 DO (WHEREVER I GO) Hazel' Dean/Pratt 

22 (39) TORTURE  The Jacksons/Epic 
23 1101 STUCK ON YOU  Trevor Walters/I&S 

24 (17) WHITE LINES G ra rid Master and Melle Mel/Sugar Hill 

25 1311 TOUR DE FRANCE (REMIX)  Kraftwerk/EMI 
26 (46) TESLA GIRLS  

Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark/Virgin 
27 1 ) SMOOTH OPERATOR   Sade/Epic 

28 119) SOME GUYS HAVE ALL THE LUCK  

 Rod Stewart/Warner Bros 

29 I-) HUMAN RACING   Nik Kershaw/MCA 
30 1-/ A LETTER TO YOU   Shalmi Stevens/Epic 

31 1231 2 MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT  Iron Maiden/EM) 

32 (24) WHEN DOVES CRY   Prince/Warner Bros 

33 1201 WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WEIN IT.. ................. . .... . 

  Tina Turner/Capitol 

34 1261 I NEED YOU  The Pointer Sisters/Planet 
35 1-1 HEAVEN'S ON FIRE  Kiss/Vertigo 

36 1251 RELAX  Frankie Goes To Hollywood/ZE7 
37 (221 ON THE WINGS OF LOVE Jeffrey Osbourne/A&M 

38 1321 ALL I NEED IS EVERYTHING.  ........ Aztec Camera/WEA 

39 I-) LAP OF LUXURY Jethro Tull/Cl/malls 

40 1281 CASTLES IN SPAIN  . The Armoury Show/ParloPhone 

41 1-1 UNITY AfrIka Samba'. and James Brown/Tommy Boy 
42 1-1 WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU IS YOUR GIRLFRIEND ........ 

........ .   Special AKA/2 Tone 

43 (34) YOU HAVE  Marc Almond/Some Buzare 

44 129/ FOREST FIRE  Lloyd Cole And The CommolionMPolydor 

45 (-f C.R.E.E.P  The Fall/Begg.ars Banquet 

46 1491 SHE BOP    Cyndi Lauper/Portrad 

47 1441 THE MORE YOU LIVE, THE MORE YOU LOVE  

  A Flock Of Seagulls/Jive 

48 I / WHAT IS LIFE   Black Uhuru/Island 

49 (60) MR. SOLITAIRE ....... Atonal Nightlife/Island 

50 13M ARE YOU READY Break Machine/Record Shack 

READERS CHART 

• SEND your Top 10 
phis your photo and 
biographical details, 
interests, etc, to 
Reader's Chart, Melody 
Maker, Berkshire House, 
168.173 High Holborn, 
Leadap.INCIVZ.W. 

JANE Kitson from Tinsley, 
Sheffield, M 17 and is 
something of a livewire on 
the local music scene. While 
studying for A•levels 
(psychology and 
communication studies!), 
Jane also manages to find 
time to regularly go to gigs, 
write for a fanzine called 
Wagging Tongues and 
present a community 
access programme - 

- foF Radio 
Sheffield, 

1 SLEEPY TOWN, The 
Flying Alphonso 
Brothers 

2 STILL ILL, The Smiths 
3 MEANTIME, The Cult 
4 THE INK IN THE WELL, 

David Sylvian 
5 WHIP IN MY VALISE, 
Adarn & The Ants 

6 DREAMER IN BABYLON, 
Personal Column 

7 RUSSIAN RUFFIANS, 
The Smiths 

8 THE BEST WAY TO KILL, 
Soft Cell 

9 NIGHT AND DAY, 
Everything But The Girl 

10 (LOVE IS) THE TENDER 
-4HArdre. Fitzgerald 

1 NOW THAI'S WHAT I CALL MUSIC 3  

Various/EMINirgin 

2 121 PRIVATE DANCER Tina Turner/Capitol 
3 131 DIAMOND LIFE . Sam/Epic 

4 (4) LEGEND Bob Marley & The Waders/Island 

5 15/ PARADE   Spandau Ballet/RelormatIon 

6 181 PURPLE RAIN Prince & The Revolution/Warner Bros 

7 (9) BREAK OUT   Pointer Smters/Planet 
8 171 CANT SLOW DOWN  Lionel Richie/Motown 

9 161 PHIL FEARON & GALAXY.... Phil Fearon & Galaxy/Ensign 

10 (10) THE WORKS   Efireen/EMI 

11 1141 DOWN ON THE STREET Shakatak/Polydor 

12 (111 BREAKING HEARTS  Elton John/Rocket 

13 (13) HUMAN'S LIB   Howard Jones/WEA 
14 124) DREAM TIME ........ The Cull/Beggars Banquet 
15 1-I ELIMINATOR  ZZ Top/Warner Bros 
16 (16) 1100 BEL AIR PLACE Julio Iglesias/CBS 

17 I-) JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT SOS Band/Tabu 

18 1151 STREET SOUNDS EDITION 10...... Venous/Street Sounds 

19 1121 THRILLER Michael Jackson/Epic 
20 (231 BORN IN THE USA   Bruce Spongsteen/CBS 
21 121 SELF CONTROL  Laura Branmen/Atlantic 

  Iron Maiden/EMI 22 7) POWERSLAVE 

23 (17) AN INNOCENT MAN  Bahr Joel/CBS 

24 I-) THE STORY OF A YOUNG HEART  

A Flock Of Seagulls/Jive 
25 1281 VICTORY    Jacksons/Emc 

26 (-) UNDER WRAPS. .. Jethro Toll/Chrysalis 

27 I-) NO REMORSE Motorhead/Bronie 

28 1181 INTO THE GAP .............. . . . Thompson Twins/Arisla 

29 1271 A WORD TO THE WISE GUY  

 The Mighty Wahl/Beggars Banquet 

30 (25) STARLIGHT EXPRESS .......... . Original Cast/Slarlighl 

=Top 

EMT SI/VOLES 
1 WILLIAM, IT WAS REALLY NOTHING. The Smiths, Rough 

Trade 

2 THE JUDGE. Inca Babies. Black Lagoon 
3 WORK IN PROGRESS, Roben Wyatt, Rough Trade 
4 DEAD AND BURIED. Alien Sex Fiend. Anagram 
S DO WHAT YOU DO, GBH. Clay 
6 KANGAROO, This Mortel Coil, 4AD 
7 BIG BLUE WORLD. Paul Haig, Crepescule 
8 SCARE CROW. Wolfgang Press, 4AD 
9 WESTWORLD Theatre 01 Hate, Burning Rome 
10 SO SURE, Skeletal Family. Red Rhino 
11 HOP TWO THREE FOUR, Sid Presley Experience, ID 
12 BEAUTIFUL MONSTER. Folk Devils, Ganges 
13 GARDEN OF THE ARCANE DELIGHTS, Dead Can Dance, 4AD 
14 SPIRIT WALKER, The Cult, Situation 2 
15 WALK INTO THE SUN. March Violets, Rebirth 
16 MUSIC TO WATCH GIRLS BY, !Kg... U1.117,I 
17 ELECTRIC FITS, The Prisoners, Big Beat 
18 SMELL OF FEMALE (BOX SET), The Cramps, Bog Beat 
19 ACTION, The Fits, Trapper 
20 MITAWIN. Luneta lakota, Factory Benelux 
• Chart supply, by John Terloar. PuradiNy!taco., Ponce, Street Manchreer 

ri.e.eL ALBUMS 
1 BURNING OIL. Skeletal Family, Red Moon° 
2 ARE WE SILENT ENOUGH ,. Silent Ambition. Mate 
3 EMERGENCY THIRD RAID POWER TRIP, Rain Parade, Rough 

Trade 

4 BLOOD RED RIVER, The Scientists, Au GO Go 
5 RECORD SHACK PRESENTS VOLUME ONE, Various, Record 
Shack 

6 REVOLUTION, Theatre 01 Hate, Burning Rome 
7 RAINY DAY, Rainy Day, Rough Trade 
8 THE 01! OF SEX. Various, Syndicate 
9 THE EYE, K.U.K.L., Crass 

10 ROCKABILLY PSYCHOSIS, Various, Big Beat 
11 EOSTRE, Soviet France. Red Rhino 
12 LAST POETS, Last Poets, Carrete 

13 49 MINUTE TECHNICOLOR DREAM. vadous, Bam Caruso 
14 SWEET SIXTEEN, Sweet, Anagram 
15 FIRST UP, Violent Femmes, Rough Trade 

16 HIGH LIFE TIME. George Derko, Oval 
17 OFF THE BONE, The Cramps, Big Heal 
18 URBAN GAMEPLAN, 23 Skidoo, illuminated 
19 COLOUR APPRECIATION, Plasticland, Late 
20 AFRICA. ljahman, Treeroots 
• Chart wool,* by Jumbo flacon. 102 Manion Centre leads. 

I 141 MISSING YOU, John Waite. EMI America 
2 111 mars LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT, Tina 

Turner. Capitol 
3 15) LET'S GO CRAZY, Prince & The Revolution, 

Warner Breo 
4 131 STUCK ON YOU, Lionel Richie, Motown 
5 161 SHE BOP. Cyndi Louper. Porto or a 
6 181 THE WARRIOR. Scandal  ing Parti 

Smith, Columbia 
7 (9) IF THIS IS IT, Huey Lewis 11 The News. 

Chysalos 
121 GHOSTBUSTERS. Ray Parker Jnr, Arista 

91121 TWO EYES. The Cars. E lektra 
101111 ROCK ME TONIGHT. Billy Speiser, Cam. 
• Cash Sox «fan 

Lie Albums 
1 111 PURPLE RAIN. Prince 8 The Revolution. 

Warner Bros 
2 12) SPORTS, Huey Lewis & The News Chrysalis 
3 141 PRIVATE DANCER, Tone Turner, Capitol 
4 131 BORN IN THE USA, Bruce SWUM..., 

Colombo., 
5 151 HEARTBEAT are, The Cars. Den. 
6 171 CAN'T SLOW DOWN, Lionel AbAje. Motown 
71141 1100 BEL AIR PLACE. Julio Iglesias, 

Colombo 
8 191 SIGNS OF LIFE, Billy WM«, Cm« 
9111) SHE'S SO UNUSUAL Cyndi Lauper. Fortran 
101121 NO BRAKES. John Waite, EMI America 
•c•• akk 

1 REWIND, Johnny Osbourn.. Janlmys 
2 UNDER ME srasr, Be rungton Levy. Tome 
3 ABBREVIATION QUALIFICATION. Ash.. Senator. 
F akhcre 

4 SMILE, Barry Boom, Level Vases 
5 HAUL AND PULL Needle Brown, Negros Roots 
6 ACROSS THE BORDER. Freddie McGregor. Bog 
STB 

7 RUB A DUBBING, Junior Red, Black Roots 
8 PON THE STREETNUBRUNG HOT. Papa Face & 

Bionic Rhone, Eashoon 
9 THROW ME CORN, Larry Alvin. Crreowlerves 
10 JAMAICA JAMAICA, Brigadier Jerry, Jahlove 

'Toris 
• Mort nakk, by Rob Vendor, 274 Layer* Me London 
SWit 

1 KILLED BY DEATH, Motorhead, Bronze 12.inch 
as 

a 2 MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT. Iron Maiden, EMI 12 
onch 45 

3 SIN CITY 11.1VEI. ACJI/C, Mantic 12.inch 45 8 
side 

4 VOODOO CHILE. Stevie Ray Vaughan, Irorn 
"Coulant Stand the Weather". Ea. 

5 UPSTICK AND LEATHER, Y&T, from "In Rock We 
Trust-. A&NI 

6 SEND DOWN AN ANGEL Brow, Bronze 12.inch 
45 

7 EVIL EYES. Dio, from "The Last in Lone., Phono 

gRAMA WEER ALL CRAZEE NOW, Quiet Riot. 
E plc 12 inch 45 

9 NASTY. The Damned, Damned 12ionch 4513 Side 
10 RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL, Van Helen, Irons 

Van Helen, Warner Bros 
• bun eornead by Ion, Sunman. wait OW Shwa« al du.r 
Savor Tavern. [odor. 

1 111 DR BEAT, Miami Sound Machine. Epoc 
2 (4) I JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU, Steele 

Wonder, Motown 
3 (5) YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG, Cool Notes. 

Abstoact 
4 1-1 MAGIC TOUCH. Rose Royce. Streetwave 
5 121 JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT. SOS Band, 

Tabu 
6 IT) YOU GET THE BEST FROM ME, Alicia Mn' 

ers, MCA 
7 1-1 ENCORE. Cheryl Lynn, Slreetwave 
8 1.1 LADY SHINE 1SHINE ON), THS, Fourth And 

Broadway 
9 GMOSTBUSTERS. Ray Park« Junior. Arista 
10 I-) UNITY, AWL. Bankbaataa & James Brown. 

Tommy Boy 

1 MEGAMIX 11 WHY IS IT FRESH), Dol. US Promo 
Tape 

2 TASTE SO GOOD. File 13, US Profile 
3 RUN FROM THE SHOT. Face To Fa«, US Epic 
4 MOTHER TALIOENIPME BUILDING. Teen For 
Fern, Mercury 

5 ECUADOR, GL & The Band. Italy Concorde 
6 SLIPPERY PEOPLE, Slap« Singe-, US Prove. 
7 IN THE BEAT OF THE NIGHT (Dun Penny Poi. 
we. US Summer, 

8 LOVE DREAM. Tapper Zukie. Stars 
9 NO ONE'S GONNA LOVE YOU. SOS Bend, Tabu 
10 TITTLE TATTLE, Baricentro, ir/oc Superdanco 
• Chart •upf.ad by Eddie akkandson Ineaslay and Satur. 
ayl Camden Palace London 

1 DAWN CHORUS, boo Tomita. RCA 
2 FIRESTARTER 1FILAI SOUNDTRACK). Tangerine 
Dream, MCA 
SEMICONDUCTOR 1COMPILATIONI. SynergY . 

4 .L:aTTFOZ.'111=uen. -I've Electro 
5 TOUR DE FRANCE 1REMIX1, Kra... EMI 
6 BEST OF JON AND VANGELLS. Polydor 
7 ASSASSIN IRE RELEASE1, Mark Shreeve, 

8 ANGST IFIUM SOUNDTRACK), Nines Schulze, In 
Team 

9 CAPTURING HOLOGRAMS, Michel Winn, Ase 
Flacon, 

10 SILVER CLOUD, Kitaro, role/Or 
• Chart suopUed la, SUP Sannorn. The Sound House PO 
S.» 37, tut ,do,4a*, Sonar 
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U2 TAKE 10 
02 are back in Britain in November for a 
10-date tour their first live shows here 
since the spring of 1983. 
And the concerts follow the release of 

the new U2 album, The Unforgettable 
Are", on October 1. 
The British dates come as part of U2's 

world tour which started in New Zealand 
at the end of last month. 
Shows open at the London Brixton 

Academy Theatre on November 2 and 3, 
continuing at Edinburgh Playhouse (5), 
Glasgow Barrowlands 16 and 71. 
Manchester Apollo (9 and 10), 
Birmingham NEC 1121 and London 
Wembley Arena 114 and 151. 

All tickets go on sale on Wednesday, 
September 12. 

Tickets for Brixton are £5.30 from MCP 
Ltd, PO Box 124, Walsall WS1 17J. 
Cheques and postal orders should be 
made payable to MCP Ltd, and fans 
should enclose an sae. 
At Edinburgh, tickets are £6 and £5 

from the box office, while in Glasgow, 
they're on sale at £5 each from Virgin 

THE 'LIVE' DAVID BOWIE 
AFTER last week's 
announcement of a new 
single and album from 
David Bowie, news arrives 
now of a live video 
cassette. 
The video ("David 

Bowie - Live") is out on 
September 26 to partner 
the "Serious Moonlight 

Tour" cassette released 
last April. 
Filmed during the tour 

at the PNE Coliseum, 
Vancouver, Canada. the 
new video contains six 
tracks: "Scary Monsters", 
"Rebel Rebel", 'White 
Light White Heat", 
"Station To Station", 

, EDITOR: 
Allan Jones 

ASSISTANT EDITOR 
: Colin Irwin 

: FEATURES EDITOR: 
Adam Sweoling 

I REVIEWS EDITOR: 
, Steve Sutherland 
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Bnan Case 
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Records in Union Street. Tickets for 
Manchester are £6 and £5 by personal and 
postal application to the theatre, and in 
Birmingham they're available at £7 and £6 
by personal and postal application to the 
NEC. 

Tickets for Wembley are £7.30 and 
£6.30, available by postal application to 
Hearnweave1U2) Limited, PO Box 281, 
London N15 5LW. Fans should send 
cheques and postal orders made payable 
to MCP Ltd with an sae. A small number 
of tickets will be on sale at the Wembley 
box office. 
The new album, produced by Brian Eno 

and Daniel Lanois, will be the first studio 
LP from U2 since "War" at the start of last 
year. It was followed by the live album, 
"Under A Blood Red Sky" which is still in 
the charts. 
"The Unforgettable Fire" includes 

"Pride (In The Name Of Love)" which has 
just been released as a single. 
U2 are currently in Australia on a 

month-tong tour. They begin their 
European dates at the start of October. 

"Cracked Actor" and • 
"Ashes To Ashes". 

Directed by David Mallet 
and running for 60 
minutes with exclusive 
interview material and 
other footage included, 
the video is available on 
VHS and Beta formats. 

Featured musicians are: 

NEW YORK, 
David Grfeke 
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THE SMITHS IN 
'MOORS' ROW 
RECORD stores 
nationwide have 
withdrawn copies of The 
Smiths' album as well as 
their last single, -Heaven 
Knows (I'm Miserable 
Now)", 
The Boots and 

Woolworths chains have 
refused to continue selling 
either record due to the 
lyrical content of a song 
called "Suffer Little 
Children". Featured on 
both the album and the B 
side of the single, it's been 
deemed offensive to 
relatives of the children 
who died in the infamous 
Moors Murders of the 
Sixties. 
Although there's been 

controversy in the past 
about the lyrical content of 
the song, which deals with 
the killings, it's only 
recently that official 
complaints have been 
made by relatives of the 
murdered children - 
Lesley Ann Downey (aged 
10) and John Kilbride (12). 
Boots say: "We had a 

complaint from the 
Kilbride family, and as a 
result of that, we decided 
to withdraw both the 
album and single because 
there were words which 
tended to be offensive to 
the family." 
And at Woolworths, a 

spokesman said: "The 
Manchester Evening News 
telephoned us to say that 
one of the relatives of one 

of the Moors murdered 
children had complained 
that we and other stores 
were selling these records 
by The Smiths. We played 
the song and we had a 
discussion. There was an 
investigation and we 
decided to take the 
records off sale 
altogether." 
However, the ban has 

not been taken up by other 
major record chains. At 
Virgin, a spokesman said 
"it hasn't been withdrawn 
as far as we know", and at 
HMV Records, the word 
was that "we're looking 
into it first". 
A spokesman for the 

group said this week: 
'The Smiths stand behind 
100 per cent of the lyrics to 
all of their songs and 
'Suffer Little Children' is 
no exception. The song 
was written out of a 
profound emotion by 
Morrissey, a Mancunian 
who feels that the 
particularly horrendous 
crime it describes must be 
borne by the conscience of 
Manchester and that it 
must never happen again. 
It was written out of deep 
respect for the victims and 
their kin and The Smiths 
felt it was an important 
enough song to put on 
their last single even 
though it had already been 
released on their LP. 

"In a word. it is a 
memorial to the children 

DEPECHE MODE BHA 
DEPECHE Mode have added another 
London Hammersmith Odeon concert to 
their forthcoming tour. 
Three dates at the Odeon. on 

November 1, 2 and 3, have already sold 
out. Now a fourth has been set for 
November 4, and tickets are on sale 
now. 
The 29-date tour of Northern and 

Southern Ireland, Wales, Scotland and 
England, opens at St Austell Cornish 
Coliseum on September 27, finally 
winding up in November in 
Hammersmith. 

and all like them who have 
suffered such a fate. The 
Smiths are acknowledged 
as writing with sensitivity, 
depth and intelligence and 
the suggestion that they 
are cashing in on a 
tragedy at the expense of 
causing grief to the 
relatives of its victims is 
absolutely untrue. 

"Morrissey has had a 
lengthy conversation with 
the mother of Leslie Ann 
Downey, Mrs West, and 
she understands that the 
intentions of the song are 
completely honourable. 
Furthermore, he's willing 
to speak to any immediate 
members of the families 
involved so there will be 
no misunderstanding. 
"As for the photograph 

on the record sleeve which 
bears a resemblance to 
Myra Hindley, it is, of 
course, Viv Nicholson, 
whose picture was chosen 
to illustrate the record 
'Heaven Knows I'm 
Miserable Now'. The 
photo was taken in 1961 
and was first published in 
the News Of The World 
years before the tragic 
event occurred. 
"The decision to put 

'Suffer Little Children' on 
the B side was made well 
after the choice of Ms 
Nicholson's photo had 
been made and although it 
is a chilling coincidence, 
there is no further 
connection." 

Meanwhile, Depeche Mode are 
releasing a special limited, numbered 
edition of their current hit single "Master 
And Servant". 

The A side features "Master And 
Servant" - an On-U Sound Science 
Either., Dance Hall Classic, re-mixed by 
Adrian Sherwood. The B side contains 
an "almost totally unrecognisable re-
working" of "People Are People" 
entitled "Are People People" as well as 
the seven-inch B side "Set Me Free 
(Remotivate Me)". 
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THE STRANGLERS return from a year's exile to celebrate 
their tenth anniversary with a new single "Skin Deep" 
on September 25. Coupled with "Here And Now", the 
12-inch features an extra track, "Vladimir And The Beast 
(Part 3)". A limited edition of both seven. and 12-inch 
singles will be available in grained effect leather sleeves. 
The album "Aural Sculptures- is released on November 
5 

• MARK KNOPFLER releases a single, "The Long Road", 
on September 21. The song is the theme tune for "Cal". 
the David Puttnam film which won awards at this year's 
Cannes Film Festival and is taken from the album "Music 
Frorn Cal" which is released in October to coincide with 
the opening of the film. 

• JOHN CALE releases a new 
album this month. Titled 
"John Cale Comes Alive" it 
was recorded at London's 
Lyceum Ballroom. Two studio 
tracks also feature. "Ooh La 
La", just realeased as a single, 
and "Never Give Up On You". 
The album is available from 
September 17 and d's 
expected that Cale will play a 
dale in London early next 
month 

• AZTEC CAMERA follow up 
"All I Need Is Everything" by 
releasing their new album, 
"Knife", on September 21. 
Produced by Mark Knopfler, 
the album features new Aztec 
guitarist Malcolm Ross (ex of 
Orange Juice). A new 12-inch 
version of "All I Need Is 
Everything" is also just out 
featuring an extended "Latin 
Mix" of the track remixed by 
Simon Boswell. 

• BILLY IDOL'S new single 
"Flesh For Fantasy" hits the 
stands on September 21. 
Produced by Keith Forsey, it's 
available on seven and 12-
inch, the latter featuring an 
"amazing crucial mix" (if says 
here). 

• MIAMI SOUND MACHINE 
follow up the success of "Dr 
Beal" with an album, "Eyes 
Of Innocence", released on 
September 17. 

• ROBERTA FLACK issues a 
double-A side single to 
coincide with her British lour 
in October. Coupling her two 
biggest hits. "First Time Ever I 
Saw Your Face" and "Killing 
Me Softly", the single is 
released on September 21. 

• DIO release a single this 
week. Titled "Mystery", it's 
taken from their current 
album "The Last In Line" and 
is available in seven- and 12. 
inch format limited editions 
featuring a commemorative 
laminated "tour pass" or a UK 
tour poster. 

• maw single -U 
Wo and 12-inch I 
12-inch Matures two were tracks, "Shakes" and "Mae 
Carpet" which won't be included on their new LP. -Two 
Steps From The Move", out on October 8 through CBS. 
The album cassette will include extra live tracks and UK 
copies of the album will include a free eight-page colour 
booklet. 

OTHER RELEASES 

SINGLES 
RICAN° TOK, -Higher Ground" 
Suryivall September 15 
INTAFERON: 'Sae, Pei, 
(Chrysalis) September 21 
THE BLOW MONKEYS: "Atomic 
Lullaby" IFICA)September 15 
JANET JACKSON AND CUFF 
RICHARD. "Two To The Power-
(A&M)September 10 
CMS REA: "Ace Of Hearts" 

(eirraz5erbef ROMANCE:n 
What Friends Are For" IFICA)s 
September 15 
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17. 
SIDEWAY Wok: "Sideway took" 
IVen.2.Sentember 17 
s  REDO: "Beet The Street 
The Very Best Of Sharon Redd" 

(RCAI September. 

e THE AssartATES release a 
special 12-inch version of the 
single "Wailing For The Love 
Boat" this week. Taken from a 
1981 John Peel session, the 
record features the original 
version of the song and is 
released in association with 
BBC Enterprises. 

• ELIDE BROOKS lifts a track 
from her -Minutes" album to 
release as a single this week, 
titled "Dillon" 

• BLACKFOOT. who describe 
themselves as "Florida based 
rockers" release a new album 
"Vertical Smiles" on 
September 21, their first since 
last year's acclaimed "Siogo" 
album. 

• SHADOW TALK, a new 
signing to Magnet Records 
Who recently toured with The 
Thompson Twins, release 
their debut single "You Could 
Be Mine" on September 14. 

• QUEEN release a new 
single this week. Titled 
"Hammer To Fall" the song 
and the accompanying 8 side 
"Tear It Up" have both been 
written by Brian May (the 
previous three singles were 
written in turn by the three 
other group members). 
Released in both seven- and 
12-inch formals, each is 
different from the track 
matured on "The Works" 
album and the 12-inch 
features a special remis of the 
A side. The video for the song 
has been directed by David 
Mallet and was specially 
filmed on the opening night 
of their current tour, in 
Brussels on August 24 the 
first live video from "The 
Works" album. They also 
shortly plan to release the 
collected videos from the 
album through Picture Music 
International which will 
feature the videos of "Radio 
Ga Ga", -It's A Hard tile" and 
the current release. 

• A NEW Stevie Wonder 
album has just been released. 
Entitled "The Woman In Red" 

the soundtrack to the Gene 
Wilder film it comes in a 
gatefold sleeve and includes 
the current hit single. "I Just 
Called To Say I Love You". 

• BOBBY WOMACK releases 
a new single. "Surprise 
Surprise", this week. Coupled 
with "American Dream" and 
featuring Martin Luther King. 
it's available only in seven 
inch to begin with. 

•FRIDA releases a new 
single on September 10, 
produced by Steve Lillywhite 
and titled "Shine". "Shine" is 
also the title of her album due 
out on October 8 leaturing 
contributions from Korsty 
McColl. Benny and Blois of 
Abbe, Chris Rea, David 
Dundas and Stuart Adamson 
of Big Country. 

SPECIAL 
AKA ON 
THE BOX 
THE Special AKA are 
subjects of a Channel 4 
television programme on 
September 18. 
One of the "At Home" 

series, it features the 
group in rehearsal, in 
interviews and on video. 
The film was directed by 

Jeff Baynes who was 
responsible for The 
Special AKA's promo for 
-What I Like Most About 
Y. Is Your Girlfriend", 
The TV programme runs 
from 10.50pm to 11.50pm. 

Meanwhile, a video is 
on its way. 2-Tone are 
releasing a cassette 
featuring all the 
promotional videos for 

The Special AKA's singles, 
plus shorts made 

especially for the TV show, 
based on songs from the 
group's "In The Studio" 
album. 
Running order: "Bright 

Lights", "Lonely Crowd". 
"Housebound", 
"Alcohol", "Racist 
Friend", "War Crimes" 
"Nelson Mandela", "Break 
Down The Door" and 
"Girlfriend". 
More details are 

expected shortly. 

WAH! 
SHOCK! 
THE Mighty Wahl have 
announced three surprise 
shows in Britain this week 
They appear at Leeds 
Warehouse on September 
13, Sheffield Limit Club 
(14) and Liverpool 
People's Festival (16). 
The festival is a free 

concert promoted by the 
council on SI George's 
Plateau in the city centre. 
The performances are 

expected to cover songs 
from "Better Scream" 
through to "Come Back", 
and they'Rfeature the Ark 
Angels - the Eternal 
Records house band. 
The band brings 

together Josie Jones, 
Redman, Phill Wylie of 
"Corne In Tokyo, Dickie 
Rude (The Last Ch.0", 
Paul (en It's Immaterial) 
and Henry of It's 
Immaterial as well as 

Wah! members Joey 
Sausage and Jay 
Naughton. 

Ajobo Peel session 
featuring this line-up is 

due to be aired around 
this time. 

THE ALARM HAVE BEGUN 
THE Alarm are preparing 
to release a new single. 
"The Chant Has Just 
Begun", in early October. 

Backed by "The Bells Of 
Rhymney", it's also 
coming out in a 12-inch 
version which includes an 
extra track, "The Stand". 

The Alarm are currently 
recording their second 
album, scheduled for 
release in the New Year. 
And they're setting up a 
short series of British 

FISH FOR 
CHRISTMAS 
MARILLION have finalised plans for a Christmas mini-
tour which includes three nights at the London 
Hammersmith Odeon. 

The group, currently finishing work on a budget-priced 

live nnni-album which will be released prior to the UK 
dates, open at the Odeon on December 13, 14 and 15. 

Further dates have been set for Manchester Apollo 
(December 17), Nottingham Theatre Royal (18) and 
Glasgow Barrowlands (19). 

Tickets are £5, £4.50 and f4, available now from box 
office and usual ticket agencies 

Marillion have lined up the British dates as part of their 
European tour which also takes in France, Germany, 

Scandinavia, Holland, Belgium and Switzerland. 

dates for the near future. 
Details are expected soon. 

Vocalist Mike Peters said 
this week: "We've set out 
to make a tough record 
that people can dance to, 
and that continues to deal 
with the important issues 
facing people today. 
"On the other side of the 

seven-inch, we've 
recorded an original 
Welsh folk song taken 
from the poem 'The Bells 
Of Rhymney' by Idris 
Davies. The song deals 

with the strong sense of 
community in the South 
Wales mining valleys. In 
addition we've included a 
version of 'The Stand' 
previously unreleased for 
the 12-inch only. This was 
a version of the song 
which was never finished 
in the original recording. 

"We're very pleased to 
to contrast the folk roots 
of the band with a modern 
approach to present what 
we consider to be a sneet 
song in 'The Chant'." 

FREE JUICE 
ORANGE Juice and Misty 
In Roots are headlining a 
free concert in London on 
September 22. 
The show, taking place 

at Crystal Palace Bowl 
between midday and 8pm, 
is being put on the by the 
GLC London Against 
Racism campaign. 
Also on the bill are 

Amazulu, Frank Chickens, 
Segun Adewale and 
poet/compere Martia 
Prescod. 

tlfAlf SIM 
THE organisers of the first 
annual Scottish Rock & 
Pop Festival are planning 
a similar event next year. 
The festival, held two 

weeks ago in Calderglen 
Country Park, featured the 
Bluebells, Armoury Show, 
and Pallas. Police reported 
"no arrests and a virtual 
clean sheet." 
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AND about time too . . 
waddya think you've been 
doing messing around in 
the news pages for so long? 
Come along now, settle 
down ... we haven't got all 
day, you know .... places to 
go, people to see, pop stars 
to get drunk with, bingo 
contestants to be bribed by. 
We've noticed you've been 
getting a bit rowdy 
recently, so this week, we 
don't want to hear a peep 
out of you. Understood? 
We sweat our guts out week 

in week out to bring you all the 
scam and we don't expect 
loutish behaviour of the sort 
that accompanied last week's 
ceremonial Golden Wally 
Award to Freddie Mercury. 
And this week the troops have 
pulled out the stops 
investigating the burning issue 
of the day - Tesla Girls. Yap, 
Tesla Girls, those enigmatic 
creatures eulogised by OMD in 
their latest tab, surefire 
superwazing currently hurtling 
up the charts at a rate which 
wouldn't disgrace the great Sir 
Daley Thompson. But who, 
what and indeed why are Tesla 
Girls? 
With the help of that jolly 

nice Sian at Virgin Records 
we've managed to get to the 
root of the matter .... Dr Nicola 
Tesla was a male Romanian 
person who invented the 
alternate current motor 
without which we wouldn't 
have electronic gadgets such 
as hairdryers and razors. All 
well and good. Sian, but why 
are OMD singing about him? 

"Well, it's a comment isn't 
it?" 

It is? 
"Er... yes ... about how all 

these girls are using his or.., 
gadgets... and nobody 
remembers poor old Tesla..." 

Quite. So remember, if you 
ever get lost in London don't 
ask a policeman (you'll only 
end up in a Waldorf Salad), 
just give a bell to Sian, the girl 
who knows everything. 
FOR some unaccountable 

reason TTT this week fails to 
bring you the usual sniffing 

HE WON ON EARTH 
"IT was like à dream come true," gushed delectable Ann Boleyn I birthday card from Morrissey? Nah. Ann's excitement was 
shortly before Henry VIII's chopper hit her from a great height. ' merely down to the fact that her band Hellion were being 
"We spent the first day or two just trying to calm down. I produced by your friend and ours, the legendary midget. Ronnie 
think we must have set a new world record for the amount of James Dio. Dio was producing tracks for Hellion as demos for 
hard liquor consumed in a recording studio." A reprieve from the their first album. Aintcha just thrilled? 
king? A vote of confidence from the peasants of Wessex? A 

Si NIGHT A DEEJAY CHANGED HIS JOB 
E of the great advantages of spinning 
discs in a nightclub is that you can 
aye force the punters to listen to your 

ry own personal faves. A chap called 
maid, one third of Germany's latest pop 
port Alphaville, decided to take this 
ocess a step further and make the poor 

Is of Ecker listen to nothing but the 
tput of his very own band. The crowd 
ved it, Alphaville grew in confidence, and 

two years later, they are sitting pretty in the 
British Top 10. Simple. eh? 
- "We were quite surprised at how easy it 
as to make our own music and for 

ple to like it," says singer Mahan, the one 
'th the near impeccable English lingo. 
"It seems as if Europe is especially good 
r us, and there was one week when we 
ad two hits in the top ten in Holland. We are 
¡so quite popular in Germany, though • 
aybe not quite on the same scale as Nena, 
aftwerk, or Peter Schilling." (Who he?) 
Talk of Nena leads young Mahan into 
efining exactly what he and his other 1 
phavilles are up to. "It is pop music, and 

•. this is quite natural for us because all 

we listened to when we were growing up 
was English and American pop." Ah, the 
usual Bowie, T. Rex, Sweet, that sort of stuff? 
"No, the people I liked were Brian Protheroe, 
Jobriath, Van Dyke Parks, and especially 
Peter Skellern. 
The name Big In Japan doesn't appear to 

feature in this rather bizarre selection, so 
what's that all about? 

"The song is about two lovers who I knew 
• in Berlin. Their love for each other was 
• strong, but the greater drug for them both 
was heroin. They lived in a fantasy place 
and for me that was Japan. Plus, I really liked 
the name of that group. My other favourite 

- group at the moment is Depeche Mode. 
Unlike the Basildon boys, however, Mahan 

is quick to admit that neither he nor his 
fellow artists can actually play. With an 
album all set for release, however, and a big 
European tour lined up using guest 
musicians, this small piece of information 
should not cause him too many sleepless 
nights. Even the Bay City Rollers were big in 

, Japan. 
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It's a couple of years since Our Boys steamed in and 

beat the daylights out of the Argies. Those greasy spics 

will think twice next time they consider plundering our • 

icebergs and raping our penguins. 

Now the weather has gone down the chute and phew. 

it's not a scorcher any more . . morale needs boosting a 

bit. You can always go down The Shed at Chelsea. and 

destroy West London, of course, but there is but one 

lasting glory. 

WAR! 
If we don't have another good war again soon we'll all 

go honkers. From the plains of Bannockburn to the green 

fields of Flanders its benefits down the centuries have 

been endless. Another war now will: 

• Cut unemployment; 

• Keep louts off street corners; 

• Knock Arthur Scargill off the front pages: 

• Reduce the population AT A STROKE. 

The Maker hereby declares WAR! 

WAR ON POP!! 
Get all those wimpy pop stars. wrap 'ern up in khaki and 

send them off to the front line. Nik Kershaw can fight 

them on the beaches. Howard Jones can liberate Poland. 
Boy George can try out a few new haircuts in El Salvador 

and Malcolm McLaren can lead a platoon of beat-boxes 

into Cambodia. 

All those ageing hacks responsible for the shallowness 

of modern music can go out as war correspondents and 

pretend they're Max Hastings while we academics can stay 
at home and bore the pants off you with long dissertation, 

that nobody understands. 

So choose your weapons 

OLIVER'S ARMY'S 
ON THE WAY!! 

The Paper That 
Blows Its Top 

Malcolm McLaren story. All we 
can offer you is the fascinating 
titbit that his former protege 
She Sherriff (who made one 
country single under 
Malcolrn's auspices) has re-
emerged as Pip Gillard, 
currently getting a bit of 
airplay with the pleasant 
country-pop blast "Why Can't 
You Love Me?" While She 
Sherriff was one of McLaren's 
rare failures, the current 
upsurge of coy British country 

bands will no doubt have him 
claiming he was ahead of his 
time there too ... 

DEAR Bay George: love the 
new hairdo. Blond makes boys 
always look so tarty, we think, 
and a blond Boy George 
looked a bit of a frump. But the 
black, spikey, macho look is a 
real winner old son ... the 
very great Christy Moore, 
former lynchpin with Planxty 
and Moving Hearts, has just 
put out a superb solo album in 
Ireland, including two songs 
written by the late Bobby 
Sands MP,,, 
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GOSH, gadzooks and bless 
our cotton socks, but it's 
been celebs-a-go-go all 
week. All the stars were out 
for that spiteful "Spinal 
Tap" thingy, a film which is 
awfully rude about our 
lovely heavy metal cousins. 
Who cares if they can't 

string two sentences together 
and play guitars as if they've 
got terminal lockjaw, at least 
they're British and "Spinal 
Tap" has been made by those 
horribly cynical Americans... 

EVENT of the week, however, 
was the world premiere of 
"The Hit", the new Stephen 
Freers'film starring Terence 
Stamp and John Hurt, which 
had a glittering first night at 
Shaftesbury Avenue. Inspired 
by some garbled plot about 
murder and revenge, the pop 
world went doolally in time for 
"The Hit" ... John Hurt got 

HELL ON EARN' 
HERE it is, then ... the moment Stewart Copeland of Police has dreaded. TTT Cameras were there at the moment when 
fearless Brian James of Lords Of The New Church sidled up and put to Stewart the question that forever plagues him and 
has kept the nation on tenterhooks for years. "Hi. Stewart," said Brian, "how old are you?" "AARGGGHHH". . 

GEMA RECORDS 
BE1TER THAN ANY 
RECORD SHOP 

Here's why: 
• Our free tapage catalogue contains over 15.000 LPs end 

Cs:settee all at sensible prices. 
11 Always over 10,000 Special offers in stock priced between 50p 

and 13 20 each u VW T. 
• THE most comprehensive range of back catalogue one hereto 

find albums from the .60 .70s. SM. 
• Hundreds ol Blues UN in stock plus many exciting 

import titles. 
• Also, two full pages of Singles, current end Oldies 
• All items we sell are lolly guaranteed 
SENDA S.A.E. FOR YOUR COPY OF THE MOST IMPRESSIVE 

RECORD CATALOGUE YOU ARE LIKELY TO RECEIVE 

EXPORT: We offer an unbeatable worldwide service with ten 
years' experience of exporting. Send today for our tapage 
catalogue, full of exciting Records and Cassenes. Many are 
unavailable outside of Ordain, and all are free from U.K. taxes. 

GEMA RECORDS D.t. mud 
IWO Box 5.41. Crmkhamwell Road 

Woodley. Reading. Berkshire. England 

The fastest daily coach service from 
London to 

Paris, Brussels 8£ 
Amsterdam 
From £18.50 Single. 

See your travel agent or phone us on 
(01) 554 7061. 

HOVER SPEISOCITYSPRIAll 

LEARN TO PLAY 
AMAZING BASS WITH 

Mg7 
These instructive tape and booklet courses 

cover the Theory littls and tech nutues at 

BLUES, ROCK, HEAVY METAL 
POP, NEW WAVE, FUNK 

REGGAE AND JAZZ 

Get it right from the start 
develop your style - 

then form a handl 
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married on the day of the 
premiere and various mega-
stars like George Michael, 
Frankie Goes To Hollywood, 
Simon Le Bon, Ringo Starr, Bill 
Wyman and David Sylvian 
dressed up in their best frocks 
for the occasion. Don't 
remember anything of this 
kind when Divine's great 
movie tour-de-force "Pink 
Flamingoes" was shown for 
the first time ... strange 
because the only connection 
with rock was the fact that Eric 
Clapton had composed the 
theme music... 

AS they sipped their 
champagne maybe they might 
have spared a thought for 
Vale Bann«, who is not a 
member of Spandau Ballet, 
but a rock singer from 
Leningrad currently 
incarcerated by the KGB. At 
the Greenbelt Arts Festival, a 
petition involving 17,000 
signatures was collected, 
demanding the release of 
Barinov. "Christian music is a 
valid expression of an 
individual's thoughts, ideas 
and beliefs," said the petition. 
"Valeri's music is a personal 
expression of those beliefs and 
is not a political act." 
Barinov was arrested 
in March for allegedly trying to 
"escape" from Russia and has 
subsequently been held in 
various prisons and psychiatric 
hospitals ... 

*4/9f/free o 
THEY'RE BACK! Those wacky 
headbanging fun-loving half-witted 
hedonistic fruitcakes of your ever. 
lovin' MaxiMaker! In short, we've 
come up with yet more priceless 
merchandise for you, our beloved 
readers. Only recently, we waxed 
glowingly about Motorhead's new 
videocassette, "Live In Toronto". 
Even more recently, we gushed 
unashamedly about the awe-
inspiring new double elpee 
comprising the best of Motorhead 
so far, "No Remorse". Items of this 
quality (we reasoned) might just be 
good enough for fans of the 
wonderful Maker. So saying, we set 
to work. In no time flat, we'd laid in 
supplies ... no less than 20 copies 
of "No Remorse". On top of that, we 
, have 10 copies of the epic "Live in 
'Toronto" video. This, all 65 minutes 
'of it, catches the 'Head in prime-time 
form' from the vintage year of 1982. 

. Interviews, obscene comments, 
even some footage of the band in 
action! What more could any 
metallic basket-case want? 
Now what? Usual scheme — three 

questions, answer 'em, then whack 
your entry form into: 

Motorhead Competition, Melody 
Maker, Berkshire House, 168-173 
High Holborn, London WC1V 7AU. 
Ten of you lucky so-and-sos will 

win not only a "Live In Toronto" 
video but also a copy of "No 
Remorse" (remember to say 
whether you want a VHS or Beta 
format video, by the way). Ten more 
of you can console yourselves with 
your very own leather-style "No 
Remorse", a deafening experience. 
'kay? 

I. What is Lemmy's real name? 
2. What is the current line-up of 

Motorhead? 
3. What band was Leminy in before 

Motorhead? 

Entries should reach us not later than 
first post on Monday. September 24, 
1984 The editor's decision is final and no 
correspondence will, be entered into. 

IMMMIUMIMM 

111 1 

12 

13   

• NAME  

1 

1 

ADDRESS  

yuso BETAMAXJJ 
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LADY SINGS THE BLUES? 
THIS, you may oe interested to know, is somebody called 
Diana Ross. Diana used to sing with a group called the 
Supremos until she went to Las Vegas, washed her hair 

UMW and went out for a spot of jogging without drying it 
properly. The inevitable happened. An electric storm hit 
Las %/tellies, and Diana's hair was horrified into a permanent 
electric shock situation. She clearly needs a good dose of 
Lionel Richie to calm her down. 

THE ever-Inflatable TIT 
takes off again with a story 
that should be on the front 
page, but you know what a 
miserable sod Jonesy is - 
he wouldn't hear of it. The 
rest of us were THRILLED 
and RELIEVED to receive a 
personal communique from 
that wonderful man of a 
million cheque books, 
Michael Jackson. 
Jacko called a press 

conference - at which he 
didn't bother to attend himself 
- in which he furiously denied 
recurring rumours that he's 
gay. According to a statement 
surreptitiously dumped in The 
Oporto by a man in an 
expensive satin tour jacket, 
Mad Jacko is "deeply hurt" by 
allegations that his manhood 
is ... well... tilting on the side 
of men. If the rumours persists 
he threatens to sue and says 
that one day he wants to settle 
down with a wife and family. 
He also categorically denied 

that he'd ever taken hormones 
to keep his voice that 
intoxicating shade of falsetto 
or that he'd had cosmetic 
surgery to keep him forever 
young ... he's also apologised 
to the Jehovah's Witnesses, 
who are up in arms about the 
violent connotations of the 
"Thriller" video. Never again 
will he make a film so lurldly 
nasty, he says, while even his 
mum has leapt into the "gay" 
debate. "Michael isn't gay," 
says Mrs Jackson. "It's against 
his religion. It's against God." 

COMMISERATIONS to 
Haywood., who was rushed to 
hospital unconscious after 
falling offstage at 
Hammersmith Odeon. She 
was 20 seconds into her set as 
a warm-up for main attractions 
Klee, and started to dance 
around, as one does, and... 
toppled right over the top, 
landing eight feet later in the 
orchestra pit. She was knocked 
unconscious and detained in 
hospital overnight, but 
released the next morning 

without permanent damage, 
although all her commitments 
for the next week have been 
cancelled... 

HEAVEN 17 were forced to 
cancel their scheduled 
appearance on "Top Of The 
Pops" last week after lead 
singer Glenn Gregory, careless 
boy, lost a cartilage in his knee 
while climbing into a car to 
drive to the "TOTP" studio. He 
thought it was a simple case of 
cramp until he noticed the 
offending cartilage sticking out 
of his leg. He is now in a 
London hospital convalescing. 

REMIND us not to go on the 
road with the Chevalier 
Brothers. All it was was a 

simple gig in Manchester and 
it triggered a series of 
disasters that make the fall of 
the Roman Empire seem like a 
teddy bears' picnic. They 
shared their dressing room 
with a drag artiste who spent 
the entire evening chasing 
bass player Clark Kent round 
Manchester. When they 
eventually got on stage, a full-
scale brawl broke out and sax 
player Ray's incredibly 
expensive jacket was nicked in 
the melee. And as they 
completed their set, the entire 
building burnt down! Wisely 
cutting their losses and 
making a fast getaway, their 
van collapsed and died and 
they spent many happy hours 
by the roadside at the dead of 
night waiting for the AA land 
we don't mean Alcoholics 
Anonymous)... Noddy Holder 
of Slade was decked out in 
false moustache and cap 
disguised as an underground 
ticket inspector for his role as 
mystery guest on BBC TV's 
"Pop Quiz". Hanging around, 
awaiting action, Nod was 
accosted by a shirty 
commuter, who bore an 
uncanny resemblance to 
Robert Maxwell, and 
demanded to know where the 
phones were. Noddy 
confessed he didn't know. 
"You don't know and you work 
here," barked the commuter. 
"I shall report you to the 
station manager." As he was 
whisked off by the film crew, 
the commuter roared "Typical! 
You people spend all day 
doing interviews about your 
bloody union for TV news and 
cannot answer a simple 
question." Spandeu Ballet 
Mike Read and Captain 
Sensible similarly failed to 
recognise Holder in his new 
vocation.. 

FREDDIE EXPOSED! 
THIS is the moment Wembley 
had been waiting for The 
crowd was at boiling point 
and Queen reached their 
climax. Up went the Mercury 
jumper to reveal he 
doesn't even wear a bra! 

JONES AND BRILLEAUX IN LOVERS TIFF SHOCK! 
M 'S intrepid camera crew catch MM Editor Allan Jorres 
(right sunglasses, Gestapo pose) and Lee Brilleaux, lord 
and master of Dr Feelgood Deft, tie, the shakes) on the 
Amsterdam leg of their pub crawl around Europe. We catch 
them at a typical moment - locked in mutual sulks after 
disagreeing violently over who is buying the next round. 
Note the Jones interviewing posture not even deigning 
to spare his subject a sideways glance and keeping him a 
respectable table distance away. And note Lees classic 
response ... elbows down, surly stare in place, ready for a 
runner. A TV documentary of the encounter is expected to 
be shown on Channel 4 shortly. If you can't wait for that the 
unofficial account appears on Page 30/31. 

P P 
TOO CLEVER BY HALF? 

By Sid Chomsky (Hogwash and Mud, £10.95) 

IT is possible that Chomsky has always been overrated the 
notions of language he almost convinced us had been ours all 
along have recently been usurped by brillianferdants terribles 
such as Foucault, Eggar and Bushell. In their work, we can 
sense the creak of living dialectic, struggling to come to terms 
with the very sweat and heartbreak of living. Can we use the 
word "bum" in print, for example? Would a free trip to the 
Galapagos Islands really merit a front-page story on the 
Webbed Feet, Will the old bastard notice if I slip this 
restaurant bill from my girlfriend on my expenses claim, 

It is against this background, then. that Sid Chomsky's new 
work arrives with a sickening thud in our lap It is his now-or-
never shot, and he knows it. Exiled for years in the shameful 
twilight of the Mojave desert, struggling to rehabilitate himself 
after the disintegration of a once-brilliant career following a 
near-fatal accident with a remaindered copy of Fowler's 
Modern English Usage la book whose plain speaking was 
always anathema to dear old Sid). Chomsky has fought his 
way back from the brink, immersed himself in the intoxicating 
argot of illiterate migrant oil-workers from southern Mexico, 
and bought himself a new typewriter. "Pop Too Clever By 
Half," is the result. 

After a first reading, the reviewer must swiftly conclude that 
Chomsky has gone completely bloody barmy . Many of his 
points of departure owe more to the immature fictions of a 
Richmal Crompton or a Capt. W. E. Johns than to the former 
scourge of the music press, a man whose weekly ravings were 
eagerly devoured by bored sixth formers whiling away the last 
few hours before lunch He says "Our troupes must not 
retreat into false clauses of 'maturity' (the excuse of lapsed 
tyrants from clubland and the cerebral promise alike), and we 
we cannot do battle so long as Pop is treated, clutched, like 

a hobby horse." Surely Chomsky must realise and the 
excuse of several years' absence from these shores in the 
company of wetbacks and madmen will no longer suffice 

à that this debate has been put to rest in the snug bar of the 
Oporto night after night, Len a man innocent of the clinging 
sophistry of the dialectician, and of the nauseating hick- - 
verbiage of the sociologist clinched the debate only last 
Wednesday, as the Old Bill barged rudely through the swing 
doors a little after midnight "Gents," Len roared. "pop is 
dead" 

So, then. "Pop Too Clever By Half," is the sum total of an 
intellect beset by demons. Where once Sid's daredevil 
syntactical aerobatics incomprehensible to all but a few 
well-lubricated drinking companions enraged and frustrated 
an entire growth industry, now Sid Chomsky has become that 
most worthless thing of all, the disposable anthropologist 
"C'est magnifique, mais ce n'est pas le roquisme." Kid 
Baudelaire. • ROBIN FROTH 

PRIZE CROSSWORD 

ACROSS 
2. Janis and Scott 161 
7, Disco-beat Moroder 171 
9. Set out with her to find Phillips 

161 
10. A breve, for example 14.41 
11. She gets in the charts time 

after time 161 
12. Happy or glad to be of this 

Persuasion 131 
13. Edward de U27141 
14. Alaskan style (31 
15. Rereleased - is Sue in the 

red? 181 
17. Mandela's column 16) 
21. Distress signal from band liust 

the way you like ill 11,1,11 
22. Band on the beat 161 
24. A flock of birds in the band 181 
26, Blue Goleta) 
28. Sets up the lighting 141 
30. London Philharmonic 

Orchestra 131 
31. Connection made in film about 

heroin trafficking 161 
es. Get Oi gal to form Bondage 

band 181 
33. Dean, the first and last in hell 

161 
M. New musical from Carnaby 

Street? 171 
35. For example. about to lend a 

Marley record 161 

DOWN 
1. Buddy, perhaps, of Frankie 

Goes To Hollywood 15/ 
2. A banjo Ze made on the night 

they drove old Dixie down 
14,4) 

3. Romantic numbers 14.51 
4. Did he harvest after the 

goldrush714,51 
5. How Joe plays guitar in the 

Clash 161 
6. Van Der Great's power supply 

191 
7. Cream baker7113) 
IL Kane% mob 14) 

16. Sort of tone, but only half 14/ 
1L Clue within clue for 

Glaswegian chanteuse 141 
IS Monster AR fiasco at Air 

Studios island 19/ 
20. Tell Harry about the fun boy in 

Colour Field 15.41 
21, A Nils/Gong arrangement - 

one we can all low, in with 14. 
SI 

23. Cut out the naughty bits in a 
film 18/• 

26. Trousers worn by Wham! and 
Angus Young 161 

27. Confusing even Dr John 161 
29. Sleep in a tent with Boy 

George, Divine, Pete Burns, 
etc? 141 

30. Setting for recording - 42, 
perhaps 15/ 

• THE sender of the first correct 
solution opened will receive a ES 
record token Post your entry to 
Prize Crossword No. 28, MM, 
Berkshire House, 16•173 High 
Holborn, London WC1V 7AU. 

, Closing date: first post. Monday, 
September 24, 1984. 

30 

THE winner of Crossword No. 25 is 
John The Frog. Little Ford. 
Silverton, Exeter. 

Solution: 

ACROSS: 3. The Byrds; B. Two 
Tribes; 11. Dance Mix; 12. Allen; 
13, Minor; 15. Delius; 16. Beggs: 
17, Rebop; 19. Peter; 20, Ditty; 21, 
Flare; 23. Blues; 24. Tempo; 25, 
Howard; 26, Smart; 27, Bland; 28, 
Marimbas; 31. Seven Seas; 32, 
New Order. 

DOWN: 1. Sid; 2. Deniece 
Williams; 4. Hear; 5. Buckler; 6. 
REM; 7. Sex; 9. Willie Nelson: 10, 
The Rogues; 11. Down On The 
Street; 14. Cluadropheni• 18. 
Bluebells; 22. Drummer; 26. Sede; 
28. Man; 29. Raw; 30. Red. 
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LOCK up your daughters, 
there's a new %moires album 
on the way! The album, 
prophetically titled "Too 
Tough To Die", is their first 
since renewing their contract 
with Sire and should be with 
us next month. Our man with 
the exclusive preview tape 
reckons it's the "hardest 
loudest fastest Ramones 
album in years." Can you 
wait?. Particular treats 
appparently include a Cramps-
flavoured number called 
"Mama's Boy", a rockabilly 
dance party song, "No Go" - 
wake me up before you no go 
• and Dee Dee bawling like a 
deranged hyena on 
"Warthog". The album is 
produced by original drummer 
Tommy Erdelyee... Leeds 
band Red Lorry Yellow Lorry 
currently working on their 
debut LP, and early leaks 
suggest it could provoke a 
reaction akin to that which 
greeted the debut Joy Division 
album ... Kitchenware band 
The Linkmen are working on 
their new single which will 
prove that not all the label's 
artists are aiming for the' 
charts ... while The Daintees' 
new one will prove they 
generally are... 

10116 LPIE THE KING 
HE lives, he lives! Nobody believed us the other week when 
we produced Johnny Thunders as Chap Of The Week and 
told you he was on the straight and narrow and the fittest 
man in London. Now, would we lie? 'Courte not. To prove 
it's all true, here is the great man leaping around the 
squash court like a 13-year.old (and acting like onel and 
giving Jonah Barrington a thing or two to think about. Rock 
on, Johnny! 

NICE to hear David Jensen 
back on the radio (even if it 
was on that rotten Capital), an 
event he celebrated by turning 
up in the Mirror claiming to 
have the perfect marriage 
(is there such a thing?). "It 
would be daft to say you are 
not open to temptation when 
you are on the road," said the 
former blue-eyed boy of the 
Beeb, "of course you are. But 
what's the point of being 
married if all you want to do is 
play around?" Quite right, Kid. 
Bigwigs at Radio 1 are thought 
to be unable to mention 
Jensen's name without going 
into convulsions. Their anger 
at his sudden departure can't 
have been helped by the 
realisation that Jensen's is the 
face adorning the cover of the 
1985 Radio 1 diary. Whoops 

Good to see Holly Johnson 
refusing to have his 
photograph taken with Mike 
Read-in publicity shots for 
Holly's appearance on "Pop 
Quiz". Holly still harbours a 
grudge over that ban, and who 
can blame him? "It's supposed 
to be a fun show. This is 
pathetic," stormed Read 
righteously. Holly was rather 
cooller about Read: "I am 
totally indifferent to the man. I 
have no feeling for him at all." 
We hear of strange goings-on 
in Cumbria. Something called 
the English Civil War Society 
were blowing each other's 
brains out, as these people do 
when they get the chance, and 
who should turn up in the 
Roundhead camp but Jimmy 
Page and Roy Harper. One of 
the regiments showed them 
the intricacies of 17th Century 
musketeering and pike' 
fighting, but Roy and Jimbo 
got their revenge and played 
an impromptu set in the beer 
tent. The Roundheads won... 
We're a bit worried about all 
those pop stars suddenly 
taking an interest in motor 
racing, surely the most boring 
spectator sport ever invented. 
Motor race meetings are 
strictly for wallies and disc. 

REFLEX AMON 
A rare and precious moment in M ... a pop star loses his 
innocence. THRILL as Nigel Ross-Scott, bass player with 
Re-Flex, discover a couple of plastic lumps in his hotel 
room. Do they bite?Are they poisonous? Will they make 
him go blind? Nigel cautiously gives the mystery objects 
air .... yé Gods, they inflate! Examine them closely, Nigel 
... are they earmuffs . .. head.phones ... baby dinghies? 
Silly boy, they are merely Freddie Mercury's props. Re-Flex 
will probably never sound the same again. 

jockeys - one and the same in 
most cases - but we have 
disturbing news of various pop 
personalities being involved in 
Thruxton on September 28. 
Peter Powell and Warren Cann 
of Ultravos will be competing, 
as will - even more • 
worryingly - Nick Heywerd. 
Everyone knows Nick gets car-
sick and drives clutching a 
parachute in case of extreme 
turbulence and we feel sure 
it'll all end in tears. Or at least 
tears for fears. For Curt Smith 
of Tears For Fears is also intent 
on racing. Which is terrifying 
for those of us who recall that 
the last time Curt sat behind a 
wheel he overturned his car 
and is currently disqualified 
from driving along public 
highways. The race, -Full 
Throttle At Thrukton", is in aid 
of spina bifida which makes 
the mess suicide clearly 
worthwhile ... Nik Kershaw, 
who's getting to be as nutty as 
Nick Heyward, meanwhile 
reckons his all-time ambition is 
to hitch a lift around Brands 
Hatch in a Formula One racing 
car with James Hunt... 

ANY Welsh readers over the 
age of 75 may be interested to 
hear that Andy Fairweather 

Low, the man with the voice 
that broke wine glasses at 50 
feet during his days with 
Amen Corner, is back in 
business working on a film 
with Bill Wyman. He was 
wondering through Berwick 
Street market looking at the 
peaches when a fan (f) rushed 
up and asked for his 
autograph. Andy was 
delighted ... until the punter 
said: -This must be my lucky 
day - I just bumped into 
Simon Dee" ... Is the Simon 
Frith currently writing scripts 
for "The Archers" the same 
Simon Frith who used to 
freelance for the Maker, now 
contributes to the Sunday 
Times, is the most erudite man 
in pop, and uses even longer 
words than Ian Penman? If so, 
can we expect an immediate 
revival of Eddy Grundy's 
singing career? 

MARTIN Fry spotted the other 
day hunting down a copy of 
Person To Person's masterful 
debut single, "High Time". 
With ABC still seemingly 
hibernating from the cold 
summer, maybe Mr Fry was 
checking out his old soulmates 

in the hopes of finding some 
inspiration ... Nigerian mega' 
star Fela Kuti, the man with a 
million wives, has fallen foul of 
the authorities in Nigeria, 
jeopardising his US tour due 
to start this week in California. 
Feba had four shows 
scheduled, including a concert 
at New York's Beacon Theatre, 
and the Kuti entourage of 38 
finCluding 11 wives) arrived in 
Noo Yawk as planned. Fete 
sadly didn't. He was stuck at 
Lagos airport, where he was 
detained for possessing f1,600 
(it's illegal to take foreign 
currency out of Nigeria). 
Authorities also confiscated 
his passport and stalled his 
release for two days, giving 
concert promoters heart 
attacks all over America. Not 
without reason, because two 
other planned New York dates 
for Kuti had been cancelled at 
the last minute, and this was to 
have been his first 
appearances in a million years. 
The albums "Black President" 
and "Original Sufferhead" 
have nevertheless been 
released to coincide with the 
visit ... 

THE incorrigible Marc Almond, 
who sold out the Festival Hall 
at the weekend, wasn't so 
popular in Soho last week 
when his pet python Sodom 
escaped into the street (Marc 
has two snakes - Sodom and 
Gomorrah). The police were 
called by terrified German 
tourists intent on a bit of porn, 
and London Zoo reptile 
experts roared to Chez Almond 
by the bus-load. Armed with a 
cube of sugar and some sweet 
words, Malc coaxed Sodom 
home and Soho returned to its 
sordid ways. At the Festival 

Hall various members of the 
audience enquired after 
Sodom and were relieved to 
hear that he was in the best of 
health with no ill-effects after 
his experience ... And so the 
New Order success story 
finally permits a little human 
emotion to crack the 
overwhelming aloofness that 
surrounds the band. The TIT 
gossip squad have pulled a 
major scoop that'll have John 
Blake tearing his hair out with 
the discovery that the 
outrageous sales of "Blue 
Monday" have allowed New 
Order's shadow puppets - 
drummer Steve and mistress 
of the keyboards, Gillian - to 
cement their growing 
relationship by purchasing a 
love-nest together in Disbury. 
It's not far from the Factory HO 
so it should be quite easy for 
Gillian next time she fancies a 
bath with Tony... 

LOTS of silly money was paid 
for silly junk at the latest 
Sotheby's sale of rock trivia ... 
a 1968 unopened "Yellow 
Submarine" kit went for f85. a 
Beatles breakfast service from 
'65 fetched f190 and John 
Lennon's guitar changed 
hands for £15,500. That's 
almost fair enough, but did 
one of Lennon's school 
exercise books - containing a 
lot of juvenile Lennon 
witticisms - really sell for over 
07,000? Apparently so, and 
the chain of Hard Rock cafes 
around the globe were said to 
be responsible for many of the 
purchases, presumably to 
serve with the burgers, though 
the buyers tended to preserve 
their mystery with a secrecy of 
which James Bond would be 
proud. Sadly, a Brian Jones 
guitar collected a measly 
£3,200 
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SANTANA 

4igh account 
áiI red tape. 

LIONEL RICHIE 
CAN'T SI OW DOWN 

Waterloo 
ABBA 

MICHAEL JACKSON HhILLER 

Top album, for £3.99. All-Time Great. for £2.49. 
3 C90 tapes for£2.79,when )ou hank TSB. 

In fact, its dead simple. 
There's nothing complicated about 

our music offers eithet 
If you're 15-19, aTSB cheque account 

automatically entitles you to discounts. 
Not only on tapes, but on records, personal 
hi-fi and keyboards. 

Sounds good? You'll find details in 
our music paper IS Beat. 

Pick up a copy at any TSB branch. 
And while you're there, ask for details of 
our special banking offers. 

You'll like the sound 
of them too. IrmEamm 
The bank that likes to say YES. 
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IT was inevitable that while 
Channel 4 continued to give 
pop groups free scope to 
make films about 
themselves for their "Play 
At Home" series, one of 
them would eventually fall 
right on their asses. 

It finally happened with 
Siouxsie & The Banshees 
the Banshees' attempts at 
recreating "Alice In 
Wonderland" with a 
contemporary rock relevance 
brought new meaning to the 
word "embarrassing". It was 
as if the disaster of "Magical 
Mystery Tour", a similarly 
bizarre concept which also 
misfired badly, hadn't 
happened. 
The film was set in the 

Wonderland offices re-
enacting the Mad Hatter's tea-
party with various Banshees 
going through their own little 
party-pieces, the only one of 
any merit being Budgie's 
interpretation (in a zoo) of 
Stanley Holloway's celebrated 
monologue. "Albert And The 
Lion" (with amended words). 
We also had various close-

ups on different features of 
Siouxsie's face (blacked eyes, 
bright crimson lips, etc) as she 
recited a ghost story while 
Robert Smith was 
incomprehensible and Steve 
Severin occupied several 
tedious minutes sitting at a 
typewriter supposedly writing 

a pulp novel. What's it all 
about then, John? 
Wisely, if belatedly, the 

project was abandoned as the 
film went into footage of the 
Banshees in concert at the 
Royal Albert Hall climaxing 
with their electrifying version 
of "Helier Skelter". By that 
time there could have been 
few whose patience had 
survived the ordeal ... 

ANO while were on the 
subject of "Play At Home", no 
wonder Martin Hannan looked 
so miserable when New 
Order/Factory Records had 
their turn behind the cameras. 
It seems the enigmatic mop-
head has been given the elbow 
after his production work on 
what was to have been the first 
single from Manchester 
hopefuls Easterhouse. So 
impressed were London 
Records - Easterhouses's 
label - with Hartnett's work 
that they initially relegated it to 
the B-side and then dropped it 
completely... 

Karen Murphy, producer of Spinal Tap Kid Creole 

Fish 

THE stars were shining when "Spinal Tap", the movie of a thousand parodies, finally 
came to town. Vicious, spookily accurate and justifiably cruel, "Spinal Tap" takes the 
devastating rise out of every heavy-metal band that ever shook a cod-piece and uttered a 
banality. In Edinburgh for the preview, producer Karen Murphy had even left the sun of 
California to face the wrath of the NWOBHM to talk about her irreverent spoof and her 
fictional monsters Spinal Tap. -The overall premise of the band is that they are not that 
good and they are a sort of ageing myth," says Karen. a rock fan of long standing, believe 
h or not. "They're a band who are a legend in their own mind, a band who are over the hill 
and are constantly claiming, when in the States, that they are big in Britain. and while in 
Britain, are huge in America. It's a loving parody." Sounds like it. 
The film took only six weeks to shoot including some excellent footage - smoke-

breathing Satan's head and Stonehenge stage 'show all included - and "research" 
included hanging out with the likes of AC/DC, Judas Priest and Saxon. The Scorpions are 
said to have walked out on the film, although Karen reckons most other heavy 
metallurgists have taken it in the spirit in which it was intended. The most worrying 
aspect, however, is that with the undoubted success of the movie, the fictional Spinal Tap 
aro to become a real touring band, complete with spandex trousers and English accents. 

"It's true," admits Ms Murphy. "They recently did an eight-night sell-out tour and are 
appearing in huge festivals soon. The guys who played Spinal Tap are musicians, you see, 
and actually write and play that stuff. Life imitates art imitates life, ( think. It's sick, isn't it?" 

It certainly is, Karen, it certainly is. 

The day the stars came out to 
play . anybody who was 
anybody was frolicking at the 
premiere of "Spinal Tap". TTT's 
photographic team was there to 
capture the best frocks and the 
painted smiles. 

Dawn French and Tracey 1.1lImen 

Aleyei Sayle 

Mee Loaf 

Mike Monroe 
Griam Jones 

CHEW TO THE LEVY 
WELL, you all know about the wondrous 
Arrow and his epic success with "Hot, 
Hot, Hot" don't you? Well, don't you? It's 
sold a mere 60,000 copies and is the 
hottest disco record since ... ooh "Tie 
A Yellow Ribbon Round The Old Oak 
Tree". Fact is, writes our resident curry 
chef, Arrow has opened the door for a 
whole tribe of faberoonee Caribbean acts 
to bring Soca (the amalgamation of soul 
and calypso) to international attention. 
The latest and most urgent candidate for 
Soca mega-stardom is Chevi (Eugene 
Chiverton, if you prefer), whose ' Give Me 
More" has just been released through 
Island and is already threatening to out. 
Arrow Arrow. So why has it taken Island 
21 years to put out some Soca? "We tried 
for 'Lorraine' by The Explainer," says a 
spokesman, "and 'Hot, Hot, Hot', but they 
signed to other companies. Chevi will 
complement our reggae catalogue and 
we'll be putting our resources behind one 
record at a time. Jamaica is where Island's 
roots firmly are and Soca is really another 
part of the Caribbean." 

3476789 -en 
SILLY 
POP STARS 

1 SINGING NUN 
, nun who had a 

-.stye hit in 1963 with 
.. ,mintotte" and was. even 

• Belgian. Life 
,t in 1963. 

2. RADHA KRISHNA 
TEMPLE 
Yep. those herberts who tramp 
a and down Oxford St in 
.,,clowns and sandals 
,png triangles, putting the 
of God into London's 

-e population. But they did 
nt the Mohican hairstyle 
championed by George 
son they once had a hit 

.110 l"Hare Krishna 
' .Ora"). Now that Annie 

nos has signed up maybe 
kayo t.ome more ... 

3 DAVID SOUL 
• . t, t Hutch? Not 

. rad several major hits in 
Ind-Seventies - biggest 
g "Don't Give Up On Us" 
played concerts and little 
screamed at him. Little 
S were always daft like that. 

4 THUNDERTHIGHS 
e honest, nobody here can 
mIser anything about this 
rl British group who 
ed in the Seventies. But 
same is indelibly etched in 
souk-tones 

'3 TINY TIM 
:cle to Boy 

.f ..,redohly ugly 
rttceptionally silly, he 
"Tiptoe Through The 

,,s" in falsetto and cleaned 
"I-en he married a genuine 

or live television and 

b NAPOLEON XIV 
"They're 

-:ng To Take Me Away Ha-
re ranted right to the top. 
shine called him in for his 

:aer and they came to take 

7 NEIL 
.t toke and all that.. 

,On t let it happen again, 

• 
8. ELTON JOHN 
Nothing personal, but when 
you consider the facts, 01* Reg 
is a bit of a case bald, 
tubby and a bit on the dwarfish 
side. He even thinks Watford 
are a football team 

9. GARY NUMAN 
Continuing a long trachnur of 
cartoon characters getting hits 

Pinky & Perky. the Smurfs, 
the Archies, Pete Wylie, that 
sort of thing... Numan is also 
thought to have inspired the 
popular tee•shirt slogan 
"DEATH FROM ABOVE", 

10, JONATHAN KING 
Most or Us WIsh he'd gone to 
!he n.00dy moorland slayod 
Inero 
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Mark Reilly of MATT BIANCO insists his group has depth. Jeremy 
Lewis (pen) isn't so sure 

T
HE company lady 
looked up at Mark 
Reilly, her face 
swept up in a 
smile. 

"Your album's gone straight 
in the charts at number 66I" 
I glanced across at him. "Oh 

really?" he said. —That's good." 
"Haven't you heard?" she 

enthused. 
"No," he replied in a somewhat 

stagnant tone. 
Mark has the hard oval face of a 

battered cherub, upon which he 
had slapped an expression of 
weary scepticism. It was a face in 
waiting for some amusing 
surprise, a face in need of the 
broad grin it would not betray to 
me — perhaps because it was a 
face closed to criticism. 
As we sat facing one another 

over two cups of nondescript tea 
(courtesy of WEA Records), it 
quickly became apparent that he 
dislikes being interviewed. He 
displays a defensive reticence 
which told of the fear of being hurt, 
and he no doubt subscribes to the 
school of thought which maintains 
that talking causes damage. So to 
avoid becoming the casualty of 
any especially-sharpened 

rebounding words, he says as little 
as possible and only very 
reluctantly at that. 

"I've always loved music. When I 
was about 16 a friend introduced 
me to Northern Soul and I went to 
some all-nighters. The funk scene 
was just happening as well and it 
was still an underground thing, 
unlike today's funk which is played 
in every disco. 
'The atmosphere was great, ' 

because everyone was on speed. It 
was brilliant. Everyone was there 
for the music and they were never 
pick-up joints. 

"I always felt like I wanted to be 
in the music business — either that 
or football." 
One of his soul brothers became 

entwined with the embryonic Blue 
Rondo A La Turk and Mark was 
quickly drawn in after him. Moving 
from High Wycombe into London, 
he immediately began rehearsing 
and playing with B1118 Rondo who 
were performing a few gigs under 
various assumed names, morder 
to sidestep any interest being 
shown in them while they were still 
formative and vulnerable. 
What did you learn from the time 

spent with Blue Rondo? 
"Like anything, you learn from 

experience. You make a mistake 
and know not to do it the next 
time. So having learnt quite a bit 

about the music business, when 
you join another band you're 
prepared for the problems." 
Before they even approached 

WEA for a recording deal, Matt 
Bianco had spent nine months 
writing, recording and perfecting 
their own material. 
Upon what was your success 

based? 
"Good songs." 
They negotiated their own deal, 

set up their own publishing 
company and Mark believes they 
now have the feel of more than 
one of the ropes which pull the 
music business along. 

"I used to play guitar in Blue 
Rondo, and when I started Matt 
Bianco it was the first time that t 
had ever sung. I got up in front of 
the camera and there t was, the 
lead singer — I felt such a prat, but 
you get used to it:-
What about your music? 
"It's dance orientated. We like to 

use a lot of percussion and it has a 
Latin feel — samba and Brazilian 
rhythms mixed up with jazz. We 
like atmospherics, we like each 
record to have its own character. 
"We throw all these influences 

together and mix them up ..." To 
shake out that colourful Bianco 
cocktail, shot through with Basis's 
backing vocals and mixed in Danny 
White's synthesizer. 

M, 
ARK believes the 
music press resented , the fact that Matt 
Bianco precociously 
broke straight into 

the charts, deftly overstepping the 
more orthodox path of being 
"discovered" by the media, 
playing in small clubs with no 
contract. 

"That's worked against us 
because we've put out some pretty 
good club records and we haven't 
been given any credibility for that." 

Does it worry you whether or not 
'you win over the music press? 

"To a certain extent. It's nice to 
have a certain amount of credibility 
. and not just be regarded as a pop 
band. When we start playing live 
we'll be able to show that — at the 
moment we're just something you 
can hear on a record." 
He rather disdainfully claims that 

image is not important to Matt 
Bianco, and yet they remain a 
bluntly style-conscious band — as 
any one of their publicity shots will 
tell you at a glance. There are no 
patched trousers, ripped shirts or 
unkempt haircuts in this band. 

"I like classic clothes from the 
Thirties to the Sixties, whatever 
takes my fancy at the time. I get a 
lot of ideas from films and we've 
got a tailor in Kentish Town who 
makes our clothes. We get slagged 
a bit for it, though. Everyone sees 
Matt Bianco as a pop band who put 
out gimmick records, which pisses 
me off. 
"On the album there's a lot more 

depth. I think some of the tracks 
are very good songs." 
The tracks on the album sparkle 

like fragile bubbles of translucent 
sugar, which contain nothing. 
Shoot one cold critical glance in 
their direction and they burst into a 
thousand dissolving fragments. 
Such great fun. 

"No," he says emphatically. 
There is depth! 

"I think there are some dance 
tracks on the album which get 
away from the pop end of it. The 
other side of Man Bianco." 
Other side? 
"I don't consider it as pop. I think 

of it as more dance-orientated club 
music. We like it to have a good 
feel. There's a touch of humour in 
there sometimes." But... 

"I don't like serious lyrics with 
something to say. They just bore 
me stiff. The music we do is the 
way we want to hear it. Just 
because some bits of it are laid 
back doesn't mean that it's just 
background music." 
And the morality of the 

business? 
'The charts are a bit of a joke 

with all the hyping that goes on 
..." His argument trails off with a 
shrug. He doesn't wish to discuss 
it. 

"I never buy pop records 
anyway, but there's a lot of crap in 
the charts. People must like it 
because they buy it. But that's the 
market, there's a place for it and if 
people want to buy it then it's up to 
them. Everyone wants to have a hit 
record, but you can still have a hit 
record and make it a good one." 
He disowns the system yet plays 

with the machine. Someone, 
somewhere, is being conned. What 
are you in it for? 
"Because I enjoy it. I haven't got 

any money yet. The biggest thing 
for me is writing songs, recording 
and producing. "things like 
interviews, I'm not that keen on, 
but they have to be done." You 
don't say... 

"I just want to write some good 
songs and have career success. 
Just knowing that people like our 
music." 
I went home to lie down for an 

hour. 
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Flying from the wreckage 
vn..re going to the elephants ' 
graveyard. Ain't that right  
son? 
Left a bd, 
Right bit . 

SEAGULLS generally 
deposit their 
load upon 
people. Yet in 

this case the whole 
process is reversed I A 
Flock Of Seagulls' with 
their numbing  
electronics, have 
carved quite a 
reputation for 
themselves, as men at 
C&A. To music they 
are what the SDP are 
to Hells Angels. Things 
like that. 
And as I chased a futile 

ice cream van ("I'm giving 
you nothing I") down 
Caledonian Road on my 
way to interview the  "Me 

whirling 
with was my mind  

sanctimonious confusion, 
as you will find 
The an wit h Out, rn 

hair is absentfortZ fre 
foppish 

being (Mike Score, yoris) but 
jovial drumming brother  All 

o Score is quite content t 
"prattle on", using words such 
as "punters" and "product" as 
much as he can. 
So I put it to him that, with 

"Thr, More You Live The More 
You  Love" 

seeping into our once gr 
Young Heart" Story o 
Populace and "The 

bound to likewise, A Flock Of 
Sea y par Seagulls finally 
to have cracked the knack of 
looking normal. They e 
slight as this might sound, a 

lbaennd, where other outfits ndespitem  profound titles have 

o main personality nar lityhaand even Mike's cannot 
the unified status. csa 

"We are a band yeah. ' 
immediately agrees. "We. he 

The unerringly loony Mick Mercer foresees great 

things tor A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS 
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started off together and the 
line-up's not changed. We do 
everything collectively so it's 
good you see there's a band 
i mage there." 
But hasn't the idea of 

pushing Mike forward ever 
cropped up? 
"He doesn't wanna do that I 

think the biggest push we ever 
gave was sticking the  
keyboards out front and w 
got a slagging for that a we s 
Now everybody's doing h 
But Liverpool (AFOS 

domicile) bands generally 
have that peersononia?lity per 
ratio, do-th  
"The personalities switch 

from band to band all the 
time," he says, dominating his  chair. So it's natural they just 

take the biggest name-."  
'Were you never part of any 

scene? 
"Never." 
He sounds like Roger 

McGough! 

' was 
thing we were part of 

going to Erics and getting 
drunk eve night the same as 
everybody else. Never part of 

any clique, but we knew them 
all. They used to walk up and 
down Mathew Street all day 
going, 'Ha Ha, I'm a rock star!, 
and we used to be rehearsing. 
"And that was the  

difference, y'see - they 
wanted to be big stars in 
Liverpool and we wanted to b 
big stars everywhere else S 
we broadened our horizons ° 
and came to London and 
stayed in Liverpool being they 
stars, which is probably Whi - 

from :the obvious exceptions. 
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which we did in a sense." 
Whatever the truth is, AFOS 

came to recording studios and 
immediately began producing 
anaemic electronic drivel 
way pop is generally ' the 

manufactured ' 
music appearing in in their with 

everything 

myopic blend. Even Mike one 
Score was buried in the es' 
unable to get free for which 
All has the answer, 
Mike Ho  roping 
first two albums) 

of the 

Howlett"Theband,  wtta a y ahn. never thin k kog 

per cent sure about Mike's 
voice. so perhaps he used to 
keep it M a bit more to disguise 
it. This latest album, I think the 
vocals are a lot more upfront. 
He's had his tonsils out now so 
e can sing a bit better." h  
And Mike Howlett got the 
bullet,h  to be replaced  
friend of the band, Stevye old 
Lovell, who has made drastic 
changes. AFOS now sound 

hu'm'Thaenr.is was o 
reason for changing apart 

sinister 
apasrt r 

from Mike Howlett giving us a 
slagging gonce or twice to 
various people. We once heard 
a Ia rumour he'd said that 
we were finished as a bend 

a9dwe'adourns only done Well, we'll  bloody lb  see 

who's finished! That swayed 
the balance, t think."  

And amid th 

When 
is  talk it I right to note that egunshnging 
a guitar is played 

nowaways on AFOS material 
sounds like one and not ha f 
synth. 

"Yeah," he grins, "it was 

g or good in a way because in the 

States it got you noticed using guitars and synths, 

whereas wt  at the time we first 
en over you were classed a' 

sa guiatanrabhand a d hor to synthhreaa band, 
o o la  h 
market, that stylisedmould." 

Stylised Mould? A fitting 
description of those  dearly 
sounds. A band apart then, a 
band with no names, no 
calling cards. How d 
relate to you? ° People 

b I don't knowyou re getting at but "I seewhat  the real 
answer. We haven't got that swer. 

co uldha veEoltnomgn eei Jklegoet,hiînthaoiagntiehrac.auW,tatleennsudtsee7drontoo 

when you t was sa s your iturri?rst reaction 

was i ken wrnhuesnt he e firstioiingi* camel in 
and announced he 

d A Flock gonna call the ban 
Seagulls. It was d a a  
time becauseaaitnpouotoar face on 
the band, tAt encouraged t 

you grow it longer. CaHide 
your whole face?'" 

Now, one of the most remarkable things about  A F 

,'atheir physicalappearance. If 
you glance back past Mike's 
dimwitted owl cut you come to 
their first album, where they 
are accountants in a Stephen 
King novel. Ali appears to be a 
chess piece and Mike sport 

rather natty Keegan cut fromsa  between the wars. Paul 

Reynolds (guitar) and Frank 
Maudsley (bass) are the only 

g ook Of the 

i 0  

ones to look relatively 
balanced, but Mike'sey 

really ma n dispossessed 
stare 

froIn  h  e o the 
sleeve, 

like ahis 

first 
l. least these days, for the 
t time in his life, he looks 

under 30. How have they 
managed this rejuvenation? 

"Who knows?" he mumbles, 
probably dreaming of "riffs 

"laying down some tost 
tracks." -This album is us 
as we are now and if you can 

nthat'stthet ne, stseanieldl a development 
great. We can as well." 

But more 
and serve up fairly standard 

moodier atmospheric by 
which are oefda sfoanrghsighoneffursmethbers 
standard. 
"Probably just a 

wtraanwsgerreesdshoinn between what 
doing now:. g and what we're 

No. "The More You Liv is 
too simple and the second side 
t the album is nothing o  

can't  explain it honest. It's 
one of those things." 

So you've learnt something 
today, readers. But Score, new 

look now because Mike  
only an hour late, has jut 
wandered into the roomSUp a 
bit, down a bit.. 



HOW come the new 
album has replaced 
the stuffy clinical 
nonsense of yore? 

"It's come 
through because the songs are 
about emotion instead of 
flying saucers. Maybe it isn't 
warmer but you think it is 
because it's about things you 
understand." 
More weary of me than wary 

and not the sort of chap to 
wonder why he ever wrote 
about flying saucers II ask 
you!) in the first place, young 
Michael nevertheless accepts I 
mean him no harm. He relents, 
he relaxes. 

"I see it as a big step for us. 
We're more like a band now 
than people making records." 
Yet the two distinct lines, set 

by the opposites "Modern 
Love Is Automatic" and "The 
Traveller" continues. 
"Yeah. It sound stupid but 

artistically you're allowed to 
do that." 
Yes it does sound stupid, 

because it reveals AFOS to be 
idle boosters of whom Kipling 
would not have approved. But 
who cares? It really isn't that 
important. There is one song 
on the new album, entitled 
"Remember David", which 
surely has to be their final 
single from the album. It is 
both emotional and exciting, 
as far as that goes with the 
AFOS camp. It sticks out a 
mile. 

"If you look on the album as 
a kind of loose concept," he 
coolly announces to the sound 
of a writer slumping 
unconscious to the floor. 
"'The Story Of A Young Heart' 
was the last song written and 
before that it was just a 
collection of songs. But 
'Remember David' was about 
a friend who committed 
suicide. 

"This was when I was really 
young and I didn't want to put 
his name so I just wrote down 
things I thought of him, things 
like the words he said to us 
because I remember the things 
he said because he was my 
best mate. To me he's become 
a picture in my mind, because I 
know I'll never see him again. 
So I wanted to, t dunno ... if 
there's a heaven and spirits 
and he can hear the record he 
might recognise himself but 
no-one else will, except me 
and him." 
But how, I asked clambering 

back into toy seat, do you work 

their pride is totally gone. It's 
happened to me. It's probably 
happened to everybody. It's 
trying to relate it in some way 
without saying, 'I've been 
hurt.' Know what I mean?" 
Sure do, Pa. 
"It's only when you've got 

time you can write things like 
that, masking the lyrics. You're 
got to get inside them without 
people going, 'Oh God, so 
what? Happens to everyone!' " 
Any reason why the album 

gets a lot stronger towards the 
end? 
"Yeah. By the same score 

'Young Hearts' we had to play 
down. We could have made 
that huge. Hopefully at the end 
of 'Suicide Day' you want to 
hear the whole thing again. 
That's how we envisaged it. 
We even took the beginning of 
'Young Hearts' and tagged n 
on to 'Suicide', so the whole 
thing is life goes full circle and 
the album is about life ... it's 
real deep stuff!" 
He laughs like a little horse. 
You've had atmospheric 

tunes but no excursions into 
real noise. 
"No, not really. Maybe we 

just don't think along those 
lines." 
But you have the extremes 

between light and atmospheric 
on the same album, on the 
same sides. So why not that 
simple, quiet and rowdy? 

"I can't see a reason for it. 
I'm really pleased we're 
developing where, like you 
say, a lot of bands seem to be 
fully developed to start with. 
When we got those songs 
recorded I was more excited 
than when we first got signed. 
It's the most sophisticated. 

"It's deeper, it's stronger, it's 
brighter. Everything involved 
with it seemed to be better. It's 
great seeing yourself grow 
cos you don't notice you're 
growing at the time." 

Remember puberty? 

But on emotional tunes your 
voice remains largely an 
integral sound rather than 
amplifying the emotion in the 
manner of a Prince or a Wylie. 

You shrink. 

"Maybe that's because I 
haven't developed enough as 
a singer. I've got something to 
work on. I'm not perfect as a 
singer. The only reason I 
became a singer in this band 
was because we needed a 

ftliAl 6 1 
the concept? 

"It's the run of the songs. It 
is really loose, it's not a 
'Tubular Bells' type concept. 
It's about someone saying, 
'This is my story. I fell in love, 
got hurt and decided to kill 
myself'. That's basically it. 
'Suicide Day' was written 
before the end, just a song 
about committing suicide. 
Then with a few changes of 
lines you can say, "Well these 
are his thoughts when he's 
actually on the ledge'." 
And how does "European" 

fit into all this? IA song which 
goes a lot on 'Zulu pride's") 

'That's another one which 
was just a good enough song 
and it's like, if you're in a 
situation emotionally, and I 
can turn it to that, I can twist it 
a little bit, then you can say, 'I 
wish I was different'. I could 
have been, 'I wish I was a 
Ferrari'. 

"I included the part about 
Africans like Zulus because 
they seem to have pride in 
what they are and you can 
imagine if someone has been 
emotionally destroyed then 

singer. I was a keyboard player 
and guitarist. I'm getting more 
relaxed about singing. That's 
just part of becoming more 
confident at what you do. As 
you can learn to use a 
keyboard better you can learn 
to use your voice better, to 
speak better, to dress better." 

To use a watch better? 

"I said to my manager, 'Well 
look, he's from the Melody 
Maker so I'm an hour late. He's 
only gonna slag me anyway. 
What does it matter?' It's okay 
being interviewed but I'm not 
particularly impressed. 

"When we first did 
interviews I used to think, 'Oh 
God, I've got to say the right 
things' and maybe that's the 
way We Came across, as a 
stupid band." 

Precisely, but that melody 
lingers on. AFOS still think 
about the wrong things. 
However, now they've got 
used to wet dreams an 
unusual state of affairs exists. 

The best is actually yet to 
come! 

The column that straps today's pop wallahs to a couch and puts 

, them under scrutiny by the MM quack. 

HAIRCUTS 
NOT one of the most important 
things in my life, but they seem to 
take on more importance when you . 
have them in pictures and 
magazines and things, sol suppose 
you should care. I have my hair cut 
at Tony & Guy's. 

JUMP 
"JUMP" by Van Halen? It's on 
Warners and it's one of the most 
successful rock records that they've 
had in a long time. It's the epitome 
of American white rock'n'roll 
teenage life, and the lyrics are like 
that, so I wanted to bring all of that 
out. I also think of "Sweet Jane" 
now because I tried to make it sound 
more like "Sweet Jane". It was sort 
of trying to get something of value 
from a complete pile of shit. 

LOU REED AND THE VELVET 
UNDERGROUND 
OH, they're fantastic. They're 
everything that clever white 
Americans are about, sort of people 
with taste who actually wrote music 
because they liked it and not just 
because they'd sat at home 
practising scales for 10 years, 
y'know. It's New York music really 
as opposed to LA or mid-American 
music. I don't really like much of Lou 
Reed's more recent stuff. 

GIBSON GUITARS 
MUCH more reliable than Gretsch 
guitars. Yeah, they're great, Gibson 
guitars - they just come off the 
conveyor belt and they sound good. 
That's why there's this real sort of 
standard of quality about them. I'd 
like to have maybe a Firebird next, 
cos they sound great. I love the 
Gibson Chet Atkins, which is the 
new nylon-strung one, solid-bodied. 
Mark Knopfler gave me it as a 
present. 

MARK KNOPRER 
WE spent like two months with 
Mark, recording and mixing the new 
album. He's really good, he's a really 
hard worker, that's the thing about 
him. He doesn't take drugs and he 
doesn't get drunk in the studio. He's 
really good for making an album cos 
he doesn't do all those all-night 

sessions and things, which is good. 
Mark was good for a few reasons. 
For one thing, I don't think he's 
NME'a man of the year, so it wasn't 
like a hip thing to do, which I liked. I 
think Aztec Camera should be 
removed from that. Also I think he's 
a good guitarist, and I liked the stuff 
he did with Bob Dylan on "Infidels". 
He sort of got the band together for 
that. 

SONGWRITERS 
WELL, I just think of the 
contemporary ones really. I like Billy 
Mackenzie, I like Green. Green's 
probably ... If I have a favourite 
songwriter at the moment it's 
Green. He sort of knocks spots off all 
those people who talk about "the 
traditional song". Loads of people 
talk about "oh, well we only listen to 
Cole Porter and soul music". 
Green's songs are great. Cole 
Porter's old fashioned really, like 
something my mum and dad would 
listen to. 

NEIL TOUNG 
GREAT, he seems completely 
deranged sometimes, when he's 
doing things. I love his guitar 
playing, it's really awkward 
sometimes. Like the stuff on "Like A 
Hurricane". I like his voice, I like his 
lyrics. Yeah, he's great. He's really 
morally sound, I think. I don't find 
any of his music that offensive, even 
when he's being a bit soppy. It's 
better than being downright stupid. 

PEACE IN OUR TIME 
IT'S an important thing. I don't like 
the song "Peace In Our Time", it 
sounds like a wee carousel kind of 
thing, doesn't it? The idea of peace 
in our time is really quite important. 
It seems to hinge on the Americans 
too much, people like Reagan and 
Thatcher. They're sort of symbols of 
everything that's wrong. 

BILL FORSYTH 
HE'S really funny, I think he makes 
great films. "Gregory's Girl" was my 
favourite one. It's funny, cos it was 
set in Cumbernauld which is just like 
East Kilbride. The characters are 
very much like that - I found it 
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really funny, the music master and 
people like that. 

POSTCARD 
POSTCARD was fantastic cos it was 
a scene. Unfortinately it was 
completely exclusive. The only 
people who were a part of that 
scene really were Aztec Camera, 
Orange Juice. Josef K - and later a 
few people from Bourgie Bourgie, 
Paul Quinn, and the girl, Krisha 
Kaminski who did the art work. That 
was like the Postcard scene and you 
see, when Bobby Bluebell camelo 
the door and he wasn't allowed in, 
Alan Horne wouldn't let him in. So 
'et a bit silly when you hear people 
talking about the Scottish scene 
because there was really only ever 
the Postcard scene and that was the 
best of it. And after that it didn't 
matter where you came from - 
most of these groups could come 
horn Liverpool or wherever really. 
Edinburgh. The whole Scottish 
scene was the Postcard scene, and it 
was a scene. I met Edwyn and I was 
surprised we had so much in 
common, having not known each 
other before. I was surprised to find 
there were musicians in Scotland I 
could actually respect, get along 
with and really like what they were 
doing. Alan Home, of course, was 
behind it all - his ideas 'were great. I 
saw some of his ideas last week on 
"Old Grey Whistle Test" when 
Edwyn and Paul were on - it just 
seemed like he'd scripted it. It was 
completely gcoyondical, Postcard. That's 
w  

ARTHUR LEE 
THE first thing that springs to mind 
was that he was an old acid head, 
really. He had some great songs. I 
wouldn't expect many people to like 
Arthur Lee, it's a kind of private 
thing. You either relate to it or you 
don't. When we brought out the first 
single on Postcard, "Just Like Gold", 
a few reviewers said it reminded 
them of Love, so I knew that my 
brother-in-law had a massive 
collection of these sort of LPs so I 
just went round and listened to 
them, and sure enough there it was. 
the acoustic guitars and major 
sevenths and soppy vocals. And 
these kind of wayward lyrics. I 
thought "yeah, we really have got 
something in common with 'Love'." 
In fact I use a line from a song called 
"Old Man" on the new album, I use 
it as a guitar solo. 

BUCKSKIN JACKETS 
I JUST Uhnk of The Alarm, really. 

• 

RODDY FRAME 

THIS WEEK 

UM MCCULLOCH 

I THINK he's good, a good singer 
and he's got good lyrics. The first 
time I saw the Bunnymen was when 
they first played Glasgow, and I sort 
of met him afterwards and he was 
really nice. 

McDONALDS 
RED and yellow plastic - too much. 
Everything in McDonalds seems to 
be made of the same sort of 
solution, so as soon as you eat it it 
merges into one, like the milkshakes 
and the hamburgers. ff's a symbol 
for me of everything which is 
disgusting about America, really. 
Some big red and yellow plastic 
whitey corporation. It stinks. They 
really try to make it seem cute - 
they're the kind of people who 
advertise food and try to animate it, 
like "Eat me! Eat me! Buy me! Buy 
me! It's really sick. Thinking about 
McDonalds is like taking lots of acid 
- don't do it! 

UI 
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T
HE standard pop group 
interview goes 
something this. Hack 
meets band, hands are 
shaken, drinks ordered, 

pleasantries exchanged, and 
then out comes the textbook. 
This bible of communication is 
particularly recommended for 
use on those outfits who have 
only recently come into the 
public eye. 
The first question concerns the 

origins of the band, the second is all 
about those crucial influences, and by 
then everyone concerned should all be 
feeling nicely at ease and ready for the 
more embarrassing moments to come. 
Tonight's entry for this quaint experiment 

is one Bill Carter, singer, guitarist and 
spokesman for the very up-and-coming 
Screaming Blue Messiahs. Bill, your starter 
for 10 is to tell the folks back home all about 
how it came together for you in the early 
days. how you met the other guys, a bit of 
human interest, that sort of thing. 
"No, t don't think we should talk about 

that at all. I want to talk about what this 
-"band is all about. Which is ... revenge." 

Sometimes, the textbook is really better 
off left at home. 
Anyway, Bill. Revenge? 
"Yeah, and sex, and violence. It's not just 

all that, but there is a certain chemistry in 
this band which has got something to do 
with those things. It's a chemistry, it's 
what's happening, it's now. Not violence in 
a personal physical way, but something 
that's in us and a bit harder to explain." 

M
ISTER Carter is one third of 
the roaring deities, the other 
two being the very quiet Chris 
Thompson on bass and a very 
Scottish sounding Kenny 

Harris on the binlids. All three are certainly 
no spring chickens as we would say at 
home. their faces showing the telltale signs 
of too many years of late nights, and their 
conversation peppered with a confidence 
and world-weariness seldom associated 
with a band who have just released their 
debut mini-album. 
That record, "Good And Gone", arrived 

on a Kilburn turntable one morning and 

Barry Mcllheney, fearless pop investigator and man of a million quizzes, locates 
intimidating R&B men SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS. They are not amused by 
his allusions to Dr Feelgood, and insist that they are 
"revitalising the music industry". Photos (under duress) by Paul Rider 
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immediately stood out from the rest of the 
bunch through what can only be called its 
refreshing air of tradition. It was a very hot 
day, the songs sounded strong, and a good 
review was had by all, yes Bill? 
"No, not really. You went on about 

Doctor Feelgood as if we are just the same 
as them, only it's 1984. There is nothing 
wrong with the Feelgoods, but I don't want 
to be accused of just copying them, you 
know? 
"The way the review and some others 

looked was as if we are the only people to 
have been influenced by the blues. 
Absolutely everybody nowadays takes their 
sources from the blues, everything being 
done is all originally based on the blues. 
Everything." 
But not everybody uses a boring guitar, 

drums and bass as their chosen vehicle for 
showing off this apparently all-embracing 
blues thing. 
"So what? Doesn't matter. We could do it 

just as easily with a synthesizer or a 20' 
piece orchestra. I just happen to play the 
guitar. That is just my own particular 
choice, but it would be basically the same 
with a synthesizer. Everyone has their own 
talent. And the three of us have got a 
special talent, whatever way it is expressed, 
we still have that talent." 

A
S you may have realised at this 
stage, the SBMs are a little bit 
different from the norm, sticking 
out like a sore thumb in 
practically everything they say or 

do. There's the name, the undercurrent of 
controlled aggression, and most of all, a 
very rare and sincere emphasis on the 
importance of playing live. 
How, t wonder aloud, can anybody still 

take this side of the business so seriously? 
Bill again, naturally." The difference 
between us and the others who won't get 
up on a stage is pretty simple. They can't 
play. Can't play their instruments, that's the 
difference. Everybody in this bánd knows 
how to play, knows what they're doing. 
"We've all been playing for a few years 

and we know how to get up there and play. 
It's something that you have to go and see, 
something that we just can't stay away 
from." 
Never having been too hot on the 

distinction between those who can and 
cannot play, cloth ears here makes the 
horrible mistake of remembering 
something that Brother Jones said once in 
The Oporto. Yes. "Nick Lowe can play" are 
the strange words that burble out of the 
mouth. 
"Yeah? Well, he's not bad." 
Still at something of a loss without the 

textbook, the old intuition puts in a brief 
appearance to suggest that three relatively 
elderly chaps playing R&B influenced rock 
and roll in sweaty barrooms may strike 
some folk as being a little bit of an 
irrelevancy nowadays. What with the bomb 
and all that, not to mention the starving 
millions or the ... 

"There's nothing irrelevant about it. We 
might sing about the usual topics on the 
surface, but there are certain things in there 
that we are trying to say in our own style. I 
just write about my own reality. That may 
not sound relevant or political to you, but 
we are just as political as anyone else in our 
own way. 
-I just don't want to use this band as a 

soapbox, that's all. The songs are not about 
anything, the band's not about anything. 
It's just what's happening, what's now." 

Fearing that we might be about to get 
into a particularly vicious circle on this one. 
t ask Bill to use just a few words, in true 
television show style, to state clearly what 
he himself thinks the band are up to. 

"Revitalising the music industry." 
That statement may well have been 

delivered with a little bit of Carter wit in the 
air, but there is no doubting the fact that 
this band feel themselves to be very much 
out on a limb. Having played down the 
Feelgood comparison, Bill has just as little 
time for any attempt to stick him and the 
boys in with the Birthday Party/Cramps 
camp. 
"Other people have suggested that as 

well, but that's the real problem. One 
reviewer reads what another one has to say 
and then he has to take that into account 
before he even gets a chance to judge the 
band himself. And anyway, the difference 
between us and those bands you mention 
is that I think they are all a bunch of 
miserable bastards. 

"I'm not trying to lean on you, but all I 

can say is that t reckon this band has got it, 
we are happy doing it, happy that a 
company has picked up on it and given us 
the chance to make a go of it. Whether or 
not it is what people really want to hear is 
another matter. I don't know what people 
want to listen to. 

"There's certainly not very much going 
on that I want to hear. Maybe a bit of that 
salsa stuff, some Jamaican music, but 
that's about it. I've maybe got different 
views from other people on reality as well. I 
reckon everybody should carry a gun. 

"I was at the carnival and everybody says 
what a fun time it was, but I was there, and 
there are things that happen that nobody 
ever writes about, you know? You just work 
out your own ideas, and that's why I don't 
want to get labelled or say that this song is 
about this, or this one's about that. It 
doesn't have to be about anything." 

0 some, that sort of talk may 
sound a bit like too much 
confusion, to others the only 
possible world view to adopt as we 
all go rapidly down the road to 

ruin. To Bill Carter, it is nothing more or 
less than his very own opinion, arrived at 
after years of slogging away at various 
things, and now being expressed through 
the music and live shows of a band who are 
finally making quite a few people sit up and 
take note. 

It can all be about anything, it can just as 
easily be nothing, and anyway, it's all on 
the album and that's by far the best place to 
go and take notes. To return to the recently 
discarded textbook for a second, that album 
is likely to be followed up by a single, a few 
dates, maybe another album, and all of it to 
be conducted in the company of Vic Maile. 
That's right, the producer of a band called 
Feelgood, among a host of others, and a 
man who regards the Messiahs as just a 
little bit special. 
With all this to look forward to, and so 

much to say, the only thing really left to ask 
Bill Carter is what he will do d by any 
chance the whole thing disappears without 
a trace. 

"I'll go and live in Panama." 
Somehow, I don't think he should be in 

any great hurry to pack his bags. 
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CONGRATULATIONS! I am a young woman 
living in Antwerp and a regular reader of your 
paper. MM is supposed to offer an interesting, 
objective and opinionated view On 
contemporary music and social trends. 
Now to the point: MM attacks Belgium 

several times and seems to enjoy it - as if 
everything were so wonderful in Great Britain. 
like the miners' strike or BBC censorship. 
Why these futile attempts to insult the 

album "Learning To Crawl" and Belgium: 
"about as interesting as a road map of 
Belgium ... I would also like to ask Chrissie 
Hynde what's so funny about insulting toy 
country? I've met her a couple of times in 
Brussels and I can tell you she's a nice lady 
whenever she's in a nice mood, intelligent, 
really talented, a great singer and very 
attractive too. 

But back to you, dear MM. Number 7 of 10 
Fates Worse Than Death •- "Being born In 
Belgium". Thank you. Should I develop an 
inferiority complex right now? We've had 
Rubens. Jacques Brel, and we've still got our 
Brussels sprouts la famous boost to one's sex 
drive according to folklore), T. C. Mahe, one-
half of Brian Eno, and the Torhout-Werchter 
double festival. Over a hundred thousand 
well-behaved visitors attended this major 
event in rock and pop music this year. 
The Pretenders would love to play Torhout-

Werchter next year if, as Chrissie puts it, "no-
one dies or gets pregnant. 

"It's perhaps the best organised music 
festival in Europe, GB included, for which 
many bands have nothing but praise. Steve 
Sutherland's favourite, Simple Minds, among 
them. Even your prestigious Reading Festival 
had to be cancelled this year, so we Belgians 
have still got something to be proud of. We're 
not all stupid -- or behind. Please be generous 
to one member of my species. 
MICHELE POUUART, Antwerp, Belgium 

• I DON'T know about folklore, Michele, but I 
find Brussels sprouts work more flamboyantly 
round the back of the lap. As for Belgium, I'm 
sure it can support human life if given a 
chance and a measure of grin-'n'-bear:it. 01 
course there are worse places to live. I've 
never heard a good word about Rockall or the 
Dogger Bank. That Torhout-VVerchter festival 
certainly sounds a bonanza buzz! I was 
tempted l can tell you when I saw that they'd 
booked Ronnie Ronalde, Webster Booth AND 
Harry Carey and His Six Saki Sippers for the 
Son et Lumiere evening at the Slipper Baths. 
Oh, we cancelled Reading because we heard 
you were coming. 

I KNOW the attached poem is hardly 
Wordsworth, but q does put over what I want 
to ,ay. I've written it as a protest at the lack of 
seats available to see Queen this year. Surely 
the organisers can find bigger venues than 
those at Wembley Arena and in Birmingham 
for a group as popular as Queen. I'm sure 
there must be a helluva lot of disappointed 
people like my fiancee and t who couldn't get 
tickets. 
Oh well, I've had my little moan and 

perhaps next year they'll choose venues 
worthy of the Queen following. 
Messrs Mercury, Taylor, Deacon and May, 
t don't know how to put what I have to say, 
So I wrote it like this and I hope you'll see 
What it is that's upsetting me. 
Please do a gig in the open air 
Because to me it just isn't fair. 
Only a few will see yOu this year, 
While many like me will shed a te 
Wembley and Birmingham are t 
you. 
Do it again like in '82. 
I know bog seats were thrown al Teardrop 
Explodes, 
And a nutter was sleeping on lop of so 
poles, 
But waves of exciteM'ént floated a 
An atmosphere of contentment a 
It was really great tun, please do 
And give monorchance to hea 
refrains. 
ANNIE STEWART. Mayfield 
• GOSH Annie , I didn't re 
too popular for Wembley 
suggest is the Gobi Desert. 
guaranteed weather, responsive 
and little chance of any of you g 
Your poem is closer to Wordsworth Thon you 
give yourself credit for. For example, 
"I wandered lonely as a cloud 
That floats on high o "E. r vales and hills, 
When all at once t saw a nutter atop some 
poles 
Amid a host of daffodil " 
Then there's the Grasmere Elegist's "Ode 

On An Outdoor Gig": 
"Up! Up! 0 pagan pals and wrench 
Th' seat from off this bog. 
And hurl it like a knightly gage 
r th' lace of Teardrop Explodes on stage" 

ALRIGHT MM - enough is enough! A r 111.• 
over a decade ago you sang their pray,,-,.e. 
loudly as any, but these days they're your 
favourite helpless victim. In your "TEN" 
column last month you yet again twisted the 
knife in the turned backs of those early 
Seventies pioneers: YES. 
"A mere 99 albums of droning, overblown 

garbage." Witty, to say the least. How easy it 
is to poke fun at a great band whose time has 

PENNY Kiley in her narrow-minded, limited opinion (some dare call it a 
review) of my recent brilliant show in Liverpool, stands guilty of sexual 
fascism! It is obvious that she is suffering from a form of sexual short-
sightedness that is common in our present-day society, known as 
"limited sexual repression". 
People such as Penny Kiley fail to comprehend those beings who 

have a chosen goal and place to hold a mirror up to society and show 
people the human frailty of their own pride and prejudice Her so-called 
review only reveals her to be a dim-witted, improperly educated little 
straight girl! 
I cannot expect the majority of your journalist, to even begin to 

comprehend such a complicated creature as Jayne County. If they did, 
they would stop hiding behind their typewriters, and have the courage 
to get up there on stage and do it themselves! Rock journalists are 
frustrated, would-be rock stars. 
Penny Kiley only reinforces my pity and disappointment towards so-

called "normal" society. These "normal" people pass anti-sexual laws 
and daily brain wash their children into conventional pre-conceived 
Man-made roles. Yes! 
You can always tell the difference between what I refer to as the real 

people and the non-real people. V It, ,:,in tell by their reactions to 
another person's courage to stand up p,, front of the whole system and 
say, "Your s ext.tence is the proof' -The non. 
real people Kiley People who lack vision! In 

passed and wh 
And how meanit*iles 
You guys meta" YE 

every time ritual hum 
day. I imagine as well 
animals in the middle the 
over their quivering bo les 
measure. 
As an American that read r rag weekly 

land finds il usually witty a teresting) I fail 
to understand you wo raw and 
quarter some of finest ians of their 
day. Ten hey wr usic that was 
as acclai fl darling bands 
of today, other way of 
•proving g space on 

Ma is indeed the 

DEY enough, Eric F. categories 
on rho. MM staffer ap is about 
backi over quivering atz in the rood. 
Our Fit:Gerald fai question 
abo , but clod wonderfully well in the 

t only mowing down every 
and rabbit that unwisely presented 

itself, but backing over them until they were 
flatter than they would have been had she 
had a car. I don't hold with that, of course, 
and phoned the RSPCA when I first heard YES 
in the Seventies. I can't abide suffering. 

GLAD to see that you're glad to see Gary 
Glitter back in the charts. I always knew that 
the young upstarts could not knock him off the 
top. It's the same with good old Danny La Rue. 
Transvestism is not new. Boy George, Marilyn 
and Pete Burns are just fads. Danny is still 
Queen to Gary's King. 

STUART WIGHT, Mayhank, Newcastle. 
• QUITE right, Stuart! Transvestites haven't 
had the durability since they abolished 
National Service. A week in the WRENS 
would soon sort out these modern 
knickersnappers, er, whopper:trappers. 

plain language, they are ignorant. 
Fortunately there are enough people now who have acquired enough 

vision to realise what Jayne County represents, and that it is just a 
foretaste of the shape of things to come! 

In summary, my response to Penny Kiley's review is my right to 
reply, which I hope your paper considers as much as part of the 
freedom of the press as your right to print your journalists' opinions. 
An artist should have the right to reply to criticisms directed against 
their art. 
JAYNE COUNTY 

• CORKS, Ms County how you set a body worrying at itself! It's been 
years since someone held a mirror up to me, and then later he tried to 
sell one a packerorthree and a bottle of ScurfOoom. I wonder if I've 
been guilty of limited sexual repression? Was I improperly educated? 
Would I be truer to myself as a rock star, rather than cowering behind 
the Adler?! wish I hadn't passed that anti-sexual law now. Am l non-
real? 
God, I hate letters that make you tunnel into your fundament and 

question even your spittle on the mirror! Thank goodness some things 
are driven in like tent pegs in our reeling world. Jayne County total 
tripe, for example. The shape of things to come, by the way. was the 
title of Omettes album which challenged the precepts of the Western 
diatonic scale. 

DEAR MM office person, what a joy it was to 
read Backlash last week, and have Limahl put 
in his proper place. What an utter no-mark he 
- but sadly a good example of the state of 

music today. It's dreadful! 
The hest track John Peel plays these days is 

his theme tune. Is Mike Read a tone-deaf, 
spotty, bespectacled, tasteless moron, or is ,t 
just me? Am I the only one who thinks 
Morrissey is a pretentious, jumped-up little 
jerk? Was I imagining the thousands of people 
who were lucky enough to witness the 
concerts given by Stevie Wonder and Roger 
Waters this year? I could be mistaken, but they 
sounded like seasoned professionals, playing 
music that will stand for a long time, 

It seems these days you only need two 
qualifications to get a record in the charts: IA) 
a synth, Ifil homosexual tendencies. It pisses 
me off, reading interviews about people I've 
never heard of before, and probably will never 
hear of again. It's just a waste of ink and 
paper. 
Mind you, the MM crossword is still up to 

scratch. That's all f buy it for really, and to see 
who's playing in Reading. 
PS: I drink immense amounts of real ale. 
PPS: How about an Agony Aunt column in 
MM. Perhaps Boy George and Marilyn could 
get their problems sorted out. 
GOOD MUSIC FAN, Wallasey, Merseyside 

• LYMESVVOLD'S proper place is beside the 
Stilton under the cheeseocover. I don't know 
whether Mike Read is seasoned or spotty, and 
am not on sufficiently intimate terms with 
you. Good, to pronounce upon your taste. Nor 
do I know about synthesized homosexuals. 
All al these are questions for our Colin Irwin, 
who does run an occasional Dear Colin 
column. 

Send your contributions to Backlash, Melody 
Maker, Berkshire House, 168-173 High Holborn, 
London WC1V 7ALl. 
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Talking Drums: W. never think about our image". Lek to tight. Johnny B. Hester, Dot Reid, Carole Moore, 
Derek Clark, Chame Irvine. Picture by Steve Glyn-Jonm. 

F" OUR days of knocking on 
record 
company 
doors in 

London ... just to get 
in and see the janitor!" 

If that sounds jaded, in 
the case of Talking Drums 
guitarist and songwriter 
Charlie Irvine it's a 
statement now tinged with 
relief. After 18 months of 
unremitting effort, the 
roller-coaster of hope and 
disappointment, and 
punishing gig schedule, 
Glasgow% least fashionable 
band face the possibility of 
success. 
A publishing contract with 

Miles Copeland's Illegal Music 
has in turn led to the great 
man taking the band under his 
personal managerial wing. 
Sheep-like, record companies 
are flocking to the IRS door, 
where presumably the janitor 
will let them in. 
Talking Drums have worked 

harder than almost any other 
group on the overpopulated 
Glasgow scene for the break 
they've now achieved. And in 
a local environment where 
commitment, determination 
and integrity are about as 
welcome as body-lice, the so-
called pundits of Glaswegian 
"taste" are now feting the 
band once shunned by those 
who don't pay to get into gigs. 
The Drums first started 

beating their advance forward 
in 1980, manifesting 
themselves on an indifferent 
public as a sloganeering pop 
outfit with a dubious pedigree 
in the mysterious sub-world of 
evengelical Christianity — the 
land of Luis Palau and other 
mind manipulators. 
Those days are long gone, 

"The whole idea is a millstone 
round our necks," says 
keyboardist Dot Reid. "We are 
not a Christian band. We stand 
or fall on our talent, and what 
we believe personally has 
never been a barrier." 

"I enjoy writing about the 
ambiguities of life," says 
Charlie. "We've developed a 
lot, and there's a degree of 
tension now in what we do." ' 

Live, all traces of a 
propagandising past have 
disappeared. The band have 
evolved from a rinky-dink, 
clangy pop group with a Clare 
Grogan lookalike singer into a 
ferociously tight meshing of 
influences. U2, Eurythmics, 
The Cure and the inevitable 
Simple Minds are references, 
but the result is a fresh, yet 
poised rush of emotional 
danceability. 
The lyrics now come second 

to the swerve and sway of 
Carole Moore's vastly 
improved voice (Carmel meets 

Stevie Nicks) and the dogmatic 
postures of earlier days are 
disappearing from Charlie's 
writing. They're a good band, 
but not yet a great one. 

In 1982, the group almost 
ground to a premature halt. 
After two years of self' 
promotion and intensive 
gigging, the formation of (yet 
another) independent Glasgow 
label, Sticky Music, had seen 
Talking Drums with an LP tape 
("Fighting To the Finish") and 
a Fast-distributed single 
("Courage") selling reasonably 
well. But then fate, or rather 
the pursuit of education, 
intervened. 
Dot and Charlie and Carole, 

not entirely by coincidence, 
found themselves in Aix-en-
Provence, France, respectively 
teaching, studying law and 
designing things. And all in 
French, tool It should perhaps 
be revealed that Dot and 
Charlie are in fact wife and 
man, though this has proved 
something of an 
embarrassment in previous 
interviews. 

"I just hate this 'oh, you're 
Charlie's wife' bit," grits Dot. 
"It's totally irrelevant. We're all 
in this band to do a job, and 
that's it." 
"France proved the key to 

our future direction, though," 
intervenes Charlie. "The three 
of us spent nine months 
hearing nothing but Euro 
trash, completely out of touch 
with what was happening in 
the UK. And we decided then 
that we were really going to go 
for it when we came back." 

So. on returning to Scotland 
in June 1983, began the long 
frustrating trail round A&R 
men in beautiful downtown 
London. 
"They're all dead nice to 

you," says Carole, "but it 
doesn't mean anything." she 
leans forward, warming to her 
subject. 

"I'll tell you, I wouldn't 
believe anything anybody in 
the music business told me 
until I see it right there in front 
of me. Okay, one day they say 
something ... and it happens. 
I'll believe it. But the next day, 
they'll have to prove it all over 
again." 
So you're cynical? 
"You've got to be cynical in 

the music industry," comes 
back the chorus. This is a band 
who have learned the hard 
way, and it's made them grow 
up fast. In Charlie's words, 
"We're not wee boys and girls 
anymore." 

THE maturing process has not 
been without its 
pain and guilt. The 
sacking of founder 

member and bassist Stewart 

McEwan is still a source of 
some anguish to the 
remaining Drums, but with 
tentative murmurings of 
interest from London, new 
depths of commitment were 
being plumbed. There were 
other problems. Carole: 
"We saw a video of 

ourselves, and we were really 
shocked. It was so frantic, so 
one-dimensional. From that 
point on we were working to 
introduce some subtlety and 
pacing, and to bring out the 
vocals more." 
And so along came Johnny. 

The rest of the group heap 
praise on their newest 
member, bass player Johnny B 
Hester, as "the only real 
musician in the band". He's 
certainly a dynamic fretless 
bassist in the Paladino mould, 
with thankfully few 
pretensions to Jaco 
Preposterisms. His pigtails are 
quite good too. 
So the band looked at 

Johnny, liked what they heard 
and almost immediately things 
started to happen. EMI funded 
one demo, liked it, took the 
band to London to record 
another, and didn't like it. 
Thank you and goodnight, 
Talking Drums. 

Undeterred, the band 
followed up interest from 
I.R.S., and eventually, their 
unwillingness to give in pals 
off. A publishing deal wa, 
signed, and the redoubt,141e 
Miles, having earlier tol, the 
group that "he would rave to 
get to know them, 
management being personal 
thing", signed the a option 
papers. 

"His is a style e 
management wh 
what we need," s 
"We want a degr 
autonomy, and 
said that he sim 
with us all the ti 
due to our backi 
don't like being 
(Charlie, by the , 
qualified lawyer 
There's an int 

postscript to the 
a recent club ap 
London, the ban 
backstage by EMI 
A&R. "I really enio 
he said. "Have you 
I could listen to?" 
The Drums eyed h 

balefully. Dot: "EMI h 
nearly £2,000 recordin 
and he hadn't even hea 
name mentioned..He wa 
the club totally by acciden 
Aye, it make you think. 

So. Talking Drums sit in th 
west end of Glasgow, awaiting 
the call of Miles, the call to 
stardom ... or a suppon spot 
on an Alarm tour? Notices 
have now been handed in, 
hard-fought for careers 
jettisoned, and they wait to 
find out if it will really be the 
way it is in Smash Hits. 
The band have dedicated 

h offers us 
ys Charlie. 
e of 
es already 
ly can't be 
e. Perhaps 
rounds, we 
ictated to." 
ay, is a 

resting 
MI saga. On 

• a rance in 
were visited 
head of 
ed that," 
sot a demo 

d spent 
us, 
our 
• in 

themselves totally to the 
achievement of success, and 
can't understand the 
fashionable lack of ambition 
rife among native Glaswegian 
musos. Ambition has taken the 
Drums a long way from their 
dodgy beginnings in the 
church halls and youth clubs 
of central Scotland. In the 
process, a moderate talent has 
blossomed into occasional 
bursts of thrilling power. 
They still have far to go. The 

well-honed ferocity of their live 
set, anchored on Derek Clark's 
solid drumming, has the 
spectre of over.gigged 
predictability hanging over it. 
But one or two songs thrust 
piercingly through with a 
melodic glint that bodes well 
for the future. 

As for the lyrics, they're 
getting lighter, less 
determined to take on the 
major themes of existence. 
"Charlie's writing has really 
improved, I think," says Dot. "I 
think he's dealing now with 
more personal themes." 

Well, she should know. As 
the only band who once set 
down the entire metaphysical 
rhetoric of Descartes in a 
three-minute song, it shouldn't 
be hard to get more personal. 

Talking Drums. "It's an 
adventure," they say. Well, 
they have the talent and the 
assurance to turn it into a 
permanent oriel But do they 
have the magic to make those 
rhythms really speak? . 

We'll see. 

41, 

• — 

Charlie and Carole The emaciated cheekbone! look 

Adventures in the 

trade 
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For PERSON TO 
PERSON, success is as 
easy as ... well, ABC? 
Frank Worrall 
investigates 

HERE 
comes a 
time when 
you think 
'Okay, I can 

make a comfortable 
living out of doing 
this. But you have to 
have a crack at doing 
something yourself'. 
It felt right to do it at 
the time and I felt 
brave enough to do 
it." 
Making a mockery of 

the claim that drummers 
don't have brains, the 
erstwhile David Palmer 
emerges as a man with a 
definable, well worked-
out ambition. When he 
left ABC, at the time the 
disappointing "Beauty 
Stab" was beginning to 
take its lifeless shape, 
most of his friends 
thought he'd gone mad. 
How, they demanded, 
could a drummer do 
anything on his own? 
And why was he 
throwing a lifetime's 
meal-ticket into the 
dustbin? 
Palmer ignored them, 

worked out his own plan for 
success and began piecing 
the necessary components 
together. 

First, he plucked the 
genius of ex-ABC musical 
director, Dave Clayton, from 
the depths of obscurity and 
followed up by persuading 
two sizzling funk talents, 
bassist Jeremy Meek and 
guitarist Lloyd Richards, to 
join his team. A couple of 
months later Palmer 
stumbled upon the most 
crucial missing link, the 
dynamic Pete Eason, who 
boasted the most 
impressive undiscovered 
voice in Sheffield, and 
Person To Person were on 
their way. 
From the start, the band 

knew what they wanted and 
how they would get it. 
Armed with the two Daves' 
experience with ABC, they 
had a valuable insight into 
the workings of the music 
business and used it to their 
advantage. 

"First and foremost, we 
decided we weren't going 
to set up a four track in 
someone's home," laughs 
Palmer. "We were gonna 
get a rehearsal room, buy 
an eight-track and start in a 
serious way." 

After knocking on a 
handful of record company 
doors, they finally decided 
Epic offered the best future. 
Signing on for an eight. 
album deal, Person To 
Person made one 
immediate demand - that 
the production team of the 
moment, New York's The 
System, should take the 
controls for their early work. 
Within a month The 

System had been brought 
over to Britain and quickly 
produced Person To 
Person's first single, the fine 
"High Time", an 
outstanding yardstick by 
which British funk pop may 
be judged over the next 
couple of years. 
With its daring beat, its 

dazzlingly uplifting 
emotions and Pete Eason's 
clean, articulate vocals, it 
should be at the peak of the 
charts - and could yet be, if 
the time it took Frankie's 
"Relax", a similar rhythmic 
gem, to reach the top is 
anything to go by. 

to R 'owe oat,e cl 

"°", Pere 

Not that the ultra' 
confident Person To Person 
are that bothered. They 
already have another chart-
breaker lined up, the 
magnificent "Right From 
Wrong", a song ABC might 
have produced after "The 
Lexicon Of Love", if only 
Martin Fry hadn't lost his 
creative impetus. 
But Pete has something 

to say about the current 
single: "We intentionally 
went out not to write a hit 
single, with 'High Time'. We 
wanted it to have that bit of 
underlying class, that tugs 
on peoples heart-strings. 
"But we've not given up 

hope it'll be Top Five," he 
adds, smiling. "It's getting 
well played in the clubs and 
we're just starting to cross 
over to radio for lots of 
daytime play, which is a 
situation we've wanted all 
along." 

p
ERSON To person 
correctly describe 
their musical style 
a9 a delicious 
mixing of New 

York dance genius with 
English pop sensibility. It's 
a sound they've been 
seeking all along - and the 
reason why they asked for 
The System to make the 
Transatlantic trip. 

It didn't take the 
illustrious Murphy and 
Franks-long to knock Person 
To Persian's massive, 
maybe even over-
extravagant sound into a 
more coherent, controlled 
whole. Not that there was 
any Svengali manipulation 
in the vein of Frankie and 
Trevor Horn. 
"We knew what we 

wanted from the Stan and 
The System just helped us 
achieve it," states Pete. 

"Yeah, some of the 
sounds on 'High Time' are 
radical because that's what 
we wanted," Dave chips in. 
"We don't want to play 
'everything smooth. We 
don't want everything to be 
slushy." 
Person To Person reckon 

"High Time" represents a 
new direction that many 
bands will follow. You 
might think that's a mite 
arrogant, but they've played 
me a tape with three more 
new numbers and the 
overall effect is truly 
stunning. 

As the title of the latest 
single suggests. Person To 
Person are winging in on a 
new optimism, which they 
feel people are crying out 
for. Their songs aren t 
about the Lebanon or 
topical issues that are 
splashed across TV screens 
every day. 

They're more concerned 
with personal observations 
which may have some 
relevance to other 
individuals. 

"I don't want to ram 
anything down anybody's 
throat," Pete confirms. "I 
just want them to hear what 
I'm saying and perhaps take 
something personal from it 
themselves. I mean, if 
someone walked through 
that door now it could well 
provide the inspiration for a 
song!" 
As the band's major 

lyricist, Eason plays a 
significant part in nurturing 
the colourful images that 
the public will quickly 
identify with them when 
they do break through. 
Eason writes with "a 
storyboard" in mind and 
points out that his ideas will 
prove perfect material for 
video work. 
The fact that they're not 

ashamed to admit they're 
aiming for the commercial 
heartland is an indication of 
their refreshing honesty. As 
Dave says: "People get very 
precious about things like 
maintaining their artistic 
integrity - and so do we. 
But we're all after the same 
aims - success - and we're 
prepared to come clean 
about it. Everybody wants 
to sell a lot of records, so 
let's not beat about the 
bush!" 

It means Person To 
Person hold a healthy 
respect for those artists we 
often dismiss as trivial. 
They're the first to admit 
there's actually something 
to learn from people like 
Frankie and George 
Michael. 
"Yeah. George Michael's 

a brilliant singer!" Dave 
declares. "And he's clever 
with it. He always does 
something which sounds 
current and is rooted in 
today." 

p
ERSON To Person 
also admire what's 
happening around 
them in Sheffield 
and the way in 

which the Human League, 
Heaven 17 and ABC have 
remained in their home 
base. 

"Sheffield's great!" Dave 
tells me. "I really respect 
the likes of the League who 
stay here. We've no 
intention of moving to 
London. Sheffield keeps it 
all in perspective." 
But isn't there a real 

danger for Palmer and 
Clayton that the "ABC 

ZAJOA, Model, 

thing" may cast an ever-
present gloomy shadow if 
they remain in Steel Town? 
"Not at all," answers 

Palmer. "We still get on fine 
with Martin and the others. 
They weren't upset when t 
left. They thought 'Okay, he 
wants to do his own thing 
really bad, so fair enough'. 
There was no legal hassle 
and I got let out of my 
contract without any 
trouble." 
Palmer and Clayton are 

now happier than they've 
ever been. Palmer, in 
particular, feels he is at last 
doing something valuable 
on his own terms. 
He explains: "When I 

joined ABC they'd already 
signed the deal and I felt a 
bit out of it. Sometimes it 
was difficult to put across 
what I felt in the music. I 
was a bit of an outsider but 
now I'm much more 
involved. Person To Person 
has given me an 
opportunity to express 
myself more." 
Although they're eager 

for success, Person To 
Person are prepared to bide 
their time - if it means their 
music will become 
something more than a 
temporary product. "We 
want longevity," Dave 
stresses. "We want to be 
like The Police and Dire 
Straits in the sense we want 
to be around for a long 
time." 
-Yeah, we rely a lot on 

personal contract," Pete 
interrupts. "That's what's 
behind the name, and that's 
what we're hoping will 
make people take to us." 
And there you have it. 

Open your hearts now. 



PIT-HEAD 
BALLET 
WHAM'/STYLE COUNCIL 

Miners' Benefit, Royal Festival Hall, London 

AS I lurked round the back of the 
hall trying to get in, a small 
entourage swept past led by a 
short, greying man, curiously 
familiar... Arthur Scargilll The 
teenage girls hovering round the 
door paid no attention. They were 
preoccupied with the serious 
business of waiting for Wham! 
A faint aura of culture shock lingered 

over the evening like a whiff of cordite. 
The boxes and decorum of the Festival 
Hall seem more Midland Bank than 
NUM, somehow, but the place was full 
of determined expressions and a 
keenness to applaud the right 
sentiments however they were 
expressed. The critic did not feel 
welcome, though the event was 
presumably as much about publicity as 
anything. 
Alma, Sayre kicked off, resembling a 

bad-tempered grizzly who's woken up 
to find himself inexplicably sewn into 
an ill-fitting suit. On TV, Sayre is a 
chore. Tonight, he was belligerent and 
very funny, "political" only by 
inference but scourgingly provocative. 
I couldn't hear much of Mike Harding 

because my seat was in the acoustic 
dead zone - still, I heard him say that 
the miners couldn't be beaten because 
they had nothing to lose. and this 
earned a tumult of applause. 
"Kevin Turvey" was almost exactly 

as you'd expect, with some convoluted 
saga about something happening to 
him on the way to the auditorium. It 
ended with much talk of "pricks", 
rather rude in my view. Typecasting in 
a comedian is even worse than it is for 
pop stars, who can at least pretend to 
be actors when people stop buying 
their records. 

Mignon' Benefit - GEORGE and ANDREW 

TURVEY - halladtted? 

Style Council took the stage for a 
packed, purposeful set which lifted off 
nicely with a rhumba-styled "Speak 
Like A Child". Weller sensibly let the 
music do the talking, apart from 
dedicating a lithe "Move On Up" to "all 
the miners" (hardly necessary, one 
would have thought). For "Mick's Up" 
Weller played bass as the admirable 
Mick Talbot rippled round his 
keyboards without visible effort. Style 
Council seem to be shaking down into 
a versatile unit, with tonight's short 
display showing a welcome lack of pop 
star ego. Weller and Talbot returned to , 
the stage for a low-key encore of "My 
Ever Changing Moods" and pottered 
off into the wings. 

Still unable to hear much of what 

tree 

people were saying, I was at first under 
the impression that the man in the dark 
suit who'd stepped to the mike was 
some sort of stand-up comedian. 
However, I realised my error when I 
caught the bit about "this man is one of 
the finest TUC leaders this country has 
ever seen". Heavens, he was Arthur 
Scargill's warm-up man. Thereupon, 
Arthur (looking nervous) strode 
onstage and delivered an impassioned 
speech, evidently much shorter than ' 
his usual workout, thanking the artists 
and predicting victory for the NUM. 
Nothing new here, but he brought the 
house down. 

After the interval we had the awful 
Nigel "Neil" Planer, mercifully brief, 
then it was Wham! All of Wham!, that 
is - backing girls, brass section. Hippy dullard NEIL 

If all that's rubbing off on her is 
grease, try using Gunk 

Just spray it onto your engine, leave it for five minutes, 
then wash it off with water 

YotIll instantly own a better-looking bike.And one wit 
the added attraction of being clean. 

So make sure you use Gunk regularly on your bike. 
Before she gets a passion for someone else's. 

Gunk: in aerosols or cans. 
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keyboards, guitars - all miming. 
George thought everybody had come 
to see them alone, and apologised to 
anyone who'd bought a ticket under 
the impression that Wham! would be 
playing live. He did add that this wasn't 
the point of the evening, but obviously 
Wham! were out to milk their 15 
minutes for all it was worth. 
We had "Wake Me Up Before You 

Go-Go", the grim "Careless Whisper", 
a new song called "Everything She 
Wants" and the new single "Freedom". 
Dressed in white and posturing 
farcically, Wham! greatly pleased the 
three rows of young girls at the back of 
the hall and left everybody else stone. 
faced and baffled. I must admit, I'd 
never realised quite how dreadful they 
really are. This "performance" 
demonstrated no taste and less 
intelligence. 
Working Week, dependable jurors 

who've seen a thing or two, closed the 
proceedings with the right air of 
rewarding application. Ben Watt and 
Tracy Thorne sang the words to 
. "Venceremos" with astounding 
ineptitude, but the band then lit up for 
the long instrumental passage and left 
us sizzling. It had been an odd but 
eventful night. 

• ADAM MEETING 
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IT'S 
THE REDSKINS 

The Fridge, Brixton 
THE socialistic self-indulgent 
humour of Seething Wells 
had the tone of echoed anger 
from the bottom of a little tin 
can. There's nothing quite as 
vainglorious as preaching to 
the converted. 
The Fridge was uniformly 

human and warm, at once a 
tragic and a heartening place 
to be. Wells left the stage and 
"Light My Fire swam over us 
like the flames of a funeral 
pyre. Hard marked faces 
watched the stage, waiting to 
be filled with emotion. 
Waiting for a victory which 
may never come. 
The Redskins have struck a 

chord somewhere and will 
either seduce you with a 
guitar-lock or beat you into 
oblivion. -rake No Heroes is 
a spinning, scything swirl of 
chords. Pure challenging pop. 
ecstatic, vital and fluid. 
While Morley plays with the 

imagery of insurrection. The 
Redskins wilfully fan the 
flames at its heart. Towards 
the end I find myself 
wondering just how true they 
are being to their audience. 
How long before all these 
porcelain hopes are dashed 
on some stony floor? 

You'll just have to start the 
revolution without me. 

• JEREMY LEVAS 

SLAVE 

Rock City, Nottingham . 

ITS all down to the set-up. By 
the time several hundred 
ser,ous lunkateers have 
shaken and shimmied to the 
very finest in electro imports. 
spun with enviable dexterity 
by a veritable mafia of funk 
deejays. the Harlem 
Globetrotters could have 
been assured of a riotous 
reception. I'm not suggesting 
that the crowd weren't happy 
to see Slave, just that I 
wouldn't give much for their 
chances in front of a bunch of 
Howard Jones fans in the 
Birmingham Odeon. 
Lurex cloaks and fencing 

masks (honest) do not make 
for an effective intro, and 
once again it speaks volumes 
for the existing atmosphere 
that such hokum was greeted 
with utterly disproportionate 
whooping and stomping. 
When they finally stopped 

posturing and started playing, 
Slave went a good way 
towards showing how they 
can sfill pull an audience's 
attention five years after their 
last noticeable hit in this 
country. "Do you feel the 
funk?" , esonant bass voice 
enquired at intervals. I was 
working on it. 
"Keep Your Body Working" 

made an early appearance, 
and it was just what was 
needed to shift the 
proceedings into a higher 
gear, tipping the balance 
between my feeling tired and 
bored, and feeling cheerful 
and ready to shake a few 
things about. The weakness 
of Slave's material is 
paradoxically one of its 
strengths as well. The 
hypnotic chugging two note 
riffs that make modern disco 
such a crashing bore to listen 
to on the home front are just 
what captures the live feel of 
the proceedings, enhanced by 
such hoary old standbys as 
chanting " l" for 
10 minutes at a time. It all 
looks so very hackneyed in 
print, but when you're there, 
it's what's happening, and 
you go with  i . 

'from the second 
album helped out the less 
rhythmic punters to play 
along, with the loudest clap-
trap this side of a party 
political broadcast, backed up 
as usual with some close 
vocal work and nifty synth 
solos. The prospect of a 
further hour in the sauna.bath 
conditions persuaded me to 
make my excuses and leave. 

•  SIMON SCOTT 

Freddie boobs age", 

YAL FLASH 
QUEEN 

Wembley Arena 

IT had been a very bad day for Freddie. First of 
all, his old minder had gone and done the usual 
spill-the-beans-for-a-few-readies-more routine, 

alleging all manner of decadent activities, boys, 
drink, drugs, good grief, that sort of thing. Then 
we were all touched to the very bare bone by 
the sad tale of the Mercury love life, shucks, the-
nobody-really-likes-me-even-though- tm-far-
hOm-being-a-down-and-out saga of w0e. 
And finally, to add prestige to injury, Fred opens up 

his favourite music paper to find that he has been 
forever labelled as a Golden Wally. As he made his 
way over to the microphone, the crowd held their 
breath to hear what the great man would have to soy 
about these various peddlers of downright filth. 
"You've all been reading a lot of things in the press 

today." Oops, here we go. "Let me just say that the 
stories about us splitting up are all unfuclungtrue! 
Yeah! Alright! We fuckinglove you! Yeahl" 
Not a mention of the four grand a week that was 

supposed to go up the old nostrils, not even a 
whisper concerning the Golden Wally smear 
campaign. Just a startling testament of faith at 
regards the future of the dinosaur Queen, a beast for 
which a slow lingering death would surely be the best 
option for all concerned. 

Actually, a very fast painful death was on this 
doctor's prescription card after just 20 minutes of 
tonight's "Works" extravaganza. Naively hoping to 
hear a selection of t he very best singles which this 
band have produced over the years, we were treated 
(sic) instead to the biggest grossout this side of Giant 
Haystacks beergut. All horrible frenzied guitar 
breaks, forgettable album tracks, and no sign at all of 
the subtleties one might hope to expect from a band 

who have written something as glorious as "Don't 
Stop Me Now". And no. I'm being totally serious. 

Luckily enough, things started to improve a bit 
once the Mercury man got rid of his vest. He joined 
guitarist Brian May for a pleasant acoustic spot, 
before calling the dwarf Taylor and the faintly 
embarrassed looking Deacon back on for a truly 
blistering "Crazy Little Thing Called Love". The rest of 
the second half of the performance comprised mainly 
of such oldies and almost goldies and thus just about 
managed to save the show. 

At the end of this very bad day for Freddie, only 
rescued from total disaster by trotting out the entire 
back catalogue, a great -Bohemian Rhapsody" 
included, two comparisons spring to mind. One. 
Queen are not unlike an all-male British Abbe, good 
enough when they stick to the ' but big on the crap 
factor when they are let loo ublic. And Freddie 
has a far better bum of co o, for all his camp 
peacock and feathers po red still manages to 
look something like a 0' .ss between a 
veteran bullfighter a member of the 
RUC. 

Just as the I "....his revelation were 
being worke ens and spoiled it all 
by emergin e eii simply massive 
pair of boobs strapped to his chest. He lifted them up, 
played with them for a bit, and finally, in a gesture 
which showed that all the worries of this strange day 
were now behind him, he went over to his bass 
player and pushed these enormous juts right into his 
taœ. Deacon smiled. Freddie laughed. I rushed home 
and made a breathless phone call to Fleet Street. 

• BARRY McITHENEY 

JAKE BURNS AND THE BIG WHEEL 

Marquee, London 
AH, Is Burns night once 
again. Young Jake has, of 
course, always been a bit of a 
superior bluffer. Indeed, those 
of us who drank in all the 
right bars can well remember 
the rather embarrassingly 
trick transition from flares to 
rips, from Purple to the 
Pistols, from Mackim to the 
Marquee. 
Now that he is back in that 

salubrious venue, it is worth 
recalling the two big things 
that set the chameleon Jake 
apart from the rest of the 
bunch. One, he has always 
had this infuriating knack of 
knocking out a killer melody 
before anybody else has got 
halfway through their glass of 
shandy. And two, he could 
never really sing to save his 
life. 
Both of these extreme 

tendencies were clearly 
apparent tonight as JR and 
The Big Wheel attempted to 
get to grips with a shamefully 
small and lifeless crowd. Al 
least half of the set. 
particularly "Pro Petrie Mon" 
and "Little Boy Lost", show 
that the old muse is alive and 
well within the Burns brain, 
and while the leather jacket 
may well have been chucked 
in the Sotheby's bin, the 
inspiration behind such 
classics as "Alternative 
Ulster" and "Nobody's 
Heroes" is obviously now 
living within the new trendy 
shirt and bags. 

Unfortunately. however, the 
vintage growl which was so 
perfectly in place on such 

anthems is simply not up to 
coping with the subtler 
melodies and extended 
structures of this new brace of 
toons. There are admittedly 
encouraging signs of a radical 
improvement in the crucial 
croon department, but the 
heart occasionally bled for 
just a few minutes of a 
Feargal or a Brandon gening 
to grips with such a 
potentially corking repertoire. 
At times. it seemed as if 

Jake more than anyone 
realised that he is currently 
trying to do far too much. 
Apart from the traditionally 
excellent guitar layer, there's 
the hecklers to deal with, the 
memory to be politely buried, 
the rest of the band to look 
after, and the legend to live 
up to. Trying to top all this by 
barking out your own songs is 
just pushing the boat out a 
bit too far, and it is this over 
ambitious weak link which 
makes The Big Wheel such an 
immediately disappointing 
experience. 
And yet a careful look 

beyond the near shambles of 
tonight shows a band with an 
awful lot going for them, a 
band for whom the much 
quoted Squeeze connection is 
not entirely unjustified, and a 
band who will make quite a 
bit of noise once they get a 
few more songs together, and 
a voicebox in to do them full 
justice. For the moment, 
though, this latest version of 
Burns night is a bit of a damp 
squib. 

• BARRY MclUIENEY 

BRUCE FOXTON 

Camden Palace 
THE 18 months since You 
Know Who finally called it a 
day have been reasonably 
kind to Brother FoxIon. So 
he's not quite at the stage of 
holding council meetings at 
disused cinemas, but neither 
is he marooned with a 
residency at the Dwarf's Head 
in Neasden. Always the best 
looking of his trio, a cuddly 
bear to Weller's demented 
stoat and Buckler's "Dawn Of 
The Dead" extra. Foxton's 
audience is now large enough 
to fill Camden Palace 
comfortably but not so 
unwieldy that you need a 
chainsaw to get within 
spitting distance of the stage. 

It would have been the 
easiest in the world for 
Fokton i apper his set with 
Jam numbers he wrote 
eight of them and had a hand 
in at least two more - but it's 
only "Srnithers-Jones" that 
gets an airing, and that as an 
encore barely better received 
than the closing "Freak" or 
the Hit-That-Never-Was, -This 
Is The Way". 

Unlike most people who 
find themselves in Foxton's 
position, his confidence in his 
own, new material is far from 
misplaced. Minus the 
occasionally overwrought 
hysteria of Weller's lyric, 

Bruce bases most of his set 
on the solid funk foundations 
which The Jam never got 
round to exploring after 
"Precious". 

His live-piece band are, for 
the most part, tight and 
competent. If there's any 
excess baggage it's in the 
brass section, who seem 
more at home indulging in 
some low grade CI-Tips 
theatrics rather than getting 
down to the business at hand. 
The rest of the band are less 
irritating. If anything they are 
a bit too anonymous, happy 
to plug away and leave the 
business of putting on a know 
to Brune. 
Which he does with 

considerable aplomb. This 
wasn't a great gig by any 
st,tch - as a writer and 
pep,' rrner. Feston is still a 
little too hesitant in places. 
But as his far-from. 
inauspicious debut album 
shows, he does have the 
ability to eventually make as 
big a splash as his old 
guy'nor. And the 
barnstorming version of The 
Temptations "Get Ready" 
apart, he won't need to rifle 
through his old "Motown 
Chanbusters" album to do it. 

• DAVE THOMPSON 
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MARC ALMOND 

Royal Festival Hall, London 

BOUNCING on for his first 
encore, Marc paused, 
adjusted his shimmering shirt 
and briefly address.] his 
kingdom. "Do you think it was 
a big mistake to play here?" 
he enquired politely. 
Gutter hearts responded 

with a loud and rather coarse 
roar which could have equally 
passed as a yea or a nay. -Ye-
as." said Marc uncertainly, "I 
do too. Next time we'll 
choose somewhere we can 
have a bit more fun." 

No pretence here, then, that 
this had been a great gig. But 
then that is Marc's style. If he 
has a personal crisis, it's a 
crisis that most be shared and 
his obvious discomfort at 
singing about sleaze in such 
sophisticated surroundings 
clearly worried him from the 
outset. At one point he 
pleaded with the audience to 
get out of their seats and 
when they rushed to the front 
and attempted to fondle his 
ankles he squealed -That's 
better. . shake things 

Disconcerted by the 
unfamiliar sight of exposed 
hearts and bare emotion 
jigging around at the front of 
the Festival Hall, security 
began to get increasingly 
shifty about the whole affair 
and a little man was 
dispatched on stage to 
whisper in Marc's ear that 
unless the audience stopped 
getting so excited the power 
would be switched off. 

Naturally this information 
was instantly sneeringly 
relayed by chanting ',Ne 
think it sucks, we think it 
sucks." 

All terrific fun, of Course, 
but not really the purpose of 
the exercise and a worrying 
diversion from the point of 
the concert - the launch of 
the Marc Almond solo career. 
And there were clear signs 
that this was a NEW 
BEGINNING and not another 
shambolic indulgence like the 
Marc & The Mambas affairs. 
Annie Hogan was still running 
the band with some 
deliciously sensitive piano, 
but Marc was dripping with 
brand new material (not a 
single backward glance to 
Soft Cell and barely an 
acknowledgement to the 
Mambas) and the tête à !etas 
with members of the 
audience and lingering 
confessionals from the stage 
were kept to a minimum. It 
was almost a proper gig. 
Almost. 

Oddly there were few signs 
of the nerves Almond insisted 
were riddling him and he set 
about his business with an 
unexpected sense of purpose, 
the show fairly galloped 
along. -The Plague" was an 
early highlight, saving the 
occasional bum note and a 
slightly shoddy sound. 

Cole Porter's "Love For 
Sale" was interpreted with a 
salaciousness that few could 
have recognised in the song 
in its original form, possibly 

not even Porter himself... 
but it was a rare moment of 
dirt. Marc's new material is 
crisp, bright and determindley 
poppy, even when the lyric 
might suggest a more 
desperate edge - the 
excellent "Tenderness Is 
Weakness" a perfect 
example. The record 
company must have been 
delighted as Marc used 
conventional rock forms in a 
manner he never has before, 
but though they'd never 
admit it, his devoted gutter 
hearts seemed a tad 
disappointed at this 
previously unseen cleaner 
side to their hero. 

"You Have" and "Joey 
Oimento" were blazing finales 
- the manic edge happily 
restored - and a very large 
Marc Almond hit single is 
clearly not far away. But there 
are a lot of things to be 
resolved here before Marc's 
solo career can take off in 
earnest... one of them being 
that Marc's gaudy scenarios 
and personal confidentiality 
with this audience can only be 
effectively encapsulated in 
the most intimate of 
surroundings. 

As the gutter hearts 
shuffled out afterwards in 
their blacks and their purples 
and their pallid faces, you 
sensed wariness ... a 
confusion, perhaps, at this 
wholly untypical well' 
scrubbed entrée to his new 
career. 

• COLIN WON 
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SUNDAY 
tadge=3;11=1118 

LITRE SISTER 

JE,5TER 
MATezylç 

[or 

THE ROCK GARDEN 
THURSDAY 20th SEPTEMBER 

okett, 

ee" 

BERNIE LEADON 
CHRIS HILLMAN 

Al. PERKINS 
EN 14th 

WEST COAST 

Sat. 15th C3 
TFJIESITA&INNIMIATEIN 

Sun. 16th f4 
lunchtime 12-2prn 

SHANTI DHAM 
Night 

DR. JOHN 
.n. 12. • T..18. 

DiSCO 
10Nee 254. Lee. h. ant I, 

Wed iNS 0.50 
MING MYLITES 

CARL MANN 

IF YOU WANT RESULTS 

ADVERTISE 

IN 

BULL & GATE 
389 KENTISH TOWN ROAD 

.1 '1 
LONDON, N.W.5 - 01485 5358 

Ped........ 2 
KOOLER ENTERTAINMENT 

Th etlay Sfelm. 13 

NOGOODNIKS 
in., S... 14 

THE TF-XPAANUUC 
FR., Breoth Bond 

Senor.. September 15 

MORRISSEY/PAULLEN 
sway..e.h., is 

BREAKFAST BAND 
TUll.ef. Seplernber IS 

49 SCREAM 

G LC 
LONDON AGAINST RACISM 

PRESENTS 

A FREE CONCERT 
AT 

CRYSTAL PALACE 
CONCERT BOWL 

Saturday 22 September 1984 
Noon - 8pm 

ORANGE JUICE 

MISTY IN ROOTS 

SEGUN ADEWALE 

FRANK CHICKENS 

AMAZULU 

MARSHA PRESCOD 
(Poet/Compere) 

Plus Children's Entertainments and Craft Stalls 
Btollen Rail Crystal Palace or Pente West 

Buses. 2B. 3. 12, 12A, 63. 1088, 122 

137. 157, 227, 249 

For further details Weal.. 01-633 1707 Loam 
ADAM« 
RACISM 

II 
REVERY NIGER to it p 

REDUCED...SI. rt. SPAN. is 
SOCIAL SECURITY CAREN101-DEAS A. MUMPS 

IMMACULATE 
FOOL 

Shoe Lear â  Royd 
re /Set Sept 14/1S (PPP Ill 

BERNIE TORME 
Pl. Guests & J. Floyd  

Sept is 10ele, f2 SCO 

IBILOCT 
Jerry R. 

Mon.. rro. 17 .rn r.3 001 
RAT LUX 

F. it.. BEeny Rate 

Tuee. Sept II edn, El 501 

SPIDER 
Ps GYM* 8I 15e, 1.1e.ey 

JAKE BURNS St 
THE MG WHEEL 
0. L. • Alm. II. 

lber./n.. Sept 20/21 • 
St. saIt n ttehr3501 

MAGNUM 
Plad Spode G.. • 

July Revd 

BM IMAM 111M11•IMMMIII NMI 

Ou.p. present 

AN D•TE•NEWS 
UEY • LEW I S 

Pl. The Adventures 

[I H 

Sunday 28 October 

• tIL * DOMINION 
Stu. 00 

New single If This le It out move 
Tickets [4.50 from box office lel 580 9552 are age. 

a 

111, 

OUTLAW PRESENTS 

LLOYD COLE 
& THE COMMOTIONS 

+ THE BLOW MONKEYS 
Dominion Theatre 

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14th, 8pm 
Tickets £4 from the box office& usual agents 

New single Forest Fire. Out now 

GLC THAMESDAY 
Saturday 15 September 

FREE MUSIC 
PROGRAMME 

JUBILEE GARDENS MAINSTAGE 
(12.30— 10.00 pm) 

Brass International Emphasis • Lewis E, Brown 
Arifuku Kagura Darts Desmond Dekker Alan Price 

Acker Bilk and his ParamountJau Band 

IBM WALKWAY STAGE (Noon— 7 pm) 

Gail Thompson • Osharna 'Johnny Mars 
Breakfast Band No Fixed Address Calabash 

For further details about 

Thamesday telephone 

01-633 1707. 
GLC 

Working for London 
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ABERDEEN Candor bon Maiden 12,1 dale of 
World Slavery Tour-I 
BIRMINGHAM Note Out Sister Sledge 
BRADFORD ShorRAt, Labour Club Pauline 
Gillen's Northern Dancer 
CARDIFF St David's Hall: Dio H Ormenaryche 
DUDLEY B'S Raymond Doge. 
DUNOON EM Club Tredegm 
HAMILTON Pan Lane Baby Tuckoo 
HASTINGS The Crypt Hemet 
LEAMINGTON RA00 Dream Sequence 
LEEDS Cardigan Arms: The lint International 
LONDON Brixton Fridge The Mom,. i Folk 
Devils 4 Bone Orclurd 
LONDON Camden Ding walls: Wrethchild 
Qte Dogs D'Amour Blue Mask 
LONDON Camden Dublin Castle Chuck Farley 
LONDON Coronet Street Bass Clef. Ni Pete 
Meg Gum. 
LONDON Covent Garden Rock Garden August 
Affair I Torch 
LONDON Cecklewood Hog's Grunt: TM 
Re•CIOn 
LONDON Croydon Cartoon Ear 
LONDON Dover Street Wine Bar7enr 
Ches... Thee Ensemble 
LONDON FonsW, Park SP George Ashen. Na 
The Whippets 
LONDON Fulham Greyhound The Fits Joe 
Public 
LONDON Fulham Kings Head. Look Book 
LONDON Green Lanes Pegasus. N t 6. Hi-Jinx 
LONDON Greenwich Tunnel Club: Clmk Tracey 
LONDON Hammersmoth Broadway Clarendon 
Basement Bar Toe lemons • Most People 
LONDON Harlesden Mean Fiddler Bernie 
Leaden, Chris Hillmen and Al Perkins 
LONDON Kensington He Street. Cafe Ernie 
Sensible Jerseys 
LONDON Kentish Town Bull and Gate: Ti.. 

riltriel l'Oreal7r;Clets"eJe'hoLi.1= 
The Popticians 
LONDON Oxford Street 100 Club. WI: Not Club 
Of London with Dit Dishy 
LONDON Putney Half Moon: Jan Sluts 
LONDON Rotherhithe Ponce 01 Orange. SE1 6 
Alan Elsclon and his All-Star Quintet 
LONDON Tonenhan Court Road Demur., 
WI Chris Re. 
LONDON Wardour Sheer Marquee, WI Jake 
Burns and The Big Wheel • De. Lady 
LONDON Ward°. Street Wag Club. WI - The 
Monkey Dire 
MANCHESTER Hacienda Little Steven and 
Dre Disciples Of Soul 
NEWCASTLE The Carnage The Flakes 
NEWCASTLE TrIlany's. The Cult 
RICHMOND Kew Road, The Hope Blue 

Fl th e'D The Area: in In The Shade 
SWANSEA Coach House Wait Until Do, 
TYNE AND WEAR Washington Arts Centre 
Woe Edge • Free Zone 
WELLINGTON TELFORD Town House 
Phantom 
YEOVIL Johnson Hall: Pendregon 

13 

BELFAST Avonell Unsure Centre Echo Pre The 
Bunn,. (Stan Glow/ 
BEXHILL-ON-SEA Shunter Die Laughing 
BISHOP'S STORTFORD Bakers Douce 
Automatic Slim 
BRADFORD Marker Tavern The Edge 
BREN1WOOD Hermit Club Chicago Sunsets 
BRISTOL The Crown Hotwire 
CAMBERLEY Lakeside Club Fiat Lux 
CARMARTHEN in nrty College Emerson 
CRIEFF Glenburn Bar - Ke Said She Said 
DARLINGTON Ans Centro Vio Risino 
DOVECOT Arts Centre %hop 
DUDLEY J.8 's Sweet Poison 
EDINBURGH La Sorbonne Chaser 
EDINBURGH Playhouse Iron MeMen 
EPPING Treetops Hotel Fatal Charm r Hard 
Ro. 
GREENHILLS Wfl,leh,lls Farm The Prenevits 
GUILDFORD Royal. Dianne 
HIGH WYCOMBE Nag, Head Johnny G I. 
Killonhu 512 
LEEDS Bret Keller Pauline Ginn Bind 
LEEDS Warehouse The Mighty WM. 
LIVERPOOL Kirklands Be La Deuce 
LIVERPOOL The Venue. The Reverb Brothers 
LLANHARAN RFC Man f Wong Cers 
LONDON Brixton lodge Alien Sax Fiend 
LONDON Camden Dongwalls Peter Green's 
'Colors 4 Chicago Sunset 
LONDON Camden Dub. Castle Linle Sister 
LONDON Camden Oxford Arms Brian 
Knight's Kick Out The Jams 
LONDON Coroner Street Bass Ciel. Ni Bill 
Siren • Vic AM Orrin. 
LONDON Covent Garden Rock Garden. BHT 
Um Pow, 1 Jesus 4 Nary Chain 
LONDON Croydon Cartoon. Lazy Train 
LONDON Dean Street. Gossips. WI Gate 
Rebel Blois presents The Skit, Sluts 
LONDON Dover Street Wrne Bar. WI Pete 
lborms and The Deep Sea Divers 
LONDON Erns., Park Sir George Reber/ Die 
and llut Doormen 
LONDON Fourier. Place Valley Of The Dolls, 
Fn.., WI. The Rennes 4 20 Flight Rockers 
LONDON I. rilharn Greve/meet Winston and 
The Churchill, f The Untouchables 
LONDON Fulham K., Head Sr. Mitchell 
Blues Band 
LONDON Green Lanes Attic. Na Tea Houu 
Camp 1 True Colours 
LONDON Green Lanes Peitasus. Nib Errouts 
LONDON Greenwich Tunnel Club Strange 
Brew a Rebel Ed 
LONDON Hammersmith Broadway Clare.. 
Basement Bar Brigandage • Kindergarten 
LONDON Harlesden Mean Fiddler Bernie 
Leaden. Chris Hillman and Al Perkins 
LONDON Kensing.n Ad Lib. Rent Boys Inc 
LONDON Kensington High Street Cale Cm.. 
ne Masked Orchestra 
LONDON Kings Cross New Merlins Cave. H. 

LONDON Manor House The Aim Tee Souse 
Camp_ 
LONDON Oval Coc keters. 1000 Miles Of 
SunshMe + RessGang Nit 

AFTER a low-key summer. 
disturbed by a handful of festivals. 
one-offs and bizarre spectaculars 
from the likes of Queen, wheels of 
activity are beginning to turn again 

as the autumn tour season gets 
under way. 
Poke through the drifts of newly' 

filien leaves and you'll find signs of 
stirring from Echo & The Bunnyrnen, 
The Mighty Wahl and Orchestral 
Manoeuvres In The Dark a all of them 
back out on the road this week. 
The Bonnyrnen launch their latest 

assault at Belfast Avon.' Leisure 
Centre on Thursday, moving south to 
Dublin SFX on Friday and Saturday 
before a trip across the water to 
Leicester (Mondayl and Nottingham 
(Tuesday). 
The Mighty Wahl, meanwhile, has 

hned up three dates beginning at Leeds 
Warehouse on Thursday. Friday brings 
him to the Sheffield Limit club, while 
Saturday he's at the Liverpool People's 
Festival, a free council.prornoted event 
on Saint George's Plateau. 

Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark 
kick off a tour at Chippenham 
Golchggers on Sunday, carrying on to 
Bristol Colston Hall (Monday) and 
Oxford Apollo (Tuesday). 
Headbangers need have no leer. the 

Sound of thunder is never too far away, 
end this week. Iron Maiden get into 
their stride as the Worid Slavery Tour" 
hits Aberdeen (Wednesday). Edinburgh 
(Thursday). Newcastle (Saturday and 
Sunday). Sheffield (Monday) and 
Ipswich (Tuesday). 

Dio and Oueenstyche are still 
pummelling their way round the 
country while the outrageous WASP. 
and the nearly as outrageous 
Wralhchild start a British attack on 
Tuesday in Belfast Ulster Hall. 

Finally. Bernie Torrne returns to the 
Marquee on Friday and Saturday. 
On a slightly quieter note, Lloyd Cole 

And The Commotions are back on the 
road with gigs in Edinburgh (Monday) 
and Ayr (Tuesday). Little Steven and 
The Disciples 01 Soul finish a short 
nenes of gigs in Manchester on 
Wednesday, Nottingham on Friday and 
Birmingham on Sunday. 
Also on the road this week am the 

Cult. Aswad, and The Crusaders. 
One-off's include Alien Sex Fiend at 

the London Brixton Fridge on Thursday 
and Friday, Fast Eddie at the 100 Club 
on Thursday, X-Mal Deutschland at the 
Hammersmith Palais on Sunday with 
New Model Army, Alexei Sople at the 
Wimbledon Theatre on Sunday. 

LONDON Oxl or Street 100 Clulx WI Fast 
Eddie 
LONDON Putney Half Moon Cardiac 
LONDON RolherWhe Prince Of Orange, SE 16 
Ji 95 'glum with Smarter, Big Band 
LONDON Stradord Green Man Thin Red Line 
LONDON Wardour Street Mar.., WI 
Immaculate Fools 
LONDON Ward's, Street Wag Club .Ilient 
LONDON West Hampstead Moonlight Club: 
Heretic 
LONDON Woolwrch Tramsherl The Syndiute 
+ Jive Syn..* 
MANCHESTER Gallery. Ain., 
MANCHESTER Hamm.. The Cult 
NEWCASTLE Anglo Asian Club Its Cruciel 
NOTTINGHAM Dome. Geschlecht AM 
OXFORD Apollo - Oasis 
OXFORD Pennylarthen: Sister Chicken 
PEEBLES Cross Keys Tr..., 
SOUTH NORWOOD Stanley Hall Dumpy's 
Rmty Nets 
STOCKTON Dovecot Ans Cistre Ouadrant 4 
SURBITON Assembly Rooms ..epa Michigan 
and General Smiley • Freddie McGregor 1 
Studio One Bend 
WATFORD Verulam Arms Clentelle 
WOKINGHAM Melton Road Cantle, House 
Hotel. Quo Soul Band 

ALDERSHOT West End Centre: Errol Clarke 
Trio 
BARROWHAVEN Canon Inn. ',urine Gillen 
Band 
BATH Moles Cl. Ray Sunshine and The 
Moonbeams 
BIRMINGHAM The Met amid A Witness 
BRECHIN RAF Edielli He Said She Sep, 
BRIGHTON Done Chris Rea 
BRISTOL Colston Hall *No * Oueensryche 
BURY. Eon Fmtival 
BURY DERBY HAI L. Folk music with Alistair 
Anderson 
CAMBERLEY Lakeside Clidi Fiat Lou 
CAMBRIDGE Sea Cadet Hall Wrat.hild 
CLITHEROE Swan A. Royal Hotel Big Beat 
DOUGLAS Suriguerlands Persian Risk 
DUBLIN SEX Echo SE The Bunnymen 
DUDLEY .1 El •s Wild Flowers 
EPPING Treetops ilotel Tony McPhm and The 
Groundhogs f Automatic Slim i Cosmic i 
THC Band 
GLASGOW Nrornoves The Cull 
GLASGOW Ventrn TrMegar i Chaser 
GUILDFORD Royal Nashville Teens 
HARROW Roxbrough Lyikkive 
HASTINGS Royal Vactorra Hidel Die Laughing 
HEREFORD Market Tavern XIX 
HIGH BARNET Old Bull Art,. Creme Pulse 
LEICESTER Ans Theatre Geschlecht Akt 
LONDON Bidborough Street. Camden Centre. 
WCI Miners' benefd with African Connection 
4 Barbs Lane f Seething Wells f Mark 
Irdivrurdy 

LONDON Breton Fridge. Alien Sex Fiend 
LONDON ',neon Lough.roug h Road. 
Lough [enough HOlel, Se/9: Frmkshow + The 
Crawdaddies 
LONDON Brown Old White Horse Pete Nu, 
Paul Rodgers. Testy As.,. Tony Narsh. Ted 
Emmett, Simon Piccard and John Prescet with 
impsorised jaw 
LONDON Camden Thnowalls Chris Wilson • 
The Exocets 
LONDON Camden Dublin Castle The Big 
Town Playboys I.. turing Ricky Cool 
LONDON Coronet Street Bass Clef. Ni. The 
Breakfast Band 
LONDON Covent Garden Rock Garden Dream 
Sequence i The Screaming Blue Messiahs 
LONDON Croydon Cartoon. Freehand 
LONDON Dover Street Wine Bar. WI Mr Clean 
LONDON Finsbury Park Si, George Rob,, Na 
Mow*. + Rock.' Robe. 
LONDON Fulharn Greyhound: Conflict i The 
Partisans 4 10 Guns 
LONDON Fulham Kings Head: 'ohn Otynry 
LONDON Green Lanes Pegasus, N16 slur. On 
The Loose 
LONDON Greenwich Tunnel Club. Big Chist 
Art Theman 
LONDON Hammersmith Broadway Clarendon 
Basement Bar The Milkshakes + Eleont 
Grandmothew 
LONDON Harlesden Mean Fiddler. West Coast 
•  •ncers 
LONDON Islington Hope and Anchor. Restless 
LONDON Kensington High Street Cale Emile I 
Wish 
LONDON Kings Cross Road Union Tavern: Jon 
Corbett. Nick Stephens and Roger Turner 
The Tap Donee O,00p4 Tier ..1.11BrdfhTITT 
LONDON I. argirooke Grove. The Elgin, XVII 
SIMPW Os 
LONDON Oval Locketers Steve Gibbons Band 
LONDON Pulney Half Moon: Chemlier, 
Brothers 
LONDON Oueensway Porchester Hall. W2: Ken 
Livingstones Campaign Party with Holloway 
Ants.,,, Billy Bugg and Julian Bahula's Bend 
LONDON Southampton Road Sr Dominic's 
Poor, NW), Float.Up CP 
LONDON Tolleiharn Court Road. Roebuck, 
The Living Room Nikki Suddm • The Loft 1 
Ivory Towers 
LONDON Wallhanutow Royal Standard 
Emerson Mee-A One 
LONDON Warrior, Street Mamuee, WI Bernie 
Torrne 
LONDON Wardour Street Wag Club: Black 
Market 
LONDON West Hampstead Moonlight Club. 
Sensible Jane. Mahn. Pep 
LONDON White Don Street Three Johns, Ni; 
The Dooniuns 
LONDON Woolwrch Thames Poly Nye Go 
Down To The Sea 1 Jesus and The Mary 
Chains 
MANCHESTER The wheel Awesome Precinct 
NASHUA White Bear. Blues Power 
NORWICH Whites: Lob. 
NOTTINGHAM Palais. All-night jamming 
session with Freddie McGregor I Michigan 4 

Smiley 
NOTTINGHAM Royal Centre Little Steven end 
Th. Dal.« Of Soul 
OXFORD Pennyferlbrog: Durnpy's Rusty Nuts 
SCARBROUGH Elven Home The Edge 
SHEFFIELD Limit Club The Mighty Wehl 
SLOUGH Fulcrum Centre Aswan 
STOCKTON Dovecot Arts Centre Dislocation 
Dame • Terraced House 
SWANSEA Coach House Wait Until Dads 
TORRINGTON The Plough Pendragon 
WEYMOUTH Pavillon Or.estre 
WHITEHAVEN Whae Horse Baby Tonteo 
WOKINGHAM Milton Road Ca., *louse 
Hotel: Zenith 

A4r4.107.44.7 15 

ASHBY Country Club Please T'Self 
BATH Moles Club: Rat Lux 
BIRKENHEAD Stairways Be. Tanino 
BIRMINGHAM Max's: Geschlecht AM 
BRACKNELL South Hill Park Arts Centre and 
Wilde Theatre. String Fever 
BRADFORD Library Theatre Ralph INcTell 
BRISTOL The Fleece n' Futon Hotwire 
BRISTOL Granary. A.m. 
BURY Folk Festival 
BUrTERWiCK Community Centre Prole 
DARLINGTON Ans Centre Pagan Ritual + 
Crucified By Christians 
DERBY Rock House Wrethchild 
DUBLIN SFX: EMo & ma Bonnymen 
DUDLEY .1.13.'s. Kissing Bandits 
FOLKSTON; Leas C1.11 Hall Aswad 
GLASGOW Bearcins The Revs 
GUILDFORD Royal The Trudy f The Shuffle 
HARLOW Snare One AWormtic Slim 
HEREFORD Market Tavern. Catch 22 
HIGH WYCOMBE Nag's Head: Nashville Teens 
Sou... Blues Band 

HUNTINGTON St hoe Centre: Tobruk 
IPSWICH The Thrasher. Runestaff 
LONDON Acton Vale Kings Arms. W3 
Jeannie's Beau 
LONDON Brodon Fridge Chevalier Brothers • 
Graffiti, 
LONDON Camden Di/Iowans Hank Wanglord 
Bend Klondike Pete 
LONDON Cann. Dublin Castle The Living 
Daylights featuring Ian Hunt and Jay Mindy 
LONDON Catlord Green Man, SE. Hit'n' Run 
LONDON Coronet Street Bass Clef, Ni 
Orchestra -Mira 
LONDON Covent Garden Alma Centre: James 
Denton 
LONDON Covent Garden Rock Garden The 
Exocelles 
LONDON Croydon Cartoon: Little Sister 
LONDON Dover Street Wine Bar, WI 
Mainstream 
LONDON Finsbury Perk Sd.orYle 
Lunchtime Gig: Gem. King Canes 
LONDON Fulham Greyhound: Eau; Tau + Selh 
And Explodes 

LONDON Glarlesmom Road Gladesmore Hall, 
N15. AS. Creel. 
LONDON Green Lanes Pegasus, N16 Bog Chief 
LONDON Grmnierch Tunnel Club. Steve 
Mersiott's Pack. Of Three 4 Cpl. Hen.. 
LONDON Hackney Chats Palace See You In 
Vegas 
LONDON Hammersmith Broadway Clarendon 
Basement Bar - In reek» O Twisted None 
LONDON Harleelen Mean Fiddler Terisim • 
Interstate BS Lied. Ginny I Texas Dancers 
LONDON Norts, Street Caper e s Cahn. SW1 
Adrian Mitnh&14 Lindsay ...Cr.. Bonnie 

And LONCEICO"va?rClclielerS Rick; 6.4'iro'hIrí'llric:. 
Town Pley.ys 
LONDON Oxford Street 100 Club. WI Blue 
Mien* Jan Onctt.5eta0 5511 Bruns/ill Jazz 
Men 
LONDON Putney Hall Moon St. Gibbons 
Bend 
LONDON River From at east of National 
Theatre, SE I Afternoon gig with The 
Breakfast Bend 
LONDON Rothe/01.e Police OlOrange. ST16-
Harry Gold end his Pieces 01 Eight 
LONDON South Bank Jubilee Garden, Danz 
LONDON Tottenham Cowl Road Roetiu. I he 
Living Room. Ninon, Ow Jesus Ar. Mary 
Chain o Bog Shed 
LONDON Wardour Street Marquee. WI Bernie 
Tonne 
I °NOON Wantour Street Wag Club Wan 
Metres with Hector 
LONDON West Hampstead Moonlight Club 
The Cult Mania. 
LONDON Woolynch Thames Poly Action Pact 

Ressers In The Dustbin + Toms MMnight 
Garden 
MAIDENHEAD Insure Centre Africa drought 
benefit gig with. Magic Mushroom Band 
Gecko Essence The Thin Une 
MANCHESTER Apollo Chris Rua 
MANSFIELD Lersure Centre Memuererle 
NEWCASTLE City Hall Iron Maiden 
NORWICH Whites Pauline Gann Band O The 
Host 
OKEHAMPTON Okeharnpton College 
Pendramn 
OLDHAM Orldies Hp« The Womb 

Pen g'X'FrIrD  Foe Enylacthrng Emerson 
PORTSMOUTH Poly. Sound System i Radical 
Dance 
READING Hexagon Sister Sledge 
SCUNTHORPE Crwc Baths Doctor and The 
Medics 
ST AUSTELL Cornwall Coliseum Die • 
Queermyche 
TONYPANDY Naval Club Liaison 
WARRINGTON Uno Hotel Durnpy,R.ty 
MIAS 
WISHAW Heathery Bar Tr.d.ger4 He Said 
Stre Said 
WOKINGHWA Milton Road Cantley House 
Hotel The Sewn Brolhers 

BIRMINGHAM 0.on Lieltetoi.nena.dlb, 
Disciples Of Soul 
BRISTOL Cole n Hall The Crusaders 
CARDIFF New Ocean Ballroom The Cult 
CARDIFF St Oavrds Hall Oasis 
CHIPPENHAIN Golifiggers Orchestra, 
Menowswes In The O. 
FALKIRK Burns liar. He Said She Said 
GLENROTHES Crown Hotel Transom 
IPSWICH Garment...Sledge 
KINGS LYNN The %erne,. Pauline Gillen Band 
LEEDS Adolph, The First International 
LIVERPOOL People's Festival A.. 
LIWRPOOL Saint Georges Hall The Mighty 
Wahl Asered The High Five 
LLANHARAN WC Swans.. Blues Bros 
LONDON Battersea Ans Centre. Hi Jinx 
LONDON Camden Ihnowalls Sunday 
auditions 
LONDON Camden Dub. Castle Stare 
Gibbons Band 
LONDON Coronet Street Bass Ciel. NiStan 
Robinson Chian., 
LONDON Coven, Garden Ro. Garden. Noe 
Noe Nitre. Ebb 
LONDON Croydon Cartoon. Gerry IdcAray 
Band 
LONDON Croydon Warehouse Theatre Basil, 
Balls-Up Band 
LONDON Deptford Albany Empire The Go 
Behdeens f Cut Loose 
LONDON T,nchlry Tor reiNlon Little Sister 
LONDON Fulham Greyhound Laughing Sam's 
Dice s Manifesto 
LONDON Fulham Kalgs Head. All People Are 
Mad 
LONDON Grmn Lanes Pegasus, N16 Ocean's 
Berea 
LONDON Hammersmith Broadway Clarendon 
Basement Bar Heretic 
LONDON HarnmersnuM Odeon Johnny 
Mathis 
LONDON Hammersmith Petals X -Niel 
Dourcheared New Model Mmy 
LONDON Harles.n Me, o Freldler 'nibs° Lady 
LONDON Herne Hill Half Moon Any Trouble 
A For try 
LONDON '<cutlet Town Bull And Gate The 
Meatiest Bend 
LONDON Oval Cricketers- King KNary f. Carol 
Grimes + me Crocodiles 
LONDON Oxford Street 100 Club. WI: GI.* 
Brass Intemetional 
LONDON Putney Half Moon: Per 
LONDON Romertothe Prince 01 Orange, SETA: 
John Bennett Mg Sund 
LONDON Royal ;mime, Hall Darts 
LONDON Stockwell Old Oueens Head: 
Jeannie's Beau 
LONDON War.ur Street Marquee, WI 

Wrnibledon Theatre• Alex. Sa le 
MANCHESTER Apollo Bobby Womack 
NEWBRIDGE Memorial Hall Liaimn 
NEWCASTLE City Hall: Iron Maiden 
OXFORD Apollo: Dint Oueens,Me 
SHEFFIELD Crucible Thew, Ralph MOM, 
WATFORD Local Bo/ ril Roark Pu111(.0UNe 
Blues Club: Brian Knight's Kick Out The Jams 
WILTON SALISBURY'Ihe Saddle Rooms 
liotwire 
WOKINGHAM Milton Roan Cantlev House 
Hotel/ Reel 
WORTHING Pavilron: Blank See Cossacks 
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BRISTOL Colston Hall, Orchestral Manoeuvres 
ln The Dark 
BRISTOL Yesterday's: Ralph Mobil 
EDINBURGH Coaslers, Lloyd Cor:And The 
Commotions 
EDINBURGH Playhouse Bobby W‘****' ' LEAMINGTON SPA Ker lys * 

LEICESTER De Montfort Ha • Echo rn d me 
Bennymen 
LONDON Camden Dingwalls Bandit ala 
.  e Pen!. Rist • 1nd 
L,LNDOandNii,C4i.m...de.hn [Ulm Car*tr Suger, Ray 

LONDON Chestenon Road Entenemer. W10. 
Bonk. 
LONDON Coronet Street Bass Clef. NI... 
Rosa Hunch)  
illOrND.ONP...Coven: ,.Gaenez.R.ocaGuarden. The 

LONDON' fins.. Park Se Ge - * 
Croydon Cartoon - Aran* Strang 

Knot Ray -• The Polarolds *r** 'one* 
LONDON Fulham Theyhound: Gon Mani« I 
Tonie Rimons 
LONDON Green Lanes Pages., N16. Blue 
1.wthin goys 
LONDON Greenvoch Tunnel Club: All Over 
London + Equals Three 
LONDON Hammersmeh Broadway Clamer 

11*, HBaarn1r nD******'e r sont h*gd ‘e'on -P.17Crt C**""ns 

LONDOLONDON Kensington High S"eer Calo Bo'''. 

Terra Hiles+ The dolc  
LONDON Kermsh Town Bull and G 
LONDON 0,11 Cricketers. BuddyGfe HBo rtiseThwe 
Grasahoppers 

LONDON Oxford Stret 100 Club. LONDON Pied Bull, NI. Agents or Paz e 

LONDON Putney Hall Moon: Mark Fo«°". M 
LONDON Rothnnier .,,Prince Of Oranurer* SETS 
King ,,, a . 
LONDON Wardour StreelTm'a Meruer, W1 Hat 
Lux 
LONDON Street Wag Club: El Sonido ,..  
D.  
OXFORD Apollo: ilwCrundars 
PURFLEET Circus Tavern FI 
SHEFFIELD City Hall. Iron Maiden 

Loo 

STAFFORD Gatehous Tt 

THATCHAM Silks Einers'oer e.'w C't WATFORD galleys • Sister Sledge • 

r   
AYR Pas I / lion. Lloyd Cole And The Gomme-

BELFAST New Vittoria: Elkie Brooke 
BELFAST Ulster Hall. W.A.S P W,atflcflild 
BIRMIGNHAM Odeon: Dia 
BRISTOL The Grana. Pau*lianr Gill's 
Dan«, 
DUDLEY J13.'s: Chase 
DUNDEE Fountain - T Meng nwnw 
IPSWICH Gaumont . M 
LEICESTER Palais: Pau;a'den h 
LEICESTER Proholation *Club Savannah Blues 
Band 
LEICESTER University The 
LONDON Camden Slot.,, (* Mer** 
avenue+ The Besant i'2 """1 T** C""'" 
LONDON Camden Merl n C 
LONDON Camden Palace. Th. "Ile; Cut "ws* 
LONDON Coronet Street Basse'll. NI: Eu. 

LONDON Covent Garden Rock Garden: The 
Soft Parada 
LONDON Croydon Cartoon. 'o Ca' 
LONDON Deotford Albany EmEppleo: DO ire: Test D. 
parientes 
LONDON Dover Street Wine Bar, WI Dia And 
TM n  

LONDON Forhern Greyhound White lance e ln 
Hill Hou. 
LONDON Greek Street Le Bear Bourn. WI 
Naked Lunch • Chokurn Child W H 
LONDON Green Lanes Pegasus, N16o. Jean• 
nies Beau 
LONDON Greenwich Tunnel Club. Col 
Hansen. 
LONDON Hammersmgh Broadway Cl 
Basement Bar. A Thou.. Miles Of eirriesn'hineen 
I' Parisienne Lifestyle 
liLONDON Haromeremgh Odeon Johnny Ma. 
bis 
LONDON Kensin Emrle Fear Of Fan., tee. High Street Cafe 

LONDON Kings Cross The Bell Emerson 
LONDON Oval Cnckelers Direct Hits -i-Purple 
Gang 
LONDON Oxford Street 100 Club, W1 erg 
Sound Rut/lent," 
LONDON Putney Half Moon: Mord.. mullen 
Bene 
LONDON RoMerhrthe Prince Of Orange. SE lb 
Saison.: Big pend 
LONDON Werdour Street Marquee. I W • 
LONDON Werdour Street Weg Cru, Thlard. 
den 
LONDON Woolwich Trarnshed. Sideway Look 

Light (Meade 
NEWCASTLE City Hall: Oasis 
NEWCASTLE Tiflenys. The M'1**** 
NOTTINGHAM Lyres Wine Bar , A Risers, 
NOTTINGHAM Rock Goy. Eche PyThser * Bunco' 
men 
OXFORD Apollo: Thchemeal Manoeuvres ln 
The Dark 
POOLE Ans Centre Wessex Hell 
PURFLEET Cacus Tavern, F. 's'Y.«* 
SWANSEA Penyrheol Centre ' l 'ph more u 
WATFORD Barley Stator Sludgeg«  

• SHAKATAK have confirmed dates for their 
forthcoming tour in November. which kicks off et Oxford 
Poly on November 2 and continues at Southport New 
Theatre (31. Boston Haven Theatre (4). Doncaster 
Gaumont (51. Manchester (6 venue to be confirmed), 
Paignton Festival Theatre (71, Poole Arts Centre 18). 
Basildon Festival Hall (9), Hatfield Forum (10), Croydon 
Fairfield Hall (11), Northampton Derngate Centre 113), 
Leicester Mr Kaisers (14), Harrogate Centre 1151, Slough 
Fulcrum Centre 1161, Bristol Colston Hall (17). Cardiff St 
David's Hall (181. Norwich Theatre Royal (19). Guildford 
Civic Centre 1201, Chatham Central Halls 121), 
Nottingham Theatre Royal 1221, Birmingham Odeon (23), 
London Hammersmith Odeon 1241, Ipswich Gaumont 
125). 

Additional dates to be confirmed soon. 

• ALIEN SEX FIEND have 
apologised to fans who 
turned up expecting lo see 
them at the Camden Palace 
on August 28. Apparently , in 
spite of extensive advertising, 
no date had actually been 
confirmed at the Palace and 
the band have no plans for 
playing there in the near 
future. They will however , b 
playing the Brixion Fridg e on 
September 13 and 14.  

• FRANK ZAPPA has added ay 
extra show to his London  
dates. He'll now also be 
playing Hammersmith Odeon 
on September 25. A new 
album will be released to tie 
is with the dates and details 
will be confirmed soon  

• M n o TPS:iaHir De pl ay 

aSe' rentee'mffble'rntd6°.nsudpatpeorte'd by 
New Model Army. The band 
will then be touring the USA 
and Europe to promote their 
new album ''Tocsin". 

• ASTRUD GILBERTO cornes 
in to play a series of live dates 
in October, following the  
release of a compilation 
album. "The Essentiel Asilad 
Gilberto", out on Polydor this 
month. 

She'll be appearing at 
London Barbican Centre 
(October 18), Lewisham 

rt 

CCB2ee:nunftcrreBeee"ril:2H2hea,/e.:IWnh'2,wdeDNN'iload1lve,,mnew.,:treeeh,Cag(wo.2nuo7,, ..guesting 

Cor,nfeatu Gerry 

Mull Bud di ,dgroyeasp1 ;G:h 3:(erekSHod.h. Sheffield e dta nse 2 BiC) y 

The Four Freshmen and 

Hall 

at the Barbican. 

• ZERO LE CRECHE are 
setting up a series of dates to 
promote their new single 
Lest Year's Wile". Dates 

confirmed so far am London 
Clarendon (September 241 
London Batcave (26/, 
Bournemouth Erics (27). and 
London 100 Club (October 2). 

• LLOYD COLE AND THE 
COMMOTIONS will now be 
playing Coventry Polytechnic 
on October 91not October 4 
as originally published). The 
band will also be playing 
Glasgow Pavilion on October 
16. 

• Due to the proposed 
London Transport strike (frorn 
midnight on September 11 to 
midnight on September 121 
Dingwalls are making 
arrangements for their 
Jamaican Reggae Special Io 
take place earlier than 
planned. The Studio One 
Band will be on stage al 
K.30Pm, followed by Papa 

Michigan and General Smiley 
at 9.30pm. The show will be 
over by 11.15pm, in time to 
catch tubes and buses 'rom 
Chalk Town and Camden 
Town. 

•hir.c 
have 

up 

their own dates at 

Si hl loOir W rec, enttheOtoeduor.rd band who supported Play 

Bradford 1 in 12 Club 
(September 20). Manchester 
Altic (211. Strafford Oreen  
Dragon (221, and Banbury The 
Mill (241. 

• THE MEMBRANES play a 
few dates to promote their 
single "Spike Milligan's Tage 
Recorder" at Newcastle  
Te.rlYs (September 181. 
Manchester Gallery (27) 
London Hammersmith 
Clarendon 129), London 
Marquee (30), Reading 
University (October 31. 
Liverpool University 1121 
Sheffield Leadmill (14). 
Oldham Oddys Club 1201, and 
Preston Clouds (November 2). 

• ROMAN HOLUDAY. whose 
laies, single, "Fire Me Up".  
has lust been released on the 
Jive label, play then first date 
this year at London Din walls 
on September 20. g  

• TORMO have confirmed 
two additional dates at the 
London Marquee on 
September 14 and 15. 

• 7Hlined up a 

playing 

have 

Leeds 

serres of dates in September 
prior to their European tour. They'll C ll b eCULT   

Warehouse (September 10) 
Sheffield Leadrnill 111) 
Newcastle Titfanys 1121, 
Manchester Hacienda (131 
Glasgow Nitemoves (14), 
Cardiff New Ocean Ballroom 
1161, Stafford Gatehouse 
Theatre (171, and London 
Camden Palace (18). 

• Germen singer GINA X 
makes her first London 
appearance since 1979 at the 
Camden Palace on October 
11. 

• QUEEN IDA and her Bon 
Temps Zydeco Band return lo 
the UK for two dates at 
London Dingwalls on 
Seplember 25 and 26. To 
coincide with the British 
dates, there'll be a new album 
released on Sonet entitled 
On A Saturday Nightn. 

• FIAT LUX will be playing 
the London Marque« on  
September 17, prior to the 
release of their new single 
"House Of Thorns", out on 
Polydor on September 21 

Marquee date is also 
b filmed for Channel 4 
The Marquee 

tickets are available now 
from the Marquee boa office. 

VERLAINE. 
• TOM VERLAINE follows up his recent album "cover" vvith a 
European tour this autumn, which includes two British dates. Verlaine 

and his band Jimmy Ripp on guitars, Fred Smith on bass 
and Jay Dee Dougherty on drums play Manchester Hacienda 

(October 31 and London Electric Ballroom 141. 
Further UK dates are planned and will be confirmed shortly. 

• ASWAD start their British tour this month, coinciding with the 
release of their single -54-46 (Was My Number)", first recorded by 

They have now added several new dates to the tour and will be Toots E. The Maytals. 
playing Liverpool Peoples Festival (September 161, Exeter Riv erside 
(19), Rayleigh Pink Toothbrush (October 3), and London Dominion 

Tickets for the London date are priced at 14.50 and f5.50. 

• AFRICA BAMBAATAA and The Soul Sonic Force With Shango arrive 

(21). 

in October for Meir first UK tour. To tie in with the tour dates, there'll 

be a new single released on October 12, entitled -Frantic Situation ', following up the recent "Unity" duet with James Brown. Dates 
confirmed so far include: Birmingham Powerhouse (October 21, Luton 
Pink Elephant (31, Manchester Hacienda 14), Strathclyde University 161. 
Bristol Studio (9), Leicester Poly (101, London HamMersrnith Palais 
(111, Nottingham Rock City (14), Brighton Top Rank (15), Southend 
Pink Toothbrush 1161. Tickets are available now from the various bov 

offices. The London tickets are priced at £4 00 and are available from 

the box office and usuel agents. 

• CUNT EASTWOOD AND GENERAL 
SAINT have added some extra da es 
to their current tour. Shows  
confirmed so far are: Rayleigh Pink 
Toothbrush (September 251, London 
Lyceum (261. Exeter University 
(October 12). Way Of The West will be 
guesting at the London date, and 
additional dates will be confirmed 
shortly. 

• GBH headline a mon, 
festival at the London Lyceum 
on September 30 They'll be 
supported by Peter And The 
Test Tube Babies' and 

, Angelic Upstarts the Toy 
Dolls and Chaos Doors pen 
early al 5 30pm eo and tickets, 
available now from the 
Lyceum box office and all 
usual outlets, are pnced at 
£3.50 

••They'l lSISTEbRe 

,Slf:DinG9Ethheav,: ndon 
added a second London show 
to their currenl UK tour  

Dominion on September 28 --
tickets are available glum the 
box office and all usual  
agents, priced al £5.50. E6.50 
and £7.50. 

• NAZARETH follow up their 
recent support dale with 
Statua Guo at Milton Keynes 
with a UK tour this autumn. 
A new album, "The Catch" 

will be released on 
September 21 to coincide 
with the tour. 
Tour dates: Nottingham 

Rock City (October 2), 
Barnstable Queens Hall (4). 
Bath University (51, Glasgow 
Mayfair (71, Edinburgh 
Coasters (81, Ayr Pavilion (101' 
Whitehaven Whitehouse 1111, 

Newcastle Mayfair 1121. Hull 
City Hall (13). Calmer Kerran9 
Heavy Malet Weekend (141,  
Cleelhorpes Winter Gardens 

rn (151. Slough Fulcru Centre 
1171, Manchester University 
119), Loughborough 
University (20). Leeds Cosm 
Club (211, Stafford Gatehouse 
Theatre 122). Birmingham 
Odeon Theatre (23), Worth' - g 
Assembly Rooms (25) 
Guildford Surrey University 
(26), St Albans City Hall (271, 
Folkestone Leas Cliff Hall 1281 
London Dominion Theatre 
(29). 
Support on all dates will be 

Swiss band Black Angel.  

band The Crew on a short 13 - 

he  

tdes(21-68: elO°.hedt l 41, Leeds eieulH'ne'RnDdrd:: ;:snoCe.DPI.::::h1 ipffNid: wnmon agdkHblv(e::: ;Pi g: I 1trop:: eh(8aan2;) d1:1e4h', (September 21,  am  
nie 

51, 
Ipswich Gaumont (271 Hull 
City Halt 128), Newcastle New 
Tyne Theatre (30) and 
Loughborough University 
(October il. 
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Dark s d 
After the haunting "Smalltown Boy" BRONSKI BEAT take sexual politics right to the edge with their daring new 
single, "Why". In America completing their debut album, they escort Helen FitzGerald through the shady side-
streets of New York. Pictures by Tom Sheehan 

T
HREE Smalltown Boys in 
The Big Apple. In town for 
only two weeks, yet 
they've already notched 
up some mighty 

adventures. Jimi's been roughed-
up on the subway, yesterday 
Larry joined in the celebrations at 
a circumcision, while Steve is 
agog with tales of jerk-off clubs 
and murky backroom goings on. 
Here to finish their debut LP — 
pointedly titled "Age Of Consent" 
— they've also been making the 
most of their free time. 

Larry and Steve are staying at the 
uptown Parker Meridien Hotel while 
Jimi roughs it at The Chelsea. 

"I wouldnae be comfortable here," he 
sneers, curling his lip at the tastefully 
expensive decor in Larry's bedroom. "All this 
is so false, so contrived, what with 
telephones in the bog and room service to 
wait on you hand and foot. I mean, it's like 
the whole rock 'n' roll myth come to life. 
"From a tower block in Camberwell to this. 

I tell you man. I'd rather sleep in the gutter 
than sleep here - not like these two lassies" 
- he gives Larry a none too playful dig in the 
ribs. "They enjoy being waited on, don't you 
dears?" 

Life in the Bronski camp can shift in 
seconds from being just that to painfully 
intense self-analysis. In between all the 
laughter, the carneraderie and the gossip. 
Jimi drops in references to suicide attempts 
and the psychiatric hospital his mother sent 
him to when he was 15. Plunged into new 
environments, facing pressures that mirror 
the agonising confusion of their 
adolescence, the trio are bonded by the 
strengths that pulled them through before. 
As Jimi says when you ask him how they're 
coping with all the attention, "If you can get 
through what we sing about you can get 
through anything." 
New York, with its vivid contrasts of 

opulence and squalor, seems to suit their 
ever-changing moods. Fascinated and 
repulsed at its hedonistic values, they've 
sampled the local delights with varying 
opinions. Jimi's still recovering from the 
subway attack, but it hasn't stopped him 
making new friends. This afternoon, he's 
meeting a boy to "go around the museums". 

"I want to see what they put in museums 
here - I mean, the country's only 200 years 
old yet there's a museum on every block. 
Getting punched on the subway was awful," 
he moans, 'This guy came up to me and 
demanded my bag an' when I wouldnae give 
it to him he just walloped roe! It was like 

something out of a film, I couldnae believe it 
could really happen in broad daylight. I was 
furious about it afterwards." 
"So furious that he cante straight back to 

the studio and recorded the best, most 
moody vocals of the album," Steve smiles 
quietly. He and Larry have had a less hectic 
time. 

After a few jaunts to the seedier gay clubs 
which they admit "were a bit much - even 
for us!" they've divided their time between 
the studio, hotel and The Pyramid Club 
where last night they went to.see 'This 
brilliant lesbian singer. She was singing 
really powerful songs. One of them was 
about the Pope, about how rich he is yet he's 
always condemning materialism and telling 
other people to combat poverty - she was 
great. ' 
"Some of the clubs were really weird." 

Larry sighs, "there's a place called the 
Mineshaft, they have a backroom where 
they're into harnesses and trusses - all that 
stuff. Some of the people there were too way 
out for words, real posers." 
"And there's the jerk-off club," Steve adds, 

a little bewildered, "where you can look but 
not touch. We went to all the places to find 
out what's going on here but in the end we 
decided it was pretty vacant - to coin a 
phrasal" 
-The circumcision was a lot more 

entertaining," Larry grins, "Real vaudeville. I 
was invited by a friend an' it was amazing, 
really tacky. All these Jewish Mamas 
videoing the event and crying and snapping 
polaroids of the big snip. Then afterwards 
they all tuck into iced cakes and sing songs 
and bitch about each other's hairdos. 

"I felt sorry for the poor baby. After all the 
indignity of the scissoring he got overlooked 
in the stampede for the buffet." 
"Maybe we should do a song about it," 

Jimi quips, "We could call it 'A Baby's Right 
To Choose'!" 
"Contempt in your eyes as I turn to kiss his 
lips, 
Broken l lie, an my feelings denied 
Blood on your fist." - "Why?" 
The cover says it all really, a shot of Jimi, 

arms wrapped agonisingly around bowed 
head, a picture of anguish and desperation. 
It's a far, far angrier single than "Smalltown 
Boy", sprung taut in an aggressive beat. A 
step forward from the confusion and 
isolation of that song, "Why?" kicks back 
viciously at the hypocrisy and misconception 
that makes their sexuality so generally 
despised. 
Written for a friend who was forced to flee 

the country by his young lover's parents, the 
song is also dedicated to the memory of 
Drew Griffiths, a gay playwright who was 
recently murdered in London. 
"He was stabbed through the heart 18 

times," Jimi relates sadly. "He was a great 
playwright, a really clever man. I met him 

once when t was working on a video project 
and t was so angry about how his death was 
treated, how the police and the press 
handled it. It was like - 'another queer's 
been murdered, so what? - it's all they 
deserve'. 
"The press really tried to sensationalise it, 

to dig up the dirt. I was just so disgusted by it 
all." He turns to stare out of the window, 
across central park and beyond. 
"You in your false securities, tear up my life, 
condemning me 
Name me an illness, call me a sin 
Never feel guilty, never give in." 
"Oh yeah, it's angry alright," he nods, a 

fragile figure fired with an urge to 
communicate all the pent-up hurt at once as 
if tomorrow might be too late. 'Those are 
the stages I went through and still feel. After 
the isolation - after you're made to feel like 
dirt, deviant and unclean, you realize that 
you're not alone and that's when the anger 
sets in. 

didnae mix with any straight people for 
a long time," he quietly shrugs, "I couldnae 
bring myself to, I felt a kind of blanket hate. 
Now I suppose I've got more perspective but 
it took a hell of a long time. 

"I think 'Why?' is going to be the decision 
maker for us," he muses, deftly changing the 
subject. "It's like - how much are people 
varied to accept about what we have to 
say 

here have been whispers that the single 
may be banned - lyrically the song is very 
specific - but Jimi reckons it won't happen. 
"We didn't write it to get banned or anything 
- that's too tacky for words, but we're 
prepared to get banned if that's how the 
powers that be want to play it. I'm not gonna 
make compromises for a bunch of wet 
cissies at the BBC. 

"It's not like our lyrics are smut - they're 
very personal, I don't see how anyone could 
take offence at them. I'm not sure after all the 
Frankie furore that they'd do that again 
anyway - the new tactic won't be to ban 
songs - they just won't play them. That way 
they have their own way and save face at the 
same time." 
"Mind you, the BBC aren't exactly fond of 

us," Larry giggles. "Not after our Top•Of The 
Pops' appearance." Jimi turned up wearing a 
tee-shirt picturing "two cowboys with their 
cocks hanging out" and there were a lot of 
furrowed brows until they realized that he 
was going to change for the cameras. 
"Then we had some problems in rehearsal 

- cos we were doin' it live," Jimi continues, 
"an' the producer there is like GOD - you 
don't talk back to him, but something went 
wrong and Steve started yelling at him that it 
was his problem, not ours, an' there was this 
deathly hush as if we'd committed some sort 
of heinous crime , 
-The best thing about doing TV is picking 

up the gossip from the make-up girls," Larry 

teases. "Like you learn who puts on their 
own make-up an' who they're fooling round 
with. We watched David Austin once - it 
took him an hour to get his eyeliner just 
right, we were in hysterics!" 
So how do they get on with the 

"celebrities" that they have to rub shoulders 
with? "Most otheLbands just ignore us an' 
hope we'll go away," Jimi laughs, "like that 
George Michael - he's just a big screaming 
raver - he'll probably sue me now but I 
dinnae care. 

"An' Spandau Ballet - they were sort of 
forcedly polite to us but they didn't really 
know what to say - I mean they're so bloody 
straight - they couldnae understand our 
humour at all!" 
They've just signed a publishing deal with 

Elton John's company - an event that sends 
them into paroxysms of laughter. Larry: 
"Elton's wonderful - but he has no idea how 
real people live at all. When he played 
Wembley Stadium he sent a huge limousine 
to pick us up - can you picture it? Pulling up 
outside this council block in Camberwell?" 
"We were mortified," Jimi howls. "All the 

local kids were staring so we dived out the 
door and into the car - I was so 
embarrassed, I mean imagine if anyone had 
seen us getting into this chauffeur-driven 
limo? But Elton's a great guy - when he met 
us he gave us all a big kiss - in front of his 
wife an' all 
"That gig at Wembley was crazy," he 

splutters. "We had our first taste of teenage 
hysteria there. These girls appeared from 
nowhere and mobbed us - I was terrified. 
Then one of Elton's bouncers reached out 
and pulled me over the barrier by the scruff 
of my neck - oh, the indignity of it all! 
"He's flying us out to Colorado this week 

to have some publicity pictures taken with 
him - the whole private jet treatment, it's a 
whole different world." 

But if the Bronskis have been inadvertently 
exposed to the temptations of the high life, 
it's made them even more determined to 
avoid the contaminations of success. Steve 
and Larry might be staying at one of the best 
hotels in town but it's more to ensure 
comfort while they're working than to 
display their new status. The celebrity 
lifestyle for them would be alien and 
uncomfortable. 

All Jimi wants to wear on his sleeve is his 
heart. "I suppose people think we're really 
going to get into it," he frowns. "Like, most 
gays we meet really support us but we meet 
some bitchy queens who're just waiting for 
us to sell out, to go for the soft option 
because it's safer. 

"If we make money I'd like to buy me 
mammy a wee house and get something 
done about her arthritis - but I don't want 
anything for myself. We won't be buying 
penthouse flats in St John's Wood - you can 
be sure of that." 
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My man love my first love 

My dourness and pain 

My bong, my deceiving 

My rivers Reno on crying 

My Father my action man 

My hiding in the crowd 

My Mother My Sisters eyes 

My seniors and their prying 

My freedom, my prison cell 

My tempting to destroy 

My fantasies, my lost control 

My confusion. disillusion 

My hem my schoolboy 

My physical abuse 

My loneliness, my aching brain 

My pounding in the head 

Machismo, my manhood 

My wanting test to scream ... 
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"Our main ambition at the moment is to 
get our own studio together," Steve adds, 
"maybe put it together slowly. We'd like to 
have somehwere of our own to work in. It'll 
take a while to get it together - but that's 
really all we want" 
Jimi springs to his feet with an apologetic 

gesture. "I must be away now. I'll see you 
later," and he disappears to a prearranged 
tryst. 
Steve and Larry seem a little 

uncomfortable when he's gone. They lapse 
into playful camp banter to fill the gap. "Pass 
us the coffee then dear," Steve pouts. "Oh all 
right girl," Las giggles, retreating then into 
the bathroom to emerge clutching a sachet 
of henna and placenta shampoo. He wants 
my advice. 
"D'you think t should use it? I mean, what 

species of placenta do you think it is? Sheep? 
Well how do they collect it? Do they follow 
them round with buckets or what? I think I've 
got a right to know what I'm putting on my 
head after all." 
He reaches into a drawer, pulling out a bag 

of grass. As he pores over the contents Steve 
explains why they've chosen to record in 
New York. 
-We didn't have to but it seemed like a 

logical decision. We wanted to work 
uninterrupted an' if we'd done it at home 
there'd have been interruptions all the time, 
phone interviews or meetings or the like, and 
we couldn't have handled that. We don't 
work like most bands, we do a strict nine to 
five, the whole 24 hour rock 'n' roll scene 
would drive us crazy - an' we're bad enough 
as it is! This way we've kept pretty well on 
schedule. 
"Also Mike Thorne lives here, prefers to 

work here and he's got a Sinclavair system, a 
kind of digital keyboard that he uses in the 
production like another instrument. He's also 
got customised modular systems here that 
he's had designed specially for treating 
different sounds. In all, it just seemed better 
for us to come over here. Also the 
excitement of new locations seems to have 
given us added energy." 

N
0-ONE has to remind the Bronskis 
that they've garnered 
phenomenal accolades on the 
strength land howl of a 
spectacular debut single but, 

despite playing a handful of gigs, they're still 
seen as.very much an unproven commodity. 
The LP will be expected to prove the width of 
their talent. 

"Aye, we're very aware of that," Steve 
nods, "We're aware of the fact that having a 
successful single so early creates an added 
pressure to come up with a great album. 
We've tried to texture it without being too 
'clever'. Simplicity means a lot to us, more 
than technical expertise or showing off. I 
wouldn't even say we're wonderful 
musicians but I think we've done a pretty 
good job, wouldn't you say Larry?" 
"Aw hell," Lar grins, springing off the bed 

to flick the tiny Walkman speakers on the 
dressing table. "Have a listen to this." 
The voice that curves from the twin boxes 

has in turn been described as "unreal". 
"ethereal-, "vibrant", "sinewy" and 
"electrifying" - but just wait till you hear 
Jimi's magnificence on "Need A Man Blues". 
Transfixed by sweet smoke and his hypnotic, 
torchy blues, we three just sit as both meet 
and curl around the room. The harmonies on 
"Ain't Necessarily So" raise gooseflesh, 

pitching from gentle to swell into the 
backdrop of the Pink Singers, a gay male 
choir recruited specially for this song and the 
rapturous "I Feel Love". 

"Pretty good eh?" Steve asks as the tap 
dancing chorus of "Heatwave" recedes into 
silence. He can't hide the proud glance at his 
partner and there's no reason why he 
should. 
"Age Of Consent" is the moodiest, sexiest, 

most haunting collection of songs I've ever 
heard. Sade can eat her heart out, these guys 
make her look like a tuppenny busker. Jimi 
Somerville has a natural style that relegates 
the competition to amateur status. One witty 
scribe called him the Pavarotti of the pop 
world and that's not as wild as it seems. 

Satiated, our little group disperses for the 
night. "Sweet dreams," Larry whispers as we 
depart to the sanctuary of our own beds, 
"see you in the morning." 

Isnaking aulne snougni. make it as varied as possible - that's what 
we want to do y'know, to do things 

F
RIDAY. Wake up to a blue-rinsed 
Ronald Reagan on breakfast TV •. 
pledging his undying support for the 
common man. Bronski Beat rise 
early and saunter down to the studio 

where Mike Thorne's busy mixing "I Feel 
Love" through tiny Yamaha speakers on the 
desk. He's proudest of that song, admits to 
being "petrified" at the idea of re-working it. 
"Covering 'Ain't Necessarily So' was 

easier but 'I Feel Love' was such a classic hit 
and so recent that t knew we had to do 
something special to make it a little 
different.' 
Weaving in an eerie line of "Johnny 

Remember Me" injects the added piquance 
that's the difference between a cover and a 
great cover version. There's a lot of similar 
stylish flourishes to the album, little extras 
that make a difference. A cello here, an 
Uptown Horns sax there, never too obtrusive 
to interfere, they merge to bolster the 
Bronski Beat soul. 
"The best thing about it," Jirni murmurs, 

"is that people will realize that not all our 
songs are about being gay - which is a 
popular misconception. The other songs 
aren't fillers either - we're just as pleased 
with songs like 'Junk' and 'No More War' as 
we are with the more gay orientated ones. 
"You know, Marc Armond's my hero?" he 

grins, changing tack. "I just think his voice is 
so pure, there's.so much emotion and drama 
in it. My fave is 'Baby Doll' off the 'Falling 
Apart' album - there's so much anguish in 

'But Jimi's vocals on the LP far outrank 
even Marc's purity, though he's shy about 
admitting it. 
"Och I am really pleased with how my 

voice turned out - I've been holding and 
sustaining notes that I've never got before, 
l'ene lot more confident now, I suppose 
that's why. I get a real kick out of it now-
daring myself to see how long or how high I 
can get." He laughs and glances at the other 
two who're giggling and ruffling each other's 
hair in a corner. Has he had to have any 
voice care, taken any lessons to help his 
throat take the strain? 
"Not yet, but when I get home I'm gonna 

find a voice trainer. Not to change my voice, 
just to teach me how to take care of it. That's 
one thing that frightens me," he whispers, 
"the thought of losing the ability to sing. 
-I'm glad you like the record," he says, 

differently every time? The next single after 
'Why?' will be 'Ain't Necessarily So` - I don't 
want people to form a set opinion of us in 
any way:. 

But obviously there's a special pertinence 
in their songs of spurned affection and 
confused emotion. Bronski Beat will always 
be campaigning to change the basic 
misunderstandings of the realities of being 
gay, that will always fire the core of their • 
songs. "It still amazes me how some people 
visualize gay life," says Jimi, shaking his 
head sadly. "They see it as being sex in 
public toilets and cruising nightclubs and for 
some reason they can't see anything beyond 
that. But we're humans too. We have 
emotions just like you ... 
"When I was 15 my mammy sent me to a 

psychiatrist, to a mental hospital," he 
continues. "I'd tried dol,,' myself in. I was 
really tucked up. I stayed there for a week to 
see if they could change me - after that I 
walked out. I guess that was the day that 
changed my life, t just decided to hell with 
what anyone else thinks, I'm going to be and 
do what I want. My mam realised after that 
that I wasn't mad; she's really great now, she 
meets my boyfriends and she's dead proud 
of the band." 

"You're lucky," Steve sighs, -my family 
don't talk about me being gay at all - but 
they love the fact that I'm successful." 
"You think that's bad?" Larry pipes from 

the couch. "Mine didn't even know until they 
read about it in our interviews!" 

Bronski Beat handle the politics of the 
music very well; they never overstate their 
case, always illustrate through personal 
experience. Sometimes listening to their 
songs is as painful and embarrassing as 
being caught reading someone else's diary. 
They drive their message home with a 
dignity that's lacking in most bands. 
"You and me together, fighting for our love 
Can you tell me Why?" 
"If we weren't singing about personal 
experiences it'd probably sound very 
contrived," Jimi nods, "but I don't think we 
have to convince anyone that it's done from 
the heart, not tor some sort of political 
advantage. We're not speaking 'on behalf' of 
any movement at all just for ourselves. 
"We've got so much to do," he groans 

when asked about their immediate plans. 
"We've got to make a video for the single - I 
don't want to say too much about it but 
though the lyric is specific the video will 
encompass more general oppressions. 

"It's set in the future," he teases, "and in 
the end we all get turned into pillars of salt". 

Like Lot's wife fleeing Sodom and 
Gomorrah? 

"Sort of," they grin. 
"We'd like to do a small tour of the gay 

clubs at home - we'd intended to but then 
Larry got sick," Jim, enthuses. "We're not 
the kind of band who could do big tours but 
if we could find the right places to,play we 
could do something rip 
Were they pleased. et the success &the St 

James' Church gig in London? 
"I enjoyed that the best - we all did," 

Brian replies." I'm sure some people thought 
it was blasphemous - three queers 
screaming their hearts out in a church, but 
mostly the reaction to it was brilliant." 

"If we play live the songs will be structured 
differently," Steve interrupts, "we may use a 
few extras, some percussion or occasional 
backing vocals. we've just got so much to 
sort out in the next few weeks." 

"I'm just looking forward to going home 
and taking things easy while we get the 
chance, the next few months are going to be 
hectic," Jimi grins. "I dinnae think things are 
ever going to be normal again." 
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U2 PRIDE 
(In the name of /ove) ) 

SINGLE OF THE WEEK 
U2, "Pride" (Island). 
SOMEHOW. we've missed this one so far. Suits me, cos now I can review it. "Pride" is U2's 
best single ever. I think, benefiting greatly from Eno Daniel Lanois' hard hitting but beautifully 

shimmering production. U2 Eno was a pairing which sounded faintly absurd on paper - after 
all, Bonos mob aren't renowned for their art school pranksterishness or their conceptual 

buffoonery. Also, anybody calling a record "Pride" and adorning thosleeve with a portrait of 
Martin Luther King and some of his visionary verbalising is looking for trouble in the normal 
way of things, but they've made it happen here. "Pride" is a tribute to the great King, and 

isn't swept away in the comparison praise indeed. Bono keeps a firm grip on that boyish 
vibrato, letting rip on the stirring chorus, while the magnificent Edge lays down a cleanly' 

struck box•barrage of characteristically gorgeous hanging chords and metronomic echo. 

Beneath. Larry and Senbr Clayton provide firm, purposeful rhythmic undercarriage. 
The most encouraging thing about this fine record is that it finds U2 kissing off their 

occasionally embarrassing outbursts of quasi-metallic preachifying in favour of a genuinely 
architectural nobility. Leadership by example. Interesting B side too - the instrumental 

"Boomerang-l" bustles edgily through equatorial lands like a strange brew of Enoid Talking 
Heads and Simple Minds circa "Sons And Fascination". "Boomerang II" similarly, but with 

vocals marked misterioso. Pass me the new album. Jeeves sounds like a renaissance 
coming on. 

monism BEAT: -Why?" 
(London). 

IT might be that Bronski Beat 
possess a deal more steel than one 
had given them credit for. They 
certainly can't be accused of 
making life easy for themselves, as 
the lyric to this new single testifies 
- "Contempt in your eyes as I turn 
to kiss his lips". "You and me 
together fighting for our love". All 
rather twisted and tragic, 
especially when sung by those 
painfully keening vocals (the 
song s dedicated to rnuroered gay 
playwright Drew Griffiths). Like 
Soh Cell before them, the 
Bronskinglons suit this frugal 
format better than most, basically 
because they've had the guts to go 
the whole hog and tough shit il 
you don't like their angle. What 
would be predictable 
electroboredom in more 
ineffectual outfits here takes on 
the status of obsesston, building 

busily towards a tense ana 
involving climax. Pretty damn 
good. 

FRIDA: "Shine" (Epici. 
YIP, the one from Abbe who's 
spent some time holed up in Paris 
with Steve Lillywhite at the faders. 
The latter has given the gel a crisp 
"modern" sound, though rife with 
echoes of Peter Gabriel for some 
reason, but has left the voice out in 
the cold a little. Ike bass grunts 
and the guitar slashes away. but 
Frida might as well be a Fairlight 
for all the personality that seeps 
through. Maybe it's just a rather 
ordinary song. Dull, really. 

P. P. ARNOLD: "Electric Dreams" 
1101. 
YIMINY, not the P.P. Arnold. 
surely? But yes! More 
soundttackery, of course, from the 
movie of the same name which 
will doubtless mean another 

couple ot archipelagos for Mr 
Branson. The song, co.written by 
that Boy George and somebody 
called 'Pickett ', is an efficient little 
stomper, produced here with 
panache and a steely grip by the 
great Don Was. Pianos clang and 
drums go "thwack ," M that way of 
theirs, andOord) there's even a 
guitar solcaaf much bluesfulness 
(by Peter Frampton!). P.P. herself 
has one of those huge belling 
voices winch take the cones out of 
speakers, complete with a great 
gulp in strategic places and a 
vibrato which would flatten 
corrugated iron. If this becomes a 
monstrous hit I wtll la) not mind in 
the slightest nor (b) be a bit 
surprised. Endorse. 

NITUME: "Prime Time" (Epécl. 
BEAUTIFULLY produced maim. 
seventh funk.slapper, kilted out 
with a nice sepia-like sleeve 
depicting classic scenes from 
Forties New York (alluring but 

almost completely irrelevant). 
More atmospheric than anything 
- boy-girl voices are terse and 
faintly hunted, while there's a real 
tactile thrill in the lovely gritty 
twang of the bass and the clipped 
throaty clucks of guitar. 
Mysterious and more than a little 
hypnotic... Mum° will make 
zombies of us all. There's a sense 
of minimalism about this record 
which would make the Chic boys 
weep. I shouldn't wonder. 

SADE: "Smooth Operator" (Epic) 
THE feline latin pulse is ve, mee, 
and so is the greasy introductory 
saxophone Sade also sings quite 
a bit better than pop stars are 
supposed to, and fits herself aptly 
into an arrangement featuring 
swishing strings and jabbering 
rhythm guitar. As the five-and-a-
half absorbing minutes of 
"Smooth Operator" drift to a 
close, the band kick abruptly into a 
piece called "Red Eye", which 
provides scope for whet t behave 
janers might term "a blow" 
(Plano, sax, percussion. etc). This 
lot are too pop.minded to be really 
driven by demons and their 
playing is stodgy and a little 
muffled. However, they have time 
on their side, as the saying goes. 
Sade and co certainly aren't bad 
people to have around in this age 
of plastic food and music to match. 

TINA TURNER: "Better Be Good 
To Me" (Capital). 
TINA, undergoing the obligatory 
mid-life overhaul for the long trek 
to Las Vegas. sounded exactly like 
Kim Carnes on 'What's Love Got 
To Do With It". This, another 
culling from Tina's "Private 
Dancer" album, owes not a little to 
that old trouper Bob Seger. Her 
voice has been stripped down to a 
gutteral bark in many places, while 
it gets tangled up in a riptide of 
synths and glistentng guitars for 
the choruses. Tina is (or was) 
capable of real nail-biting drama. 
but there's a whiff of soap opera 
about tnis whicn suggests she 
may be completely white by about 
1986. Tawd, 

DIANA ROSS: -Touch By Touch" 
(Capitol). 
INSTANT dime vu Capitol seem 
to be busily "'Manning" Diana too, 
or should that be vice versa? Diana 
is white already, of course.. This is 
a slight, trivial and genuinely 
feeble attempt at plastic calypso, 
in which any identity which might 
have been hovering has been 
sandbagged by screeching guitars. 
idiotic synth and the son of 
drumming Joe Frazier would 
rightly be proud of. What Diana 
needs most of all these days is a 
conscience. 

SHAKIN' STEVENS: "A Letter To 
You" (Epic). 
BRIGHT, breezy and 
comprehensively appalling, Shaky 
is kitsch. Lord knows how anybody 
can sing a lyric like this Il want 
you to know that I took a rainbow 
and sent it off in a letter to you") 
Vera Lynn managed it. but things 
were different then. The umpty-
tumply . beat is absolutely 
infuriating, and could play hell 
with many people's daily routines. 
Will Kid Jensen be playing this 
early in the morning? I couldn't 
bear to find out. 

FREDDIE MERCURY: "Love Kills" 
(CBS). 
COME off at "From the Original 
Motion Picture Soundtrack 
metropolis '?!II I Personalty I 

can't watt to see Freddie as Rhett 
Butler in the brand new hip-hop, 
style remake of "Gone With The 
Wind-Up" bust imagine the 
burning of Atlante in Oueen's next 
video). This is a collaboration 
between FredMe,baby and Giorgio 
Moroder, and is a 50 carat non. 
song suspended inelegantly over 
the predictable electronic bloop-
and.muner rhythm track. 
Goshdarn. money for old rope 

once you're up there, isn't it? 
Blarney for robots, hand-built by 
Turkish waiters. Glurp. Frankly my 
dear, I couldn't give a !that's 
enough - Ed). 

ADAM ANT "Apollo 9" (CBS). 
WELL, you have to admit he's a 
fryer. Here today, gone tomorrow, 
and back again the day after. Why, 
the fellow's a human yo-yo! 
Funny, I'd swear I saw Ant strolling 
along down by Regent's Park only 
the other morning, deep in 
conversation with an unknown 
party. Marco's still here so the 
guitars still sound hke something 
Mack & Decker are desperately 
trying to forget. Adam looks 
terribly cute on the sleeve, dressed 
dramatically in multizipped flying 
suit and snarling rather prettily. 
Ooold The song plonks along in 
his familiar kindergarten syle, kind 
of like Gary Glitter but not quite so 
ham-fisted. It is rumoured that 
Americans love this man, probably 
because he's so desperately tacky. 
Send in the cheerleaders. 

SCREAMING DEAD: -The Dense 
Macabre Collection" (Angel 
Records). 
NOT so much a single, more of an 
EP. Screaming Dead (since t . 

they) sound like a petulant baby 
Clash with honking saxophone 
papering over any cracks which 
may appear in their hechssimo 
attack. "Sister Crow" is especially 
raucous. while "The Lovers" goes 
through slower'n' quicker bits If 
this was about seven years ago. 
Screaming Dead would be hailed 
as revolutionary 

HANOI ROCKS: "Underwater 
World" (CBS). 
MET some Finnish people on 
holiday recently, and it wasn't 
altogether a pretty site they had 
trouble choosing between floor 
and ceiling. and prattled on about 
AC/DC endlessly in terrible 
English. Still. I expect I'd be a bit 
peculiar of it was dark all the time 
and Russia was lust down the 
road As for the Rocks, their latest 
single comes over a Mlle 
Stoogish, a slow stalker with 
dizbusting guitars (massed) and 
gutteral, aggressive vocals. 
Actually. It's rather good it has 
some weight, something you 
couldn't say for Visage, for 
example This one has caught old 
derby in two minds "Actually I 
prefer the B side," she tells me. I 
don't. owned. 

THE MELODY MAKERS: "Rock h 
Baby" (EMI America). 
CYNICS have suggested that this 
lot chose their name merely in 
order to appear regularly in this 
paper (though such a tactic could 
cause problems over at crusty old 
NINE). This is a song by Bob 
Marley, performed by his offspring 
pleasantly enough but without real 
snap or zing. Frankly, not one of 
Bob's more incandescent 
moments 

TWO MINDS CRACK: -The Hunger 
And The Greed" (Sedition). 
TWO Minds Crack. brought to you 
originally on the Maker's own 
Playback album. Erre bring us 
their bona fide debut single and 
it's ... tedious (of course, this is 
the sort of language which has 
brought about the death of pop). 
Spiritual guilt and matters of angst 
astde, this id a whining little piece 
which sounds too damn miserable 
to be taken very seriously. In all 
the respects which matter, a non-
starter. 

THIS MORTAL COIL, "Kangaroo" 
14ADI. 
SOMEBODY'S pulled a fast one 
here, since This Mortal Coil 
doesn't bear the slightest 
resemblance to the "Song To The 
Siren" classic. But never fear. 
since "Kangaroo" is another weird 
and haunting operation, this time 
a song by Ales Chilton taken 
slowly but surely among 
lugubrious autumnal cello and 
thick dark bass. Voice es courtesy 

of Gordon Sharp (of Cindytalk, 
apparently), and he pitches like an 
antelope. Intriguing little morsels 
Itke these are becoming 
increasingly necessary at a time 
when most everything has to be 
ratified by a lowest common 
consensus. Well done, ivo. 

CUNT EASTWOOD & GENERAL 
SAINT: "Last Plane (One Way 
Ticket)" (MCA). 
CLINT and the good General seem 
like jolly chaps, always ready for a 
sett and a quick skank before 
opening time Usual checklist 
applicable here - wailing voices, 
scattergun percussion, off-colour 
brass and unruly blurts of bass. 
"Last Plane" speaks in big bright 
daubs of colour like a travel 
agent's Caribbean poster, and 
should bring a little toy into your 
dull old living room Be nice to 
these boys now , 

CHEVU "Give Me More" (Fourth & 
Broadway). 
YEA, a veritable riot of West Indian 
revelry. Percussion rattles along 
like a tram on ice, some sort of 
keyboard gives it maximum 
Mighty Wurimer, and the horns 
sound bent and tarnished. A hymn 
to Winches life and the toys of 
Soca. No mention of D. Gower and 
squad, which is very n'ureifus of 
him. Phew ... a trifle pacey tor an 
English autumn 

THE WOLFGANG PRESS: 
"Scarecrow- NADI. 
TITLES etc are all provisional, 
since details are confusing. But we 
know that "Deserve" is huger. 
pointing sub-blues (lab and 
clatter), notable mostly for artless 
voice and rising tide of 
rheumaticky organ "Respect" - 
drunken shoo-woppy girls and 
pinlpgin backing track, like wailers 
caught in a crossfire "Ecstasy" 
broody organ in smoke.filled 
room. accusatory bassline. Ends 
up faster. murkier and not very 
°movable. 

SHAKATAK: "Won't Blaine h On 
Love" (Polydor). 
WOULD-BE punters are wracked 
by the question, Are Shakatak 
MOR, This shouldn't matter, 
natcho, but you know how il rs.. 
lust a short step from slick to 
schmaltz This is both smooth 
lyric and melody, Brycreem beat, 
puréed vocals as charamerful as 
the average politician. There in 
also a piano solo, as suave as you 
can imagine and probably more. I 
dunno music for the terminally 
wealthy who dorent go for cheap 
thrills any more. 

JOE JACKSON: -You Can't Get 
What you Want 1011 You Know 
What You Wane (A&M). 
FOR all his much,gasped-over 
changes of pace, location, formal, 
style and clothes, Joe Jackson's 
songs still sound exactly the 
bloody same to me. Despite the 
chivvying funkoid rhythm guitar 
and rude bellows of brass, you 
could still transplant mis Goad 
dog of a song on to loes debut LP 
and be none the wiser There's a 
long, meandering and lethally 
drab ¡au guitar solo in the middle 
(as usual, tan guitarist drops dead 
of tastefulness), while on the back 
of the sleeve, Jollin' Joe still looks 
like a football with a facial hair 
problem about which he's none 
too pleased. Garni 

FLESH FOR LULU: "Restless" 
IPolydor). 
FLESH For Lulu one of those 
narnes-most•likely-to which are 
always hovering in the air but 
continue to float just out of the 
corner of your eye, somehow. This 
could be indebted to the Furs 
before Butler "cleaned up his act" 
- ie, gruff brawling rock with rude. 
sounding girl backups, kicked 
along with a certain swagger. Apt 
Idle, oddly, since it's always itchy, 
can't quite settle down. won't 
relax. Saved from Rutsville by 
intimations of humour. Hit? Doubt 
it. but so what. Strangely lokeable. 
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BIG JAY NIMBLY 

FROM HARLEM TO 

CAMDEN Ace CH111 

MOST R&B stars from the late 
Forties don't sound too hot 
today. Tenorman Big Jay 
McNeely not only sounds 
evectly the same, but he still 
wears shouting shins, fat 
pants, and a conk-job process 
slick at the sides and piled like 
whelks on top of his head. In 
person, he is a genuine 
leaping lout of the Last of the 
Razor Reeds school. 

It's impossible to listen to 
this marvellously ballsy 
album without getting a 
mental picture of the man, 
eyes rolling lewdly, knees 
knocking in mock fear at his 
depthcharging low As - 
plenty of them on Earl 
Bostic's "Harlem Nocturne- - • 
groin attacking empty air to 
illustrate some nuance of 
longing in the lyric, and arm 
upraised to cue a sustained 
scream from the saxophone. 
Even m a British studio, this 
cat comes on live. 

Followers of the honkers 'n' 
screamers will dig Big Jay like 
they dug Willis "Calor" 
Jackson, Bull Moose Jackson, 
JeanSaptiste Illinois Jacque, 
some names, huh? - Flip 

Phillips, Jack McVea, Herb 
Hardesty or King Curtis. The 
saxophone avant-garde hit on 
some of their more extreme 
noises, and built a different 
aesthetic out of the limits, 
posing the gut from the 
bucket of backbeat, but tfig 
Jay believes in earthino his 
honks to the dance floor. He 
would have trouble scoring 
an Arts Grant: Jacksons 
generally do. 
Melodrama is his meat. 

Listen to the outsize 
whinnying on Jimmy 
Forrest's"Night Train", the 
phlegmy purrs and 
declamatory open-throttle 
gulps of emotion. Part of his 
shtick is to sound end-of-
tether. falling off the cliff of 
"good taste' and recovering 
himself with rocket assists. 
"Get On Up" - "Gill Oit!" - 
sounds like a drill intructor in 
a knocking-shop. 

"Just Because" is the Big 
Jay lender mood, which 
means plenty stutter and a 
squashed plaintive tone 
which conjures up the 
sentimental side of circuses. 
Backing group are fine, pump 
it up and keep out of the way 
of the juggernaut. 

•BRIAN CASE 

GEORGE DARK0 
HIGHLIFE TIME 

WANDE 
ORCHESTRE JAZIRA 

NOMADIC ACT1VMES 

POP'S current flirtation with 

African music could prove to be 

a dangerous business. Having 

conditioned teenage Western 

ears to unvarying four-on-the-
floor and the muffled sound of a 

rolled-up raincoat in the bass 

drum, pop has suddenly 

unrolled the rhythmic menu. 

African rhythm is linked to 

language, with varieties of pitch 

and timbre determining 
meaning, and it delights in 
conflict and interplay between 

two and three times, a pretty 

tricky clap-along for the average 

head-banger. 

One could say that Orchestre 
Jazira have hedged their bets, using 
- besides a battery of balafons, 
congas, talking drums and 
ideophones - the conventional trap 
set, but Nigel Watson uses it 
discreetly, and seldom for simplistic 

good-foot emphasis. The main 
percussive thrust here comes from 
hand drums, a lilting forearm 
flexibility skipping across the 
melodies rather than the usual 
Western bicep bash from one 
speaker. And the range of sounds is 
glorious. 
Much of African tradition has been 

jemmied open by now, of course. 
Memphis Slim once told me of his 
disappointment in finding the Dark 
Continent peopled with B. B. King 
imitators. Burundi music, for 
example, developed some incredible 
vocal 'instrumental' techniques to 
compensate for the lack of horns - 
buzzes, ululations, whoops and 
rapid alternations between chest 
and head tones: this lot use a horn 
section. Must do today. 
Contrary to popular opinion, 

African singing has always 
predominated over drumming, and 
there's plenty of thrilling examples 
here of complex polyphony as well 
as the expected call-and-response. 
The circular repeating patterns of 
the chorus are typical, implying 
community and continuum where 
we go for individuality and package. 
The only tracks I didn't like were 

"Happy Day", which was veil, 
obvious, but partly redeemed by an 
Albert Aylerish sax solo, and 
"Winnipeg My Leg" which I hope 
was a joke. Bracketed by radio 
announcements like a Roland Kirk 
indulgence, it fields absurdly rooty 
sax and absurdly gipsy violin. 
Everything else was marvellous. 
"Games We Used To Play", like 

most tracks, uses the trombone, alto 
and tenor as a fanfare, and mobilizes 

DESER1 

Beggars Banquet BEGA 56 

the main rhythmic-melodic interest 
in the drums, guitar and solo-and-
chorus vocals. The latter play 
tension games. running the 
response so close on the tail of the 
solo call that it threatens to turn into 
a canon at times. "Mr Lulle" has a 
big-skip catch in it that should get 
the heads thrusting on the necks, 
while "Money" - besides a duet for 
falsetto and balafon, startlingly 
gleeful guitar and poking horn 
unisons - changes tempo and 
manner on several occasions. 

"Adowa" is almost a crooning 
lullaby, the sort of forlorn, emberish 
song tribesmen sing for themselves. 
Most of the songs are in African and 
deal with subjects removed from my 
preoccupations, influential spiders, 
for example, and chaps bemoaning 
the discomfort of animal bites. 

It's a very pleasant album, and 
immediately danceable provided 
you're prepared to let your legs 
listen. If you like the idiom, you 
might like to check out the 
Brotherhood of Breath, which first 
introduced Britain to jazz-and-Africa 
back in the mid-Sixties. Usual 20' 
year time-lag in pop up-take, of 
course. 

• BRIAN CASE 

SONG 
CRAM 030 

MINIMAL CONTACT 

DEADLY WEAPONS 

THE slowly drifting. almost 
funeral melodies of Minimal 
Compact are the bastard 
issue born of a union between 
Test Depanment and Joy 
Division. Samy Birnbach's 
vocals cry out for want of 
knowledge, and his fingers 
clutch vainly at the 
incorporeal, shifting sands of 
the past on "Losing Tracks". 

The group's origins mark 
their music, which is replete 
with that peculiarly virulent 
Middle Eastern strain of 
tragedy. I have spent some 
time in the tents of the 
Bedouin and they are dark, 
bloody places. In "The Well", 
Birnbach's biner pity is real 
enough it is as if Minimal 
Compact have licked their lips 
and found them sharp with 
the taste of fresh blood. "The 

Well" is splattered with littlè 
showers of drum drops 
dripped from Max Franken, 
like short bursts of tinny 
machine.gun fire. 
Somebody's body is burst 
open, somebody falls. , 

"Nada", too, has a strange 
knifing, nightmarish edge. A 
sparse and whining synthetic 
voice laments the hurt and 
the pain and cries for final 
peace. But all around the 
flames are being fuelled. 

Heated and frustrated 
emotion marks "The Howling 
Hole", and the voices that 
echo across the track sound 
like wailing mullahs or the 
hand.wringing grinning 
priests of Islamic revolution - 
those gibbering and glassy. 
eyed insects of terror. 
The 6-side marks the re-

emergence of contrivance 
and the abdication of spirit. 
Compact run shy of 
delineating their targets and 
instead present us with 
"Deadly Weapons", a simple 
synth-dominated dance track 
which is disguised as musical 
sophistication. They have a 
tendency, in their more 
barren moments, to strut 
around in what they probably 
know to be the Emperor's 
New Clothes. 

This record is essentially a 
sham - Minimal Compact 
have taken the trouble to 
construct an assault upon 
somebody's status quo, only 
to leave their true targets 
indistinct and the end result a 
great deal too feigned to be 
trustworthy. 

• JEREMY LEWIS 

TIM ANO TOM 

INTOLERANCE 

Survival Records SUP 

LP008 
FRANTIC to break away from 
their robotic dancing image, 
Tikky and Tokky have been 
working on their act for a 
good while now. Trouble is. Fl 
still doesn't ring true - its 
still an act rather than real life. 
Now, whether they are 

genuinely accepted in some 
quarters as "The Prince Of 
Pleasure" and "The Duke Of 
Desire" is open to question, 
but either way the titles are a 
serious handicap to their 
acceptance as commercial 
musicians. They try hard to be 
controversial. sexy, 
provocative, but Frankie does 
it better. and so for that 
matter do lots of other people 
who have their hearts in it - 
Pleasure and The Beast. Soft 
Cell (as was), Indians In 
Moscow .... 
What's left for Tik and Tok 

is a smattering of bigger 
names to spice things up 
IGary Numan and ',tussah 
Bell), hip production to put a 
sheen on their basic melodies 
fat Torch Song's Guerilla 
Studio) and a blitz of trivia 
and memorabilia swamping 
the inner sleeve of 
"Intolerance" just to prove 
that they have supported 
Gary Nurnan, they have 
played in front of royally, they 
have got a legion of fans who 
send them (used?) underwear 
end messages of undying 
love. 

So what about the music? 
"Intolerance" is divided into 
two sides, one "for you to 
move to-, one "for your 
headphones". The former has 
no real stomping dancefloor 
hits, and suffers from under-
produced vocal sounds (odd 
for Guerilla. the masters of 
the effects rack) A heavy 
production job would have 
been the only way to cover up 
the fact that neither of the 
lads can really sing. Worse 
still, they don't sound 
involved a little emotion 
°RIM a long way 
The second side, in other 

words, is far superior, with 
wee tasty instrumentals 
such as the Japan-influenced 
title track and some smoochy 
pieces like "Vile Bodies". The 
vocals do occasionally take 
off lit doesn't do to be shown 
up by your backing vocalists 
all the time) and some of the 
B-side lyrics are even a little 
thought-provoking - "one 
man's crutch is another man's 
orpas" (yeah!). 

Still, when the highlight is a 
Mussy cover of "Higher 
Ground" which closes the 
album, the lads should be 
able to see problems in their 
electro-pop approach. Above 
all, they don't inject enough 
emotion a few lessons from 
Pleasure's Robert Parees 
wouldn't go amiss_ 

• MARK JENKINS 

VII.A.S.P. 

WA.S.P. 
Capitol EJ 24 0195 1 
OKAY, so a band release a 
"shocking" single that has a 
wonderful title similar to 
"Copulate Like An Animal" 
end thereby receive a certain 
amount of infamy when it 
gets banned from just about 
every radio station. The fact 
that said record is absolute 
garbage matters not a jot. 
So what does the album 

sound like? Well it's really a 
mixture of sub-average thrash 
metal (about two songs) and 
complete and utter poop (the 
remainder of the album). 
WAS.P, are an American 

four-piece shock band who 
feel that to dress in saw-blade 
encrusted cod-pieces, chains, 
leather and other naughty 
items is pally good fun. 
Personally I think that such 
contrivance can be ignored if 
the music can stand up by 
itself; one of our very own 
shock/glam bands Wrathchild 
look even sillier but play such 
catchy and funny tunes that it 
doesn't matter. 

But when you look shiny 
and play songs just as feeble 
then the question.. - why 
bother? Who knows what 
motivates a group like 
WAS.P, to produce such 
rubbish? I'd rather a bad joke 
disappear after the first 
telling. Let's hope that this lot 
go away just as rapidly, if not 
sooner. 

IDOARREN CROOK 
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DONNA SUMMER 

ACTIVATE 
LET'S ACTIVE 
CYPRESS 
SO far, Let's Active's only slender 
claim to fame has been Mitch 
Easter's production work with 

Georgians REM. Here, however, 
Easter, in partnership with Faye 

Hunter and Sara Romweber, steps 
resolutely from the shadows to 

stake a claim in his own right. 

On "Cypress", the trio bid boldly to 
join the current mini-boom of 
American groups not afraid to plunder 
their shared history and to forge from it 
accessible weirdness more than 
pertinent to these fractured mid. 

Eighties. We all know the facts here, 
we can discern a few of the shadings in 
between. 

Production of "Cypress", by Easter 
and Don Dixon who were last spotted 

in tandem on REM's "Reckoning", 
focuses on layers of thick ringing 
guitars, both acoustic and electric, lead 
and rhythm. Drums splatter 
emphatically around crisp burping 
bass, with vocals (girl and boy) 
frequently interwoven into haunting 
lattices more evocative than the mere 
sense of whatever lyrics they might be 
singing. 

The songs are robust affairs, 
frequently built on hard-hitting 
pulsebeats around which are deployed 
subtly-evolving chord patterns, 
alluringly melodic. One major surprise 
is Active's inclusion of a version of 
"Blue Line", an india hit for The 
Outskirts what seem an age ago. Here, 
it's been kitted out with hectic pace, a 
breathy female vocal (not sure whose) 
and wonderful guitars which skirl and 
sting around the song's crisp contours. 
Could even be a hit single. 
The group's own songs - almost 

exclusively written by Easter - fight a 
little shyer of such instant contact, 
usually containing unexpected quirks 
of arrangement or structure. However, 
from the start there's no doubting the 

IRS IRSA 7047 
quality of the best of them. The 
opening "Easy Does- is at once 
sparkling and alert, the guitar layers 
already hovering excitedly over long 
overlapping vocal lines. By the fade, a 
distant piano is plinking insistently, like 
an invitation to follow further over 
misty horizons. And why not? 

If "Lowdown" and "Ring True" get 
stuck in plodding tempos and too' 
familiar progressions, "Waters Part" is 
a sizzler on a slow fuse. Its menacing 

clench-and-release format also 
prefigures the twanging guitars and 
Insistent bass thud of "Crows On A 

Phone Line", an ominous slice of 
stillness in 3/4 time. 
Side two, meanwhile, is where the 

item really starts to hot up. -Blue Line" 
leads into the spacious, resonant 
"Flags For Everything", where 
spangling guitars and massed 
harmonies conspire to create 
enormous drama. "Prey" chugs along 
with acoustic guitar and harmonica, 
not a million miles from vintage Love if 
you're that way inclined, while "Co. 
Star" is faster, more aggressive but still 
a little eerie. 

Finally the coup-de-grace, the faintly 
monumental "Grey Scale". Building 
from skeletal beginnings, "Grey Scale" 
ascends through noble chord 
sequences and a barrage of massed 
guitars underpinned by shuddering 
synthesizer into atmospheres of 
considerable grandeur. As the galo' 
force harmonies and ruthless splat of 
drums finally wind to a close, it's hard 
to believe Let's Active is merely a 
three-piece. 
"Cypress" is a lot more than a 

pleasant surprise, and another chunk of 
evidence pointing to an American 
renaissance quietly gathering strength. 
Let's Active don't seem to have a drum 
machine and certainly don't have Costa 
Brava suntans. Their credentials, on the 
other hand, are all present and correct. 

• ADAM SWEETING 
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VARIOUS ARTISTS 

THIS IS SOCA '84 

Oval OVLP 512 

ARROW'S "Hot Flot Hot" brought Soca the musical 
and nominal blending of soul and calypso to the 
lower reaches of the British charts this summer and is 
the track which kicks off this relentlessly danceable 
compilation. 
Not every track is this year's model "Lorraine" by 

Explainer is taken from the artist's 1982 album "Man 
From The Ghetto", and was one of the first Soca tracks 
to gain the attention of British radio programmers. 
Calypso eclipses soul as the strongest element here, as 
in All Rounder's "Keep Fit Man". 

Designer's -Feelin' Nice" balances out though, with 
the vocals achieving a youthful intensity reminiscent of 
some of the early Sixties' most stylish soul heroes, like 
Sam Cooke and Ben E King 
Side two, comprising Blue Boy's "Lucy", Crazy's 

.'Ain't Bating For Yoh" and Black Stalin's "You Ask For 
Ir. keeps the carnival atmosphere cooking Playing the 
wholiyolbum at one sitting is like enjoying the 
atmosphere of Ladbroke Grove within the privacy of 
you, own home 

• ALAN JACKSON 

RAZOR BLADES 
HELIX 

CATS WITHOUT CLAWS 

TO be honest I liked Donna 
better when she talked dirty 
to me. They may have been 
Giorgio Moroder records as 
much as they were Donna 
Summer records, but the likes 
of "Love T, Love You Baby" 
and "I Feel Love" were rare 
classics, ahead of their time, 
and highly influential in much 
of the flash funk blazing out of 
discos oday. 

Dor .a's claws have 
certainly been clipped since 
those 'lays and though there 
have Li en isolated exceptions 
- the glorious "State Of 
Independence" for one - 
much m her recent output has 
been pin. Her last album, the 
anther to waitresses "She 
Works Hard For The Money", 
signalled an encouraging 
return to form and the one 
comfort in the years of 
bleakness was that however 
much garbage you stuck 

around d, a voice as rich and 
true as Summer's was always 
capable of rising above it. 

That is the case on much of 
the relatively mundane first 
side of this album. 
"Supernatural Love- is an 
uplifting, punchy opener and 
she sings blissfully to lend 
some credence to the 
otherwise leaden re-make of 
"There Goes My Baby" (the 
single): but the Tina Turner 
impersonations spoil "It's Not 
The Way" and infuriatingly 
rigid arrangements butcher 
"Suzanne" and the promising 
"Cats Without Claws". 

On side two, however, it's a 
different story. It's as if 
Michael °martian, credited as 
producer and arranger, has 
suddenly started listening to 
what's coming out of the 
studio and realized this is not 
just another routine soul bash 
but one of the most evocative 

WEA 250 806-1 

singers on the planet. 
She stretches herself tor the 

first time and re-discovers her 
immense sexuality on "Oh 
Billy Please" and is even 
more sensual employing a 
strange, but hugely effective 
semi-rap purr on "Eyes". She 
also turns in a memorable 
ballad of her own, "Maybe It's 
Over". sung beautifully, 
which may even convince her 
that she can not only swim • 
but flourish without the heavy 
bass backbeat and vocals 
mixed somewhere in next 
door's shed. 

If she'd lust stop pretending 
she's Diana Ross and spend 
less time listening to lovers 
rock and writing thank-you 
notes on the sleeve, she 
might one day really cut loose 
and make an album to crush 
us all. In the meantime this is 
a step in the right direction. 

•  COLIN IRVAN 

WALKIN' THE RAZOR'S EDGE Capitol ST-12362 

HAVING seen Helix last year 
when they played at the awful 
Wembley Arena Supporting 
Kiss, I was quite prepared to 
slag off this record as average 
hard rock after recalling that 
they had played a mediocre, if 
energetic, set of predictable, 
puerile, laughable heavy 
metal. As it turns out. 
"Welkin' " just happens to be 
a real storm°, lull of raucous 
riffs and lovely licks played 
with energy and enthusiasim. 
A Canadian live.piece, Helix 

have been together for 10 
years. They graduated from 
the dingy clubs of Ontario to 
the rather larger stages of the 
North American stadia 
circuits supporting bands as 
varied as Motorhead. Black 
Sabbath and Heart. Now Helix 
have come up with an album 
that should give them 

headlining status. 

Every one of the 10 tracks rs 
a joy to the ears. From the 
awfully titled rock 'n' roll 
anthem "Rock You" (track 
one. side onel to the last 
clanging chord on side two, 
the pace never lets up. the 
results being a face that aches 
from constant smiling (or 
that's how it affected me). 

Helix could make a mint 
selling the mood that this 
record purveys - I've never 
heard a more exuberant slice 
of plastic. 

So then, buy the record and 
watch the band. ell be the one 
with the silly grin on me 
Chops. 

'MARREN CROOK 

OH YOU PRETTY 
THINGS 
THE VERY THINGS 

THE BUSHES SCREAM WHILE MY DADDY 

PRUNES Reflex LEX 3 

AND Captain Cook, his multi-
coloured underpants in partial 
defoliation, hanging in 
revealing shreds, played his 
final trump card. Utilising his 
natural rotundity, immaculate 
timing and a resilient quill he 
became hr.fi and provided for 
his Polynesian captors their 
first experience of The Very 
Things. 

It is said (he said) that some 
unequivocal testing noise is 
good for one. And shouting 
above the Very Din he led his 
hosts in one determined 
swinging scene, from "Wall 
01 Fir", with its cancerous 
feedback and rope ladder 
rhythms into the bass.flayed 
"Word 01 Difference", 
pointing out as best he could 
that it was this noise which 
had forced him to leave 
England. Having seen this 
band blowing Cabaret 
Voltaire offstage it had 
become altogether too 
exciting for a mere mortal 
such as he. He admired 
greatly the sturdy drum build 
ups before the triple back-
somersaults with half pike 
and ravaged breeches. He 
practically loved the guitar 
which constantly led the 
tunes upwards on a 
metaphorical graph into total 
disarray. In short, he quipped, 
he swore a secret devotion to 
a world where nothing could 
be dull. Where an unexploded 
bomb called psychedilia had 
endured the incestuous 
malingering of punk.spawned 
rock's roll rubbed down its 
dirty neck. 
The Very Things he 

claimed, casting imaginative 
shadows with his still nimble 
toes, were men without equal 
when it came to snaring their 
fishing lines in the shopping 

trolleys of passing 
reprobates. They were a ban 
bad band who naturally 
wanted their (hololcaustic 
dubble trouble to light up tht. 
national airwaves and 
occasionally went overboard 
in a slumbering dosage. 

From the euh  west wing 
their music haunted and 
taunted like a wrathful 
mattress and, in truth, 
Captain Cook seldom knew 
where he was with it. For 
dancing it was a shade too 
uncommunicative. For 
determined rocking it took 
some beating, although 
participants rarely lasted the 
course and for the history 
books he simply wasn't 
prepared to say. He knew of 
course that "Phillips World 
Service" was an impressive 
piece of work with those 
gnashing tentacles leach 
gripping a screaming chord 
pattern) but "The Conqueror" 
was the mightiest corset. The 
drums were like mad things, 
constantly repulsed by the 
raging bass and yet prepared 
for dominance all the time. 
struggling back through the 
mix. A lone guitar submitted 
only when it was futile to 
continue and this was what 
made The Fall look like school 
prefects. 

But then, said the good 
Captain. I expect you realise 
that for yourself. His puzzled 
friends shifted nervously 
around his plump body, 
plainly astonished by his 
performance and ended 
everything with a strategically 
inserted spear. 

If only he'd played them the 
accompanying flee It would 
have explained everything. 

• MIES MERCER 
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A decade ago, DR FEELGOOD came roaring 
out of Canvey Island like an R&B hurricane. 
Ten years on, LEE BRILLEAUX, now the only 
surviving original member, is still causing 
maximum havoc throughout Europe. Allan 
Jones reports from Holland, Belgium, 
France and Basildon. Tour guide and 
photography: Tom "Vasco" Sheehan 

T
HE sun was over the yard-arm, but 
there was no sign 
of the Feelgoods at 
the airport bar, 

where they'd promised to 
meet us. The group's 
absence was more easily 
explained than our 
presence that morning in 
Amsterdam. Sheehan and I 
had turned up on the 
wrong day. 
Schiphol Airport was a fraught 

carnival that Saturday morning 
and the jostling crowds of Dutch 
holiday-makers in their satin 
running shorts and Nike clogs 
treading enthusiastically on our 
toes and swearing at us in their 
garbled excuse for a language 
did nothing very much to 
improve the photographer's 
notorious temper. 
"This is brilliant." scowled 

Sheehan, heading for a massive 
sulk. 'What do we do now?" 

"Panict"I suggested, not very 
helpfully in the circumstances. I 
immediately regretted my flippancy 
and offered to stand the smudge a 
drink, but Sheehan was having none 
of it. 

"I hate Dutch beer." he snarled 
through clenched teeth. I could tell 
by the wrinkles in his syrup that he 
wouldn't quickly be calmed down. 
The girl at the tourist information 

desk was a little more sympathetic. 
"Yoo het lost all yoor frindz? This 

is offal," she smiled with a motherly 
concern, beaming at us like we were 
a couple of bedraggled orphans, 
tossed into her lap by circumstances 
probably too tragic to even 
contemplate. 

"Let us see vot ve can do," she 
continued with matronly zeal. 
"NOW! Ver are zey stayink, pliss, 
yoor frindz? Girt to me the nirn und 
undress of layer hootle and heer I 
vill lick it oop in my hootle 
directoory." 
She brandished a hotel directory, 

inches thick. I had to admit that I 
didn't know exactly where the 
Feelgoods might be staying, wasn't 
even sure they were in the same 
country, but thought they might be 
at a hotel called Roddy's. She flicked 
through the pages of the hotel 
directory; I smiled uneasily at 
Sheehan, failed signally to reassure 
him that I was on top of our 
predicament, would soon see him 
safely through this early hitch in the 
campaign. 

"Zer is heer nuzzink of zat nirn," 
the girl at the tourist information 
desk told us, her voice throbbing 
with regret. "too are shoor this 
hootle is in Amsterdam?" 

"Well, more or less," I told her, 
not sure anymore of anything much. 
"Ver zen is it? I heff no nim heer 

zat is Booties. Plise, yoo vill sink ver 
is zis hootle — yoo heff bin heer 
beefoor?" 
We had; once. With Jake Riviera 

and Carlene Carter, two years ago. 
"I know it's opposite a canal," I 

offered, hopelessly vague. 
"Ceara," Sheehan glowered, 

grabbing the hotel directory. He was 
by now ready to take the matter in 
hand himself. He studied a street 
map of the centre of Amsterdam. 
"Right," he declared. 'We'll get a 
taxi to this place 'ere and I reckon I 
can get us to Boddy's from there." 
We were in a taxi within seconds, 
heading for the centre of 
Amsterdam. We pulled up outside a 
hotel where Sheehan claimed to 
have taken photographs once of 
Tracey Ullman. 

"This way, Jonesy," he barked. 
slinging his camera bag over his 
shoulder and waddling purposefully 
down the street, into a maze of side. 
streets, over bridges that spanned 
canals like thin, warped spines. 
"Down 'ere," Sheehan decided, 
crossing back over a canal, 
vanishing up another narrow 
avenue. "I remember this bar," the 
photographer decided, "so it must 
down 'ere." And he was off again, 
determined. 

After nearly 40 minutes of this 
punishing route-march through the 
cobbled streets of old Amsterdam, 
Sheehan stopped suddenly at a 
street corner, pointed across a canal, 
stood with his hands on his hips, a 
proud, steadfast little figure, 
mightily pleased with himself. "Thar 
she blows!" he announced with a 
nautical swagger that quite became 
him. 
And thar she did certainly blow. 

Boddy's Hotel! Otherwise known as 
the Hotel Weichman. 
"Are we talking walking A-to-Z of 

Europe or what? 'Sheehan 
demanded rhetorically, smug now in 
his navigational triumph. 
"Well done, Vasco," I muttered 

spitefully, tottering after the great 
explorer as he strode a-bobbing 
over the bridgeloward the hotel, 
where we found a contingent of 
Feelgoods still playing with their 
breakfasts. 

Chris Fenwick, the group's 
manager, was there. Three weeks 
earlier we'd been drinking in The 
Oporto and he'd first suggested this 
madcap scheme. It was time, he 
thought, for the Greet British Public 
to be reminded of the Feelgoods' 
existence. Since the new Feelgoods' 
line-up had been together they'd 
had no substantial press coverage; 
mostly, they'd worked abroad, 
coining it in on the continent, in the 
Far East, Australia. This autumn, 
however, they were mounting a 
concentrated campaign in Blighty; a 

Brillasse angles a coffee and digestive 
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30- or 40-date tour, he reckoned. 
They'd signed a new record deal; 

by then a new Feelgoods' album 
would be out on Demon Records. It 
had already been released in 
Germany; it was called "Doctor's 
Orders" and the krauts were mad for 
it. He thought I might like it, too; and 
he was right. I did: and liked it 
enough to sign up for this current 
jaunt. 
The plan as originally outlined 

was straightforward, if a little 
eccentric. Sheehan and I would fly 
out to Amsterdam, where the 
Feelgoods are still something of a 
cherished institution, catch them 
headlining at an open-air festival in 
the Vondelpark, then drive across 
Holland, through Belgium and 
France, to Calais. At Calais, we'd hop 
a ferry to Dover, and from Dover 
we'd drive to Leigh-on-Sea, arriving 
at about, oh, thought Fenwick, 
hugely amused by the entire notion, 
at about four in the morning. We'd 
then put our heads down for a 
couple of hours, presuming that 
we'd made it thus far, before 
accompanying the group to 

Basildon - of all places - where the 
Feelgoods were headlining a Bank 
Holiday blues and folk festival 
organised by the local council. 
Like a sap, I fell for it in a tumble; 

by the fifth round of drinks Sheehan 
had also enlisted, thrilled no doubt 
by the very prospect of working with 
men again after all those sessions 
with chaps in frocks and make-up 
that had seemed recently to have 
taken up so much of his time. 
And, so there we were: in the 

lobby of the Hotel Weichman, with 
Fenwick staring, open-mouthed at 
our premature presence. New 
Feelgoods' guitarist Gordon Russell 
was with him; so was drummer 
Kevin Morris. They looked tanned 
and healthy after a recent stint at 
some posh old gaff on the Riviera. 
Fenwick popped a boiled egg into 

his mouth. 
We stood there, drained by our 

exertions, sweating, puffing. 
"Jones. Sheehan," he said. "A 

day early, and probably thirsty." 
Fenwick dabbed at his mouth with a 
paper napkin. "Lee's already in the 
bar," he said. "I suppose we'd better 
join him ..." 

L
EE Brilleaux, now the only 
surviving member of the 
original Feelgoods, looked 
like he'd been in the bar for 
some time. 

"Monstrous 'angover, this 
morning," Brilleaux snapped, his 
voice as raw as stubble. He ordered 
up a brace of beers. 
The Feelgoods, we learned, had 

been in Amsterdam for a week. 
Based at the Hotel Weichman, 
they'd been making regular forays 
out into the countryside. 

"It's a damned civilised country, 
Holland," Lee told us. "Nowhere's 
more than 150 miles away, so we 
can dash out, play a gig and still be 
back in Amsterdam for a drink 
before closing time. Admirable set-

The Feelgoods' Dutch excursion 
marked the climax to a six-week tour 
of Europe that had taken them 
through France, where hey'd played 
at the Mont de Marsan festival. Mont 
de Maman, of course, was the 
location in 1977 of Marc Zermati's 

The Feel000ds attempt to sell bicycle to pay for new round. 

infamous Punk Festival. The 
Feelgoods had headlined that year, 
crowning it over younger bands like 
The Clash, The Damned, The Jam 
and The Police. I winced at the very 
mention of Mont de Marsan; as a 
survivor of that weekend in 1977, I 
was still haunted by nightmares of 
its chaos and excess, the sheer 
hysterical pandemonium of those 
three days in the shadows of the 
Pyrenees. 

"It was much more civilised this 
year," Lee said, reassuringly. 
"Remember that old bullring we 
played in that first year?" I did, with 
a clarity that brought me out in a 
cold turkey sweat. "They've done it 
up 'andsome. All mods cons, that 
bullring now. They've got a chapel, 
an operating theatre, the lot. Very 
smart. It looked like an abattoir 
before, didn't it?" 
This year at Mont de Marsan, the 

Feelgoods had been down-bill to 
Echo & The Bunnymen, but still 
turned the crowd, ended up with a 
brace of encores and demands for 
an early return. 
'We went on in the rain," 

Brilleaux explained, trying to attract 
the barmaid's attention for another 
round of drinks. "So we got the 
sympathy vote. Very nicely played, I 
thought." 
From Mont de Marsan, the 

Feelgoods had travelled on to the 
Riviera, where they'd played a 
residency in Sete, on the Golfe du 
Lion, at a club called Heartbreak 
Hotel. 

"It was an absolute grin," Fenwick 
beamed. "The guienor said, 'Here's 
the bar, help yourselves.' I said, 'I 
hope you're serious, because we 

"Very generous man," Brilleaux 
said, admiringly. 
"He was," Fenwick said. "I 

could've cried when we left. I just 
hope he doesn't go out of business 
before we get a chance to go back." 
The only aggravation on the entire 

trip so far had come on the 1500' 
mile trek back through France, into 
Holland. 

"The roads were packed, right 
through France," Brilleaux spat, 
"with Frogs in caravans. I 'ate 
caravans," he snapped, and it was 
obvious that he did. "I mean, if you 
can't afford to go away on 'oliday 
and stay in a decent 'otel - stay at 
home. I mean, it's just an absolute 
fuckin' nuisance to have all these 
bloody people draggin' these fuckin' 
bungalows-on-wheels halfway 
'round Europe. They're just pests, 
these people." 

Lee smacked his glass down on 

the bar, winced as if he'd just 
wrenched his back. 
"What's up?" Sheehan asked: 
"Must've pulled a muscle loading 

the gear last night," Lee replied, 
evasively. 

"Bollocks!" Fenwick guffawed. 
"It's from where you had a go at that 
bloke at the job last night, nothing to 
do with loading any equipment." 
"Oh, dear," Sheeham said 

admonishingly, trying hard to sound 
like a man who'd never got himself 
into a scrape after a drink too many, 
"have a go at someone, did you?" 
"As it happens, yes," Lee said. 

"As it happens, there was a bit of a 
scuffle last night that needed a bit of 
quelling . ." Lee drained his glass. 
"Right, I think I've got this one under 
control," he Said of his hangover. 
"Anyone fancy a drink?" 
I looked at Sheehan, nodded; 

suddenly felt a bit of a flashback 
coming on. 

N
OVEMBER, 1974; one of 
those Sundays in Chalk 
Farm when the 
Roundhouse is beseiged 
by the shambling relics 

of the psychedelic era. Moth-eaten 
old hippies in grubby kaftans and 
tattered headbands are staggering 
around the dank corridors, 
collapsing in piles of flesh and 
bones and Moroccan sandles. The 
air is thick with dope and sweet with 
the suffocating scent of patchouli 
oil. • 
Most of these squalid wallies are 

out to see Nektar, a group of space 
cadets from Germany. The group on 
stage right now, though, is Dr 
Feelgood, a sharp young outfit, up 
for the day from Canvey Island. The 
Feelgoods are currently moving out 
of the pubs, into larger venues; their 
first single, "Roxette", has just been 
released by United Artists. The 
group look as lean as whippets, 
sound sharp, feverish. This is 
maximum R&B, played with a 
devilish glee, dirty, rowdy, violent. 
The stoned-wall of hippies don't 
know what to make of them. The 
Feelgoods are just too fast, too 
lively, too noisy, too savage. Their 
music is stripped for speed, for 
action, for nudge and poke and stab. 
Then, as now, as ever, they weren't 

terribly interested in taking 
prisoners. 
During one number that afternoon 

at the Roundhouse, a demented 
little toad in a cape scales the stage, 
stans bawling some 
incomprehensible acid rant into a 
spare microphone. Lee Brilleaux 
knows exactly what he has to do. 
Stamping out a cigarette, he stalks 
across the stage and punches the 
idiot bastard back into the stalls, is 
back in front of his own microphone 
before the guitarist has completed 
his scalding, nerve-searing solo. 
This was a group that didn't fuck 
around; that much was clear. 
This was also a group ready and 

able to carve up the polite face of 
mid-Seventies rock, shriek at the 
walls, burn down the buildings. 
Their music was urgent, nasty, 
tough: the very stuff of legend, an 
anticipation of the open warfare that 
would be waged in '76 and '77 by 
the Sex Pistols and The Clash and 
The Damned and their punk cohorts, 
who streamed through the doors the 
Feelgoods had already kicked open 

A
DECADE later, much has 
changed. Brilleaux fronts 
a new Feelgoods. Only 
Fenwick is left to remind 
him of the original group, 

their early days at the Cloud 9 on 
Canvey, their first forays into 
London, at the Tally Ho and the 
Kensington. Ten long years on from 
"Rosette" and "Down By The Jetty" 
and "Stupidity-. Lee is still there, 
though the others have long since 
quit the scene. 
There he is now, onstage in some 

Godforsaken outpost named 
Bakkeeven, up there in Friesland in 
the north of Holland, working the 
crowd in a club called de Gearte, 
winding up the locals with a stream 
of invective, pacing impatiently 
between Gordon and bassist Phil 
Mitchell, his hair plastered to his 
scalp, eyes bulging, fists clenched 
roaring through a selection of 
vintage Feelgood tunes ("Baby 
Jane' ,"Back In The Night", "She's 
A Wind Up", "Sugar Shaker") and 
equally fiery cuts from the new 
album, including a blistering "Close 
But No Cigar", a brooding 
"Dangerous" and a ribald version of 
Gordon's "She's In The Middle". 
Any doubts that these new 

recruits to the Feelgoods' banner 
might not cut it with the dash of 
their predecessors are quickly 
dispelled: these boys are mustard; 
the Feelgoods are still the killer elite 
of maximum R&B. 
Trooping off-stage after their fifth 

encore, the Feelgoods collapse into 
their dressing room, exhausted, all 
energy apparently spent. The club 
owner, delighted, rushes around, 
pumping hands, slapping backs. 
demanding an early return. Lee 
pours himself a large gin, gulps it. 
down, harrasses the rest of the 
band. 

"Five minutes," he insists, "and 
we're off." 
"What's the rush?" Phil demands 

wearily, towelling off the sweat from 

ih?le,2,.,," Brilleaux barks, "I reckon 
if we put our foot down, we can be 
back in Amsterdam for a swift 'all 
before they put ihe towels up..." 

S
UNDAY morning in the 
Vondelpark. Lee is nursing 
another serious hangover. 
The group want to run 
through a quick 

soundcheck before that afternoon's 
show. Lee is having none of it, 
however. 

"I 'ate soundchecks," he grimaces. 
"Pointless bloody affairs, waste of 
time. We'll just go on and get on 
with it. What I need is a livener. 
Anyone fancy a small coffee and a 
digestive?" 

Sheehan and I take a stroll 
through the park with Lee. 
The Vondelpark is a vision of 

decay. Derelict hippies are stretched 
out on the grubby lawns. 
"What an ugly bleedin' bunch," Lee 

remarks testily as we step gingerly 
over the bodies of assorted flower 
children, most of them gone to 
seed; the washed up debris of a 
wasted dream. 

"It's all a bit Glastonbury, this," 
Sheehan observes distastefully as 
we pick our way through a stretch of 
market stalls selling worthless hippy 
ornaments and tacky trinkets. 
"What this place needs," Brilleaux 

snaps, "is an artillery barrage to 
liven it up and see off this shower. 
Start off with a few motors lobbed in 
from close range, follow it up with a 
couple of Spitfires strafing the gaff 
just to create a sense of panic, then 
send in a hand-picked team of paras 
to mop up. Should do the trick." 
Lee stalks off ahead of us. 
"Glad to see Lee's in such a good 

mood this morning," Sheehan says, 
hitching his camera bag over his 
shoulder, making tracks in Brilleaux' 
furious slipstream. 
Lee felt a lot better after his coffee 

and digestive (Lee's "digestive" 
turning out to be an extremely 
severe brandy), and his mood 
brightened again when we returned 
to the Vondelpark to find a massive 
crowd waiting for the Feelgoods. 

"I do believe we're going to have 
it off 'ere this afternoon," he said 
cheerfully, changing into a sharp 
blue suit. 
And they did, cracking through 

another frenetic set, whose highlight 
came with Gordon's punishing 
guitar workout on the smouldering, 
threatening "Shotgun Blues". 
"Lay'rigenn'men," Lee 

announced finally, "thank yew for 
bain' a wunnerful audience this 
afternoon in the Vondelpark. Hope 
to see you again soon, either here in 
Amsterdam or anywhere else in the 
world we might meet ... This is our 
last number - 'Down At The 

Backstage, Lee wasn't hanging 
around for the congratulations of 
the promoters and the group's 
Dutch agent. Everyone wanted to 
shake his hand and find out when 
the Feelgoods would be back. but 
Lee was hustling everyone onto the 
van for the drive to Calais and the 
ferry back to Blighty. 
Lee edged the van through the 

narrow lanes between the rickety 
market stalls in the Vondelpark. The 
way ahead was packed with 
conspicuously glazed locals, 
stumbling, meandering, daydream 
strolling. 

"It's like bloody Mombasa out 
there," Lee swore impatiently. 
An egg shattered against the side 

of the van; Lee was furious. Dancing 
in the trees we could see a group of 
local casualties laughing, jeering. 

"If we weren't in such a hurry," 
Lee said, "I'd stop and have a row 
with that lot." And then we were 

continued p37 
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ORCHESTRE1AZIRA: "Happy 

l" (Beggars WATCH music videos long 
&magnet). 

enough you begin to sever 
them into two categories) those 
that step high and those that 
lie down and mutter. This one 
is a shining example of the 
former. Here, the sun is always 
bright and trends remain 
folded flat in the pages of 
fashion magazines where they 
belong. 
"Happy Day" is best 

described as a send-up of a 
mud-hut village that never 
was. There's a kapok-stuffed 
lion dragging unwary 
bystanders into the foliage. 
chickens, goats, fish in tins 
and much utterly great 
dancing. Best of all, everyone 
behaves tropically instead of 
glacially - there's not one 
poser in the bunch. Owner of 
the giddiest smile is a certain 
little kid in the foreground who 
can't breakdance to save his 
life but looks great trying. 

ALPHAVILLE: "Big In Japan" 
(WEA). 
THIS one was directed by 
Dieter Meier of Yello, which 
proved a fortunate choice so 
far as set design is concerned. 
Never one to bury ci lone light 
in a corner, Meier here has 
obtained something 
resembling an aircraft hangar 
and lit it up like a boxed view 
of the Nevada desert. The 
colours alone me purely 
magnificent. 
Not so pleasant, however, 

are the cutaway views of the 
vocalist, who seems to have 
been dressed by Klingons with 
a tenuous understanding of 
Billy Idol. Details. details - it 
has to be reiterated that 
terrible fashion kills promos 
stone dead. Those little vinyl 
lumps keep on felling the 
giants. 

ROD STEWART: "Some Guys 
Have All The Luck" (Warner 
Bros). 
SAILING . . . but not very fast. 
We've dropped anchor again 
near an mea beloved of video 
directors everywhere - the 
Land of Black And White 
Studios. In videos of this type 
everything is arranged in 
contrasting stripes/checks/op 
art etc etc, which conveys not 
only graphic classiness but 
also makes the performer look 
low-key and unpretentious. As 
it happens. this one is not too 
badly rendered. 

Style note) those interested 
in Rod's never.flagging 
attempts at street cred will 
here be interested to know that 
he wears dirty shoes. They're 
not grossly encrusted, mind 
you, or splattered in gore, just 
dirty. 
LEVEL 42: Hot Water (Polydor). 
A "LIVE- set-up lie synched 
onstage with audience) that 
features some hideously 
inappropriate breakdance 
inserts. There are some areas 
where breakdancing should 
never set foot, like church 
services, trained animal acts. 
and Level 42 videos. 

WIDE-EYED FANTASY 
The irrepressible Dessa Fox reviews rock promo videos 

THE SPECIAL MU: "What I Like Most 
About You Is Your Girlfriend" 
(Chrysalis).THIS week, a short, quiet video 
sporting one or two emotional stains on its 
lopels walks off with all the honours. 
"Girlfriend" is most definitely un-smooth. 
un.vain, and un-perfected. and for these 
reasons it wins a long string of female 
hearts. Pam of its allure is Dammers himself. 
In -Girlfriend" Dammam looks uncannily 
like all the strike•outs in all the clubs you've 
ever seen in your life, and he does it with 
such gummy style that the only sane 
response is to get up. go over, and drop that 
vital glove 11  his barstool. 
The plot is this: a rickety spaceship 

(wearing Hallowe'en sparklers on its ankles) 
deposits Mummers (in a shrink wrap 

'MI I 

• 

spacesuit) outside a nightclub. Demmer. 
enters (where the rest of the band is playing), 
sits down (gingerly) and proceeds to make a 
winning chump of himself over someone 
else's girl. He does this by trying on a whole 
series of nervous half .smiles and looking 
hopelessly at the ceiling when she turns 
away. And all the while through the tics, 
grimaces. and "erms'• Demmers calliope 
of a forehead goes beserk with feverish 
embarrassment. 

Other wonderful things: (I) the band excel 
in the background. (21 the stylised club is 
more -reel- than the usual promo nitery (the 
patrons can actually dance), and (3) director 
lef I Bcrynes keeps getting better and better. 

Thanks to all. 

ELTON JOHN: "Passengers" 
(Rocket). 
NOTHING new here - the 
usual views of St Trope.. 
dancers dressed as wood 
nymphs, split screens dicing 
up the lush life - but Elt so 
obviously enjoys his work that 
you can't fault him without 
feeling utterly picky. 

GEORGE MICHAEL: "Careless 
Whisper" (Epic). 
NOT the total self' 
advertisement you might 
expect, but, equally, not very 
memorable. Its single 

surprising aspect is the fact 
that the girl in the bedroom 
very obviously gets a grip an 
George her way. On the sliding 
scale of females in video this 
counts for much. 

CYNDI LAUPER: "She Bop" 
(Portrait). 
DOWN at Cyndi's burger joint 
we've arrived about halfway 
through the female Book of 
Revelations - everything is a 
holy mess, and as the android 
waitresses file out of the 
kitchen Cyndi is busy dusting 
her heels in the back seat of a 

Chevy. Altogether, this video 
presents us with one girl 
caught up in several different 
kinds of distress. It works 
because Limper has a certain 
Boop-cheeked charm, and 
because someone enlisted 
Raw Magazine's Jerry 
Lieverman to provide the 
superb bits of animation. 

JUNIOR: "Somebody" 
(Phonogram). 
"SOMEBODY" is an 
exceptionally well-designed 
prison weenie. with the ghost 
of Elvis's lailhouse Rock-

looking on trom the topiblock. 
The humour in this one springs 
from both Junior's fantastically 
cheesed-of f expressions and 
the sight of badly-coordinated 
lifers not doing very well with 
the picks and shovels. Then 
too, the details are a treat. 
"Somebody" captures this 
year's Ken Russell Citation for 
its views of prison cuisine. 

LLOYD COLE AND THE 
COMMOTIONS: "Forest Fire" 
(PolydoN. 
I FOLLOWED this one 
everywhere it led - across the 
fields, behind the farmhouses. 
skipping stones on a beach, 
and at last coming to rest near 
on evening bonfire. It was« 
lovely journey, but too pretty 
by half. This single intimates 
that the possibilities of 
disaster are never far from 
even the sunniest of 
landscapes, and a more 
unconventional director would 
have let us smell the smoke. 

DAVID SYLVIAN: "The Ink In 
The Well" (Virgin). 
FINE-grained but not fragile: 
someone involved in this 
production has discovered the 
muscle inherent in 
understatement. This video 
brings you the opulence of 
stillness - by comparison, 
other, larger promos seem 
shrill and clumsy, like tarted-
up tractors. 

Director Anton Corbijn has 
the photographer's love of the 
sheer texture of things. It's an 
occupational passion, and the 
trick is to translate static 
details into a series of moving 
images. Corbijn succeeds 
because he has Sylviami to 
work with - whom quietude 
becomes - and because the 
location la clapboard house by 
the sea) lends itself to some 
breathtaking compositional 
shots. 
The bad news is that Corbiin 

has let pal Paul Morley 
contribute a few "poetic" 
inserts. Lines like -because I 
have dared to open my mouth 
at all" are about as welcome 
as a bat in the hair. 

DONNA SUMMER: 'There 
Goa. My Baby" (WEA). 
HERE. Donna plays a WiN11-
era working girl separated 
horn her serviceman 
boyfriend. The sentiments are 
scrupulously well-handled, 
but there's something a little 
worrying about wartime 
nostalgia - all that soh-glow 
sorrow looks pretty appealing. 

LAURA BRAMGAN: "Self 
Control" (Atlantic). 
THERE'S no getting around it 
- the minute an American 
video director decides to "get 
really hot with this one" a 
hidden chute opens 
somewhere in the English 
consciousness, and videos like 
this are swiftly evacuated to 
the other side of town. And 

there, on the fringes of decent 
society - right next to the 
Club 18.30 ceravans - dwell 
the Nall Decedents. 
These people are 

distinguished by two main 
characteristics) they're 
wealthy and they're silly. They 
subsist on gauzy curtains, 
plastic masks, and broken 
china dolls. Unbelievably, 
they consider this stuff to be 
"underground", when 
everyone knows it's pure 
Hollywood. Worse, they go on 
about the "creatures of the 
night" they meet in clubs - 
close inspection reveals these 
wicked ones to be stockbrokers 
in leotards. 
Needless to add, the truly 

sexy among us are alien to this 
place. Ian McCulloch. for 
example. doesn't even know it 
exists. 

MALCOLM McLAREN: 
"t4adana Butterfly" 
(Virgin/Charisma). 
ON THE subject of "Butterfly". 
the red pedlar is right on two 
counts and wrong on just one. 
Certainly this video is free of 
the customary tricks and 
tangents. In fact, "Butterfly" 's 
unadulterated editing pattern 
is its only real claim to special 
status. McLaren is also correct 
in assuming that most viewers 
would instantly swap lasers 
and storylines for anything 
shot in a bath-house. Pearly 
girls are the stuff of 
enthralment every time, the 
females end up dying of envy 
over the fashion content and 
the males end up just dying. 
But here follows the part that 

won't wash: "my record has a 
very emotive story, so I wanted 
to create a feeling of emotion". 
What, exactly, are the 
"emotions" on view here? 
Suppressed euphoria? Barely 
moistened grief? Boredom? 
Paycheck anxiety? It's not the 
fault of the models - 
mannikins are trained to look 
chisel-faced so you can 
concentrate on the clothes - 
but it is the height of absurdity 
for McLaren to suggest that 
this video in some way 
complements the opera's deep, 
slow burn. - 

Director Terence Donovan, 
by the way. owes large 
apologies to three 
photographers named 
Deborah Turbeville, Sarah 
Moon. and David Hamilton, 
who thought up this style ages 
ago. and, of course, did it 
better_ 

SPANDAU BALLET: "ru Fly 
With You" (Reforandion). 
THE views of New Orleans are 
picture-perfect, but the plot is 
a mystery - why is Tony 
Hadley's girlfriend under 
arrest? And why - whenever 
the brothers Kemp lower their 
Ray-Bans - do they keep 
having visions of chain gangs 
and cotton pickers? Where is 
that alligator I read about in 
the advance publicity? 

ON THE AIR 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 12 

RADIO 1 
7orn: JANICE LONG. Frank Chickens, 
inscrutable as ever, in session, plus Depthe 
person Dave Gahan delivering his Collector's 
Cho.ce. 
10pni: JOHN PEEL. Tonite! Sessions from Inca 
Babies and Yeah Yeah No. 

IN 
4.50pm: HOLD TIGHT! With Silent Running 
and Banana.... 

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 13 

RADIO 1 
7przu JANICE LONG. A session from the 
disgustingly-named Blow Monkeys. 
Meanwhile, slight wee Scotsman Roddy 
Frame previews Aztec Camera's new elpee 
"Knife" (could be a cracker). 
lOpra JOHN PEEL, Tonight, the old groaner 

!, has sessions from the sinister X Men and the 
rather more genteel Everything But The Girl. 

BBC 1 
6.55pin: TOP OF THE POPS introduced by 

: Dave Lee Travis la pipe and slippers man) and 
the virtually unknown Bruno Brookes. 
7.25pm) THE KENNY EVERETT TELEVISION 

) SHOW. With, or, Kenny Everett, 

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 14 

) RADIO 1 
5.45pen: ROUND TABLE. Paul Garnbaccini, 
b a ely standing in for Ricardo Skinner, a 
joined by Marc Almond, the obscure Bruno 
Brookes and allegedly the incredible famous 
Boy George for the onslaught on the week's 
new releases. 

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 15 

' RADIO 1 
1prn: MY TOP TEN. The remarkable Tony 

Hadley (from Spandex Ballyhoo) talks about 
his choices with Andy Peebles. 
6.30pra IN CONCERT. Hair-raising Steve 
Blacknell introduces Nick Lowe and his 
Cowboy Outfit. 
7.30pm, JANICE LONG. The ubiquitous Ms 
Long brings Boomshanka and Act,Fuseli to an 
unsuspecting public. 

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 16 

HADIO 1 
4pm: PAUL GAMBACCINI. The world's most 
knowledgeable broadcaster delivers a 
'personal appreciation of Frankie Valli. 

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 17 

RADIO 1 
7pm: JANICE LONG. New sessions from old 
lags The Fall (currently in fine form) and 
newcomers Flay Joy (tipped for the lop). 
10pm, JOHN PEEL. A brand new session from 

the Folk ;C: and Wah!, and one (mont h  

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 18 

RADIO 1 
7pm) JANICE LONG. Fingers crossed for a 
brand new session from the elusive Aswad, 
featuring material.frorn their forthcoming 
album. 

BBC 1 
6prn, POP QUIZ. Mike Read in the chair, and 
contestants taking the plunge this week will 
include Ian Gillen, Andy Partridge and Dave 
Gilmour. 

CHANNEL 4 
10.50pm) PLAY AT HOME. This week, with the 

' Special AKA, who discuss their new album "In 
The Studio". 
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YOURS 
IS 
BETTER 
UNFAITHFULLY YOURS 
FOLLOWING the success of 
'Trading Placee we are knee-
deep in Forties remakes. 
usually ©f Preston Sturges 
scripts. "Unfaithfully Yours". 
which starred Rex Harrison. 
was Sturges' worst comedy, so 
there's no sense of desecration 
in Howard Zief f's up-date. It is, 
in fact, funnier in every detail, 
besides giving our Dud a 
chance to scupper his ill' 
crewed dreambcxe image and 
get back to falling over. 
Famous conductor Claude 

Eastman (Dudley Moore) is 
married to much-younger 
woman Dcmiella (Nastassja 
Kinski), but suspicions begin 
to curdle his bliss when a 
private detective, hired by 
error, comes up with evidence 
of someone in Argylle socks 
hp-toeing out of their 
apartment when he's off on the 
road. 

Alter dementedly hoisting 
the trouser legs of his 
immediate circle, Claude is 
finally confronted with the 
same socks at the end of his 
violinist protegee, the young, 
handsome. horny Max Stein 
(Armand Assante). Unknown to 
our hero, however. Max has 
been using his gaff to knock of 
the wife of his manager. 
Norman Robbins (Albert 
Brooks). and has not laid a 
glove on Danielle. 
Misunderstandings 

proliferate, as they will in this 

Dudley . . . back on form 

sort of movie. Poor Claude is 
forever looping in to confront 
the wrong person with 
accusations of whoredom and 
trollopery - an old room 
cleaner, for example, folding 
sheets. His ',mention grows 
until he can hardly leave a 
room without first stepping 
into the broom cupboard. 
Claude indulges in a 

murderous reverie while 
conducting a violin concerto 
featuring the lecherous Max. 
In daydream scenario, it's the 
perfect crime, with sleeping 
pills. Halloween pigmask, 
carving knife, tape recorded 
voices and Max led off to the 
noose. In practice, everything 
goes wrong. Claude drinks the 
spiked drink, and releasing 
recorded cries of "Testing" 
leaps upon Max with a wooden 
spoon. Danielle has to drape 
the overtired little chap over 
her shoulder as if to burp him, 
and carts him home to bed. 
One of the best scenes has 

Claude and Max circling each 
other like duellists in an 
impromptu cutting-contest on 
violins. Both Kinski and 
Asscmte, fellow graduates 
from handsome classes, show 
an unexpected gift for comedy, 
Dud is almost back on lo 
and Albert Brooks proves 
himself a very neat worker 
with a witty line. Painless. 

• BRIAN CASE 

"Spinal Tap" celebrate their "Tap Into America" tour at a New York cocktail party thrown by Tap's record label, Polymer Records. (L to El) back 
rove: keyboardist Vic Savage (David Selland drummer Mick Shrimpton (R. J. Parnell). (L to r) front row: manager tan Rath (Tony Honda.), bass 
player Derek Small (Harry Shearer), president of Polymer Records Sir Denis Eton-Hogg (Patrick Macnee), colead guitarist David St Nubbins 
(Michael McKean) and co-lead guitarist Nigel Tufnel (Christopher Guest). 

SPINAL COLUMN 
THIS IS SPINAL TAP 

"THIS Is Spinal Tap" comes 
to bury rock'n'roll, and to 
damn it with excruciating 
faint praise. It's becoming 
ominously fashionable to 
pick among the solidifying 
remains of the once-vibrant 
medium with terminal 
academic socioblarney, or 
to camouflage its 
dessiccrted state with 
chirpy teen-whitewash. 
"This Is Spinal Tap" 
eschews such crassness. 
Instead, by creating a 
straight documentary-biog 
of a fake group, it slaps 
hard at the crumbling 
foundations of rock with an 
insight both hilarious and 
faintly tragic. It's a little 
like watching cherished 
childhood memories 
wilting under interrogation 
by Brian Walden. 

Plot, sensibly, is stripped 
down to the story of an 
American tour by the 
eponymous Spinal Tap to 
promote the group's 
seventeenth album release 
"Smell The Glove". This offers 

ample scope for every known 
rock-sitcom wheeze - the tour 
bus sketch, the hotel room gag, 
the record company reception 
sequence, the live shows, the 
meet-the-press scenario, the 
band-splits-under-pressure 
trauma and many more. 

The chief coup of "Spinal 
Tap" is how frequently it 
manages to make you forget 
you're watching a spoof. It 
kicks off with a rap-to-camera 
by the filins ostensible and 
actual writer/director Rob 
Remet (or Marty DiBergi), who 
just wanted to make a film 
about this group he'd admired 
for so long and ended up 
learning . . . a lot more. 
Reiner, a veteran of a lot of 
American TV comedy, serves 
as linkman throughout the 
movie as he tracks the band's 
catastrophic progress. 

He has grasped the key fact 
that groups like Spinal Tap 
(and there are plenty) are 
already beyond parody. 
Really, all he's done is to 
select highlights from life, a 
kind of Greatest Hits 01 Rock 
Idiocy. His dogged, deadpan 
interviewing technique is 
achingly funny, made more so 

by the group's solemnly 
meaningless replies, and is 
placed perfectly in context by 
the space cadet fans trying to 
explain their zombotd devotion 
to the cretinous Tap, or by the 
Polymer Records functionaries 
who we observe en route, 
either fawning madly or 
zapped to the eyeballs. 

Spinal Tap themmlves, the 
long-running band who we 
glimpse running the gamut 
from skit Ile to psychedelia in 
exquisite mock-ups of old pop 
TV shows, have become Heavy 
Metal halfwits with a whiff of 
"sword-and-sorcery" bullshit. 
They are played with laser 
accuracy by Christopher 
Guest, Michael McKean and 
Harry Shearer as jaded old 
troupers living in an 
antiquated bubble. Their 
Vanity, inarticulate 
pretensions and dull musical 
competence are probably less 
absurd than a lot of actual 
outfits - the songs, penned by 
the cast, sound just as 
convincing as anything by Del 
Leppard or Iron Maiden - and 
the characters speak volumes 
about rock, its laded 
aspirations and sheer lunatic 
wastefulness. 

Nothing has been left to 
chance. "Tap" has been shot 
and edited like a "real" rock. 
documentary, from its wobbly 
hand-held and jaggedly cut 
sequences of roadies setting 
up equipment to the band 
slumped around in hotels with 
giggling groupies. Ancillary 
characters, too, are perfectly 
observed - Spinal Tap's 
manager, Ian Faith, is the 
classic English public school 
entrepreneur gone to seed (a 
wonderfully petulant 
performance from Tony 
Rendra), while PR woman 
Bobbi Fleckman (Fran 
Drescher) Is a loud-mouthed 
freeloader pretending to be 
above her sordid 
surroundings. 

Much of the comedy is so 
closely intertwined with 
actuality that it's impossible to 
"explain" it without confessing 
one's own long-standing 
gullibility. Whether you're 
Eno, Meat Loaf or a mere rock 
fan. "Spinal Tap" has your 
number. The film's insistence 
that you recognise this fact is 
at the heart of its success. 

• ADAM MEETING 

WOLF ON THE FLOOR 
COMPANY OF WOLVES 

EVERYONE and his dog 
knows that the werewolf 
legend, like the vampire 
legend, is rooted in sex and 
springs from fears about the 
beast in man. Neil Jordan. 
whose "Angel" was such o 
promising debut, seems to 
have felt obliged to spell all 
this out with an air of 
discovery. Sharing neither his 
love of folk lore nor his glee in 
grappling everything to the 
libido. I can't help wondering 
who the target audience for 
"Company Of Wolves" will be. 

It takes the playful form of 
stories within stories. An 
adolescent girl, Rosaleen 
(Sarah Patterson) lies sleeping 

in her attic bedroom. She 
dreams that her elder sister is 
pursued and killed by wolves 
in the forest, a surreal 
landscape thqt includes many 
of the dolls from her bedroom, 
but swollen to threatening 
proportions. 

After her sister's burial, she 
goes to her grannies home, 
and more tales are told. Gran 
(Angela Lansbury) warns her 
about men whose eyebrows 
meet, and launches into a 
cautionary story. Alter 
treading on a hedgehog on his 
wedding night, the groom 
(Stephen Rea) is transformed 
in ghastly anatomical detail 
into a werewolf. but happily 

beheaded by a shovel. His 
head lands in a milk chum. 
and changes back. 
Rosaleen dreams on, and is 

soon hack in the polystyrene 
forest again, fleeing from a 
lecherous village lad. She 
climbs a tree, finds some 
lipstick, tries it on, and a 
nestful of eggs crack open to 
reveal human babies. I crack 
open my timepiece and 
discover that there's still over 
an hour of this crap to go. 
Now mum weighs in with a 

tale, and we cut to an 113th 
century bridal banquet. The 
foppish groom is about to 
grope his bride when a village 
woman bursts into the room, 

and turns the assembled 
company into wolves, which 
they were metaphorically in 
the first place. 

The final tale is Little Red 
Riding Hood spelled out in 
News Of The World headlines, 
and presumably plenty more 
where that came from since 
our heroine is still asleep as 
the credits roll. Terence Stamp 
and David Warner put in 
appearances. All the Almtions 
are well-trained, and probably 
had a better time than I did. If 
this is your sort of territory, 
seek out Borowczyk's "Immoral 
Tales" and wear a raincoat. 

• BRIAN CASE 

HIT 
A 
MISS 
THE HIT 

DECADES back, Hemingway 
wrote a very short story called 
"The Killers" in which two 
hired himen kill a guy who 
doesn't even try to run away. 
Ever since, screenwriters have 
been trying to fill in 
backgrounds for killers arid 
victim -- none of them as 
unforgettable as the original 
open question. When 
Hemingway said that the 
writer could leave gaps so long 
as he knew what went in there, 
he sure spilled a bibful. 
"The Hit" is yet another in 

the long line al wild guesses, 
and from the look and sound of 
it, director Stephen Freers and 
writer Peter Prince haven't a 
clue. The tone wobbles 
uncertainly. the characters act 
uncharacteristically. and 
every camera shot that you 
notice seems to have sprung 
from boredom. It's a bummer. 

Willie Parker (Terence 
Stamp) is a crook who grasses 
on his old mates for a free 
pardon and a new life in 
Spain. As he winds up his 
denunciation in court. the 
heavies in the dock burst into 
song - "We'll Meet Again" - 
and mean il. Ten years later, a 
couple of professional Mullen 
snatch him from his happy 
exile, and drive him across 
Spain to a planned execution 
in Paris. 
These himen are hopelessly 

inept. Braddock (John Hurt) 
signals silent professional 
inhumanity from behind 
impenetrable shades. but is in 
fact a liability to any 
employer. It takes Willie to tell 
him he ought to bump oft a 
witness, he gets lumbered 
with a demented woman 
(Laura Del Sol), and he can't 
even make a simple stop for 
petrol without a bloodbath. . 
Loe Marvin he ain't. 

His sidekick Myron (Tim 
Roth) is still an apprentice, ct 

Welcome back Stamp 

terror-of -theterrace type 
chckhead who, homicidally 
speaking, couldn't find his ass 
with both hands. He can't stop 
oft for beer without getting out 
the old bike-chain and razor 
and dulling up a bad ul of 
peasant lads. Since he tends to 
fall asleep with his gun on his 
chest, he's lucky our Willie 
Isn't a runner. All we learn 
about him is that he made his 
cash in handicraft class at 
school, and has the line-hold 
problems with his emotions 
that one associates with glue 
sniffers. 
Nice to see old Stamp back 

again, and hope he gets a 
proper script nest time. Hue( 
has nothing to do except shut 
upend shoot, and newcomer 
Roth is the standard update on 
Tommy Udo. Why the camera 
gives us a bird's-eye view of 
Hurt getting kneed in the 
family jewels remains Freers' 
secret. 

• BRIAN CASE 
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EFFECT PEDALS 

• STEREO ANALOG DELAY £86.00 RRP • STEREO CHORUS £51.00 Re. • Site.° IfkANOYAr _ .00 RI‘Pw 
• STEREO PARAMETRIC EQ £38.00 RRP • STEREO DISTORTION £34.00 • 

• STEREO OVERDRIVE £34.00 RRP • STEREO PHASER (not Illustrated) £45.00 RRP • 
• STEREO METAL MASTER £39.00 RRP • 

TUNERS PERSONAL AMR 
• GUITAR TUNER £27.50 RRP • CHROMATIC TUNER £37.00 RRP • • HOT WATT £99.95 RRP • 

AN FCIV.M. PRODUCT 

ARION Pedals are 
designed by somebody 

called Prince 

Tsushinkoggo, which 

could lead to terrible 

puns about thorn being 

the royalty of effects 

pedals, but won't (too 

late - it has). Still, even 

the court jester could 

see that they're 

efficient, neatly 

constructed and 
reasonably priced. 
One highly unusual 

feature is that most of the 
pedals - even distortion 
and overdrive designs - 
are described as "stereo". 
The term has been over-
used recently, and 
perhaps it's more accurate 
to say that the pedals have 
alternative outputs which 
could be assigned to 
differing stereo positions. 
Still, rather than standing 
here splitting hairs, let's 
start with the cheapest 
pedal at £34.00, the Anon 
Distortion. 
The Distortion is a fairly 

conventional little unit with a 
large PET-based noiseless 
push panel. LED operation 
indicator. 9v Power input, 
clipped-on top panel for 
battery replacement (no 
fiddling with screwdrivers 
here) and four controls 
three rotaries and a switch. 
The rotaries are obvious 
Level, Tone and Distortion, 
working as you'd expect to 
give a toppy fuzz with lots of 
power. The switch selects one 
of two options for the "Out 2" 
(stereo) socket next to the 
main output Direct (which 
gives the guitar's untreated 
sound whether the (un ison 
or off) and Soft (which gives a 
smoother, more controllable 
form of the fuzz .undl. 
The tone control is fairly 

effective in increasing the 
range of textures possible, 
and the Distonion Pedal as a 
whole gives all you'd expect 
from a unit of this kind. The 
second output is a bonus 
although not many guitarists 
in the market for this sort of 
unit are playing in stereo on 
stage these days. 
The Over Drive Pedal (also 

£34.001 has a pretty good go 
at simulating valve overdrive 
and in many ways is a more 
pleasant distortion effect than 
the previous pedal - warm, 
smooth and glowing. Its three 
controls are Level, Tone and 
Drive, and the Tone control is 
subtler yet more versatile 
than the Distortion Pedal's. 
The soft version - again 
available at Out 2 as an 
alternative to the direct sound 
- is if anything even more 
reminiscent of a Marshall in 
heat, and could more than 
make up for the deficiencies 
of a transistor amp in the 

MOON FX from £34.00 

overdrive line. 
Next up is the Anon Metal 

Master at f39.95, an evil little 
box which follows in the 
footsteps of the Boss Heavy 
Metal Pedal and the 
Washburn Stack.ln-A.Box in 
trying to encapsulate all that 
is trot. Maiden in an 
innocuous four-inch plastic 
bou. In many ways it 
succeeds, by virtue of its dual 
frequency controls (Low and 
High) which enable it to 
produce a wide selection of 
metallic tones from low and 
raunchy to high and piercing. 
Other controls are Level and 
Distortion as before, with a 
softer fuzz available at Out 2. 
Now it's not exactly clear 

why the company couldn't 
produce a single pedal with 
the facilities of the Distortion 
and Metal Master pedals, but 
that's business the more 
different markets you can 
find, the boner. 
The Parametric Equaliser at 

OR is a bit of a novelty, 
capable at the flick of a switch 
of picking out any tones from 
very high to very low 
frequencies and giving them 
a hefty boost or an equally 
hefty cut. Applications are 
manifold removing 
frequencies causing 
unwanted feedback, boosting 
the bass end of cheap drum 
machines or keyboards. 
emphasising mids on guitars, 
even playing with vocal 
sounds. Not a mass seller, but 
the Out 2 option of Sustain 
El) - which actually boosts 
all the frequencies most likely 
to feed back - is a definite 
plus, and worth checking out. 
At 145.00, Arion's Phaser is 

the only apparent flop of the 
bunch. The usual controls - 
Rate, Depth and Resonance --
should make it capable of all 
sorts of effects from Leslie 
speakers to manic 
helicopters, but in fact it 
makes so little impression 
even at full depth that all the 
tastiest over-the-top phaser 
effects are lost to you. The 
Rate control is very top-heavy 

all the action takes place in 
the last quarter of its travel 
and a genuine stereo effect 
with out-of-phase signals is 
possible, but doesn't actually 
increase your effect, just open 
it up spatially. 

Odd that, because there's 
nothing the matter with the 
Flanger 1E51.001, Chorus 
1151.001 or Analog Delay 
(106.00). The Flanger has the 
expected Rate, Depth. Manual 
and Resonance controls and 
does what the Phaser fails to 
do -- a selection of effects 
from slow and subtle 
sweeping to manic wobbling 
The Chorus has reasonable 
depth and should really be 
used in stereo to allow it to 
give some spatial separation, 
and the Delay compares well 
with most of the other pedal 
delays on the market. 

Pedal delays always seem 
overpriced (panicularlY if you 

know the cost of the chips in 
them( but the Arion doesn't 
offend more than any other in 
this respect. The effect given 
is quite decent in fact, ranging 
from a very metallic reverb to 
a distinct repeat echo of 
around a third of a second. 
You can play with the delay 
just at the point where it's 
feeding back and should be 
able to come up with some 
powerful performances in 
conjunction with the Metal 
Master or Distortion Pedals. 
We've already reviewed 

Arion's Hot Watt, which is a 
personal amplifier with 
sustain, delay and tone 
controls. At the time we 
thought it a pretty good 
alternative to the Boss Play 
Bus, though not offering all 
the Play Bus facilities, and 
Anon are still plugging away 
at it in conjunction with their 
pedals. This by way of 
explaining why it's in the 
picture, although there's no 
reason why it should have to 
justify itself it's got a living 
to make, it pays its rates 

Incidentally, if you switch 
all those pedals off for long 
enough to tune up, you could 
make use of one of Anion's 
two quartz tuners If27.50 and 
£37.001. The Guitar Tuner has 
scales for guitar and bass 
picked out on six LEDs; a 
triangular button steps from 
one string to another and 
tuning is indicated on a large 
meter. There's a jack output 
so you can leave the tuner in 
circuit while you're playing. 
and a choice in operation of 
jack input or built-in mike. 
The Chromatic Tuner has 

scales for guitar and 
chromatic instruments 
(keyboards or anything else) 
and has two modes of 
operation Manual. in which 
you pick the desired note 
yourself, and Auto, in which 
the tuner tells you what 
you're closest to. Pushing 
both Note Up and Note Down 
switches together changes 
from Guitar to Chromatic 
mode. and the tuning meter is 
aided by red plus and minus 
LEDs for sharp and flat with a 
central green LED for hunky 
dory. There's a battery flat 
indicator and mike, input and 
output facilities as on the 
guitar tuner. The two pedals 
are priced competitively tin 
other words they do have 
competition) but you can give 
them one thing they work. 

Overall the Arion pedals 
offer a good deal and should 
give long and reliable service. 
Good points -- fast battery 
changing and "stereo" or 
alternative outputs. Duffer of 
the bunch the Phaser (or at 
least the one t had). Best Buys 
- the Metal Master and 
Chromatic Tuner. 

• Enquiries: TC.AN, Morley 
Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 
1RA. Tel: 0732 366421. 
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REEVE CUSTOM HEADLESS DOUBLENECK: £450 
WOULDN'T it be nice to own 
a guitar which wasn't mass-
produced, imported or the 
slavish copy of an established 
make? Of course there's 
always been a market for 
custom guitars, built or 
modified to the prospective 
owner's specification, but it's 
been limited largely to the 
wealthy and to established 
stars. 
No longer, it seems. If 

Reeve can build a guitar like 
this beauty for about two-
thirds of the cost of the mass-
produced opposition, do it to 
order and take about six 
weeks from start to finish, 
there's hope for us all yet. 
The company started 

around four years ago when 
lea Reeve built his first guitar 
as an experiment, his 
previous trade having been as 
a tool grinder. Since then, 
together with a guitar-playing 
partner, he's built around 100 
guitars, ranging from eleclrics 
to semi-acoustics to violin 
basses. He's still surprised, 
considering that the customer 
can have any style, design or 
specification, to be asked for 
lots of Strut copies - one 
solution to this is a Patchwork 
guitar in 18 different woods, 
wired to a 100-way pickup 
combination field designed to 
get the customer's 
imagination going! 

Finishes and colours are 
highly variable, with acrylic 
lacquer being used to give 
anything from sunbursts to 
confederate flags to crocodile 
green finishes. These were 
called for when Alligator 
commissioned a dozen 

anniversary guitars and 
basses last year the 
resulting SM1 and JM1 
models coming in for some 
vell.deserved praise in the 
music press. 
The headless doubleneck I 

looked at is a beautifully' 
balanced instrument, small 
enough to be no heavier than 
a Gibson but powerful 
enough to blow your socks 
off. The double cutaway body 
vaguely resembles an SG, so 
it's easy enough to get at the 
higher frets of the six-string 
(with the obvious limitation 
that you're reaching around 
the bass to do so/. No 
reaching for distant tuners on 
the bass though; hand-made 
metalwork gives fine tuning 
at the tailpiece end on both 
necks, with strings at the head 
end being held by grub 
screws rather than relying on 
a dubious supply of double 
ball-end strings as on the 
Steinberger. 
The guitar has a scale 

length of 25 Vs-inches, a 
rosewood fingerboard and 
Double Eagle humbuckers 
from Kent Armstrong, who 
even makes customised 
coloured pickups for the 
company when needed. It has 
a very smooth and light 
action, and plays well as a 
heavy metal guitar, with a 
versatile five-way ?Mary pick 
up selector and bags of 
sustain. 
The bass has a 

supernaturally smooth 
fingerboard, again in 
rosewood, and very delicate 
intonation which comes alive 
when you pull the pass.ve 
tone control to switch on 
active circuitry for the bass 
only. Not so much a heavy 
metal guitar of course - in 
fact this model's been built 
for somebody who is 
primarily a keybaord player , 
Reeve are based in Luton 

but plan to spread out and do 
more work for London-based 
musicians. They feel that 
most guitarists can appreciate 
a guitar designed to your 

Reeve Custom - two necks 
are better than one 

The Sound of die 
Professionals...Worldwide 

asidellsreaueele 

SIM 
For full colour brochure on the worlds finest rnkrophones 
write to: HW International, Dept MM, 3.5 Eden Grove, 
London N7 8E0. Tel: 01-607 2717 

exact specification, shaped to 
fit your body and playing 
style and checked by the 
customer, if desired, at every 
stage of construction. They'll 
back up their guitars for life 
and will give estimates, with 
no obligation, for any 
specification of custom-built 
instrument. 
Judging on the very high 

quality of what must be an 
unusually demanding design 
on the doubleneck, a Reeve 
custom could rapidly become 
a much sought-after status 
Symbol. The only shame of it 
is that they can only turn out 
two guitars a week! Anybody 
looking for a distinctive piece 
of hardware should look them 
up sheep need not apply. 
• Enquiries: Reeve Guitars, 
47 Goosebery Hill Luton, 
Beds. 're 0582 592334. 

Neck 
and 
neck 

THE NEW 
2009 SUPER POWER 
SNARE JcIJ 

The 2009 is unique. There is no other 
drum like it in the world. 
The culmination of years of research and 
development with one aim - to create the 
perfect recording snare drum. The result is 
an instrument which surpasses all others in 
sound and control. 

The secret is the unique 
secondary sound chamber 

combined with a specially 

designed floating snare 

buzz control. No other 

drum allows you to achieve 

exactly the sound you want 

with no interfering buzz. 

In fact all the Premier features, 

many of them completely 

innovatory, are designed to 

bring a wholly new 

dimension of sound to the 

demanding drummer. 

Not only have leading 

recording studio 

percussionists acclaimed the 

2009, but on stage too it has 

shown itself to be the perfect 

Irte concert snare drum. 

Mel Gaynor of Simple Minds' 

engineer achieved what he 

called his 'best sound ever' in 

a few minutes with the 2009. 

Now that a drum of this 

capability has been created 

can you settle for anything 

less? 

REMIER 
OW Mug 
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WASHBURN STACK-IN-A-BOX: £59.95 

BOX () NICKS 
WASHBURN'S harmless-looking AD3 
edal is designed to contain all the raw 
wer of a pile of overloading Marshall 
mps in the grand tradition of the Boss 
eavy Metal Pedal and the Arion Metal 
aster. For sophisticated heavies, 
ashburn have another version (the 
A-Rack) which mounts in a 19inch 
rmat and features two completel 
dependent distortion circuits and 
raphic equaliser. 
Back to the baby version though, which 
atures controls for Tone, Level and 
istortion as you'd expect from any other 
u pedal. The difference is that the 
stortion produced resembles a typical 
alve effect rather than just an overload 
le of transistors. It's warm, smooth but 
werful, with the ability to turn any 

utput from single coils to pairs of 
umbuckers into a convincing valve 
verdrive sound even if you've only got a 
e watt transistor amp. 
The On footswitch is silent and 
sponsive and there's an input for 
sternal 9V power with the centre pin as 
arth. Batteries can be changed fairly 
asily - there is a screw head underneath 
at's large enough to undo with the 
ngers - and the only real doubt is abou 
e colour of the finish and control knobs. 
uscious pink is not ideally suited to the 
lie style of your typical heavy guitarist, 
e-thinks. 
Overall though the Stack-In-A-Box does 
s job well, despite the use of a single to 
ntrol as opposed to the two on the Ario 
dal or Boss Heavy Metal pedal. Just 
ont forget your shades when you're 
hecking out those shocking pink twiddly 
Is. 

-=1131:158 
The market leader 

Roland (UK) Limited, 
Great West Trading Estate, 

983 Great West Road, Drentford, Middx TW8 9DN 

Telephone. 01-568 4578 

• Enquiries: Washburn UK, 20 Victoria Road, 
New Barnet, Harts EN4 
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BANDS & 
LEAD SINGENIALISICIAN ranted 

tor commeroal pub/club duo. gigs 
booked - Mr.. 01 669 4183 

LEAD VOCALIST reguded male/ GRoups 
and equipment.. breedheads. De-

Ou b 3099 0300 

, Moat. awn., - Tel Cray.. 

le for cousional band Can 

__ _eponge, 
39p p, word 011101NAL RAM urgent, reg.,. 

yecalietifrantrymn. gigs booked 
gets you r demo R•sording too. - Guildford 

h••rd by record comp•ni•• 
mrldehle - C.9 now. 061.0 RECON3 PRODUCER *eh tenor 

esols tem. soul singer soth feel 
- 01.02971. 

SINGEMBUSICIAN for MOR trio. 
SW London proal. - Tel 01.669 
0471. 
MOM rem soul for Mree 

piece swth good strong danceable 
material. inerdeble 
- 01.6 0171 
VOCAL,. WANTED, obi. 

97. IVP. Nna SW London 
Richard 171137691 
WANTED FEMALE you. to M-

oog.*11 with nwle pop singer - 
01.12 3038 

Men wederwlawkwe ter 

Original, Modern 
Creative Band 

oerh strong moans, Mud hew rIIII 
to! recordne roe. Menbu.s Mid 
Send cam neees .004 M4.4. 

Irk ley 
Sewn. II IA.* Goon 

larlseLell 

VOCALISTS 
WANTED 

30p per word 

COMMIT11.0 KAIALE rocal.st for 
R and B pub band Dave, 01,20 
3351. or lane 01 960 3312 Of Andy 
01.3 3200 
FEMALE UNGER urgent, re 

gun. for young nun/cabaret .., 
full dale sheet. Instrument an . 
vantage 0268 728606. 01.2 
0679 
INSIALE SINGER urgently re-

M.. Mr young rnor/..96 bend. 
full date sheet. merriment en .. 
venue, 0269 7.609. 01692 
0679 
FF-MALE VOCALIST/Sm... 

mantel's, to work en. songwriter 
swth • Yuen to butlung 
111.76. m<mMng NO - 
T.101-869 0.4 inonh London, 
FEMALE VOCALIST wanted by 

Woking based hand wth own 
roaerwl For daels telephone 
Broo«mod 87251 eyenngs 
FEMALE VOCAUST, wetter 

season, 5000 Coast. work abroad. 
MOR - 0.3 523659 Thursday in, 
o 460,10 

  VOCALST wanted br 
working six purr, serm prebend. - 
Phone eke. 01 977 7572 
FEMALE VOCALIST went. 

DR. 

YOCAUST/FRONTMAN 
Powerful. past 0,1401 voice. 

strong tenure,. go02 ".090 
00017 play gurtar 

for pod,. unagInalive. 
ern music 

Ong P.m, bee need •pply 

Call 101 7102609 7668 

RABB 
39p per word 

MANAGEMENT NEEDED ,lenl. 
looks. vorce sorws mage 1,1 
11,0s,,,, For • ta. phOne 0712 
682473 
PANNAGER RECHARED lor 510 

bent. ong,nal gggIng and record, 
bend Tel KeMy or Steve. 01.M 
0841 
FroceelacoES elate yam Purr.« 

album miaase seeks agency - 01. 
732 2984 

KITSCH 
need 

Proles...I lelemoYn 
Album 6,600,01 

NO 9.9411 
LONDON. 
01.707 5534 
01.229 6533 

PROFESSIONAL 

MANAGER 

Urgently repulrad by Sna-
re 'ng / g t dh 
Iwo NO 1 gold album. 
abroad now - living in 
London (Wafter need not 

aftPlY). 

Tee TM POO 

ATAOSPHERIC MODERN band 
seek .Klicated no sharks MUS.nt in Santiago, Chde, off er• re 
Presenta.n or promotion in South 

Rod or Kam, 01...6635 I C I 

Arlen. to record someone. pub 
Inners. agents. etc. - TeMa 440006 
GPO Cl 
EXPIDIENCED MANAGOT re 

M.50 to ba08 ambrbous. young 
hand Contact Luke, WIndsor 
63300 
SNANOAL 1AC11134 required. II 

0606:56 In making • poutive mewl. 
ment songwriting. record, e. 
new bus.. Phone oseo 
63192 
INNOVATIVE 01.11,11011.10 

agosausc um se. Duty men-
Lement.l. burns, - Simon. 01. 

ISANAGEINW REOUIRED for 
uncommercial funit pop band 
Working M.. 'warding. - Box 
MM 100. 

30p per word 

AD/ROANE COSEINTENT BAS. 
sew needed by pd Roger/gutter 
ist. fern.. prefer,. - 
01.733.51. 
AU. FEMALE band refuge Rm. 

goner.. ust. dedscated. no 111110 
wmers - 01 7410092 
ARE YOU • skilled mu..00 or 

singer are. 

^Puns, mentrenvc Yee,- Come. 
0.412.57 993 1343. 

BOYDSTAR WAITED 
Ye.. is. SY.* alemystOril. N.Y.. Ind Pro.. 

y  Yown yap Md. yes 
S ern"«...' lurl arl="YratY•splreltesoclablein Lo•Anem. 

Y  deskalotl and ynolorly 411onaul sta. 
soy •nd 5.11ernlllfl to submit dernashapes et. up 10 dele 
bro.., to 

Peter 9041.1 
BOYCISTAR LIMITED 

MONSIEURS HALL BROMSGROVE. WORCS B61 SAM 

FEELGOOD 
through the park gates, hurtling 
through Amsterdam, onto the 
motorway across Holland, into 
Belgium. 
"Are we going to stop at the 

Belgian border" Phil wanted to 
know. 
"Only if they've built a fuckin' 

roadblock," Lee replied, his foot 
hard down on the accelerator, fists 
balled tight around the steering 
wheel, a determined look in his 
eyes. 

R
OARING through the night 
like a hellbound express, I 
asked Lee why we'd 
undertaken such a lunatic 
drive half-way across 

Europe to catch a ferry at Calais 
when most sensible people might've 
just trucked comfortably up to the 
Hook of Holland and hitched a boat 
there. 
-The Sea-Link ferries at this time 

of year," Lee explained, racing past 
a convoy of caravans whose very 
presence on the road appeared to 
annoy him immensely, 'are full of 
'orrible German tourists with 
rucksacks who jostle you at the bar. 
Ghastly business all round. This 
way, we miss out on all that. And, 
anyway, Townsend Thorensen have 
ferries goin' out of Calais..." 
Sot 
"Well," Brilleaux smirked 

wickedly, "me an' Fenwick have 
shares in Townsend Thorensen. 
Means we can get the van, the 
equipment and all us lot over for 
'alf-price. Very reasonable rates 

The mind boggled; the night went 
on. 

From P.31 

H
IGH noon in Basildon. The 
Feelgoods have just 
arrived to set up their 
equipment for that 
afternoon's two shows. 

Everyone's still shell-shocked after 
last night's drive across Europe, 
On stage a local cowboy is tuning 

up for his country and western act. 
'If he starts playin' that banjo I'm 

going to have to have a very large 
gin," Lee snarls, 
The last two days have been 

exhausting; Sheehan and I are 
about to peel off, head for home and 
get our heads down. For the 
Feelgoods, however, this is just the 
start of another week. They'll have a 
few days off, then hightail it to 
Scandinavia or wherever else the 
work is. After 10 years of this kind of 
punishment, I wondered what kept 
Lee going. 
"The threat of bankruptcy, 

mostly," Brilleaux replied, laughing. 
"It's a job and a way of life, all this, 
you know. We work hard, we make a 
decent living. Simple as that. It's 
hard graft, but it's still damned good 
fun, for all that. I'm happy just to be 
in work. I mean, there's four million 
unemployed. I don't want to add to 
the numbers. As long as someone 
wants us to put on a show for them, 
we'll be there. I know a lot of bands 
wouldn't even have thought of 
doing what we did last night, but 
you've got to go for it, 

Lee was being called to the 
soundcheck. 

"Soundchecks," Lee groaned. 
-They're the worse pan of it all. I 
'ate 'em." 
And with that, he was oft gin in 

hand: the Chuck Yeager of 
rock'n'roll. 

A SONGWNWR. guitar., vocal 
mt. Sallo others DerMatron. corn 
endrnen1. st0e and youth essentral 
Sel toga., gos roan,. no tune 
wasters please - Tel 01,26 1744. 
eyenings 

SAND FORPAING in Bournemouth 
are. Muterans a. singers. - Call 
Sle...0202 677131. evenings 
SAND RTIll deas metered by vo. 

gal1.7 reeh songs and Brooked* 
Urcut - Aden. 01..2 9920 
SASS AND DRUMS. st.ight 

Mead R,Boblues rhythm weron0050v *75 50.0*00011 PElT .7,4 

ii. iItJS8lES Lumber.. .10 
chainsaws 000,07004 Own clog 

nlS0ll,.i 019741283 
SASS AND DRUMMER help 

tungerifuture star lorrn chan band 
S•rn, proletsdonal expel, 
05060000109 msg. ESSENTLUL 
Rob, 01 .0 9202. 6-96m1Ealingl 
BASS AND keyboards wanted lor 

IlveN sml band with Ovum Vocals 
Sod 090 5 9 

Phone Su.. 

SASS. DRUMS. keyboard. 
warn. Bald rust form. Jan. 
g i funk. rock - 695,4. 01.800 

RASS GLIIIANST. com 
potent for MOR. pope nandards 
b90070tho.,v000iOI4444071. 
&ASSIST AND keyboirds il 

queen tor band wIth strong 
rnamrwl and (NM Wre. influences. 
nunt be imaginafive end adaptable 
- 01.6 evenings. 
SASSES, AND drummer of good 

..1.1 required for rnoclern rock 
1.00 in., Rob. Orpington 
2.11 
SYSISTORUSINIOL reedeo. 

winter wet.. scoth coast work 
abroad MOR 1.631 573669. 
Thursday Friday...6pm 
BASSISTS, 411e. RES band. 

working. need linger. wuM Nell Vo 
cell 5.101 - 01.2 7766. 

(14441231 WANTED for modern 
band - Venue.01.470 
SASS ILLOWY108 OYU.. 

wanted IM bend wt. sew 
e. emu. Phone ID.. we ere 
reedy to go lor V. - Mark 01471 
5773 
SASSSEAD souttst • Mums 

60gently ranted Record, . ern 
management Saturder a. Sun-
da, 3.8pm - 01.3739.3 
SASS PLAYER requy. for cruise 

Caribberm. suns 711.111.1. 
must re... WM. play Sil Myles aild 
swayg. vocals an ass.. - Tel 01. 
299 70.300,7595 
BASS PLAYER remared. Wee 

London bawd rock band Geo. wan-
-Cal Spike. 00-0903226 

ARE YOU 
balked out enough to 
drum for the Vision 
Tribe? Or play 
polysynth7 If so, 
contact John 01-874 
0972 daytime or Pete 
01-543 2712 evenings. 

1 INRDEL 
WYNN. Wu. »41021 

Noy. 

SYNINKETBOANI 
PLAYEII 

With ENO quelities Aso Drum-
mer to play beyond boring 
heditionel rock 'n' roll.. 

RI. 7.67. end leave dale 

VOCALIST 
Wanted 1 or modern rock 
band dadtmon, irnage. 
Ideas. Van HAIM. DIR. 

Duran, NM 

Phone SW 1107 
Lim 43Opm 

DRUMMERS 
leabayrawdiese martherella hem 
m' nee. •pere. 
eyeabb 

0111AREOl 0.bby« AK* 
pew *ewe gem 
meree4 e. ewe ...eft-
Nee I..« • ww, ownp.re 

4.611.614.ere see • NH MUM 
MM.. ella.e. ee sew 
esereler tem. 

gee 
knew. 

BASS PLAYER wanted Mr pub 
club... Work. wading Must have 
transpon - Renharn. 5.0,. 01.534 
9302 E London 
BASS PLAYER urgently required 

Mr low blueOsoul band - 
Chu, Cheensford 10245181795. 
BASS PLAYER WANTED 

URGENTLY FOR YOUNG ROCK 
SAND. LYDON A.Y. ISSED ONLY 
SYS - 'NOY ISEINTAN 7. 
101. ASA FOR JON.. 01-100 

BASS VOCALIST WAIRED lo" re 
1.ming pub ask be.. Nonh Lon 
don Good meter., a.epurponent. 
Influences Santana. SMyd. elc 
Telephone Pete. 01,05 6410 or 
JO!,. W.lfoid 55034 
BASS WARITIED by goner's, and 

Unn drum ongfnal material - Gen 
Mane 01 723 4751 
DOUBLE RUSPST/briss gurtang 

mth abolny fpref mat* yeah vocals, 
lor 1930s. 1960s. 1960s sounds. 
Goad ongrnal material - 01 806 
0634 
.0.1142.01 MC ISSUST 

IdouNetelesmicl. esnerancrey 
porn London based srnger and 
Prem. J•It nner 
dery,..c=fr. - 01 905 6•69 

NNO guitanst... 
wanted to pin professional MOR 
• working wound the London 
elm neerfing woe or good serer. 

s Photos end deels to. Box 
MU ItO 
0...161.11 SASSIST. KEY-

BOARDS tor UK/ribr.d Ilgh level 
of technical competence. read. 
Est., beclung vocals age 20-30 

.55 612800 or 045527 4602 
DRUYSIEN. V25101 naIad. t 

10. Isaso gum. 441.1./Cond-i. 
Iluenced - Menage... 01 435 
7053 
DRUMMER FOR excepbonal roc 

64nd. powerfe. experienced. pro 
f•sponat vtitude. London gle 
wen, 1611.0l, WS, 0161 onfluencel 
no tfrne wo ttttt , we have 
deallme Io meat - Kate (own 
102.1.01 .509 1627 

W 506000. 
berlhent. modern Mg, mot, 

bob, extreordrnary group - 000 
ore. 01.231,114 

ACCOlE LOA 
VOCALIST lor South, London Roca 
'id Roll band. awe be dedcated. 
ter, rock 'n' Mel essenlral. no 
rooters - Call Tony DI 677 9891. 
fen. 01 769 5796 after Sorn 
DRUMMER REQUIRED lor sonar 
ub W.. vocals an rm.,. pranous 
pptrcents need notomply Tel UI 
814351 
DINSIMUI RECIYIED taros 
0070 MOR, ho good reader tor 
•011r,r10 cabaret - T•I 0038 

INevenarleg 661904 

KEYBOARD/ 
PIANIST 

required tor established 
dance band. elt134, 

fenced In all styles. 

FOREST ROW 
16342821 3436 

anamou 
ALL NABS 
und. DOISSICT 

NUM PUTEI 
evadable now 

Ser.ous enpUln. Only on 

01-450-3559 

RECUR CINIPANT SEEKS 

TALENT 

mere. oneedeineferem 
ma. err rm. el We elemst 
....1116.40.1•144.1* 

1..e.111.011=0».«.18 

WANTED 

SST 
KETNAINST/ 

.1 yam Ma Darr 
res sinte NY«. Emen. 

oRmee loofth. 

t...1,11112,83 

RAND REWIRED 

.ngs nrhe..ds 

14.1 IndiaOs synth player be 
Dec».6 are swarmsls co, 
arAtture. Hum. 1.500030, 
Demon. 

111••••Ym 

NAMED ROCK GROUP REQUIRES 

KEYBOARD PLAYER 
For live work (home & abroad) 

Contact Malcolm 01-727-0734 

HEAVY AR ROCK BAND 

feqUIED 

DRUMMER 
Second album pending 

Tel: 0606 45975 or 01-801 8622 

0111.12.10.11 REOUIRED for 

Send tape or wrde Berb Done 
yen. 311 Brooks lren,fce. Caldornw, 
son,. uSA 
DRUMMER RFOUIRED for maw 

nary. modern rock hand Influences 
from YA 200 to Yes Planl to Pone 

Ye 01-422 5450. 01-883 2383. 
Aym.uo .371 transpon eown 
.1 
DRUMMER SOLID lot pop band, 

some mg-gee/M. Influence Rob 
01 0235911.0304 day. 
DRUMBIERS WANTED lor 5 pece 

ell drumfy.al group. Influences. 
Rod°. Chant. EI.Iro - Tel 01 247 
66501clurng olfne hours only, 
DROSSY, TO pin bass arel gur-

lariyocals Drronel rock Idegh 
1.....09.10 74 10 5251 374790 or 
375451 
DRIAMER, DINCONVENTIONAL 

wdlong to experiment Intelligent 
sexual indencluei. leather and lace 
ma.- Sombre mood a10 feeling 
for creetne music. ,nRuences Borth. 
day Pan, Doom Bauhaus. vas 
.0 the .gmning 00010,601 AM 
4576. 
DRUINSER URGENTLY for gig 

giving New Wave band mutt be 
espnenced London based. - 01. 
359 0307.01 701 4357 
DRUMMER VERSATILE. rel.*00. 

own transpon, for establwhed MOR 
wort, band Tel 01 648 7912. 
DRUM. WANTED for modern 

band won strong meter., now4 be 
fleece. and yolk, m work - Tel 
01474 7713 
DRUY:12.19 WONTED lot 0.94. 

.0000/SIO,thS .70000 000/0 - 0h07. 
M.060, UI 5151960 97000 0900 
DRUMMER WANTED to complete 

minded rnelodis rock 
.nd, transom/ amen., - Phone 
01 445 7096 (North London, 
DRYDASII SANYO tor modern 

goner bend voth dance leel Record 
company Interest. Image and ded6 
utoon esential Essex-Need. - 
Telephon• 0102 340322/04026 
359,. 

11111.1.11211 WANTED for won 
London.... working Frnlirock. 
band. Experrence. •nthuswan. 
Iran.. emery." - Phone Dave. 
Sevenoa.107321456395 
DRUNKER WANTED. into 

Stooges. Dona Posalire. pro.. 
✓enal anducle. - Phone Able. 01 
907 97.. eveninge 
DRUMAER W...111.3 to Mon fan 

bend for tun - Neil Tel 01940 
.55 alley 
DUO RT099 menage.0i we% 

base and keyboard. with emennal 
hylhon Old nventron to seal record 
and pub...no deal 01 62583. 

AUTO DA FE 
INoramber November, 

Rectum 

DRUMMER 
ISonmons •n advantage) 
RASSIST AND GOTARIST 

Double on keyboards. for 
1010 of Itelend 0 October 
Fling between 9 1 lam. 
Mon Fri 

01.1114 37. 

VIRsors.. • cuonessunc 

BASS GUITARIST 
+ VOCALS 

Waned ref new tent wan 0.6. 
ow., morrow am roof: yo0wer 
ween woos ether nsuunwee 
assw women, dean. • .ao 
an.. mu.. 

lm.ni:1=1Ine best 

Star II. requires 

STNTH-DX7 

04 PROPHET á CTE 

Ore. reedl 

MM. 01437.14. 

DO YOU WANT A 

MECORBINI 
CIMBRACT 

We ere egaIn looking tor 23 

•rtmo lt YOU Mrnk 
you've gol what rt takes Men 
please se. demo and berg to 
Penn«. Racer. LId. 32 
Excitenge SI.. own. Y026 
ILL. Tel 10377147311. 

SYNTH PLAYER 
103771 recanted for up ana 
corning band Heavy on. 
dust, merest Out await 

nght deal Image and 
commarnent 

TEL) 0865 5043 

ENTNISSIASTIC ItY group re-

r=n•.•gr:oeerdn't•esiegn't,er 

ESA/BERM GIATAR/v. for 
London re-ardency forego rePer 
lore advantegeous Ch,,,  Cl 624 
2406 
FEMALE/MALE PERCUSSION. 

some keyboard work. For fnlell.gent 
group roth mernabonal pfoduct 10 
Promote 01-726 4327 
GUITAR AND ItSTISOARDS 
SUMO to Man commercial ban0. 
must be .0 minded end 10010 
/71.002 Phone al 572 8467 .01-
.1 7306 
GUITARIST. DEDICATED band 

ready to gig. PolicerlaadneseFunk. 
control. a.ression, no Mopes 
4n.en. Adam,01 NB 4533 
GUITARIST FOR rock 1' roll gyle 

band. need 1 soy more - Mlorrne 
M1,11,01,63 6379/01 359.05. 
GUITAMTS WAIRED with 

imago and ideas for • band - 151 
Mcky 01 606 2676 even,. 
GUITARIST/VOCALS to Jon 

same for wme bars, pubs. etc 
PPP. 01.249 5907. 
GUITARIST WASHED 009.7100101 

t0.12 PIOS III 
22' 2%. bold' " 
HORNS*0 ploy0, warned to 

corn.*70 love piece band mg, own 
material - Call Heresy 01 556 0231 
or Poul 01 .263 7260 now' 
RerROARD /MO bass wanted to 

complete new Essex ... PM05 
oripnal mu. with good comma 
oat psoublems, only den... 
clasped nerwoens M.. 
Pr... may nocorthon 7.0097 
end eern - mar 
low 411223 Ilan, or Chelmsford 
465130 1E0d./ or Southend 72377 

'«aeIBOARDIST WITH rhythm, 
room wircel eod boon. 9605/15 
nee. Olooldrehrio - 13.e. Hatfield 
07072 62005 
KERIONIDIST WANTED for 

lehnorjaatfunk ba. Deere end 
commie.. peenttel - 01460 
4662 
KEWIOARD PLATER regurred for 

establ.s. (008 0070% bond Ray 
01.7-77 0610 Orr 7pen 

amount name mannae 
urgeotly be commercial pop funli 
band. with management. work, 
tower. recording. gig. oecell.^9 
end of October - Tel 01469 41. 
0,01 421 1512 
KEYBOARD PLAY., e.Gerenced 

5711070.500 tOld 0050 00,0101St. 
00,700 1h00h11 lot 17,06,,, lOS 

On, We best gleam. - 

Plei.A.ter PLAYER . ten,(11.46•111:L. 

yam, commmoo1 Wm. with 
strong metenel Based in W... 
Must have transpon and c.d000. 
t on 0310 011363. Peter: or 0249 
651930 Chns 

I/RUMMER  
KEYBOARDS 

New band nab meat record 
deal. ...in., worldwide re. 
lease of album and single lour-
mg soon. need young talented 
d Eh woth 

excellent gem only .,ne basis 
bid 1115 011. 

el.. Madonnas are Im-
mense Donl bOther 10 en., 
Pa ad .1 A You cant ready 
play . 8 900 haven't gol any 

.er. C You went a wee», 
wage ley Buttool. 0 11 you Ina 

in the Falklands 
John. MS 70311 

London oases 

VOCAIJST/ 
FRONT PERSON 
bo (bored for recording 

and live wOrt 

Phone Graham, On 
011041b. 

3084 
Phillip Weybrldge 44004 

BANDS 
REQUIRED 

For home and abroad. 

CANA VARIETY 
AGENCY 

Tel: 01-886 5598 

',IOU ARE 

AN EXP6FSSFIE SINGER 
ANDA SENSIDIE LYRICIST 

We am a band wating fur the 
voice and me word lwe ve got 
Me tn.. Please send cas 
settl photo. lyric sheet etc 

To GS. STORM 
35 15-Hannla Row. ',line« 

London NI 

MAJOR HEAVY ROCK BAND 

(Second el orn pending) 

OR bite 

GUITARIST/VOCALS 
Young, good image 

TEL: 0606 45975 or 01-8018622 

NAME HEAVY ROCK BAND 

BASSIST 
Only people both good image and backIng vocals 
will be consIdered 

RING IN OFFICE HOURS 01.904 6584 

KEYBOARD PLAYFJ1 seen. lor 
Pro commetcral band. based rn 
Scotia. Young inwge Contact 
Any 03112 21038 
KETROARD NAY. for ven/ 

hard working rock bOnd Must be 
dedeceted and tttttt ele Own 
recording studio et disposal --
Phone Rob. Chat.. St Gt. 6140. 
or Ian. Reedit-, 472898 
KtISOARD PLAYER required to 

orrn modern band unose sound. 
110000, soon - 01-992 3292 
06380*10 *9,6059 1090152 lOI 

herd roc! band - Phone. Phol, 
Rms. 72440 or Steve. Watford 
525. 
KEYBOARD PLAYER • max player 

for modern gaggIng/recordog band 
Yd. afro, image Competence 

R., levee, 01,992 
sees 
KEYBOARD MAYER rqueed. ex • 

Pen synthesist. for modern rock 
S000 Only the bell Meese - 01. 
658 5162 
XEYBOOSOD • SASS Mr am. 

tmmumonsmeut Interee. etc Int 
Portent ergs soon Hard work. dedr-
uton esmniral Box 6161 183 
KEYBOARDS, EXPERIENCE, lut 

Radon puanet for resdency ,r1 club 
restaurant, vocals an asset 01-
E25 5573 
KEYBOARD SYNTH any Dolls. 

Bauhaus. Furs play and look good 
- Cary. 01 748 5450 
KEYBOARDS. HEW Vey.. 8 

owne seeks «me Mr exploncon 
marten09 ers synIlds 
- 01 225 62. 
KEYBOARD VOCALS Moodld lor 

wog •proce een.pro 8904- Phone 
Mite. 01-977 7572. 
LEAD G.TARIST. Wad roc. tor 

London, numb. on• comedY 
thow gr.p. met he .nto come.. 
wen • gr001 vone. aberly for inl-
pr•••ron• an ••••et No time 
west. - Ray 01-573 4451. Barry 
.615 832175. 
LONDON MUSICIAN. sway 

Deal Itond.... contact 111. last. 
elfwgre. compoter.d 
eis salsolad bende Fr. by sending 
Id and Porno to Lone-. 114141 PO 
00215 flogliton 
11UNOAI. RECURRED for an 

E.West fueon band, to do live 
wo. weh • .ur 00 India in Iliod 
Keyboard/woe. drummer. Iret.s 
.se. .0 Dater. - P M.N. 4 Zee L•ne. Marmondaworth, 

IAJSICIANS WANTED /1 
411. 004111. KEYBOARDS 60005. 

lIGNIECIRIC GUITARIST. TRUM-
PET. bUtOPHOPE CELLO to kern 
ending melodic pop ba lla front. 

gal singeleorwwroter. Mmor 

F•un . • •••djéseno'r•l'e•s.,'Cor:?. 

'Mt be un1.1:"pro.r:0nded 10, 
d•docaled. enMuzies10. ornell• 
conscrous. own ge« /transport 
Your Inguences must be as ours 
COMello, Azle Camera. Smiths, 
Juggler. Blue... Runnyrnen II 
Mey re rfol or you•vearc:l.e.dG be 
lore DONT RORER - 
Tel 01 673.65 
POIC.BONISTRACKING yo 

requ'red for tan pop bend. 
tunable equipment end trenspon 
etstiMat - 1010628 329. 
POICUSSIONIST WANIED by De 

gegging band original musi0. 
own lane.. tweeted - Ton, 
01 7880264. 
NANISTY000 TISAINS. London 

night club retldency. union 
rale;0 01.947 216311 . .. n.ed 

urgently for .edirg new .nd mth 
record company interest. - Phone 
RichardlTop Flag. 01 603 4423 
PROF ALLAOLIND DANCE end 

ellowband. looking for keyboarder, 
guiung.00 WO... bassi. OS 
narruc end young p•ople with 
•vons s.O6 your 
tape and photo - feck. While 
W.so.ilvvol,aldnll 66. 4600 Ober, 
Schwinerlà. 
socks«. RAND need we 

seINguller. Wtde  influence. varies 
PR. - Tel: Veep 01.720 0995 
SAX MAWR Wooded lor Seth., 

sad bend.... of work. nob.. 
Made - Uxbridge 0.51 54672 
env tirne 

1.114.1111111140 MUSICIANS ANO 
VOCAL by gurteng to cohtwite end 
improve.. twecurem Future Ulm 
to he denim. eh. ...he tn. 
thences 600 RAS So 1 j 14 
drix. Weather Report. 2.05. 
Stones. Grateful De. lunL lIZO 
rod, West Comet Steely Dee USA 
Massy. :tenths. .onsemtnne. het.. 
melodic end inspired lauséc•1 
OSI000l,116.ODIIOI- Gll Derek 
01.3th 4402 
SNOW LOYSON stsuumpu. 

bond rpm.. drummer. reg.. ba-
sis. - Tel 01-691 0.2111 or 01.3211 
6348 
STAGGERINGLY IIRSLIANT. 

genuinely gibed vocribuilyrécist, 
seeks younD pym. 
el for het, reCePOp balO och10 
end mt.,' Drunken pegs pre 
'erred Tnnewasers ore • E 
Phan, - 01.703 1598. 
STRUTTER SEED roan 7 

expenence essentral - 150 Steve. 
01.17 7166 
6.11111846,BOARD player 

wanted,. arnladaus modern band 
welling to work for SoCC.S. - 
Meve.01-4192 8848 
WNW FUSON MOUSY FOR 

ASSOCUTRS TYPE COausOfu. 
110.1.- 51.721 0769. 
112CIINICALLY PROÇIOESOT Wass 

wars N. marunuentaYl.1. /or 
TOoni1 Du." 5 I heed 

Fnel dency. T 
O1.326 01143. evenings 
114E RECRUITS require sm. 

eV. Player lor commercial sound 
Gigs end wording to lolkaw. - 
Ring retry. cupene. 01-977 0221. 
Pram 

Nu. MY rem...Se mohnos. The 
olYs11 Deem. ideelly Surlet 
wee.- 01470 0979 
Leman' SAY . drum. myth 

•Iroos_4_0.50s YI - Info on 01 
670 561119,01409 7121. 
URGENT KEYBOARD moyey hees 

Id ocelot ad 
• mmr Pbo rock band - Ring 
Nock. 01.994 0278, Yod. 01.55,11 0476 
tot need 
WANTED. ORGANISTS. guitar/ 

006.1,51. yocel duos.. Pub or. 
7.0 01.5. 4862, •am 
runs 
Dadra ertomonotra ofler • 

unsque peck.. for p.n. together 
end promoting new bands - Yet 
01130 621. 
1111-YEAR.D Goober wad au. 

70,0.1 for • Beetles. band Tel 223 
0945 
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MUSICIANS 
AVANJUILE 

30, per word 

A BASS player that's modern. for 
gos expenersee,, 

ben. or fug. Paul. 01858 
4773 
ACOuSTICELEETRIC/ 

Antbeloseo Nonni, experienced. 
[motor.. made, transport. seUs 
Prohlseona1seo. deps. rntereste, 
Moects - 01854.744 
ALTOS. Meyer not experence 

seeks usmons. gos. or pro band 
tatahhoNA ele %ease Al 018. 
C746 
BASS ALI.BIC rehearsal room. 

PA. expenerud .4. funk. seeks 
band, mu...nerve.. Fclin.rg11. 
yell navel 031 5566.2 
BASS AVALAIRE. frets. Iretless. 

MMus All styles. Tours. gigs FullY 
•xperonc.1 - Ora/stead 
10342126843. 
SASS GUITAIVVocers Ooking lor 

pro bend or work/ro situairon 
me/barely 0602 876016 
BASS GUITARIST. aspen.. 

seekfng ro/nilorrn reggae, Sol., 
Norm,. influenced band 100, 
.s,.;;rament «wool 01-232 

BASSISTMARIMONI vocals. 
country style. own transport. seeks 

hand crayford 103221 
578197 
BASS... 19. for goes or be.. 

Moorman, etc. all $ues med. 
my 360523 
BASS ROAD, busk. vocals, Irene 

Sima 040796 
BASS VOCALS. experienced glgs. 

der.„9,1 348 8270 

seeks wort, courno/rock band 
IM 01.836 494.1 days. Rawl. 

AIR RASSIE IN/ 
seats band/muaielans pursurn. 
Janus Chance/Pobag/Alrecen 

= "re 040 

ere 
DRUMMER AVAILAN.E. 

deps seasons very experienced 
own transport Tel 01 43S 1576 
DRUM.. AVAILABLE. good. 

eaperumed. seeks gos. dept. am 
soon own trangon Im Mark. 
016749164 
DRUMM. AVAILABLE for paid 

work. new Yamaha St. own wheels 
Lee 01 Mr5 7822 
DRUMMER. EX.NAME etc. some 

Marcum., seeks hand. also tour, 
eettoon wort And Apt Serious 
offers only Phone 11411. 01.4 
5729 
DRUMS., PRO. versa,. - teak 

or busk seem residency, show, 

8.191. depsidrstance no pro* 000450 

FEMALE BASS Otter. exper 
en. 00 Myles. reader. lamkang 
vocals. ,uet In/1M.° summer 
seas. seeks wort., be. - 
04045 7763 
GUTARIST VUOITENEED verth 

oreat race mmta. Mr record,. 
4/ gs lours Duncan 01 575 1927 
GUITARIST. HACKETT Muff18 

leeks recepue band moving for 
genurne1y ',up...atonal/murmur 
summts 01 4678916 
GUITARIST MUM country slyre. 

re:'«DIARrelii3cleps and us 

GUITARIST SEERS rout., 
band Down1ond 1711 55738 
GUITARIST VOCALLY, 21. 

unégue guru. sOle, exceaenl lead/ 
back vocals end usuge Outstend 
rng orrsonal songs ingo 5.11.0. 
dynamo, 'Heston.» mew pewee, 
Yen. M.o. Mel - 

PIANIST MODES experienced ell 
soles, seeks MO« 6.70/ 09* 11F 
London/Sues. 01 554.56 
PUREE SEEKS .frop Plot 

trad Mark. 01.228 .5 
PLANISTNINGER. -- T. 01.5.29 

PROFESSIONAL GUITNEST. 
énler.. lo.on. 

b•s•cl musicitn, - Alen. 
Peter.. 67120. 
SAM3141041E PLAYER evadable. 

paid gos/sessons. experrenced 
a, unable, ell soles - 01 , 
796 1561. 
SMOSNME PLA.R. 

myle eml sound. rely expeneno. 
- 13..01.263.147. 

sonar band in tan., 
TOIOR SAX pMer see. eles. 

meet or de•I eeeeee .1. Own 
- Tel/ N., 103531 ME 

vornIs band. reads end unpr onus. 
rsil .1. au...lanced On 10 NAM 
- Jon. 01405 8721, ear 3177. &lice 
mum. 
1.04AAN NONNI section tenor 

•S' *114  M.N.1.411.1-
unenced. rock/sour ven Woe. 
88 Banbury House Vrctorra Park 

lo.on ES 

YOUNG ROCKET WAD CRAZY 
TURRET JAL, 

BASS 
Wanted for /mum. 
mdr.rd.wW.P 

Theme too Mtn. Man, eR 

RIng 01.3.111.48 
between 26 

SONG 
WRITERS 

39p per word 

ABSEKUTELY FREE •Tsventy 
Sonowlmng Due.. Ant..., 
exPlen, cOpyright. royelres. pub 
11*6179 20111001. record, / • 
meets. AN Absolutely free wa 
bligatron from Internatron•1 
ongwr ours Asap...ton IMIASI. 
ir.r.,1=relend 

GUITARIST 1261 all my., good 
lyre Martin Mts.', 0242 

*KBAhdO0R. by 

reade1. good butler. Can Keen. 

Suayake mun. eseer. I LYNCS WANTED. No publeanon 
012793158 Any oos 

mnerteewnla. forgo, 01 »a Iee - 11 St Albans Avenue. Lon-
don. W4 

SOLO...11SY/ Had • Oa., HAIR-
WOOD PROOUCTION 
.0 You Su .r awe., under 
Rwetme&Ituer 

mrn 20 ames. producers of reeord 
ornpanoes cocoon., looN, 
eon, rob per rnerrth - Phone 
Parke, 01 740 8126 
SONGWIBTERS. YOUR songs 
mot. In our 26TRACK STUPO 

012 expenenc44 prolessoonals lor 
only 1,150 per song ton Mo. ele1aois 
=Meet Studo Manper. 464. 
fined. Road. NWIO 01.5 8063 
SONGWRITER AWARD ennner 

seeks panne,. fem. memo 
composer - Detelsm Luray, 21 
Mrl-ton Road Consono.h. P03 SAN 
WANTED- YOUNG mot Inoue 

mentaina with home 4. or Btrelt 
Pod. log who tneeN what London 
area - P•ul. 01E39 1682 
YOUR SONGSAYNCS rovrngly 

',cord., from 09. - SAE I 
Nortnend Geodens. ttingestond. 
1301701 
roue saws 

loon. I/5 90 each Sen0 Cessen.y. 
M. end Peyment wch SAE lo. 

Meson Ltd . Oakwood 
1104.e. 92 Eardley Road. London 
.16 6131. or phone 01-.7517, 

1551 
KEYBOARDIST. YOUNG. exp. 

fenced woM Vemaha D» Atnr. 
Moog. Porterrhoo, now BY...* 

ags. rows. solar.> 01 769 

KEYBOARD PLAYER, exper-
ienced yeruhle. seeks wort Mu-
le...ye, .1 Pro band .1000 

KEYBOARDS. DOUBLES goner. 
vocels. experenced plow. go. 
eltopment seek, Nod WAN DI 
263.16 
KEYBOAROS PLAYER WAVE n  

PROMET. evened. CA Iowa Ml• 
dot/session worA MU MAMA., - 
Gum. 01 3284421 
KVIIIOARDS PRO. 23. re.... 

averla. end September. ID, los 
dencyruese. elc - 106721404.. 
KETIMARDS PROFESSRMLN. 
» • Mil IMeN 
•aderrarrang•r/inslInctive har 
mom singer. female. ert.namee. 
peeks Imanye work. No ranee.. 
ler111,103 or lonely roans. - SOL. 
1,71 1326. 
BEIROARD. MO. 30 

lanced.  ile. go. reader. 

';reorp.ort"-Prne'0=r-

rei/ re-

If you up Meting M 
.nd or musecon. we can find 

them lot you 

Phone Crosse.. nOW 
01-539 249. 

Musicians ,eelung bands 

Bands seeking musicians 

For e oudk, 

en, to nt sconce contact 

NORTHERN 
MUSIC SERVICE 
02001 225.1984 

ARTISTS 
WARD 

33p per word 
COMLATON AND som elborm. 

EPs or emeles Small cost - Tel. 
TAO *010.010* 061 737 1577 

luny seek chart osenlele0 bends 
- Send demo,. in101 Seem M.S. 
62'NANKAI. Way. London 5E14 
6NY 
PETER CAFEk clo you sull play 

thou hau.ng °our solos/. I have 
/deal. that need a good goolencel 
Box MM 112 

ILEXBOA..,1113S, READER nouhlong 
danced, seeks merest TM St Aibans 53453 

SONY TC3. me, ro r ee f 120 8,TRACK I- 1,, I 800 C.,. AMY S DU 'R WORKSHOP 

KEYBOARDSEWITII. Young FO NOME ..... E., gunad do ., de. lone ms, 1150 01 neto 117e Pans Anon 10Noo Porn Mon be 
wort IY London 0 1.444 vocALIsis REcoRDs ..: ,r I qa, mak, 

Anne. noo. quIs. Good reader 1•7 02.- ..ced et nene. - ON2 err,rguss,. ,,  „.. .,/./1 ..,,,,71 Dorm,. 51,01 WC? 0 

band - EoeMM 1111. 
KEMOM13.6.01.011.6. AM1901014. SANGER lea 30p per per word WANTEI) RECORIIING 'MCAT. SEAL pert.. 9450 MICR 

roc, •Spedi•ne•   TASCAM 2.4 Peorlastodoo one, MS, 10 lo , 1-15 ,sc...,s, VA Is 
modwn now unit. muse .50. - 0273 021 475 H. 

transport seMak prole.. work ,,-,-„,i,-„,-,,-;;7---,,,--;;Ï;, 60740: *201 lautrilArtitECWS COURSES 
young. etwersenced, remt. Ws, ,,.,,., ,,,,,..,t w .e. stoe,enwoo Phase 100. 025. Marshall. 50 Welt 

.me m.o. - 01151167740. 33p per word 39p per word plus Laney cob. 075 - TM 01.298 ne,e01„,„„,,,.......*„...,,,,.,„., 
«MOMS WON Prop. 5 Very drubte Rchnund/Tweden. 14913. 

01.361ma. ....„..,„, LIFCMETFES wanted. lop 1...0 0/ ....Fen' ....0"'07 Onenew fiat, Shure microphone 

AMOLUTFLY AU. house 
cruces e M 000 ..0F.,1..411, 01X1111 end Li. we. M.. - N M area Tel Roger.01 S. 5423, IASCARI 244 porlestudo 0475: 

su. mu- ...es phas sa.e. sor cesb .8. VIlle, 01.5988506 
effective compulmued »rue lot 6 s i c i • n I .1 n ew band with Co. Rem.. PO Bon 54. Crock. 

Fre. Pee any man.. -- Se. 

....../...,°./ ../...... TAMAN 2.04. 4.6 0420. 
vec - 01-624 0019. ranee,' ROW, 11151. ,...Espf... 1,0175::. .on II 618009. 

LONDON NINO. seeNno Nut ..."""«. ''''''' " ''''- dell. sold.d exchanped. - M. tr. urea, al me Ann Ite 025, ...se headphones.. AM rewes,..arzr,o ,......ths,....hen. MIA 

professional.....• attitude.. barn,. Road.....,..duhue Drumm, 9138 Runes. AD100 °On. MOUnc keybgerdS, synthe. 

serected mu* Pee by sendrpl telbloonthepinlarnag•. - 01.2 NAM MMTIOF« want. 11.Lee„d......•. ....- 0/462 M Lr ee...... 
tor R.., f4.5 All,pc Con de 

aulog Mary. Cl5 Bus RM. re. au see, seer me Irm a 0.4 

CelOweWederf22.01 mops, 2411r. turnaround on most 

veto 180 Shure 588SB, r 25, pelect reeds... ad am ow. to Lineup 1.141. NM alter 7un (Central London) 1976-9. top u. pod . records ALL muw. LOWEST  /^/ Rem Ara,' N.NtA ... 

.JLEW ,...., 61L14OBREDNG.TE.I. ,,, ....„ g. for co, °Rm. _ pop 0.SW0.IRS...Z.«O'l'lITOAFRFECRIN"Tte". undMon - 01.7. 5373 NIANIS•St ILA 00111.11.6 16AOS Pro 'ewe ..ns. Brighton. DE.DICATM VOGUE, availal. and rug... Any guar., Send 

„-7,75 ,„7,rzw .,,,,•07,-,.,-,..--d; L ......t.00ns,i,j ...02gBer.. , Record.. 172 Enos Road. Re., 

lord 863731. 1444 £ 
OMPLETE POSTRO 8 Rut . RECORDS ....... - 01.1 

PEDAL 8.. ead guru., 0,500 orw. - Te101.994 5636 good range and gear seeks ernbi-

:',1 0e 17151Yri )3'5'5' U" ''''' W. Vo%l ell.- T. E H I r71/14TMVII0A1.11.  OJTtCPtA4fl. (550 

us. IWO r..1. lernelet en. new mod au.* camMei Me Bund mu //nth edam. go...Mee 
FEMALE VOGUST re look, lor AllSOMIT Au. ,..... LPL eagle. MEE% XIS MULTITRIMEIL 

TM 0344 771777. 

.„„,•,•=:yr,:,,,,,,,„...«, erzi;,;, Ideas and 0,ht Image.. form no U.. 4 med ONM) Ose. es 2 weds old, f236 - Pte.. Wmford 
- 01 341 7225 M.o. 111011.REEDI 11. 109231.191 

3161248 NEALE \M.O. experenc., MR WM. 4 ARV con.. Is FOSTEX XIS multrlucker, in, 
seeks work., prueboo own PA. ... red T. Fade. IAN.fl cludes guarantee. 0230 - 01-870 

= SIM 
e . Natl. Le.%  WII. 101. 2084 

F013119 XIS ne, warren,. 
SAE Es sae nesresmed ones ten 0775 - Ter 01.771 2037 
- see dec. lax pr. 1.1.01101 FOSTEK 0.15e in stmk now. (2. 
*led eassees• - Mane IOW, 1.IX W. free 145.15 userfurn. 
MO PAS., tree hebour debyery eont• 

Where on . the - Audro Serum, 
06.2 4244. 
108.6 O15. unu. SMI/ex-
5=or effects ped hum - 01. 

FOSTER LTRACK 14 morrehs old. 
Ir. uu. MM. -- 01.8 1681. 
FULLY RECONDITION.. and 

0*1111 1142* II 45111. SI 4 22 8(57 
0811. VOCALIST 5.09*1*466604. 

offers ono Tel. 01SIS 900 

GUITARIST/SP... tepee..4 
solo mt 01 647 6376. 
STRONG JA2/2 ymce 11*11110*1 

made. grown ups ono pm...no 
chewantere 01 986 6685 lEast 
Lordon/ 
VOCALISTS AVAKA.LE leap. 

fenced,. gut, unge solo/h./um 
For seamen*, Ups grgs TM 01. 
5800164 

TWO VERSATILE 

FEMALE AMOEBA 
EXPFR/ENCED i2 rwordeng and 
touring with NAME 8.1135. 
seelt profess/one, semen end 
live wort A GREAT SOUND 

"" 
PM. phone 01. 3431 

Strong. yersalde 

SINGER LYRICIST 
Wanted for powerful, 

rhythmic new band 

Phone Eve 01-286-4197 

EXCELLENT 

FRONTMAN 
AVAILABLE NOW 

Telephone 

01-349 3656 

PERSONAL 
33p per word 

.0X NUMBERS_ An replms le 
Melody Maker box numbers should 
he addreued tO Boa MM 111, Me. 
lody Maker. .1uhee House. 1.. 
;.73. High Holborn. London WC1V 

FRIENDS.ARRIAGE Postal to 

r W;"Xe ORION t r8 oett,  
mere. Gomm,. °Ott, 
1ELP ADVISORY CENTRE. 3 

Adam and Eye Mews Koh Street. 

runt, 00ll0O .110 uvrce on abor. 
Iron. contrauptron. pasch.r.c 
Prob/ems. sexual prohienn VO e. 
encounter and Oreusson 010.0. 
held - TM 01 937 0687 0101,1e 
INNER.OS Pr Gr.., and 

world/MN - German relArren. 
Service. PO Box 20 02 35 4690 
Herne 2. West Germany 
PERIMIENDS. E.LAND and 

abroad. - Send SAE for moon en, 
Postruns Knock. PO Box I.. Loo, 
don 1115 20G 
PEN.1.06. 118.0. M. 

BERK 1. counmes - SAE le IPS 
Mean PO 11.QQ,e,rwe 

cem.mons..n.friende 
11*1,11 

etc7 Very - Pen• 
Secretary. The Gol.n 1.150I• 
pool L15 3ff, 

PRM 
39p per word 

unoe 
ete lot overwly Me m Pm 
owe. 1.000 sq. I, fully sound 
proofed end carpeted. mde PA. 
beets em °ewe park. - ffing 
01-.1 2277 

DISCO IBIZA 
FOR SALE 
leue. lanteurc profits. 

Attemotoodeloon »wadable. 
mown«. Price 1-55.0.0. 

TM 9*05 26364.6-1.1 
or wade Duon 
6 Northfield Taw 

VOIlt 

RECRDS 
FOR (ISM 

33p per word 
JUKEBOX EUROPEAN COL. 

LECTORS AND NEWS MON, 
Imes. ftsue 14/841 ELVIS C06-
TELL /0*109 
news. revreen. Ms. nsore FREE 
COPY/ - Jukebox. Box 9016. 
31509 Fla.mad, Sweden 
LEEDS RECORDS Sec Upeerigaar 

23...01.. Roundel. Road. Leeaki 
8 11 5 DM. .23 687572 
ROCK POP funk an used records 

PAN I. 40 Cronbrook Road. lo.. 
5E12 on 
WE «IL del.., Md. rare 

I.. 01 O00aPPl*1 

Slreet. enehmn. or telephone 
102731.affle. Calton welcome 
WYCOMIE RECORD FW. - 
IMAM Club IMOSE• 
Shopping Control. 501,16.11 
209E4 Preentry lOrarn 01. 11.3,0, 
30o. 

A BARGAIN essartmant of 
100 Peed LPs 12' ' smiles or 
500 used 7' amides lor £20 

IN meets scP,...",310 .01 
select/on/ 

Payment erne order to: RocerA 
T *go ND. M 

Reed. Le«. 11I11 
111,727 . 

WANTED 
39p per word 

MP. NICE cuntnev Photo,. mfrs. 
emits. bootlegs. - 0.0144. 
Maluen 06845 4736 

SPECIAL 
NOTICES 
39p per word 

PROFESNONAL 
photography and graphed unnne 
offered in return for Nodose.. - 
11,11.1 onleernelAn [OM. CNN 
On 01 272 3639. 
HAVE A ORAN ON STAGE A 

rew mornoti.al serum olle. al 
duo05,0 dlet to perform., lund* 
Moron.. -011748201* 
PAJA. DOWNY Slade.. Ms.. 

guellty - Gem. 
01.0.3462. 

TRANSPORT 
39p per word 

401 MERNI arnve yme go on 
ornlor1 Amerrcan molorhoru. 
..al lot louring UR end EUM,M. 
ound •ngine•r end roadie 
sue., ...toe Naas - Tel 
Andy 0602 620413 
ENCORE M. van velh workng 
um. reliable 24.hour service 
I 281 1151 
TIE IIANDKIS goes on tour u8 

rid Europe. Bea service. .1 
Nee. best bus. - Tel Jane or 0Ey. 
CCT LId. 0734.90. 
VAN NIE and dn. - 01,43 

Ill4R. 0). 346 9941 
244. Roland Dru. 

melor. ten. und All great cond. 
Iron. fully mimed OB. please - 
Due 01 465 7967 
REV.( A77 rant mount good 

or.. [190 - 01..1 0307. even YAMAHA 1006 Delay. 
rum. 8/2.2 aux. El. 
228 5534. 

rnotdo 516875 
TEAC FORTASTU1310 144 boxe4. 

as new. used Mc* only. 085 ono 
- Beings.. 53421. 
TEAC EOM, In. 9 tuck upe. 

macrune. Only 40 hoe,. Pr/Yee cs/' REPAIRS & 
remote. House purchase lone.. 

sale 01,000 ono - Tel: Greer.. 
02514 4827 

061 79. 

T110.0 244 *79.060m0o., doe rot savicEs • 
5004 
OR. around t 75 -•  

TEAC 144 ponasludio. excellent 
condition. berg. 0290 ono - 01-
733 2112. 
TEAC 144 701010.110. 

lee. 0250 Ter 01644 1563 
TEAC 144 portaztudo. recent fun 

eery. new heads, perfect co. 
non. C. Bewn.01,49 8494. 

500,0 0* 1007 
1 0TEI3 1.1RWIY lorath All 

mo 111•1rerk record/n8 .90/Pmem 
and access.« - Rog Tune Inn 
on 01 6.8743 or 01 683 96. 
MAMA INT. 4,tr. Goleeetle 

00109 C and Red 6. 4 rn., as 
uw Offers, - Tel 02406 3.86 

1-

39p per word 

BAN MECTROMUSIC. prole5. 
monal ages.170 ng es/ 
hue Yamaha men age. 01 
253961011671 
MOO YOUR get01* where pro-

Efflo_e nt. tor. .. 

0.1.4911700. 
MINT ME Sib. ulee and re-

peal. - M/014E3 1181 1Pekel. 
10.34 GUITAR Worlsellop. A M. 

repEr/c.sonleing sew. 
-10-6.4742. 
RAW RIMINI end nunlenance 

of studio erpopment and rem.. 
enrolee - 01 5A0 2164 

el ;Ohre 
placquel 

81-740 3232 

ITADareram.nouto.o 
eboom. 

ot Crwcho.///o 

uN 

,0795 

esbeeMer...aum 
lAteNnee. AA/AAA. 

tAlTee. oto ANA,  
Nool IlyeclorMAed 

TF-AC.TASCAM 
REVOX 

0111048 5E Semen.. 

e,en, preSessane scssns 

I AIUSI...,3 
LAB 

MN Fe** 

lOperleeEmemS•Peel 
ALM 

HOW TO PLACE YOUR ADVERT 
Fill in the details on the form and send it by post with a cheque or postal order to: 

MELODY MAKER CLASSIFIED DEPT., BERKSHIRE HOUSE 
168/173 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1V 7AU 
To arrive by first post on SATURDAY for inclusion in the following week's issue. All 
classifieds MUST be prepaid. Cheques/POs made payable to MELODY MAKER. To avoid 
delay please print your name and address on the back of the cheque. 

PERSONAL CALLERS 
You can now place your ads to our offices in Berkshire House (1st Floor), 168-173 High 
Holborn (opposite Shaftesbury Theatre, above the Oasis) Monday to Friday, 10am-4pm, 
Saturday 10am-1.30pm. Deadline Monday 11.30am. 
The above press times are for lineage ads only. All display (boxed ads) have to be received 
by Saturday. . 

BY TELEPHONE 

TELEDATA (01) 200 0200 (Access & Barclaycard) any time, 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week! Private advertisers only. Copy deadline midnight Sunday lineage ads, or 9am Satur-
day boxed (display) ads. 

OR PHONE US DIRECT ON 01-379 3581 
(Access & Barclaycard) Tuesday-Friday, loam-4p01. 

CONDITIONS 
Vill.ls1 elost . made 10 All clattoloAl adynnosernents most he preps. end accompemed by In. name and address of Ihe actserSse, every 

Cen= rs'' ernhe'leirseUrr==ene':Ishfp's"17,1,'S'e':2s"rTgt'e'sseis7Zy"ntn oS el/sr .°,:,7.1:,'1,,.., g:%":.-e. 
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Wei re Owil*retim, 
............•••••••••••••••••• 

(Il MA 
--

need theorelrcal reoarninahOnSM 
PIeme 7.171Mtnelt Steele. MA. 02 
Coo. Hill. Harem C6419 APP 
SAKONIONSeLLITE 
twohners/advanced. reedingTer 
ree.mfi....1„.... 01 133...0.117«:. 0 

151 
ReMIN 05009 PrePher. Yamaha. 
Rom00, roans etc - 01 8470456 
TOWN TIE stee Chen'. 

Te,a..c,,/•,der IWSC l 352 7166 

• 0.0.0.1 Car'ret'5"-'07 01.3‘ri W  
8015 

TOUA DE BRETT 
liet teem MIEN OM. CAS. 
SETTE I. Mod IN the me 
A' ARE. WW.8 rzer. 
hleas.m.•••1•1".111•486se 

S.6. 
. 15605....•660.1 

No WM, DM. me Wile Mee 
Md Mons le 7. 415 Team RI 
Weed.. laelee 

1811TBOW1 

AN AD 

THIS SIZE 
COSTS LESS 
THAN £50 
FOR DETAILS 

CALL KEVIN 

ON 01-379 3581 

EXTRAORDINAIRE + + +  

rem rei reallayse duplicelion TIM/FUJI, 
awl • Mek sere.. Lc.n' R.Ww• 
don W2. GPM £L101046.014. 01. 1. 414/6w. - 

'10,306UTELY 10 10.10ykaIAnle'lut"ne'd"weIettleeee«:<*1."..".; pf1srerino awn W smear overran. 

ooro réMe. compedno and Wm EN. 

71 .0% réon'*I tom lh'lerna,forT«1 NG 540040V con be me. WIC/ 

Lime0nrgCeeZ!'""" ==-4:71 C-ter.,j4 

GATEWAY 
CASSETTE SERVICES 

Real hme c•zselle copyme 
deeet horn Ve 'or ceseeele rem 
ler tapes All *Ye earned out 
on Neeam.ché machine*. Me 
Imphest standard We also 
9ePPV blank casmetes weer, 
to 7,707 Standard or chrome 
tape avaoahie 

*phone 62 759 
For loweet prices 

FOR 
lOGNO PROMOTION 

RECORD PRESSING 

DISTRIBUTION 
11.011110411.101 

RUC 111.11.11111.111MUlk 

VIM 
THE UN 's BEST 

CUSTOM PRESSING 
SERVICE 

aa 
RL19111 M UM LEG 

01.1 MI5 lin" 

020 GIVES YOU U)00 
QUVITY-7-0SF-SSINGS. 
2 COLOUR LAPELS AND 
WHITE SAGS- QUICKLY 
GOODPRKES FOR SLEEt E 
PR/NTING &LIQUEUR 
CUTTING 1130 

/4/ODENEX1R4S. 
AGTHE FRCYESSIONN 
HELP YOU NEED 
COnfracT t 

\,/ 

MIRROR casserres Real Moe 
,071Kahonlrom cassette or ',An. 
  reuodualmatoon. chrome 

',poems with 
tit 3851616 
MUSICIANS. SONGWRITERS M. 

- for a Mt ol our mus7.1 produce 
renee send me to Sleelo Move. 
104 School lane. Skelmersdale. 
Leocashire 
RECORD PRODUCER wch Ma - 

worked with SS ..... 
Bea Count, rhythm maim. R.610 
¿Moon connorhons f6 per hour, - 
OM 870 
TAM STUDIO for dies. messings. 

cassettes Free brochure 01-146 
0033 

RfilEARSAL 
ROOMS 
39p per word 

AVAILABLE NOW Illackeord 010 
Doe, comfort.. friendly Nr Lo40 

ct so n oey, cane 
oaten inc PA 110, ...counts owe 
Chrietrnes/New Year, Private 

stor.e. Sackl,ne. refresh-
... Call Cn re 01 3T 7835/6. 
111ARRINOTON 24 FIR rehear. 

W.dios. 1.000 p It. par,. face. 
b.. no stairs. 10am 50rn 175. 5 30. 
11.30gom 116 17 mid,. 94re TT 
PA ...ow, some own.. a re: 
awe el 274 8213 daya 01.671 
6674 eves 
0AARINGTON RETEARSAL 

W° sownl mer. 1050 
000, 0oin, m non, 
1.805 loe or. p • ioducco Some 
'sewn.. if newt uotic wriena 

and °noon area - 
P▪ hone 01 274 8233. days. 01-671 
11674, evenings 
OWSTAL PALACE C2 SO PH Inc 

PA_ - R,ng Slone 01 6702923 

.YESINATHROW, Ram ne 
hearses. PA or fully muipmed£  
150 fa 75 on nour Ushodgeo 
08.1 .872. anyhme 
JARNOUSE ROCS 

Three etudes with incluard. 
eacklinte aralable - 01E701512. 
WI CLEAN MIR CLEAN 

CLEAN 26 02. 6-90812 114 In. 
Mee* be:Noe. drums end NM 
PA. London Bridge area -- 01 231 
3264. 
PIERS REFEARSOL Studio re . 01 ,6894747 
5*0009, RERFAmAte„ 

88400.7.0717. El end n no pm 
0007 02001.0.. 0*0)09 01 870 
4036 
6µ8.1   w . 

Eudon San Stud". poroso   hdy 
•nd weekends 1-2 75 be 

ore Spon werlidays Amps 500; 
Irma UP., 150, arurns "op • 
and N. round Pnone 01 387 
"44. 
TRY CROCKWELIS. 01 701 

5664. 

LCROYDON! SOUTH LONDON 
STUDIOS 

The cheapest rehearsal 
tune. the most lacthhes 

Tel. 0883 44114 

LOOKING FOR PRESSINGS 
OR CASSETTES. 

zrter..sa; ...woman itocein 

We can Satisfy All Your Needs at Competitive Prices 

•Nemes 
•Col Remo 

•Procintog 

• lec Am« 

MAKE IT WITH US 

/83 ra 

014463218. 

PA Inclusive Te, Dori... 0304 
0110330 
RIBMARSAL STUDIOS 0 

BRIDGE 

REHEARSAL STUDIO 

free ow or tuouric ainm 2 A 
and Drums 

Spacial weekday rates 122707 
10 6 

reeorMno 

140100E 54849 

SPACE 

TWICKENHAM 
01-891 4270 

ALASTUSKA 
£3 hour inc. P.A. 

WATERLOO 

Tel 01-928 2986 

01 928 7440 

Vee», 

TERMINAL 
-- clue os 

7 0 3 0 3 4 7 
7 0 I 6 6 4 4 

ELENIAN1 

Calm 

ISAYsaisleSTIMIS 
Cprem.111.0 

wet, wiets=rere, ere. 

sweet rm. 1=„reire. 
KW • Ome. leer 
mew. we. WM pm. emle.. 
worm • 1140/ he PA um 

Dem. fer melem aid 
Ma Me.. Mat OW Itee 
Ye. 

1.1.10=8/0 

Rehearsal 
Studios 

IWO Sr Nee Street 
L000.1 (CI 01-2531689 

11EVOP REHEARSJUS.11ACKNEY 
CHEAP RAM  01.723 6128 
201111ANNerterneWE 

KENSINGTON. W14 

REHEARSAL 
STUDIOS 

Good rates. inclusive PA 

Easy access and parking 

Phone 01.548 4643 
01 603 0605 Day eves 

WHARF MUSIC 

01 261 1263 

LRECESSION! MUDD TIE 0013 or. 
31, ewe. 176171s. INV p.. crso 
meTicho, DOL. cameo 14 50 

w  . 16 E. OW a hair 
way 
WIXOM 3.0014 bur 

114........1.10 
weemesem  

18484.4•8111.17e78M 
Aotorered 

Vb. pea.* lIO*0111 

we. s ta r 
as.. 0.hw 
mama m me. am a... 
483 ewe 6.• •••••• 86.8•6 re. 13 - , loo 
ea* ea. ware. awe en 68 use44 64.6, 64 4.4 
4064, ems .46« 4.• 4.•• . 7.• 
46.48 .20100 40.40 *74.2*11 

313 NOUOWAY ROAD V 
STUDIO 1 45.208 DRUMS AND BACKLINE AVAILABLE 

STUDIO 1 25080200 HOTS COLO DRINKS 
MATE CAR PARK 

STU040 1 14113,150 OPEN 7 DAYS 14 HOURS 
ST11010 4 2Poi?Ort SIR CONDITIONING 

01-609 1313 

ASPIRING BAND 
SEEKS REHEARSAL STUDIOS 

gge 400g/Ne 
Starting a band? Got your hut sus? Or moving up 

the ladder? Looking for somewhere to rehearse with 
bags of room, plenty of parking space and 

refreshments on hand? 

ONE TWO ONE, South London's newest studio is 

your answer. It's conveniently situated right on the 

Purley Way/Mitcham Road roundaboul. The car park u 

bang neat door in Mdcham Road. 

Bring WHIZ Own instmmen. and egotPmeet 
(trucking aervice available), or hire ours. Our 

producer ia there for that special 'demo' tapa. 

Got a bugged amp, or a broken 'G' slung. We 

provide spares and accessories, and a repair semce 

tbars second to none. 

So what's keeping you? Phone and arrange to see 

ea. Ask for Jayne. We'd be happy to show you round 

withoul any oblige',. The number ts01.684 9223. 

ewe 
ONE TWO ONE LTD 121 Canterbury Road, 
Croydon CRO 31111. Telephone: 01-684 9223 



PA & LIGHTS 
FOR HIRE 
39p per umrd 

A MAP, 1.3K Mane, R,gs. tronn 
145 - Alen 01 908 3828 
MIOPP.P14 1. PA.. 

band transpon. tour nummement. 
aleseonal mom. - 01.790 1561 

.E2 mu 1 le MN Somata, 
Martin. JO, Gauss From 150 - It 
892 9465 
A 110. PL - 01.7. 041.1. 

701 0656. 
A MELON" holding rig - Tel 

Jam tat« for bee ace.. 0151 
nor 01-561 OSM. 
A .TWIFAME PA 1.41W Mon-

roe FIX. - Northwood 1651 210315. 
West London. 
AFFORDAINE ROCK and Ron 

1.QVI,15 06102000.5011.. tlartf:.1 .00. r79 

0672 
A RRSTGLASS 32 channel Soon. 

cr../ Merun ng. - Stan PA. 107341 
550201,4as( 
«KALE S.M. up to 31.1 

hi-tech no. Nus monitor. Darml 
Nfek-ls uttnrack leolity Price 
too lowered. - 01.549 1787 da, 
OI.1SI 46 ht 

rig MOW 
foldbact. MI_ AEC. ACE; 16,2. 
eRects Eng., new. crey. 
.11,1.114.. 140 - 109231 720480. 
ANIMAL MS. PA, Cooney 

based. ant, ISL. TAC «ea. 
III .0 M. N. 36 mood. 7111. PA. 
bons 150. - Te1.102031459003. 
ARMADA PA 1 SK ILSO 

Gas. Weak plus fold, and 
ere Good ones. Ring 611, 01. 
624.72 
A. NNE Menin/J8L/Yealla 

Rams. Rog, Ste 3000.24 Man-
na, ....Olt rat«. prsdessa. 
anus. - 10273/56.79. 
«VO PA. 735. engineer. trans-

• 1. 1uda Seek.. eve.. 
01.641 7282.01..0 2025 
MACK BOX HIRE I 2/11, plus 

Inaba. JBL, turbo $ound, 1011. 
reasonable rees. - Rerun( 01 541 
0947.01-8706563 
ELUESTONE UGHTING. The rig 

for your 9.. Economic. proNs• 
anal eM 0elte 5140.81 •ffect• 
Dacount tour rates - Tel ans. on 
our new 24 hour numb. 0753 
.5033 
«WM 1K-56 24.chennel. Turbo 

CIZI .'-6esgarr048e3Ulcj." 
80.1.0 PA 500W/1K fa • 

crew. SE London beeed - Geoff. 
0322 612.. 
POSE PA synn or mthow 
m e, or. Rood .«. - 01-7441 

MINOT 069471.3. 181, Nano 
rn.teoclai: ?I-979 0,6‘,72 

Con., John Dean 01 550 
rigs, 651). Geues..161. lepha.rige 

CAI/M. IC, Court Plata 
cornea PA echo. fold bes A Nadu. 
michi ammo - Ted Keyes 102221 
732947. 
CONCERT SYSTEMS. »MO, 

20/8 monitors, Varna, reva, Ro. 
lend 301 Eventide Wafer. Molter. 
klutron, Dream t «gad and corn, 
Pressor. 27 bard graphics. 0 to 
201. 061 881 4505 
DC PA HOE rgs. reason-

able rates - 01883 8520. 01 349 

' A DEANE MIT«. 017,90/ 1.4 
hire. 12 40K. Rev.«. Anne pan 
cans. 02,040 .01 Quotes 01.515 
9685 
GEORGE HOGAN $ound, 4 

out front. 1 8kW f01011079 - 01-471 
7778.01.474 0333 
.11.1.1.110 FM« PA. 500W 

Il - Day 01870 2512 Evenings 

'11"*;/E. uality mund. good 
On.. Oro cry?... 0,3593813.01. 
902.97. 
KAN 116900. horn 150 OIT feu 

Ira 120. - 01549 9554 
KEINTRASED 1/SAW PA /we 

Sounder•It 20.2 11•100 sound 
«Rae.   -073329254 
MIDLANDS.....D PA here 

1/3. nos. .60.1,00.4 cree. 0064reles. Also ...me backing available. 

- Phone Mainline re.coust01. on 
105331 537900 or 10513/ 8.649 
1NE CHAI. PA plus lights. crystal 

car PA system. to 41L. speclocular 

397, SIlO. ter .88/ 3/5T,014,2n1.361°. 
857 3655 
UNISOIRM PA. 100W to II, from 

115. - 01.624.00 
VOCAL - 01 512 0290 
NG LAG mows 10-360 pub 

rep. concert «sterna. ray bells. 
smoke elc 3.n. 01 .7 3655 

SPECIAL 
EFFECTS 
:e.1:=irreent 

-...= 

‘Le‘Maart 
01 a.. 

FOR HIRE 

Year, 034 
V•rne, 039 
Pones.. welf 
headphones. me £9 1111 

June. 614 1« 
097 6 Porteetu0.0 
70,1. 525 f90 

Simmons SOU Eli £72 
Geary anise ad.. 

rOVERLOAD 
hie 

VadoCr, 
Nakao« 
am«. aesem El, 

gam« IN« us 
Imams MIR 

am« 
pewayea is ea. 
Pea eem• map. ase 
Asemayeatna La« 

II la ree  

STREET HIRE 
Tel. 834 3987 

PO pw 
119 £76 
EIS MI 

of rue bed o• mpa.n• 

ago, td«..0 

artenens Nar afar 

41-751 5322 =4, 

ADVANCED SOUNDS LTD 

DON HUM 562 

EMULATOR 

TIMM 017 

ROSIER MI 150 MIXER 

SIMMONS SOS/ 

SE0 0001110114 

0 1.467 4603 

Inter 
5.5.m5195/ 
3.0.3055 compere ldr 
SM. • 110.... 

Merl* DX 
$05 01101 
Mesa MOO 

Mae.. 
arm. • NO .1-

025 

033 

41 

031 
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RAPER & 
VVAYMAN 

1.31800 NINO SO 
TaecmPererteapa* 
Isea4.01aNewan 05 
termed CA 
taw eleelack 
itew 80.1. 

.0.460 

knearm 
teenelod• In• 
Imne,LeeMinyeen .03 

ama.man 
reaw• 

Madeuryemsetadena 
n .Iø..6flb040SnbO 

I I 

INV 
PORIA57(1010 244 • saw Ill 
TAK414 Renck ah oser a. 
ORWAULATOR dal Orwra 04 
5067.5.3yelees • .-61A 
AMME771.13 PleeReasa 115 
ROLAND...Me. Oa. 1.1115 
060.10103181.se Sales 311 
KORO 30311• 500 03 001. III 
685 Stereo flank 
VOW 

614S 1076,61..l,0/l 6Ol, 0 OP. 
01/ NIA 

4 HIRE 
Day 

LINN DRUM ME III £25 

DX7 erJP8 £21 

ODLs. reVerhS. 0000d66, 

011.1733013, 00190 90.3. 

etc. frOM 

Weekly rates 03 

LONDON MUSIC, INC 
01-398 4489 

A INIUMULAT001 III. Polvera 
113. Nerve (12.Porlaudio 110. - 
»00.01840 7007 

»AM. DALY RATES: Tomah* 
11000 clue. reva. 110 Porte. 
O0.110 Roland T.. 110 Rand 
S.1000 Dig MIN. 110. - 01-
487 MM. 
INNIAUIATOR VATII 

1114,03.1, (4 ph rpnslusivvoec.al 11 
houre/C25.N. qualdenell 
Mara PA. EIS - Karl, 01.212 
72,1.7=1"ifir0 1.7 Inightsk 

Simmons, (22 
Poeeslueo. CIO. Linn down. C. 
drumulator. £19. Yamaha 1.47, 126. 
Mew IMO 106 122. Drumm', 01. 
.101. (5. Weekly > 4 - 01.7. 
5839/451 1817 
FANLIGHT 'NAUGHT. wen 

owner operoor. 115 ph wending 
angle,. or 8.-treck prOgramming 
qua - Tel 01-223 5787/01.674 
8662 
WIN INUMEIBI NOLL. per 

day. - Maros. 01.723 4751. 
MN I" 1-35 per day Frm 

liva in tondos. allernewe $ounds 

Tel: 01.223 a0. 
URN LILO «th museran leno. 

na• anolve moose to London 
end southeast. CSO per 1010 My. - 
Tel...6723. 
NISTASTUDID PACKAGE: 244. 

O107,01,4, h•adohon•s. 11119.Utwoch. instruct.. (12 Pd. Ng 

466106016 06500,9 040000 Pa. 
ae - Roarunner Mr.. 01-833 
07/0 
MANIONS 11.32. 140 per day. - 

01.942 SM. 
»WO« SDVS US per day. - 

Unisound. 01 624 3900 
,MIANA CP. 007. Oberhern 

089a. Sorg .3. 601403 .101 
• 140,, LOIOME2.AIIOS. C0111. 
bo s Best roes 01-609 9870 
2« 1.117.71/010. Drum., 

baseline. echo. recessonee. 150 per 
incrusive 01.729 0753 

DANCE TRUCE 

MUSIC NIRE 
Yamaha 011,1.. 
Jug. .15 
reene 5 00 

Sermons SOSO 120 
1.041144 110 
Ikea( 091703 110 
West, foe • 4 delder3 

01.8917371 
01-670 3707 

Yam:n.027 
0E10000 
▪ nd3rd Nosepetoe 
6eroner..reserds 

WESTWOOD 

PA. ANO HIRE 

.1101 -e 

• erkem,....en ro 

COBHAM 109321 64211 

STUDIO 
PUIríIBff 
39p per word 

AIG 00 valve TICIPeCifi.0 
coma14 wilh power mpoly, «mt. 
lIll? eollting cond., 1149 50 
VAT. Paola and Bersleveal wel-
comed. - 51013.1 Mears 6 Pen-
na. The Hornesale Centre, 11(4 
710 Honesdale Reed, Mona. 
Kern Ill 202. 01-460 7299. 
AO) 16411.„ pill some open, 

ollers felt ail The London 
Microphone Centre. Plenty el 
weaker. bargarne «able No. 
- 01-743 4680 

The Masten 
Multitrack 

Fostex 
Plus an the best h.« lk 
studio recording eftlairl-

mcnt you may need . . 

ALLEN & HEATH 
AMCRON 
AMPEX TAPE 
BEL 
BSS 
DRAWMER 
ELECTRO VOICE 
GAUSS 
ICON 
ISOPATCH 
JUL 
LEIXCON 
QUAD 
REVOX 
ROLAND 
SONY 
STARR« 
TAC 
TANNOY 
YAMAHA 

IIIHIb 
HIRE & SALES 

Unit 

New Eremeel 

Nicoll Rood 

London RIWTOOAX 

TelephOne 01 -361 32116 

AMPEX 466 2in Imp. 140 - Tei 
01434 3035. 
11113.7.4 7.41-8 1- tea re 
a.. good corxhbon. 11.875 - 
OM 773224. dayInne 

COMPLETE 143044.0 range avail. 
*611 InCluding excellent 
deall on Me superb OS 1=k 
recorder - 'none or erne for our 
r '' eve m« la Mona 

re e. Partners. Th Horn« 
dale Centre. 216118 HorneM•le 

Bromley. Kent NU 202 01 
460 7.2. 
FOSTEX AS MACS vo. 350 

mixer new. 11200 also Manes 
0611003 delay 1163 Paul 01586 
3434/7 or 01 458 9545 
14.19101106.46 LEILA0* unit for 

mie Brener 8 .11 van saa 
and remote Alen and Reath 24/8/2 
Oa and Batch Bay Tel Roy 01 
863 0455 

ISO STUDIONASTFA 16 8 2. 
nee. guaranteed 110» Sound 
Business 01 9139 6359 
ENURE MIGS. SUSO. SIA57 end 

PEN. PE86 end rd bee pre« in 

Una, 01 743 4680 
soundocoarr 200 Series mixing 

case« In $tock 400 and 800 
Series aoayelable - Mane or 
verne lor details of Ma and our 
corwage range al studio a, 

Melael Slevens à Panne*. 
The Honesdale Centre, 216 218 
Homes.« Road eon.. Kent. 
01460 7.9 

RAPER & 
WAYMAN 
"- „.. 

. . 

1.....01.114•34.13030 

Alin & Beata System 
II Special Otter 
Brand nee bla One 
System 8 Mixers 

Including direct owouts 
Nunuom power and 

Full ',oven. 
Mole 1610 (11. • VAT 
Model 248 C1325 • VAT 
We nee* a aall Leaf of In. 

•Gove mug. 10 e'er 
Fire cone - fir• staved 

CM Marla WalWood at 

11111b 
HIRE & SALES 

01-961 3295 

371.11300PAASTER 8-4 M.., 1440 
33405 4-track. TR8C8 Mae 01 
203 5150 
TASCAN 32 211 ,̀1 1045, 2-Ira. 

nanny tad 1375 - Tel Ashland 
50017 

TEAC AMAX Ruda mesa., 
decks lor rnaslering 1.1./089 
loge control,  Mu. a  
Mo use Ten left - Au 
rho Servees. 06632 4144 
MAC 1440 RC 70 1101017. 009 

0439 rnocars 8/4 mixer. SOS rem. 
C. 12.100, none use only, vow 
accept f 7.335 ono 01 5190973 
TEN MACS lin back and al, 

lea studio proftet forces $ele. 
otters around 1315 High We 
combe 4461. 

TII CLEAR. Tow 4.2300S9 21 one 
mechlrle 1S/HI 1725 NC 007 3 
head meat* deck. f149 Pair Allen 
6 Heath rom alas 1S/111 160 
Team 244 Porlastudm and 111011.1 

0.131431 1575 7.19R IffnO, 
Shift Doubler 1350 EV Pl9 
.5. Taw 1,00170 m. 142 PEP 
Portals 1112 portable mixer 1235 
lessen System 20 co rn ors, 

mixer. E920 expander. 
ML120 meter unit. PE. squabs« 
(395. Tenney Lockwood, IS/. 
13*5 JVC Se0 Means .0 Reno. 
PROS t•pa machine .75 Tow 
9100061 2 track ns tam **an. 
1599. Sony PONE. chotal edam.. 
Ous $ony CO VCR 1999 101.1 MA150 
miner amp 1199 Saner. SR221 
nontables 175 An pre« inc VAT 
Asses. and Seaward welcomed 
- None or vane lor comprehen 
eve $ales Iv Michael' Stevens 6 
Penner.. The Honesdale Centre. 
216.210 Honable Road lkomley. 
Ken BPI 20/.01 460 7199. 
WANTED: STUDER 4730 IN 11 24 
tat low mileage Casn wading 
01 870.15 
WOUENSAK 2772 verso he. 

sneed cessene dupl.., 1/2.1'100' 
excels, condition, new 

h....as aligned ad moKed before 
...emu, 1730 01 723 1583 
167 CADET resale 000001. vans. 

tewl. M. /Mae, mon1101•. quOd. 
m ,eroonones. stands. ad wart,. 

I•16A 0110016. soar«, cucuit 
dagrams 01 399 3990 

STUDIO CL1AROUT 
A Mal «a ea ea ea 

• 'MOP PS • Manne. 180 111, 
la 

• ONO RC PA 
a la« pompa ta 

• att=1:=. 1.• 
Re 

• 04. am pat «ea 

• =1Rektrareefer 
Y.,. L. No. 11. Om art 

.1.48n• an TOM. 1191 

SKIM BUSINESS 

RECORDINO STUDIO 
MOMENT SALES 

Asa. Taw namo image 
06 eas 

lake e0 PM aes 
6. NO NA sr. ea OR ae• 
Am a AN. allaeRaMeam 
ea Ikea. Ilea Ilaa. 

Tat 
ImMes et el ea «pea a 
« «as a aka« a 

.41 

1114101113611 

FOSteX 
SILLY 

SEPTEMBER 
SPECIAL 
OFFER 

Fostez 315 portable 4 
E rack cassette 
recorder, plus 

Bodrou.49ce 1/9.68 
Byname Pro 

microphone plus 
cable, all for 
£299 mu VAT 
Offer valid 10 

September 30, '84 

Access. Barclaycard. 

American Eq.= 

HI* 
HIRE & SALES 

14113. New Crescen1 Works, 
.9011. 

laden 08709*0 
Tel 01961 3.6 

HAMMOND DRUM canoe 
warranty. one only, 1620. - Tel 01 
771 2037 
KORG 6906 drum machine. 48 

presets. excelem condition. C. - 
01 671 44. 
ROLAND DRUMATI5 end tad 

/141,1110 - Dl-3954033 
0 TE-161, *656101019 4. 

new 1515 - Egan 36825 
ROLAND MOE 1350 Pear 

$yncuseon, 1130 Sound Nave 
SR88 140 Snore SMIOA headset 
microphone. 165 London via.; 
McKeon., 6967. 
ROLAND 00.1 as new. 1180 Dy 
«mu 8f2 mixer. tISO - Geoll DI 
228 5534 
6151.0110 SD. I month ola 

0*04 OnCe Blue bla alh new hy 
0141110 dfurn 41001 (1.900 GII 
01.355 3911 of 01 9.4215 
TRAM DRINIATIX Nava out 

Puts In box 1110 01 373 0110 
I °BERSON 1. Motel drum 

0.10ne, es new. boxed .15 ono 
Te10494 711531 

MORE 
MUSICIANS 

READ 

MELODY 
MAKER 

THAN SOUNDS 

SOURCE 
COMMON SENSE 

VIDEO 
39p pa- word 

3EST VALUE IN LONDON Video 
promotionel demos. Fan prodlll 
bon sou04 peeks bon editin 
004 post.production Video C.o.s-
., Mat runs end one 
GYMS AUDIOVISION. 01.723 51110. 
CNN VIOE0 Productrons. VHS. 
rnatis, slob quell. video for 

Premotans from £100. as special 
amts. - 04024 48445 
PROMOTIONAL MOMO yaw 

13000, mud. avarleble. editing 
free. - 01 53333217 

ELECTRONIC 
PERCUSSION 

33p per word 

EFFECTS 
3.3p per word 

ROLAND RE201 ..ce echo, ex• 
mlrenr condition f 1. ono Tele. 
0.10 Asa. 76793 evenings 
ROLAND .350 

WANTED. CAW WAITING. - TO. 
Gerry. 01 70602. 
RUA COPYCAT Mk IV. good con. 

deon, n08 quiet chips. excel. III 
gotahorne recording 160 - Idol. 
III 01 992 0320 

33p pa. word 

ABSOLUTELY AU, keyboards 
bough, for ...h. act and ex• 
Menge - Mo. VII1Me. 01.590 

Amaric FANTALAAGOIECAL 
410 631.0ARD SALE TAMARA 
100. CIA., new. 1(0.3 hay 61. 

new CASO 405, (190. na. 1401110 
19677. CI. aop-soled. SAWN 
SK2106.174..e .. p ro,oe.,Z10: 

damn Inechinee.. - 01 7365 
19» 

0095000 well PFC. rell 
(195 000 - 01. 

267 4680. 
APE ODYSSEY. latest model 

talo PPG( ernaculee - TOI 01. 
644 1563. 
ARP PM) Ilololeter. 065, - 

714044. 
AMP SOLI. synthesder .11 

142.3.15 cdse. as new. 11. - 0273 
67  
CASIO 111300. perfect (enables,. 

as new boxed. - Tel 01 624 9309. 
ha 

CASIO NM alms, boxed. 1135 
Of 612 2135 
CASIO 10019. go. cond 

/ 160 01.9533425 

•nunds, sequencer. (1150 ono. 
linear SOweet con., MO. bah 
(300 - Tel Farningna 064117, 

CrIANI MULTIMAN S. «rings. 
bra. piano Greet 10und/Mayef. 
1210 ono - 01.8017107 
CRUM. PROFORMER string./ 

Or.. 11.. - 01.622 2135. 
ELECTRIC PIANO. 4.0011. Mend 

ard pester. perfect condition. (170 
ono -6.101 444 3277 
ELECITIONK ILEMIOARDS 3*0 

lynlhefater• 5411.0 Whieh rna. 
and model ye, Now phone to a If 
I um quote. lower pose Ina any. 
on else - Sae« 66921 
LEA 1201 00441.0 organ 

syrahesuer •nd lœwen caMo. 
Surt borne or bend 11.425 ono. - 
Cleston 102551 433716 
main melees $ea 73, at, 

cadent sandmen, haly C.310. 
01622 1561 
FENDER 61100. SA. excel.* 

condition. (2115 SI•rnel 

Idera ,0 904. FRIODES215  Same 73.1.910 
.1.015 good conderon. one ma« 
1300 - 021-426 1300 
FENDER RIMOES S.. 73 Kt. 

meant eadmon. MOO. 100.•01 
4.17 a end amp. PPS. - Nana 

06.016111M 60$0501100,40010. 0519611. 
brand nee.f. Plek 01 80041i0 SO 173 pone. tarot me only. 
annals mint common. COO - Tel Ras« 
IMUMMATIX PERFECT condition 1.8718226. 

1100 - Pe..1.13urob lailn 55993 MUNN. PIANET.T. excellent 
DRUMIXACKS. PENAL drum so nd on. 01117 gigged. 1125 

comae, es new. (850 ono Precise amp, f25 - slough 79640, 
064 l47  
DRUINULATOR SIX ma, old 1401/4ER STRING performer 

fined wan 21S solos. 1725 ono (1115 - Ile Mark.0604 
Conun Jens« on 01.724 2451 JUNO SIX. nome use only., 
DRUMULATOR SIX T Y•FOUR boxed 1375 ono 01-.1 3354 1. 

SONO.. ONO. 021421 8231. JUNO 6. I...vulva, 1420 lbe. 
DRUMULATOR AWN conclition. nes W3100 enelog day. 195 boss: 

1645 ono 09328 67561. R9100 raven. (80 - 01 743 5373 
ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION and JUNO 0. newer grog.. excellen11 

drum computers 9004.4 20.51, co.rlion. roan 09323 413761 
make end moko yet1 NOW phone to ISueleryl 

than 8, rd« 0, elle - Tel Swa reason for sele Tel 0905 424365 
JUNO 6 (315 ono Genuine' 

60321 JUNO... Rhodes Stam 73. 
(300.6, MS10. (150 - Tel art 
01 5170530 
zumo IN. 1 awn old «act 

609411191. 1650 - 0733 70130. 

«v6313. .aER MGM, 660 005. ma-
sla um only. 11.775. Yamaha, CE-

2%Mtke60, -177"1.11rel'a= 
... et new. (1.150 ono - 
vre);..64,4à33. es,:ferarn 

ta. recently serve. et Iwo«. 
COI.t0NE 40,69. 

127501107 01 360 8731 
KEYBOARDS BOUGAIT for ca. 

- ABC Mus,,. Addlevon 109321 
40139 
KORG DELTA uolvevnth. 46 new. 

1275 Phone 0932 224E05 
KORG 1750 ano end egrl. 

ront condition. studio tree 0.. 
7-sso 000 cum.. 00000 00 
0606 782522 
KORD LAPADA pely. unused 

bra. new 1650 ono. - 01 ,180 
6685 team Landon, 
KONG UNO pia. ath Vend. 

Nus Yemen. erne J920. 1210. - 
▪ nton 603400 
SORG 1•520 2 pedalo. p81073. 

90. superb cone., bored. 1230. 
Nonnnood 79322 

«one eotzsix. pede. SOMA 
bon 1600 ,1111303 M.O. 140. - 
Tel Stet 01 346 3434 
KORG POLYPAX f10. Role. 

MC4 OM, 1720 klualernen 112 
RPGS Combo 1195. S/C. 1206 
Valve•mp, 165 Shure .G 
Microphone. £35 - 01431 1.3 
FORD POLY NM new. boxed. 

C495 ono Role,. .2. man ea.. 

0004 (0.10,041. II. ono. - Sadby, 01.0481973,43610. 

ILORG, PO. 800, 8 VO4. ea-
/a/moo men. ,11111204106 611 
near. boxed, 1410 - 01E101 7102. 

1708113 POLY 6 never Toed 
rat 00. hao. - 
3043 

ROLAND M. 301111elder. Mr. 
mans' home use only. 1500. - 01-
289 7/11 
ROLAND 511.101 plus «sea 

(es. perfect condtion. virtue, 
unused still guaranteed 1170 - 
• Bedford 47403 

SPIDERS WEN MOTEL 
On!, A 41 Wallord By 13431 n/ le Soull3 of 51 1 Jun/ 5 

FM 21 * SAT 22 * SUITES SEPT. * 12-Spe 
3 Days of EXTlibitIODS, Demonstrations & Amazing 

Bargains 0 06e latest Hi.Tech Instruments 
• Worn me0 new ...wants not from the Small 1,1115K Trade Fee 
• SYN.S. DIGITAL DRUMS. SEQUENCERS. EFFECTS. 
COMPUMRSIW1ERFACES 

• 5.0 6 try 1,101. gear from YAMAHA «OLAND. 6000. SCI vs. 

• Specral Snow Nees lerrific Regent 10.01 Cr., 
* SYNTH SHOW "The.. Touch- presenumon 

ME1.1/1. MAKES. 

0060 P01.0 61, taxed. bra. 
nem. one month old. debt forces 
mle 1460 ono - 01.801 7102 
SORG. POLY 61 Good condition. 

I-465 ono tel Tony 01 689 5423 
fter 1 1 ern 
10360. INDENT. 1900 ono ARP 

Odyssey 2 111001. (200 ono Nu, 
litre pone 111.1.1275 ono Lel 
021 425 6888. 
ANN) ROIAIM wan OPe and 

!ATRIDO. on ma common. (1.05o 
ono. - 01-207 46. 
1.310.10N IWO laboarans 54 

aerenl sounds. 1150 Hoh,ner 

MEMORY AMON goes Inie a 
bomb, 11801 case. 11.190 01 267 
4001. 
MR N000. excellent cononon, 

15110 Fender Anodes Stage 23. 
C250 0375 70707. 
MOOG OPUS IA drewlmr organ. 

brass. temps and polysyno, bight 
cased. 1285 Role. 045. Spirit 50. 
1150 01 994 1508 
MOOG sonnet perfect sand( 

hon. an, flight case. 1350 ono - 
01.7369143 
0.111411. DIX. home use only, 

£1.003 ono Telephone 01435 
4322 
08.IIENI MIA, la11 model. 

46* 
fine condemn. f 1.700 ono 01 267 

WERNER( OBIL ea. months 
Ohl. Mill on .1.12.000 ono Ter 
10250 772363 
OMAN. 009. 1675 Rorand 

TRIOS Own 'Isaac. 1370 Roland 
501 space/echo sound on sound re 
ve.„ C360 - .101 870 1335 
ONE PROPNET 18 far sale. fight 

rased - 01-730 9818110 61 
FOL113000 KETROARD„ not 

era. 14 pre. Mu.% mcluding 
•toogs. 4.4.°4 Notre ts, 

an light case. vgs. (4. 
ono. - Tel 0610 1084.111114901. 
PRO ONE $ynthesiser. (100 Ro. 

Nod MCI. (145 «Nand Dram. 
114,:cre,eon 

VWIN 7106 I2l•. 604. 
(2130: Cu.. Sound Schera 
PA/keyboard amp pho us« 1140 
ono: and Crum« P aaaaa on• 

n73,0'1.720 4274"". 17" *". - 
PROPHET FIVE rev 3.2 good con 

Own. reluard ma. f 1.000 - 

Sins..o&.11.1raluon1020840. .7!CO.7. ,... 5 .  

Ian. nee. Walrharnstow 01.522 
2968 
PRO 1 MONO ma. frnmaculate 

condran, boxed non. Ill unn 
(Morro 01.17102 
PRO I SYNTH. fust run•cl 

overhauled 1207 Call 01 3. 
3916 or 01-979 4225 
ROXIIIONG 3111000 offers fOl 

sale indadually or as a whoie Ro 
la. looter 8, Phopne S. Yamaha 
51370 11.µ1, and. Hammond Cl 
Split and Lee.. Poo negotiable - 
Contact Stwho Manager, 01.580 
3956 or 01 637 7933 
MODES T3 web Inght case.f399 
- 0483 2743/9 
ROLAND JAI. Ruda um 0070. 

.75 01 437 2023 

ROLAND JUNO 6. Nast beted, 
home use. 1420 Doobie G» also 
ova( thrown in - Gen/e9h 
10.31 .115.4.10 
ROLAND .1.40 M. mint mob-
n. 1595 Also 011110 Doctor 

.561550, (110 - .1 01.205 0652. 
efler 6 lOpm 
6..AND JUNO 80. 001,0. 6. 

oard. (575 ono Woodbredge 
03.312928 

01 622 2115 
ROUND Am 6. exceda con. 

Ob. home um OA,. 133S ono 
00,4, 10004175004k 

.81901004 P*Iy9006llO. 
....I Nana FM ono 
O 01 432 50601..mel 
ROOM JUPITER 8. vg, 111961. 

orsa. yr. 0.1 Mork connector. 
1.500 - 01 748 8095 
ROLAND JUNTOT I. 11.600 ads 

lighl cram exc•Ilent condition, 
redepossa - .10532 525429 

moans old. ono Pro One. 1220. 
Mades FIE. £50 Pa« Clem, 
150 Fla n.111000. Leslie. Una 

cases. offers 01 218 5495 
ROLAND JAY and 1,79....1. 

as new (595 TVA...1058.1 

Pr 111/.964 Pape.11 

noun° 51.02 microcomputer. 
10608 Owns. bees Sludiernes. 
ter BA Moe 01 703 5150 
noun° 510.05 1149 0055 Dr 

f111,11, 060 BoM al 0133 - Pete. 
8,41,10100106675/0510 
ROLAND NOE. 091. 1140 Boss 

Or Rhyttun. as new, 810 - 0276 

ROLAND 0109. /103, mc Casa 
VL1. /15. vpc - Telepho, 1.5 
117527 
SIMMONS $D. 4 terns. snare. 

bass arum. stands. 1995 non 
ma ed. 01 267 4.0 
SOLNA STRINGS. III neen.ne. 

1750 - 01 267 4680 
SYNERGY DIGITAL 100 0111.1$ ef 

law. Ill Hall and Oats recent al 
bume 12.350 or swap for Yamaha 
CP:484. 0 pew 01 7.5055 

S510. 1160. and 
Ka, 14.0 11470  54aro precept. (75 - 
Tel tented 105432.3366 
TECHNICS 034(290 vren ram 

Pecks. absolutely brand new. 
boxed. (MO - 0446 714001 
VOS CONTINFRTAL duel mentor 

electric organ lor $ale. good conch 
1100. f101 - -4101.848 8758 
WANTED 1.31GEN11.0 for ca., all 

:.r.».r:106eer:, 01'm 
96. 
WANTED TANANA CM» 

synInelder good condition for 
saun - 0243 44401 
enaturzet ELECTRIC pano. 

£315 ora Tel°, .9 M. 
PANUTZER ELECTRIC para. 

14*01 neO'In g.'e 6" 

0*0061417 CE. touen mnsilwe 
keyboa. armful rim,. sounds. 
(no - 1.10.4 30345 
fIANNIA CE30 FM synth, 1450 

Bournemown 518875 
YAMAHA 097 Olee10 ano. 

naans old. f275 ono Daytime. 
0623 556242 
YAMAHA CP. touch sensilive 

Rao ano. good mund C3S0 
ono. - Testae...A 
YAMAHA CY» Iran Over. K. 

142.5,1 May deliver  -0525 
7.1.2 ev. 
YAMAHA OKI. aaaaa eed, 1 600 

Camas 5/3 M.... 1150 - cane 
O1-2215534 
YAN/ML41307 guaranteed. excel 

.1.11C•rono020,04. SZ:(spe'ron.1= 
109321 223438 

TANANA 13074 um. eunaenn 
tee proms IP0A1 - Sound Bue 
ness. 01 31196.9 
YAMAHA 007.1 month old wan 

new stereo volume pe.l. 01.130 
ono - Cell 01 385 3318 or 01 928 
4226. 
YAMAHA 601. (3.003 - Phone 

01 237 1737 or 01 69. 8245 after 
lorn 
TANAKA .1l. mint condmen, S 

months old, home use only. (645 
ono -011777602 
zezaAna P530 130131.01.0 400 

ov0 veMana, I. nen 01in ep uP 
00101 plll books, ma'am., 
«Nan Has bees and 
Mehra, section. orchestra end solo 
instruments plus sustain. der. and 
foot pedal Pnce /250 oneno101e 
en111 mu. add comp,. , 
0..21115 
YAAUMA 1.556 demo keyboard 

Ise14 case. plus men. eMoer. 1365 
ono - 0485 4.92 
TAMARA 1.20. excellern Iowan. 

Rungs. boss. 901850,001 wen case 
Xorg 7005 Bens 050,1. pedal Be 
gain 15. PPP 101 01.5319524 

JUMOS SIM 
wolfs flight case, stand, 

ables. etc PEARL 
RANGER and MARSHAL 
60 WATT KEYBOARD 
COMBO All as brand neve 
No offers Me 

01463 0230 

'IDA 
KEYBOARD 

(."' ADJ.% 

PRESENTED BY CITY MUSIC NTTECH MUSIC CENTRES 

HI-TECH 
MUSIC CENTRES 
roe tickets arillable 
ow lot the tendon 
Keyboard Sbovi. Sop-
tembet 21-23. 

Merel 01111.115 FOR 001.486 
YAMAHA SCI. 8086 FOS. and 
.6.060 Lear 1.1101 keyboards. 
WINO 1.07 251X1RAKPOLT NO o 
11. end on OemonOreen web 3. 
Weeps 11410 1001 Oral awed, ow 
On« ads. OW SI and 880181 MIDI 

l(re,•(•• 0/541 and re.« amen Ia.. Sara 
4..tar Can., o o,7..,ar Inire Ind 1111, also east /ender. Tee 
.fann. Tree í el. 111051 .3 1641 f OR A Ill/ nrviTATION 10 
OUR 519.' 51/311 SHOW 101 FAO 1013Cli 

CrtyMil Item IMIlew FN.' Re 10601140 45 Mann SI 
1.7311 Omen. 

VIUSiC P6ll06CPa 0.62 11111 
JERSEY thane. 

01 1631511 
01103 2504 
ION 51146 
OM 23211 
4117 71TA 
0.0301 



Page 0 MElODY MASER, embu IS, 19.4 

WEE 
33p per word 

LAM PAYS unbeerable 
preee for ell your gullara sind 
*es from old geer 10 brand ne. 
or PO you malmena for Fm* 
0* M. of your chou. 7-dey 
oolleeen eiling. - TOI 01.0 

• .7.111 cmh Mer for efl 
Ms. am.. torntes. ale 7 dIVO- 
Mx, 01.622 2135. 
AISOLIJIRT UNUSED Spoir 

Preasson. nard case.. bue beby 
0,11 in lem. (180 quek ule. - 
Tel 1,01 994 5.7 010er 14.m. 
ADAMAS MOISFIL 1189 moue, 

852.8 
AU. AMERICAN GUTTAM and 

celer go. gours won.. nove. - 
01 .0 1609. ART TIRE. 
AMUI. Alfr  

• GUTTAR SALE YeEstoNe 
Reder I. f119 new NF/STONE 
Concorde 1. 1-90.. $hop-mled VOX 
une.' bau. [85. .4/Il HONDO 
Les Pue 00010. [m. ms .1101. 
Semer Sue. f 190, new CARLS11110 
Ste... 100 wan corn.. II. 
en MM. 01 735 1932 
AJIWJFY MOUSTIC mores en71 

a met on Min.... Mg. comas 
cornpiete rte, iem a. rack plug 
sese 15 only 0 1 Coche 14 
Garage Vies. Aseley. Essex 61115 
461 
ANA CS8390 base good cone 

non, f 110 ono Merstham 3273 
AMA ELECTRIC 01001010 gode. 

• ,n pek-up. roc, plu...011.s., 
9001 sale, f60 "8 29. 
AMA LES Paul copy and Wern 

Weser...te amplifier. good con. 
10, 0155 CoMbroi 3C06 green 

4.1 7611 650 base m10 ha1, 
case. custom .Sly nord con.. 
01431 1528 
AIMA P00004*00001.04. f 200 
P.ne Dan...13696 
ARIA PRO. (150 Pearl Xe. 

•coust.c. [100 Kumba. meoly• 
• [06 01 876 1956 
AMA .75013. excellent Net 0, 

Mende Prrase elc Cos, 1131 
anceut (160 01 366 4291. erm 
A 704141 Stral Cope15.1 prater-0 

only 0,001 weele 010. Tender logo. 
fa. ANo Gesell SG Icherryl. 
(250 Nhon Keynes 75.3 
AMMAN./ IINCLUOING CY, 

Once only 
Seconesand Beur. $unday Oc. 
ber 7. 1PrnMen. Gandhi Hall, 41 
fmroy Sensee VII Robe Warren 
Streeil .rgenhunt merenante 
sound 0100P60106. bakas.racum. 
ree Sell o. yole unwented gear 

eall 0006,096501 peul 
- SAS . 67 lrreSped ROael. Sund. 
610.10183778111 
RIME BUT Sues 6 Ln Paule 

tac. for 1400 -61 01.2.3309. 
BRAND NEW LM lbanea •141203 

enn. crue. (300 01 607 9304 ers 
Orne 
BURD ELECIRIC GUITARII for 

fun or prold Plans (3 • 19 Heleld 
Roed. Melon. 0001, 
SURT. 116601 SaPo. orrenal. 

rente 1962 perlecl. rade. (295 ore 
- 08.88 31)6 

C.4.514 PA» lor plues frorn Kera 
. 1.1wons - Numbucke Mue. 
leceeer 105331 769311 
EFFECTS IMAM end Rolee 

JC50 (275 Shergold Cree. 1.2e4 
[RO Moog TO.,,.,. f406- Bref 
gend 69771 
1111.0. TROMPA 1964 ice 

gullar plus [275. - Te 

=Le 8132JAZZ77 ji.... 
72 950016011. 

[240 01 .2 2827 
NADER Ale.° mous. F.65 

nnodel 001111 superb condition A Mer a. only (100 - Tel Wxne. 
0230 

FENOER LOGO Som,. Stras 1957. 
lent e7cellent hard case [206 

Ma« eaaaa s....Ne mes 
▪ neck. entswe 060 - Crave 

.4 2* 001 
7" 14.1167.111193. bradt MIN. 

(200 ono. G•L Sut.. new. [MO 
one. - Tel 0254 

MM. SIRAT neural.. ney. 
Verocharnp. Shwe me. pilera. - 
1underand..5 
FENDES SERA, tram. m.0 

nece love- way sente, le1ff boos. 

es41f case t2te3 Tel 01 73.5 46.7 
FUMER STOAT. rnap. noce 

mine condmon. excelket exemple 
ol tho breed CAN Meuse. [250 
Ino efeel. *lao Puy. 75 Wan 
COrreo. [75 4.1 190011.06,6 
ror. 01.965 4471 lare, or poll 
Mer» TELECASTER (190 - 

TOI Albe. 53453. 
PEND. TELECASTER bass 

rangs. bue 1960. fan be seen al 
Oise. Gssears, Relmond. [325 
- 01.0 51174 

TELECASTER. braci. 
1000W000 fin...nard. 1982. 
beeutdul.. ex...case. [240 - Tel 
0494 715605 
MNDER TILECASTF.R. 6/74 plus 

feeder use [150.bargain - Teun 
ton .3717 
FEMER TFLECASTER 46/N 

Blonde. tracenent condeon. plus 
use. lead. pre-fice amp Mun sea 
f 210 ono 01,47 4161. mes 
FENDES 71LECASTER maure 

nrable neca. hed use., [210 o n o 
0.2 605767 
GRISON MFINel Kossel jan gu. 

ter, use 661. 04 the rare 
classe f 450 01 736 66M 
0.011 ESO ygc. cap, 

beautrful grata, [175 01 771 
6773 
cassoe ES330. excellent condi-

tion. 1960. [330. en. Vela - 
01 446 1975 
*ON ES33010. se. 1962.1160 

ongine goder. sum neck..0 or 
PX 01.221 890e 
GRISON E5150 1967 collecta'. 

item Grovere. ben hum.... 
blonde 1'550 Niel 01570.173 
061.06 191.26. Thinfin0. 

elecire sem,. 1967. s/le. 2 pu. nlea 
01ayes 250 01 221 88. 
ONSON PHOLE wanrad 01110 

01 5139 5111 Fe 2791 1* 1-(1. 1 
.1,0...' 94/ 
011.044 RAMI. .72 1500 or 

PIOJOS DOT Ire re -issu• - 
Peterborough 5110. weidex 
MISON RO. V rem. good 

osndem rem 0.041 . 110. 
. - 06 4.61. aftsir Ren 
GIBSON 2200. sunburst 1950s„ 

...Mol collectes puna, .33 
ono -- 01-366 6720 
016.501 LES Paul Golan. am,' 

P907.. rate 67 Perfes1 esenlee, 

F62Z e "'=6'2'60 " 
GILSON LES Paul Am., ihree 

9, /071 ned edmo, Murat., m. 
Mye case 1490 tel 01 558 5.0 
CAISSON LES Paul Junror, ongle 

utaway plue case. (1. 0905 
/71750 
GRISON LES Paul cuslorn yen ch 

marnas. f330 ono 01-6.8242 
GIS.. LES Peul J•11.4 1962. 

SC. %napel. 1210 Ashford. 
feddlesex 44036 ln., 110ainrowl 
GISSON LES Paul eu 

uXnt conderon. f 350 orlo lem 
01 211 4003 work. 01661 1. 
home 
WILSON LES Peul custom. wory. 
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COUNTER 
OurTiret Under The 

Counter seems to have 

fired the public 

imagination to such an 

ester,* that we've had 

to lake on two full-time 

es-News Of The World 

staff to cope with the 

flood of information 

landing on our creaking 

desks every morning. 

But seriously ... 

Tim Gentle Music are 

applying a little of their 

unique brand of gentle 

persuasion to the 

Milton Keynes area 

with a new store in 

Newport Pogne?!. 

Ma ager Francis 

Mc dew (Mac to his 

frie tisl tells us that 

sto k will include 

Fender. Yamaha, 

Rol nd. Marshall. 

Gob on. Peavey and 

Sep ential Circuits 

products. and they're 

con ident that the store 

will take off as well as 

its mother father? 

elder brother?) in 

Leighoon .Sea. Tins 

Gen let mail-out 

continues to  

musicians everywhere 

now in g orious 

colour and will claim 

55.1)00 victims in 

August. Good luck to 

all the guys at Tim 

Gentle Music 

Emporium 

lEnnporium?? ,1. 78 High 

Street, Newport 

Pag ell. Milton Keynes. 

Me nwhile Vroorn 

Mu ic in Watford are 

expanding heir 

el« ronic instrument 

stock and working haw 

at both a synth club 

and an eight-track 

studio for jingles and 

commercial music. 

Having just launched 

into a rather popular 

sale it's surprising 

they've got time for 

hiring out Poriastudlos 

putt ng together tasty 

pee age deals for 

studio time and 

run ing regular clinics 

on recording and new 

inst urnents. but 
somehow it all hangs 

tog ther givethem 

a Colon Watford 40294 

or d op in et 90-92 

Queens Road for all the 

latest gear from 

Rol nd. Korg, Yamaha. 

Cam, Aria. Cutec and 

lots more 

Carlsbro Sound 

Con res are presenting 

a Simmons Drum 
Demonstration on 

October 17 at the 

Commodore 

Into national in 

Not ingham. 8pm. 

The e will be a bar! 

The are also 

 ing lin 

con unction with Lab 

Tech International) and 

Arlen Roth Guitar Clinic 

on Wednesday. 

October 26 at 

Cornmodwe 

International, 

Not ingham and on 

Thursday. September 

27 1 Talk Of East 

Anglia, Oak Street. 

Norwich. Rpm. Free 

admission, but by 

ticket only. These can 

be obtained on the 

night or through any of 

the Carlsbro stores. 

ISO Music of 104-1088 

Main Road. Bingley, 

West Yorkshire, Tel: 

Bradford 10274) 668843 

have just been 

appointed sole 

northern stockists of 

Turbo PAS 
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INCLUDING THE LARGEST RANGE OF FENDER 
GUITARS AND BASSES IN THE UK 

SEPTEMBER SALE 
New Fender Sum. USA. inc. free Care. ..... E269 
New Fender Tele. USA. Me free CORO £69 

New Fender Suet Build Guitar. inc, free case £129 
New Fender Precrsion USA, inc. free case ..... IU69 
New Fender Music Master Bass. inc. free case  . [119 
New, copy. s/burst, m/neck t Item  
New P. Bass copy.  £79 
Fender colours on stock • Tobacco Sunburst • Sienna 

Sunburst • Brown Sunburst • Cherry Sunburst • 
Whom • Black • Flame R. • Ember Red • Wine Red 

• Natural • Antigua • Placid Blue • Blonde • Walnut 
• Canary Yellow • Mushroom • Maple or Rosewood 
neck 
New Sauer Suet.. inc free case E1B6 

New Sourer Tele.. no free case. ......... ERIS 
New Sourer Precision. inc, fr. use. ........... 
New Gibton Les Paul De Luxe. inc. free case . EMS 
New Gibson Les Paul Pro De Luxe. inc. free use £495 
New Gibson SG Std., inc. free Due £349 
New Gluon SG Special. inc. free ......... 
New Gibson Las Paul Copies inc free cese 
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POA 
',pp ...MO» ...Ciro. 

Rol. 0.0PioetalSO 
mamorad tope Rio. M201 54.5V(0 

yr.. Roland WWI Onion Tie. 
£450 UM +MUM/ 

I idne elle) pon Tea, 244Ponaabeflo 
Modell/. inner 

Whore 1.1 II) (nun, POn .. nude/ ono 
BPI, paiclabab 0,04p a flop., 

roeuri 

deals 

idoidel 32 mash., nananielf 
DC. nose Beduction 
GEM statem Melle mow 
.00 comma 

Marlon, POA 
Sn Miehell esle 100 moms 

LI-
SO,  1.4,...111.12 100 COrnbe 

ni 

Sall Po.ja.. etom Mom 

Csrlsero White Leroy solv▪ e 

...ended one week deliaPy di pine cniniet 

To order: Simply send cheque payable to (Music Ground) to any branch 
Delivery 1 week (all prices inc P&P) 

51 HALLGATE 
DONCASTER 
S. YORKSHIRE 

TEL, 0302 20186'20187 
LATE MOIST TOURS 

0.001106 

'5 BISHOPSGATE ST 
(OPP. CITY STATION) 

LEEDS 
TEL. 0532 438165 
LAM NKNITTNURS. 

81Eil 

19 DAVYGATE CENT FU 

IINDOCIR ARCADE/ 
YORK 

TEL: 0904 29192 

THE WAREHOUSE 
THE FOLLOWING IN STOCK NOW 

ROLAND 1.110611011 Sum PM AM. /03P. M101. 0O Juno 8. 5)11 
JP. al11(1. RPM. 10.300, 0.100 

AM MOON« Poty HIM. Mono. Poly MO. CM 
YelitMle SOMOSISIOS 
MUM MIACMINES. ROUENCERS, LTC T11909. IRO06. T13303. 
019110. ORS, Mille SMS. COMM. SICTOT SSOSO. MS0100 
DELAY U.S. ETC 13E200 Som Esho SOL OM. 002. oh Echo 

MONO SYNTHS SM Procne. MML Ossoa et PIS Lia. Ro 
ore 913. tth Moos Proem. Oh Moe u. 

MUtfl.TRaCIC SF1164104 34. 31. loin 122 mailer caanelles. 

MAWS hinds Seals donna amp Ovations. 0060.150340,0 
Monona - good salmon 
Ws Paul Sonshirel Oh 1499. Getos 5317S. In.. Cram ESDS.3 
earn Mier Demo SG Moos, CM, 11014313 eam, nun,. 
OF. .095: CorlAr.As. sin. Ito., 1206 ON Prate on eock now 

CMAMTOMK OUTrAnd. Ms P.O. 1081 gold lop v//c tom. tgg. 
14061141 Mee litset rem TIM. Ho. Cornmrlues horn 1295. Gib 
Kin Grab. 1375; fan. Poe. CBS Preen., Bonk. eel. imam 
Jed My pre CBS r 495. Mime Seek esca oast otter 

F.Tossura' m'a'ar assahs't O 

HOBBS MUSIC 
!Mi 3-7 MARY ST, LANCASTER 

'l Tel: 0524 60740 34443 
VISA 

jo PearnmANI 

1 WRITE OR PHONE 
TODAY FOR 
GIANT 8 PAGE 

BROCHURE 
t'b PACKED GREAT GEAR OFFERS 

01.539 0288/9 
ARIDEK KITS 

Daley Kit DMIC.100 Marl 11000sfld 300ma 

was £85  Now E55I 
Rhythm PAschine RMK 100 
0 voice was £50 Now £331 

Power Distributor PDK 500 Mein. adapter 10 

Comer up 10 5 pedals. user E25 Now MI 

Special Offer 1181K 100.11E:W500- £05 
Carriage E1.50 a 

YAMAHA CSCII 
MONO SYNTHESIZE 

Mere size, battery powered. Built in pun. 
amp 8 spanker, colonel breath controlleg. 
EalllY Portable for total stage freedom. RAP £189 

SPECIAL PRICE £99! £1.50 .rrin.  
PI, High Rood, leytonstone, (.11_ 

MELODY MAKES, SeeirmMr IS. 11104 1Hgc 

1. 
Wing music 31-3217Z 

Telephones 01-3003838 

01.300 9668 

"OPEN WIDE!!" 
"THIS WON'T HURT A BIT ," 

(I T'S NO MEDICATION WEEK) 

MUM 
150 San., Ban /lead IIM 
10 Moe. Sass Tsam Mt 
alailnlail Pa OH 
Cob. 5 Ban DA 
Tom so tead Olt 
robi.10 Mbar, me 
Coto 0 Pti [III 
Cobol Mean Beal Pl! 
Neap 4, Bps 
lloine 43 lead LION 
Horne .I] Kappa, 
uns 
', Goan Pl ena EMI 
1,0 Gain. M +Po o., 
110 Pap 10) wen 00 
115 Bast IPD wan CGS 
PO Bala Keno. MS 
NAM 
110 in Bins 1709 
PP I/OB.4 00 
Sande fa Gunn 0 . 
Spain IG Gone GIB 
E 60111 Pei 4 Gin 

RS 0 ISIPPOO.SIElle 
boo, rip., 

15.1.7 

ail Inman., 
POO 

SECONIMIA110 SKULLS 
R10.1.1 Swca•e 
Omar 1,I1Offnet 
XII GIGO rep 
NH VS aluadoin 2.10 
alenna• 100 wen), 
Peavey 7/15 W CII 
alermn pate n1 Yeah 
Retain IMO Orton Machine 

OMANI MAYS 
tosem Guns ma ca. 
dam: Souri 
Mama, sore im sumo 
Robenb 500 .24161. 
Mod tes matte 

(b50 
(10 
(0 
(IM 
!In 
0225 
IM 

115, 

(I» 

rret 
(739 

la mu mouse eASSES * « * 
Mow og stesk rtray le ION* • init awn, 

• itrome ngeoe. ACT. meet, If • re * 
fl. 

SIC011001A110 IMOAA111 
MIMI. MR Wind 

ImeneCoeldi 

Aecess. Bauclerycood . 0. 

Mr «VIM AMARA 
05 ma mama 
MC MK 104501 

y Am • G. MG 

Alibant 
I/. DRUM BASEMENT St rti /.1,1 
' OPENS SOON!! -  
WATCH THIS SPACE!! 

ARLEN ROTH 
WE ARE PROUD TO PRESENT A CLINIC 
FEATURING THIS TOP AMERICAN 
SESSION GUITARIST, ON WEDNES-
DAY, OCTOBER 10, AT 8pna. IT WILL 
TAKE PLACE AT THE PRINCE OF 
WALES, 150-151 DRURY LANE, 
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON WC2. 
THIS WILL BE AN EVENING NOT TO BE 
MISSED BY ANY LOVER OF FINE GUI-
TAR PLAYING. ADMISSION 15 FREE, 
BUT BY TICKET ONLY, SO PLEASE 
SEND S.A.E. WITH YOUR APPUCA-
TION. 

1 /mum Ittommetidsit10-7,1M0.10-6 

221..arlkanglitrlyglagealonWl 2 

1)1,01-371 51.12 
Rani:man' 
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SOUTH-WEST LONDON 

86-88 MITCHAM LANE 

STREATHAM, LONDON SVV16 

01-769 5681 

01-769 6496 
SOUTH-EAST LONDON 

22 RUSHEY GREEN 

CATFORD, LONDON SE6 

01-690 8621/2 
AUTHORISED MAIN AGENTS FOR 

RECORDING 
TASCAM FOSTEX YAMAHA 

CUTEC STUDIOMASTER 

SOUNDCRAFT SOUNDTRACS 

PA 
JBL BOSE TANNOY 

ELECTROVOICE HH 

PROCESSING 
IBANEZ YAMAHA ROLAND 

BOSS VESTA ACCESSIT 

KEYBOARDS 
YAMAHA ROLAND 

KORG CASIO SEQUENTIAL 

SEIL OSCAR 

AMPS 
MARSHALL PEAVEY ROLAND 

CARLSBRO VOX SESSION 

GUITARS & BASSES 
WAL FENDER 

VVESTONE IBANEZ 

SDS 8 .. £775 
me transit case and bass 

drum pedal 

SDS 7 ... 100 
in stock in choice of Colours 

PHONE FOR NEWS OF 
SIMMONS NEW PRODUCTS 

01-769 5681 

%File 
GIGSOUNDS THE NOW DRUM STORE 01-769 5681 

NEW AND SECONDHAND DRUMS AND 
CYMBALS ALWAYS IN STOCK d-drum 

AT LAST THE ULTIMATE 
DIGITAL DRUM!! 

Total dynamic control ever volume and pitch choose 
Irom our war, range of superb digital percussion sound' 

rn,qqerilln000ntic or from tape 

HIT THE 0-DRUM NOW! 
For more details phone 

* PREMIER BLACK SHADOW AND ROYALE DRUMS AND 
TRILOC 1 TRISTAR HARDWARE 

* GRETSCH THE SALE CONTINUES PICK UP A 
GREAT GRETSCH BARGAIN 

* SONOR HONIG AND SIGNATURE DRUMS AND 
HARDWA E IN STOCK 

* PAISTE. ZILDJIAN, SABIAN. PEARL CYMBALS. FAN-
TASTIC S OCIOS 

* LUDWIG OF COURSE' 

STOP PfIES . BULK PURCHASE SECONDHAND 
DRUMS, CYMBALS AND HARDWARE JUST RECEIVED. 

PHONE FOR PRICES 

Here is a word about 

£750 
Phone for the word 

"Waal 
MUMMA'. IN STOCKII 14..M equ......dynange drums. tunabie one ol 

st a mod drum unm ayerlable 
....ent166 'CONIPUTEN SYSTEN - The t 501.00 Stereks synthin now more 
powerful then ever when used *oh IN, NEW 910 myt sofereare Mr Ihe Commo 
Ocie 64 - Now op.1 keyboard. parameter splay. mom., .m6 to dose. plus 

notmuls.".mlyetspuenesve to 4.000nmes1 he system consposes Smoak. M 
mm 

gefeRET'Qlrer'T.I.':utt.mald'Y'CO synthes.se 'syrup. we' Pt. 76 nme. Pe 
lanla h. sequencer THE UST 1.19'1. 
PROPHET SOO Ti,, crass,' warn.. ...power cl PLC. from the Compon rne  h a 

Fostex xi5 Fostex X15 
The multi-track notebook Nnu PACKAGE 

For the month of August only '''' MN15 MIXER 
4 into 1 compressor 

Fostex power supply for Xi , 

Plus X15 £.21c Free 
d delivery 

UK mainland 

£249,,,c VAT 
  Co plade 

Roland  
GR 700 MIDI-GUITAR SYNTHESISER 

ACTUALLY IN STOCK 
Roland PG 200 control Boss 002 digital delay 
lar £149 pedal £150 
Roland MD8 £185 Boss 014110 Doctor 
TN 909 Digital/analog Rhythm E Phone 
drums MS ROSS HA5 Flaybus....£95 
TR 606 Drurnatix £195 Boss RH 1 1 M 
Roland Jupiter 6 £1150 headphone mie £69 
Roland Juno 106....£795 Boss 8X400 4-ch. mixer 
Roland JX3P £715  £80 
HP400 piano £750 Boss 8X600 6-eh. mixer 
JSCI 60 £185  £105 

*YAMAHA 
Yamaha KX5 Lightweight, full feature 

remote keyboard with midi 
in stock at last £449 

Yamaha RX15 Full Feature Rhythm Machine £449 

Yamaha DX? PF 15 FM Plano 

Yamaha DX9 PF 10 FM Piano....£675 

RIVERHEAD 
RUB 1100 
Active 
Basses 

. 

A Inc VAT 4 band 
110040 
Be. 

superb 
' finish 

incredible 
feel 

If you like 'burgers 
you'll get into a , 

River 

In our 
opinion 
the most 
EXCITING 
Bass cl 
its type 

£495 

PA EQUIP. 

MONO SYNTHS 

IISC" BCE GREAT 
BRITISH SYNTH' 

Oo0pflR n, onboard memo, eneey 

rTra..xj SOURCE SVITI 
Pesch memory. onhom4 lot. 

Rend 
ode MsdS 9 P 

oseter. blue or red 

STUDIO MICROPHONE PACKAGE 
Ale OM TM eas d,orrrmic 
AKEICASIE Mel* 1143 
SENIME1500404A1.1.1 Threve""rytding en. '" 

'" 
BEBBSERNI0414-U Top amps etc NNI  

[106 
ELECTIOYINC614.77..C..en.r yours 

ELECINOSASICE Dude. urn." 
raeleree.e.meaaee C2 pur 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS 
cro 114.1. MAIM 36 01 dew poso oes., room, smut 16 ..rrec 

17 101p10,ga.l,ll.,5 use 16.414fC ROM harmenuer datan Em 
6;5 011.662C40,.....d.pes:Z..se. ,..lui 

«KZ 0149:414.6midelayebrm BIC 
TN FULL RANGE OTACCESSIT P500 IN SrOCX 

Bee omenee "»..« 
ic 

val. ro. 5108 caleta-r 
1,5501 eme.., AteS SISO  

,OC. GRAPHICS Vm  1 jMS OCK 

RIaIt Fol NOT ONLY, MIT 

MONTI« PEDALS. KGIRO""140"0°^"O'.F:' 
HURRY. HURRY. HURRY. 

J81. 4612 Calmat, 

EV.1511 " ssir SP, en each 

90SE 802$. Pair (785 
302 Bass Bing £999 
114'so controller 
(ANNOY . Lynx new 
system WOW 
ELECTROVOCE 2°' 
Series, 600W   'E999 
STUDIOPAASTES 
Moshe 1000 power 

GRLSIBRO Sch. PA. 
150Wrnp ens, :45'  
GRL.58110 »OW PA 

020 r1., 2012 
h""MIA "Seep £S'209 5414  
KUDOS 

er1000w  

MONITORS 
Tannoy Stratfords £139 
Teac LSX7, pair .£45 

JBL 82-16 Super Eco-

nomy 1110 
JBL 4411 Pro Studio 

 1995 
Electrovoice Sentry 

100A, truly pro sound 

won't break the bank 

 £495 

BACKLINE 
SPECIALS 
Marshall 75 Combo 

All new, split channel re• 
verb combo. Very com-
pact, but loud - f259 
Sessionette 75 Coin bo 

Split channel reverb 
studio & stage, arnajà 
value  

DESKS 
STUDIDAIASTER 

6T-h2e. filnfeost, mixerk  e y baot 

ads a'reh/inPgAlike 

expandtehrempr 

ice 

 £1 6 2 1 

0 r 

recording £345 

8-4, ideal or 4-track packages 75 
 £760 

 £960 

£1345 

SOUNDTRACS 

16-4-2 sweepable eq 

16-8-2  

Omni 10, 10-4, recording 1- PA 

ose£95 
2S, 8-into-4. Super 15 84rugged, 

superb quality £1075 

SOUNDCRAFT 
200 SERIES 

16-4  
8-4  

£1500 
£950 

1Wd 
Arsents 

. „pp 

r\t‘USICS1 °I 

15 TheButts Worcester 

Telephone 611774 
ROD DX7 

CoMprising ol Yamaha  
d 

9esS 0i 

MI01 SYSTEM 
talnd et:C 11.06CYjeol!rid MS0100 Midi Se, 

er 
d're,11-:2e, 

d MKB1000 a lull sae weighted m,'' 

ch es'toci‘ 

m d C ull traeareile eeo.„, 
OGRAMMABLE. POO PHONIC 

I‘üttell el" Pe coteaotte GIIII AR eillIt..-10:1... " 6"-Foi;ve,uP.ggre,o,o'hocr. - F.uee, 
,,e„‘:,. 

e,5 n,i1:-:E;s(;:;rd 
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'Î'tereeIereAlgeelrseI`'tes ee 
SILLY SALE CONTINUES 

°URA. fender 
,,,,,, Ph•las S•nole • Bean Cesseele Anme 

fenders horn (ISO Roland Boll 60 
lhsas, horn (l OS 
Mo 1101,, 0154 
* Eledra Balms Bon, 04 

* Boss • than. Tonthee Effects * 
SEYROAROS 

Yamaha 007s, DAN on Hoek IPON 
Yarnell.* PT IS P0A1 
Beane .1X3P. Juno 104. Juno 40. la 

Juno 0 
SI1101, Ma. etc 
Amp venous Ca* venous 

• GO. stocl of solewere 
Wee - 1 

AMPS 
Marshall 
ISM 
Pro•Ams 
LA, U K. I 4,ll.lO1.11 0100 

MASS • MCCOWN* 

New Cottons See CNN 
Trumpets liven 125 
• Bamems on Modal Caem. Te000. 
sew. Lorton, Yernene. Saophere. JI. 

04-
P.0041, • Tenet. • Tonle • Pearl • 

STMers 
Remo Mo BM luchap 

CYMBALS BY 
11111100, Arms 2114jOn 

ImpuIse 
All Paste. Rude. etc. 
Sedan Tosco Al•enl 

Profile 

• Lonelon's lerp.1 mlechon of M SK end Musa< Books 
Access • LIN* • Arne. • Dose's • N Depos,1 Cr.« • C.. 
IVAN MUSIC. 13S-140 CM*. It Rea. London WU OLD 
Tel:* 01.030 ATM: Neel Mask 01-113•1101 

Please allow 750 lor the fire Tern pl. ISs emh adtlemnal earn Im 

eoe sese 

FOOTE'S 
TOR All PERCUSSION 

SNARE DRUM BARGAINS 
All drums lemma are NEW am1 I. slash lames .0,1611,, VAT 

M054,. 10 0.M. mete, IN. ME SO 1 4.64, STACCATO 11191,1Lreglass. shell .. .15 
144 lug, metal Mell. with snove drum es. te, 50 1 400½ PRE 51 IL 14 71. 1 0 lug. beaded Mau shell CIO» 
lele EA, PREMIER InOS.4 ILO Metal ehebl 
14011L, TR« SD 0-4. 10 km. meter sM11. f7106 
1405W PREMIER 2000.131, elum.neurn shell 

1105W' PREM.« 35. 101u., elummoum ene11 [110 14010. PREMIER 131ml Shadow. weal shell. 10 lug SIM 

Mem NW mate drums evel•Ole• LUDWIG Ruck Concert CNNeurn. Neck emu,. flrone ROGERS Dynasonc. etc etc 
CREDIT TER...SAY/408LE - MAIL ORDER Illearcleyced & Masse WE CAN CASPATM MCAMIERE 

CHAS. E. FOOTE LTD., 17 Golden Square, London W1R 3AG - Tel: 01-43711111 

Leg. must. 411 
140050 . PREMIER 000ect on«, shell (156 
1105W LUDWIG QS. beaded alurrunmen shell. 10 lug 

JSG MUSIC 
104.10813 MAIN ROAD. BINGLEY. WEST YORKS 

BRADFORD 102741 568841'564389 

Late opening toll 9pm Monday and Thursday 

£££'s 
MILLION 

POUND SALE 

HUGE 
REDUCTIONS 
Massive stocks to clear! 

Definitely the cheapest 
prices available 

All prices include 1/AT and Sean's,. dells., 

IrICIDE% 
IJSIIC CC., 

Bow TaeShadare MS PSIm MS 
...v.., • .rn .4 •t•naliSI), 1.166 

04S 
mesP5115 MI 
me, R5775 OR 

05)30 MN 
bane 080 Bass OM 
am, 0130 Bass 05 
anet lerete ems MO 

5 11 IMMI 151150 ERA 7 
-- •   SSI Bentz MEIN Rau OM L E. BOW E69 .. 

S1150sen Neb. 05 i 
510Sesson Marauder ON MANES ELEC ACOUSTIC 

.75 

Sla Men 175.0 Dener0N 00 
SS fem. Ma." err,' 03 
SR fender Seetwehtul em M0 
SR Fender NM 04 
5111infer Telecemer 00ase 04 
Rea Dean Modern. DM 
Nera Jas.@ 00,0.0 04 
Meepren._ 

04 
Mmtramemomp8m...04 

almorma Smarm tMas 111.1 
• aama Reader nap M ea. 
▪ A memedee 
ram. am.- Ing. cm 

LCSICSIKA SIMS 
14.11mtle- _ 
esesOutleseNtees 09. 
Moclus0 Rod Knee IS 
Neclep DM See me bern 

Mecteg &MIN@ INN ON 
Ware Bass Thee Neck Elf 
01401MA000N.d Of 

SR Wasetern WI Mal MA 
SelAame0 aesMer TM nerd CIO 
S11 Cs an.11 le geed Calaway • 10 se 

Osos 
511 Demon Custom lageM Icase 

. Cede., Stegrw Bass Combo OR 
Ma* Soode VI Comte LIN 
blend JC50 Combo MO 
10.15,.. 10 IS 
blame Cube .0 Choeus. EIS 
Mime Cube (ACM,. nu 
MI Marshall SO 0011 Cm. DM 
M1 Eender 11...• Rewf0 Con. 

_ ON 
MI Peens Dame CNN. nu 

014141 400 

AL 405 DIO 
AI 410 (220 

[ Tom Seel" ROCKEAAN 

Bass ROCILMAN £0 I 
AIM DM 

IBANEZ SEMI ACOUSTIC 
ANN 
ASS, 00 
ADO rus 
ASM 075 

041.00. IMO 
DRUM MACHINES 

II 0110 
Roles, 1116O 
Robed Elms lea 

300 
Seend Weer SRN 
Ror• 0177 

SMELTS UNITS 
Ross 012 Chorus 
Bess 00300,11; 
Ress 0.erlrnot 
Bess Oclager 
0400001,1 Leh. Neme1.5 Sass . 

C4Ohee Hornet MIAMI 010 • 140 1000 
000000 00040 05 Mew, lesL V. 9.40 
Censtes Cebu 10 Sass . 0067 Ems., 
00040000 Cotes 0.1704 . 04 Sess D070eter 
C.D.s Cabs 3$0.400S. . mts goss OD, Delay 
[NNW> Coles 10 An0 Seas cm lloss Kern Ned 
Cartslue 1.15 103-mee Sms Cep Boss None Gem 

Sots Caspesso, 
'panel Mager 

0.neL 10.5000mv 
1000 SonA 
0meg. DON 
04110 0A.111 

22 Denmark Street 

London, WC, 

836 4856 

TONAL PEDALS 
STOOt 

VERT CFEAPP 

f110 

01$ 

Or 
!SW 

TO 
001 
040 
EST 
114 

10 

t. 
(53 

05 

111(43 

CHAPPELLS "v-m. °SFTBRPTD 491 2777 
• 0,0110110.00. 104° 

00•100114.0. [AKA° MKKI 

er1:011«  
OVATION Ga. Ca... *001 
01/•01011 OA*" Ce•••• sur. AMA. ho. 
0,011001 

0411. 1 / 
4313 

43/6 KM NKr, 

4114 01.1.0 
[0.5001.1. 

•14.411.. 
MOW\ 
•14.411.• 
.11.411.• 
MYNA 
MINN 

Dee 
Nee 

10, NE, F101000 Nat 1T00, 10 D•Lsr 

lIAGT1100 MOM 

MAR IA/ 0.00 h°0 ea. 
0.0111 Krt./.111°. 1 Kt 0. 
AIVAI/A SCA001 A° 0.• 1.0 
NAVA WSW.. eau h.. 
.....A. VA 
CASON fah•• O. 

G.10011.5. °ow 
4110,0011.1,11. 
'0,1.0110. 0.1.0* 
MaSON MI PS new me* 
40.0011 SIKAC Kn. 
4111010.110e..1 AA1 
40•300. 5...0 .3 

cmeamm,ss,.. else 

Samos ESIB •sah• 
11.°M1.01011,0,0 AA 

1KA 
1,46 

1.11Z0' 

11.0 

1.1 
100 

re. 

000 

Orb 

YAMAHA KEYBOARDS 

!TNTHS 
MAACK 0101110 

1110.0101 0.01MAnAl 
10•41/00.100 1111.101010.1 AVIV 

IN STOCK NOW 
Also complete range of 

YAMAHA PORTABLE 

KEYBOARDS in stock 

MK100 at £269 

ALL. MAJOR CREDIT CARDS PART EXCHANGES 

US I C 
MIET 10011Nems etesCe 

Maemseenemesur.s. 
....ay yes.. gas 

114• 00.000010 

66s, w asa yeas. Ty se 
«ONG Bar Mil eels 000 111001011 
11004 'lam, 
5A1010111 /01 K.e 

0°0 

093 
0111 

In Pee 

1.0 

01° 

Fostex X15 £249 
01-440 3449 

r-V-00•0 °At t.A.6*1 .°410 /Ye° 1.° 
*a/ Sa 11As• AA*** 

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS 

e. eon- um 
elm. me 

031 

»Isamu STOP PRESS 
11."17111re 

gla==te:es?..arorresoes OIR 040 
110AAV 0011.* 0.10 01.• OA*. 01.0 
INA.° 11.0...• INA 1111/ /00041/0. CM 

sr, Lee 0.11,•.01.2 bermau. 
.0,0 /h/e/A.10 A., 

OPEN UNTIL 7 P.M. OPEN UNTIL 7 P.M. 

OPEN 10 A 1.1 - 7PM WEEKDAY (.3 30 - 5.30 Satur4y) 

ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS, 

DINERS HFC. TRANSCASH No 30385%) 

230 MIRK St, Barnet, N•rt 

01-440 3449 

=WET% musc 

GUITAR STRING SPECIAL! 
là•peces are per se aM wake. PAPI 

'KAM I SHIM/ AMIN», INN i 0101 D. 
Deem nylen •el II 00 

PAITONIDNO 030 /05. 010 ON 
SAMAR» ll IN I RN RICO 1 101, DM 
MOO lISOR Beau I 0101 010 
SOUND 00 NI ON ON 
MIR MAL I ertheseedl. 0011.1 Awn. Mels et seamen 0 n 
mama Marque Inoue 710.10 emus Yet or lets 0105 
...   

PILAU it NO ME 

I [KISS, A 0110UF PO IOR 1100 SLIM f 

NAME 

AVON. 

'Please show ,u ioe•lo• 1else, 

35 WRITEERIARS STREET, COVENTRY 
10.703150571 CLOSED EXUMA`, 

ickbouTHELNEWestROCurri, í 

DIAL-A-DEAL  -01-681   01,-,680X 266332 .104E2G--11--M  0328--  DIAL A DEAL: 

MUSIC STORE 

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO (1.000 SUBJECT TO STA 

.j; 

==. ..i. OW c,... o .,. * ., ,.. ,, , 

MORE THAN YOU BARGAINED 
BOTTOM 

a^ 

.1à 

The int/SiC VIllage 
10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH, NR ROMFORD, ESSEX 

PHONE 01-599 4228, 01-598 9506 

THE HOT ONES ARE IN!! 
THE LOWEST PRICES ARE HERE! 
DO NOT BUY - WITHOUT 
TALKING TO US FIRST!! ,# 

e 

Ate 

•e• 

4" 
FREE 
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Out Now. In this month's issue: a One Two probe into backstage sex, the latest gear news and reviews, 

what The Stones and The Who need from their roadies, guitar tricks explained, plus exclusives on the 
Kurzweil Keyboard and our own Chord Processor Program for your home computer 
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